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PREFACE.

The Magazines of London and Edinburgh,
abound in articles of absorbing interest and pow-
erful talent. The masterly manner in which they

are conducted, has created for them an immense
circulation. Polite Literature has been fostered

by their aid, and its influence on society has been
attended by a gradual refinement of manners, and
more comprehensive and liberal views of human

*^ society than were entertained in the * olden time.'

The genius of Scott, Campbell, Wilson, Lamb,
'^ and a distinguished phalanx of literary worthies,

has produced this happy and important change.

To their mighty intellects we are indebted for

those invaluable gems, which shed such a brilliant

lustre on the chaste emanations of the British

Press—productions which at once enlighten and
"'^ exalt mankind.
«0

The London edition of the present volume had
^an extremely rapid sale. The selections, from
^ iheir very nature, were calculated to produce this

^ effect. It is, indeed, a work which must rivet the

attention of the reader. It embodies the most
-< vigorous effusions of fancy—a surprising combina-
" tion of heart-stirring incidents—and a never-flag-

^^ing energy.

.^V This first American edition is submitted to the

i^public with confident anticipations of a similar
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success. That it will add much to the amusement
of the lovers of romance is certain. The lights and
shadows of our existence are admirably delineated

in its contents, while the fountain of morality is

preserved inviolate, and flows on in a beautiful

stream of attractive and refreshing purity.
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THE CABINET.

THE GfYPSY CHIEF.

In one of those drear midnights that were so awful to

travellers in the Highlands soon after 1745, a man wrapped in a
large coarse plaid, strode from a stone-ridge on the border of

Loch-Lomond into a boat which he had drawn from its covert.

He rowed resolutely and aJone, looking carefully to the right and

left, till he suflfered the tide to bear his httle beurk into a gorge or

gulf, so narrow, deep, and dark, that no escape but death seemed
to await him. Precipices rugged with dwarf shrubs and broken

granite rose more than a hundred feet on each side, sundered only

by the stream, which a thirsty season had reduced to a sluggish

and shallow pool. Then poising himself erect on his steiff, the

boatman drew three times the end of a strong chain which hung
among the underwood. In a few minutes a basket descended

from the pinnacle of the cliff, and having moored his boat, he

placed himself in the wicker carriage, and was safely drawn into

a crevice high in the wall of rock, where he disappeared.

The boat was moored, but the adventurer had not observed

that it contained another passenger. Underneath a plank laid

artfully along its bottom, and shrowded in a plaid of the darkest

grain, another man had been lurking more than an hour before

the owner of the boat entered it, and remained hidden by the

darkness of the night. His purpose was answered. He had
now discovered what he had sacrificed many perilous nights

to obtain, a knowledge of the mode by which the owner of

Drummond's Keep gained access to his impregnable fortress

unsuspected. He instantly unmoored the boat, and rowed slowly

back across the Loch, to an Island near the centre. He rested

on its oars, and looked down into the transparent water.— ' It is

there still !' he said to himself, and drawing close among the

rocks, Itaped on dry land. A dog of the true shepherd's breed

sat waiting under the bushes, and ran before him till they

descended together under an archway of stones and withered

branches. * Watch the boat !' said the Highlander to his faithful

guide, who sprang immediately away to obey him. Meanwhile
his master hfted up one of the grey stones, took a bundle from

beneath it, and equipped himself in such a suit as a trooper of

Cameron's regiment usually wore, looked at the edge of his dirk,

and returned to his boat.
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That Island had onoe belonged to the heritage of the Gordons,

whose ancient family, urged by old prejudices and hereditary

courage, had been foremost in the ill-managed rebellion of 1715.

One of the clan of Argyle then watched a favourable opportunity

to betray the Laird's secret movements, and was commissioned to

arrest him. Under pretence of friendship, he gained entrance to

his stronghold in the Isle, and concealed a posse of the king's

soldiers at Gordon's door. The unfortunate Laird leaped from

his window into the lake, and his false friend seeing his desperate

efforts threw him a rope, as if in kindness, to support him, while

a boat came near. ' That rope was meant for my neck,' said

Gordon, ' and I leave it for a traitor's.' With these bitter words

he sank. Cameron saw him, and the pangs of remorse came into

his heart. He leaped himself into a boat, put an oar towards his

drowning friend, with real oaths of fidelity, but Gordon pushed it

from him, and abandoned himself to death. The waters of the

lake are singularly transparent near that Isle, and Cameron
beheld his victim gradually sinking, till he seemed to lie among
the broad weeds under the waters. Once, only once, he saw, or

thought he saw him lift his hand as if to reach his, and that dying
hand never left his remembrance. Cameron received the lands

of the Gordon as a recompense for his political services, and with
them the tower called Drummond's Keep, then standing on the

edge of a hideous defile, formed by two walls of rock beside the

Lake. But from that day, he had never been seen to cross the

Loch except in the darkness
;
or to go abroad without armed men.

He had been informed that Gordon's only son, made desperate by
the ruin of his father, and the Stuart cause, had become the leader

of a gypsy gang,* the most numerous and savage of the many
that haunted Scotland. He was not deceived. Andrew Gordon,
with a body of most athletic composition, a spirit sharpened by
injuries, and the vigorous genius created by necessity, had
assumed dominion over two hundred ruffians, whose exploits in

driving "off cattle, cutting drovers' purses, and removing the goods
brought to fairs or markets, were performed with all the audacious
regularity of privileged and disciplined thieves. Cameron was
the chosen and constant object of their vengeance. His Keep
or Tower was of the true Scottish fabric, divided into three

The Lochgellie and Liulithtfoe Gypsies were very distinguished towards
me middle of the last century, and had desperate fights at Raploch near Stirling,
and in the sliire of Mearns. Lizzy Brown, and Ann M'Donald, were tlSe
leading Amazonians of these tribes, and their authority and skill in training boys
to thievery were audaciously systematic. As the poor of Scotland derive their
maintenance from usage rather than law, and cliiefly from funds collected at the
church-door, or small assci^smonts on heritors, ( never exceeding two pence in the
pound)

;
a set of vagrants still depend on voluntary aid, and are suffered to obtain

it by going from house to house in famihes or groups, with a little of the coatume,
and a great deal of the cant and thievery of the ancient Gypsies.
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given public entrance to his cabinet ; but rigid prejudices and

custom compelled him to be content with private patronage.

Whence this man came is very doubtful, though some remarkable

ir^stances of courage and fidehty which he had shewn during

Joseph's quarrel with his Belgian subjects, were supposed to have

been his first passports to favor. If he was a native of Flanders,

the acuteness of his eye, his sharp lean featui;es, and slender

person, were no evidences of his birth-place, and his accent was

observed to have something Italian in it. Joseph meditated bold

and singular changes in German jurisprudence, and was supposed

to carry on a private correspondence with those Hterary rnen,

who, if" they did not absolutely change the tide of public opinion,

availed themselves of it to rise on the surface. Otto, though he

only acted as the emperor's page ostensibly, held some secret

share in this correspondence, and was beUeved to have a watch-

word, by which he passed the sentinels of the palace in his secret

visits'. Nor did he always go alone. He was watched, and a

spy appointed by the chancellor of the chamber of Wetzlar, traced

him to a spot which instigated all his employer's curiosity. The

chancellor was noted for his strict adherence to old principles, and

his resistance to the new code of laws, by which Joseph hoped to

substitute long imprisonment for death, as the punishment of

capital crimes. He was not ill-pleased to detect in his sovereign

some error which might render his legislation unpopular by

disgracing the source. He wrapped himself in his darkest

apparel, and creeping under the shadow of a high wall, followed

a man he beheved to be Otto, and another person, from the private

gate of the palace to the meanest suburb of Vienna. They

ascended the remains of a terrace, knocked at a door hidden by

shrubs, and were admitted by an unseen porter without hght or

words.' But the chancellor remarked, that these muffled persons

had taken a loose stone from a niche beside the door, and spread

some branches of the brambles over the vacant spot. He had

courage and sagacity. He pushed his hand through this

aperture, drew back a bolt, and saw the door open. Beyond his

hopes, all within was perfectly dark and silent. Covering his

person and half his face, he trod with suppressed breath, conscious

that an echoing pavement was under his feet, till the hght which

he saw gleaming through a crevice before him, guided his steps

to what seemed a staircase, so narrow that it scarcely admitted

him. But he followed its windings, till he found himself in a

balcony surrounded with the open tracery of ancient carved work,

and suspended over a Ughted room large enough to contain twenty

people. A man in a close grey cloak stood on a kind of rostrum

addressing six persons in a Latin oration, which strangely

"perplexed the curious chancellor. It seemed as if he was
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persuading his disciples to choose what element they would
wish to predominate in their natures, and to excite it b}^ an
outward application. There were glasses filled with earth and
water, braziers with hot coals, and small bags of earth and
bladders full of gas, which the professor gravely fastened on his

pupils, protestmg that they would be substitutes for meat and
drink. Our chancellor knew all the whims of Rosicrucian

cabalists ; he had heard some of the pretensions of more modern
illuminati, but had never conceived the possibility of supporting

his plump person by such simple means. He listened with

profound attention
;
and after some ceremonies which he could

not understand, the orator left his rostrum, drew back a silk

curtain, and discovered a sleeping woman veiled. When a few
m^'sterious signals and mutterings had passed, the sleeper spoke,

but m such strange, wild, and affecting strains of poetry, as to fix

the audience in what appeared delighted attention. When her

voice ceased, the cabahst dropped her gauze veil and the silk

curtain over her
;
and resumed his place in the rostrum. ' You

have seen.' he said, ' the success of my science. Without any
consciousness on her part, I have unlocked and unveiled her

spirit, which speaks as you have heard, in the language of

poetry—that is, in the words inspired by such enchanting images
as the soul enjo3^3 when detached from the body. Your majesty

cannot doubt the truth of the experiment on a maiden of rank too

high for imposture, of a character too pure to be suspected of

willing connivance. Therefore I selected her as a worthy subject

for this night's important purpose, and shall convey her back
while in this profound sleep to her father's house, from whence,
as we all know, she could not have been thus brought without the

influence of my natural magic, by which I can either close or

open the mind, animate or stupify the body.'

The chancellor Hstened indeed as if he too had been deadened
by this magic, for he had beheld his only daughter thus made the

spectacle and tool of a madman or a cheat ! While he stood

aghast, four of the audience withdrew, and the operator with his

two muffled pupils remained together. '1 have now,' he added,
' to shew you the farthest extent of my science. The magnetic
powers lodged in a diamond are such as to increase the brilliance

of the gem when it approaches any animal or vegetable frame in

which its own peculiar gas prevails—The ring on your majesty's
hand will exemphfy this, if laid near the fume of this brazier.'

The emperor deposited his ring, as he was desired, on the edge
of the charcoal furnace, which the cabalist pushed back into a
receptacle probably prepared to confine the pestiferous air. But
the chancellor also saw, that by an ingenious leger-de-main, the

imperial ring was dropped into the ashes, and a counterfeit jewel
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placed on the brazier's edge, when the crafty cabalist exposed it

again to the emperor. He and his companion praised the

increased kistre and size of his diamond ;
and having heard a few

more mysterious descants on the chemical relation of the precious

stone to the carbonic vapour, departed with his preceptor.

Little as the chancellor cared for the dreams of a sect only

suspected to exist, and much as he had always despised the

secret vigils of its novices, he was determined to bear away with

him some token of liis master's credulity and the Illumine's craft,

which might suffice to give Him power over both, and revenge the

outrage practised on his child. The hall of this mysterious

academy Vv^as now vacant, and lighted only by the dying coals in

the brazier. He fixed his feet in the fretted cornice of the balcony,

and soon reaching the floor, possessed himself of the emperor's

ring, climbed again into his hiding-place, and waited a few

instants to discover if any one seemed likely to return. The
possibility of being locked into this strange house of cabalism, and
the uncertain fate of his daughter, made him eager to escape.

He crept down the stairs which had led him to his discovery, and
more intent on the future than the present, passed too hastily

through the postern, without remembering the loose stone he had
left on the threshold. He stumbled, and had not time to hide

his face, before two men started from behind the trees near him.

'Ah, Sire !' said a well-known voice— ' the Chancellor !'—Joseph

deigned no answer, and walked slowly away, followed by his

page, till they disappeared among the windings of the suburb.

In the morning, the chancellor was found assassinated among
those windings. There was a deep, but not sorrowful, sensation

excited by his death. He had been the enemy of changes in the

austere code of German law ; his notions were arbitrary and
unphilosophical ; his judgments, on many public occasions, had
been offensive to the people. His adversanes ascribed his fate to

the powerful impulse of retaliation in some sufferer bold enough
to avenge his own cause, and execute summary justice ; or to

the nobler spirit of general patriotism, seeking to rid the state of

an obnoxious member. Both these suppositions were favoured

by the new spirit which had begun its reign in morals and
politics. The chamber of Wetzlar examined the affair with the

slightness of men more ready to propitiate the philosophers of

Germany than to provoke their late chancellor's fate themselves.

One or two of his friends endeavoured to interest the aulic

council in this event, as a matter connected with intrigues of

state, but the sovereign's coldness repelled them. Joseph was in

a dilemma, very painful and dangerous to a prince of romantic
feelings and high honour. He beheved his page had sacrificed

the chancellor to a hasty zeal for his reputation, which must
2*
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have sunk under the details an angi-y father and prejudiced

politician might have given of the midnight scene. But he

dismissed Otto from his court, shewing by his silence that he

suspected the crime he felt disposed to pardon, yet dared not

defend. And many young philosophers, had they known the

secret, would have been more apt to pity Otto for serving a timid

and ungrateful master, than to blame him for an act which they

would have thought sanctified by the motive.

The emperor died a few months after, expressing on his

death-bed to his few attendants the little reason he had found to

trust the friendship, the gratitude, or the honesty of men.

—

Whether any secret remembrance of Otto preyed on him, or

whether he felt the suspicion of poison, which many of his court

afterwards avowed, will never now be ascertained
;
but it revived

the subject of assassination in the pubUc mind, and the advocates

of justice without laiu imagined they saw a fit retribution for the

unpunished death of the chancellor.

One cold February morning, an Austrian traveller, walking

hastily from his inn about six o'clock, saw two men standing in a
church-yard with a sack at their feet. The dimness of the hour,

and the unfrequency of such visitors in such a place, made the

traveller fix his eyes on them with an earnestness which probably

induced them to separate
;
and the tallest, taking up the sack,

walked hastily down the nearest street. The Austrian followed

him at the same pace, till the bearer of the sack threw it down,

turned into a dark lane, and vanished. Our traveller had some
doubts whetherhe might safely take the forsaken prize, considering

his own situation as a stranger without witnesses
;
but the house

before which he stood was a noted silversmith's, and he knocked

for admission. The master was roused, the traveller's story told,

and the sack opened. It contained an immense quantity of shreds

or fragments of silver, such as workmen make in completing their

business. ' Sir,' said the silversmith, ' these remnants are mine,

as certain private marks inform me ;
and the discovery you have

so honestly begun, must be completed. Only three men in my
employ can be suspected of this robbery. One is entrusted with
the solid metal ; the second dehvers their portions to my artisans,

and receives them back after their hours of labour
; the third has

the collected fragments in his custody. You shall take your
station in a window opposite my house, with two officers ofjustice,

and inform them when the man you recognise appears.' Ignace,

the traveller, agreed to this, and was conducted to his place with

such feelings as must visit every humane and honest man who
encounters such fearful hazard of another's safety. The workmen
passed into their employer's house in succession, and Ignace,

trembling and faltering, pointed out the youngest. He was the
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silversmith's favourite nephew, and his tears, when taxed with

his offence, moved his uncle to lenity. He required him to name
his accomplice, and the boy very unwillingly confessed his

acquaintance with an Austrian Jew, whose place of abode was
unknown to him. A Jew is easily pronounced a seducer and
trafficker in guilt. Both the silversmith and the traveller joined

with no loss of time in searching every resort of the proscribed

race, and many unfortunate Israelites were rigorously examined
;

but the boy's tempter was not to be found, and Ignace returned

to his own city to celebrate his adventure.—But there were many
in Vienna, who knew how exactly the published description of

the Austrian Jew agreed with the physiognomy and figure of

the Juggler, who had beguiled the deceased emperor of his ring,

and mocked him by an exhibition of his female accomplice, the

chancellor's unworthy daughter.

The person who paid most attention to this history, was one of

the members of the judicial chamber of Wetzlar—one of the few
who had been unwilling to acquit Otto when charged with the

chancellor's assassination. He sent for Ignace, questioned him
precisely, and determined to visit Vienna himself as a minister

and discoverer of justice. It was not necessary or prudent to

travel with his customary equipage. He went on horseback,

with only one confidential servant, calling himself Lobenstein,

and took lodgings in a mean part of the suburbs.

Lobenstein began, as well as he could, to perform the part of a
speculating alchymist. He bought old essays, inquired for

teachers of the new philosophy, and was recommended to a
professor far advanced in the most hidden departments. The
student pretended great zeal and faith in animal magnetism, and
in that still more mysterious art by which some moderns profess

to intrance and convey the soul. He heard all the jargon of

sympathies and spiritual communication, always manifesting

perfect faith, and urging his teacher to exhibit some specimens.

—

Several pieces of gold, and promises of more, induced the cabalist

to promise him a full initiation into his Eleusinian mysteries.

Lobenstein went at midnight to his house, which had a secret

entrance, and many winding staircases of frequent use. The
novice was ushered into a hall, where five or six other students

were assembled
;
and their oracle, mounting his rostrum, gave

them his favourite discourse on the mysteries of nature, frightfully

mingled with the fervid romances of Swedenborg, and the

audacious schemes of modem chemistry. To finish Its effect, a
silk curtain, and a veil of silver tissue were raised to discover

what had once been a form of perfect beauty, and was not yet
quite faded. The magnetizing ceremony was performed, and
the actress delivered a long rhapsody of prophetic and poetic
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phrases, with her eyes fixed and her hmbs composed in admirable

counterfeit of sleep. Lobenstein look care to be the last who left

the room of lectures, leaning on his preceptor's arm. As they

passed out of the private postern, a man muffled in a long cloak

met and hxed his eyes upon them. ' Ah ! the Chancellor !' said

the cabalist, and instantly retreated behind the door
;
but the

officers of justice were prepared to rush upon him. They burst

into the house, searched all its recesses, and even uprooted its

pavements, but the magician and his accomplice were gone. No
probable place in the city escaped their inquiry ; and, after a

fruitless disturbance, the magistrates and their agents seemed

exhausted.

But Lobenstein's stratagem had succeeded. By placing near

the suspected door a police officer properly attired, and with a

strong personal resemblance to the deceased chancellor, he had

surprised the cabaUst into an exclamation which betrayed his

knowledge of that unfortunate man. The officer thus singularly

distinguished by a likeness to the chancellor, had also a similar

kind of shrewdness and penetration. He applied himself

diligently to discover other avenues into this m3^sterious house,

and came at length to inform Lobenstein that he had discovered

one at a spot never suspected. 'You must go,' said he, 'on

horseback, but not on the horse you usually ride, nor in the

same dress, along the road which leads to the summer-palace.

You will meet, near the large cluster of larches, a lady sitting on

the bank and reading. It will not be possible for you to see her

till the narrowness of the road has brought your horse's feet close

to her's, because she will be very adroitly concealed by a curve

and a few shrubs on the bank. She will be terribly alarmed, and

either bruised by the horse's tread, or hurt in attempting to rise

out of its way. You must go with her if she seems to expect it,

and whatever yon see or hear in the house she will carry you to,

act as if you apprehended nothing, and, above all, as if 3-ou

expected no one to join you there.' Lobenstein hardly knew
whether to acquiesce in this expedient, or to doubt his informer's

fidelity.' However, his curiosity and courage prevailed, and he

set forth on his knight-errantry to discover and arrest his friend's

assassin All happened as the police-officer predicted. A woman
of very graceful appearance waylaid him, as if accidentally

; and

he, assuming airs of credulous and fomantic gallantry, attended

her to her home. 'But he was sufficiently well versed in the

geography of Vienna, to know that he had returned by a circuitous

road to the suburb in which the necromancer's unholy house was
lodged. He was surprised at the elegant simplicity of the supper

room, at the dignified manners of its mistress, and the propriety of

all he saw. After detaining him half an hour by agreeable
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expressions of gratitude and hospitality, she introduced him to

Count M—, her husband, as a partaker in the obhgations his

courteous attentions had created. At this name, which he had
often heard in fashionable and political circles, Lobensiein looked

at the wearer with surprise. His inquisitive glance was no less

earnestly returned, but the salutation which followedwas perfectly

unconstrained and pohte. Supper was superbly served, and
another hour or two passed in Hterary conversation. Madame
would not permit her guest to depart, and her husband seconded

her offer of an abode for the night with a grace which their

disguised visitor would have been almost unable to refuse, even

if his secret purpose had not requn^ed his stay. But when he

closed the door of the bed-chamber assigned him, though its hang-

ings were of dove-coloured satin, and its carpet of flowered velvet,

some terrible thoughts of robbery and assassination seized him,

and were not dispersed by the entrance, not of his friend, the

friendly police-officer, but of the count himself.

The judge of the chamber of Wetzlar heartily wished his zeal

for justice had been less rash, and started up in his bed with

ghastly eyes, but a desperate intention. ' My good lord,' said the

count, smiling, ' let us understand each other. I am quite aware
of your honourable eagerness to unravel certain mysteries, which

are known to none better than myself. You know my station

in the Imperial Court—I have never been ignorant of your' s, and

I require no oath in addition to that which binds you as a
member of a high judicial court, to fidelity in all things that

concern the state. Expecting some adventure, I perceive you,

are still dressed in readiness : Follow me—and forgive me for

concerting with your faithful police-officer, and a lady's maid, a
Httle romantic incident to bring you to my house, without the

formal invitation which your assumed name made impossible for

me to hazard.'

The judge, strangely affected and surprised, could only follow

his guide in silence. The count conducted him through a saloon

furnished with rich sofas, paintings full of Guido and Titian's

softest representations of beauty, and exquisite statues, almost

breathing in their lovehness, to a library or room of simpler and
sterner character, -filled entirely with columns of books. The
count led his companion round, and pointed to their titles, which
announced every author of political or philosophical romance,

from the days of Mahomet to those of Spinosa, Voltaire, and
Hobbes. The next door opened into a most sumptuous banqueting

room, hghted as if^for a feast of princes : and a few steps beyond,

the count unlocked the door of what seemed a small boudoir, in

which were several open caskets filled with ladies' trinkets, and

two or three sets of gold and silver dressing-plate, elegantly
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packed as if ready for gifts. A long covered passage led the

astonished judge into a hall, which he remembered to be the

place of the midnight lectures given by the cabalist. And the

count completed his amazement by the taking up the garment of

the lecturer, which lay in a corner, and throwing it over himself.

Lobenstein stood silent, unable to express his confusion of ideas,

and the count laughed heartily. ' My loyal and learned friend,

you have seen the whole secret of that tremendous cabalism

which is now an engine of state-affairs. Did 3'ou expect to find

this place really contrived for the invention of aurum jwtahile or

elixir vitce 1—No, my dear lord :—those who enter it imagine

they shall be initiated into some powerful and unknown society,

but the only secret power is that which their cupiosity or vanity

supplies. For vapourish Englishmen, who must have bugbears,

tv^e have the wonders of the Gnostics', and the dreams of their own
Lilly and Dr. Lee clothed in modern jargon. For Frenchmen,
whose theatrical existence is governed by spectacles, who know
no greater men than Vestris and Voltaire, we keep that library

of useless books, into which we usher them with great mystery,

as into the temple of the illuminati ; and, by studying their

ambition, discover their secrets. You expected, perhaps, to see

iron wheels, phosphoric flames, and all the phantasmagoria of

imposture : but we conjure up no demons except those that follow

Ihe surfeit of our suppers, and need no surer machinery than those

trinkets which you saw prepared as bribes for the vain women
who imagine themselves initiated among a secret sect of

omnipotent philosophers.

' My lord, it was no reproach to the chamber of Wetzlar, that

they mi.sjudged the fate of their chancellor. How much eloquence

was wasted to prove that he provoked his death, and that the

assassin rather deserved fame than punishment ! How little

could those 3'oung philosophers, who believe all actions justified

by their motive, judge either of the motive or the fact !—The
chancellor was not murdered, nor did any one compass his death.

He fell dead in apoplexy at the house of a friend, to whom he
went to communicate the scene in the alchymisl's academy

; and
that friend, secretly purposing to ruin the emperor's favourite,

Otto, placed the body with a sash twisted round the neck in such
a place as to fix suspicion on him. The Austrian Jew, who
amused the emperor by his pretended alchyiX)}'', fell into the hands •

of our police, b}^ offering himself to me as the agent of a society,

devised only to detect such impostors by seeming their confede-

rates. If ancient sages had, as it is pretended, the pyramids of

Egypt to conceal their secret chambers, we pohticians have the

still broader pyramid of human folly to conceal ours.'
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her tears were not without effect. But he did not mi-splace his

confidence in the influence of right habits against sudden impulse

;

for his thoughts of Therese Deshoulieres had been so long

governed and corrected, that this unexpected test did not disorder

them. ' I have nothing,' he added, " to say to my brother's

betrothed wife in fear and in secret ;—nor any thing to desire from

her, except that ring which she accepted once for a different

purpose, and ought not to wear with her husband's.' And, as he
spoke, he approached to draw the ring from her finger on which
he saw it glistening. A dimness came over Therese's eyes ; and
when it vanished, the Bishop was gone, but had not taken the ring

from the hand she held out to him. She sat down on the only

bench in the room, and wept a long time bitterly and trembling.

In a few moments more, she remembered that her servant had
been ordered to wait till the clock struck seven before he enquired

for her. Her repeater sounded that hour, but IVlitand did ix)t

appear. She dared not open the door to go alone into the street,

but the casement was unbarred, and it looked into her father's

garden. She climbed out, and by the help of a few shrubs
clinging to the wall, descended in safety, and made haste to the

house, hoping her absence was undiscovered. But Mitand had
aheady reached it, and alarmed her family by saying that he had
expected to find his young mistress returned. Therese answered
her father's angry questions by stating the simple truth—that she
had been induced to visit the poor gardener's widow by a billet

begging her immediate presence for a charitable purpose, and had
found the little lodge empty of all furniture : but a young man
who called himself her grandson, had requested Therese to wait
a. few moments while the widow came from her bed in an upper
room. JVlitand informed his master that he had waited at the door

till a man in a gardener's Tiabit bade him return home, as his lady
would go by a back way through her father's garden. M. Des-
houlieres blamed his old servant's careless simplicity, and
asked his daughter if no other person had appeared. Therese
faltering, and with a faihng heart, replied, thai a man had entered

and demanded her ring, but being informed that her servant was
stationed within hearing, had departed without further outrage.

This prevarication, so near the truth, yet so fatally untrue, was
the impulse of the moment. Therese had never before uttered a
falsehood on an important occasion, but her thoughts had been
long famiHar with the petty finesses of female coquetry

; and the

step from small equivocations to direct untruth only required a
spur.

To colour her evasion, Therese had concealed her ring among
the garden shrubs ; and professing that she had willingly yielded

it to the thief as a bribe for his quiet departure, she .entreated her

3
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father not to make such a trifle the subject of serious investigation.

M. Deshoulieres, seeing no reason to doubt her sincerity, and
fearing that an appeal to the police might compromise her

reputation, agreed to suppress the matter. But he communicated
it to his intended son-in-law, the President of the provincial

Parliament, who looked very gravely at the forged billet, and
asked a particular description of the ring. Then, as he gallantly

said, to atone for her loss, he sent Therese a splendid casket of

jewelry, which, with some gratified vanity, she added to the

celebrated set she inherited from her mother. And a few days

after, she accompanied him to the church of St. Madelaine, where
the Bishop, who had visited Dijon for that purpose, performed the

nuptial ceremony.

One of the most splendid fetes ever seen in that province

distinguished the bridal evening. The President, high in public

esteem and flourishing in fortune, was attended, according to the

custom of his country on such occasions, by the principal persons

of his own class, and by all his kindred and friends in the

neighbourhood. The Bishop remained in the circle till a later

hour than usual, and perhaps with a more than usual eflfort,

because he was aware a few persons in that circle knew the

attachment of his youth to Therese Deshouheres. But even his

brother did not know that, being a younger son, he had been

induced, for the benefit of his family, to enter the church, and
renounce a woman whose pretensions were far above his honest

poverty. Therefore on this occasion he affected, with some little

pride, an air of perfect serenity
;
and though he had felt his

forehead bum and freeze by turns, he knew his voice had never

faltered while he pronounced a benediction on the marriage. He
was pledging his brother after supper, when cries of fire were
heard in the house. The great profusion of gauze ornaments and
slight erections for the ball made the flames rapid beyond all help.

Even the croud of assistants prevented any successful aid
; for

the number of timid women covered with combustible finery, and
men unfitted by wine for personal exertion, disturbed those who
came to be useful. ' Is Therese safe V was every body's cry, and
every body believed she was, till the outline of a woman seen

among the flames and smoke at her chamber-window made the

spectators redouble their shrieks. The bridegroom would have
plunged again into the burning ruins, if his brother had not held

him desperately in his arras : but the valet Mitand, who had lived

with M. Deshoulieres from his daughter's infancy, ran up the

remains of the staircase and disappeared. In another instant the

roof fell in, and Mitand was seen leaping from a burnt beam alone.

He was wrapped in a large blanket which had saved his person,

but his neck, hands, and head, were hideously scorched. When
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surrounded, and questioned whether he had seen his mistress,

he wrung his hands, and shook his head in despair. They
understood from his dumb anguish that he had seen her perish,

and he remamed obstinately sitting and gazing on the ruins till

dragged away. The despair of the President was beyond words,

and his brother's utmost influence could hardly restrain him from

acts of madness. When the unfortunate bride's father deplored

the festival which had probably caused its own dismal end, the

President declared, with a fearful oath, that he knew and would
expose the author. From that moment his lamentations changed
into a sullen kind of fierceness, and he seemed to have found a
clue which his whole soul was bent on. It was soon unfolded

by the arrest of a young man named Arnaud, whose conveyance
to prison was followed by his citation before the parliament of

Dijon as an incendiary and a robber. M. Deshoulieres gave
private evidence to support these charges

;
but a day or two

preceding that appointed for a public examination, the President

went to the intendant of the province, and solemnly resigned his

chair in the judicial court. ' It is not fitting,' said ^e, ' that I

should be a judge in my own cause, and I only entreat that I

may not be summoned as a witness.'

' No,' added the President, as he returned with liis brother, ' it

is not fit that I should be called upon to identify that man, lest his

real name should be deemed enough to convict him of any guilt.

It is sufficient for me to know him : we will not prejudice his

judges.'

The Parliament of Dijon assembled with its usual formality,

and the Intendant-general of the province was commissioned to

act as President on this occasion. The Bishop and his brother

sat in a curtained gallery where their persons might not fix or

affect the attention of the court : the' bereaved father was
supported in a chair as prosecutor, and the prisoner stood with

his arms coolly folded, and his eyes turned towards his judges.

The first question addressed to him was the customary one for

his name. ' You call me Arnaud,' said the prisoner, ' and I

answer to the name.'
' Is it your real name V
' Have I ever been known by any other V
'Your true appellation is Felix Lamotte,' said the Procureur-

general—' and I crave permission of the court to remind it that

you stood here ten years ago on an occasion not much more
honourable.'

The ci-devant President handed a paper to. the Procureur,

requesting that nothing irrelevant to the present charge might be
revived against the prisoner,

* Messieurs,' said the public accuser, addressing himself to the
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judges, ' I humbly venture to assert, that what I shall detail is

not irrelevant, as it may exhibit the character of the accused, and
give a clue to his present conduct. Felix Lamotte is the nephew
of a financier well remembered in Dijon, and his prodigahty gave
such offence that his uncle threatened to disinherit him, and leave

his great wealth to his most intimate friend, the President of this

court. But he, after repeated intercessions and excuses for this

young man, prevailed on the elder Lamotte to forgive him.

When the nephew heard his uncle's will read, he found the

President distinguished by only a legacy of ten thousand hvres,

and himself residuary legatee. You expect, messieurs, to hear
that Felix Lamotte was grateful to his mediating friend, and
careful of his unexpected wealth. He appeared to be grateful

until he became poor again by his prodigality. Then, finding a
flaw in his uncle's will, he came before this tribunal to dispossess

his friend of the small legacy he enjoyed, believing that, as heir at

law, he might grasp the whole. The President, who had not

then reached his present station among our judges, appeared as
a defendant at this bar with a will of later date, which he had
generously concealed, because the testator therein gave him all,

charged only with a weekly stipend to his prodigal nephew.
These are facts which the President desired to conceal, because
the ungrateful are never pardoned by their fellow-creatures, nor
judged without rigour. We shall see presently how the accused
shewed his repentance.'

' Stop, sir !' said Felix Lamotte, haughtily waving his hand to

command silence, 'I never did repent. The President created my
error by conceaUng the truth. If, instead of permitting me to

rely on a will which had been superseded, he had shown me the

last eflEectual deed of gift, I should have known the narrowness
of m}'- rights, and the value of whatever bounty he had extended.

He wished to try my wisdom by temptation, and I have mended
his by showing him that temptation is always dangerous.'

* What you admit is truth,' rejoined another Advocate

—

' though more moiiesty would have been graceful. But the bent
ofyour thoughts must have been to meet the temptation.'

The prisoner answered coldly, ' It may be so
;
and as that

accords with the President's metaphysics, let him thank me for

the demonstration.'

' Where,' said the Intendant-general, ' have you spent the last

ten years V
' Ask the President,' retorted Fehx Lamotte— ' he knows the

verdict he obtained made me a beggar, and a beggar who reasons
metaphysically will soon be tempted to become an adventurer.

I have been what this honourable court.made me, and I love to

reason like the President.' *
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Mitand, M. Deshoulieres' old servant, was called into the court,

and asked if he had ever seen Lamotte. He was hardly

recovered from the injuries he had received in the fire, but he took

his oath, and answered in the affirmative distinctly. Being
desired to say where, he said, ' In a gardener's dress, at a house
in the suburb of St. Madelaine, and on the night of the marriage.'

The Accuser's Advocate now related all the circumstances of

Mademoiselle Deshoulieres' visit to a house without inhabitants,

where she had been robb ed of a val uable diamond A pawnbroker
appeared to testify that he had received from Felix Lamotte the

ring identified as Therese's, and several witnesses proved the

billet to be his hand-writing.
' You should also remember,' added Lamotte, looking sternly

at the pawnbroker, ' what account I gave you of that ring. I

told you I had found it among the shrubs under the wall of an
empty hut adjoining Deshoulieres' garden. My necessity forced

me to sell it for bread. Had you been honest, and able to resist a
tempting bargain, you would have carried it back to the owner.'

' Notwithstanding this undaunted tone,' said the Procureur,
' the prisoner's motive and purpose are evident. Vengeance was
the incitement—plunder was to have been the end. To unite

both, he has fabricated letters, outraged an unprotected lady, and
introduced devastation and death into the house of his benefactor,

in hopes to seize some part of the rich paraphernalia prepared for

his bride. He hated his benefactor, because undeserved favours

are wounds
;
he injured him, because he could not endure to be

forgiven and forgotten.'

' I have no defence to make,' resumed Lamotte, ' for the faults

of my youth have risen against me. You would not believe me
if I should swear that I did not rob Therese, that I wrote no
billets to decoy her, that I came into the vestibule of her father's

house only to be a spectator of her bridal fete. I lodged in the

hut of the gardener's widow, and unhappily complied when she

solicited me to write petitions for the aid of the Bishop of Beauvais
and M. Deshoulieres' daughter. This woman and her daughter
removed suddenly, and I am the victim.'

' Man,' said M. Deshoulieres, stretching out his arms with the

rage of agony, ' this is most false. The treacherous billet was
written and brought by thy own hand, and here is another

charging me to watch and witness my daughter's visit V
' Well !' returned the prisoner coldly, ' and what was my crime 1

If I thought the marriage ill-suited, and without love on the lady's

part, was I to blame if I gave her an interview with her first

lover ? The Bishop of Beauvais can tell us whether such
interviews are dangerous.'

' Let him be silenced !' interposed the Intendant-general ;
' this

3*
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scandal is sacrilege both to the living and the dead. If we had
any doubt of his guilt, his malignity has subdued it.'

The votes of the judges were collected without farther hearing,

and their sentence was almost unanimous. Felix was pronounced

guilty, and condemned to perpetual labour in the galhes : a
decree which the President heard without regret, but his brother

with secret horror, when he remembered that Therese might not

have spoken truth to her father—Yet he respected her memory
fondly ; and fear to wound it, more than his own honour, had
induced him to give no public evidence. But he had satisfied his

conscience by revealing all that concerned himself to the

Intendant-general, who saw too much baseness in Lamotte's

character, to consider it any extenuation of his guilt. Lamotte
was led to the gallies, a victim to his revengeful spirit ; and the

President was invited by his sovereign to resume that seat in the

Parliament of Dijon which he had vacated so nobly.

Fifteen years passed after this tragical event, and its traces had
begun to fade. The father of Therese was dead, and his faithful

servant lived in the gardener's house on an ample annuity given

to him for his zeal in attempting to save her life. The President,

weary of considering himself a widower, chose another bride, and
prevailed on his brother to emerge from his retirement and bless

his marriage. Another fete was prepared almost equal to the

last ; but perhaps a kind of superstitious fear was felt by all who
remembered the preceding. The Bishop retired to his chamber
very early, and the bridal party were seated in whispering

solemnity, when the door opened slowly, and a figure clothed in

wliite walked into the centre. Its soundless steps, glazed eyes,

and deadly paleness, suited a supernatural visitor
;
and when,

approaching the bride, it drew the ring from her finger, her shriek

was echoed by half the spectators. At that shriek the ghostly

intruder started, dropped the ring, and would have fallen, if the

President's arms had not opened to prevent it. He saw his

brother's sleep had been so powerfully agitated as to cause this

unconscious entry among his guests
;
and conducting him back

to his chamber, waited till his faculties were collected. ' Brother,'

said the Bishop, ' it seems as if Providence rebuked my secrecy,

and my vain attempt to believe that opportunity and temptation
cannot prevail over long habits of good, and be dangerous to the
firmest.' Then, after a painful pause, he told the President his

secret interview with Therese, his resolution to take back the ring,

and the failure of his resolution. He explained how long and
deeply this scene had dwelt on his imagination, how keenly it

had heightened his interest in the trial of Lamotte ; and finally,

with how much force it had been revived by the second marriage-

day of his brother. And now,' added the Bishop, * I may tell you
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that its hold on my dreaming fancy may have been lately

strengthened by an event which I wished to suppress till after this

day, lest it should damp the present by renewing your regret for

the past. Only a few hours since, I was summoned once more to

that fatal house in the suburb to see a dying sinner. I found old

Mitand on his death-bed. He told me that he could no longer

endure the horrible recollections which your wedding-day brought.

.He reminded me of his attempt to reach Therese's room when full

of flames. At that moment no thought but her preservation had
entered his mind

;
but he found her on the brink of the burning

staircase, with her casket of jewels in her hand. Miserable

Therese ! she had thought too fondly of the baubles ; and he,

SAvayed by a sudden, an undistinguishing, and insane impulse,

seized the casket, not the hand that held it, and she sank. In the

same instant his better self returned—all his habits of fidelity to

his master, of love to his young mistress—but they came too late.

He had thrust his dreadful prize under his woollen wrapper—it

remained there undiscovered, while shame, horror, and remorse,

prevented him from confessing his guilt. He buried it under the

threshold of the garden house, which his master gave him with

a mistaken gratitude which heaped coals of fire on his head.

There it has remained with the locks untouched fifteen years, and
from thence he wishes you to remove it when you can resolve to

speak peace to a penitent."

Mitand died before morning, and the President's first act was to

place this awful evidence of human frailty on the records of the

Parliament. Their decree against Felix Lamotte "vyas not

revoked, as its justice remained unquestionable in the chief points

of his guilt ; but the fatal influence of temptation over Mitand and
the Bishop of Beauvais was a warning more tremendous than his

punishment. V.

THE WESTERN ASSIZE COURT IN 1689.

There was once in a village near St. David's, a pedagogue
whose figure and furniture were worthy of comparison with

Shakspeare's apothecary. If the Bardic notion has any truth,

* that the soul is an intelligence lapsed firom the region of hght
and knowledge, and makes its progress in this world through a
circle of transmigraiions till it returns to its original state,' this

good man's spirit was very near its perfection, being almost

divested of corporeal matter. He lived in a poor hut, attached to

a still poorer garden, which furnished his meagre table with

almost all its accompaniments. The riches of his house consisted

of numberless traditionary volumes of Welsh romance, especially
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a genuine copy of the Historia Brittonum ascribed to Nennius,

and edited in the tenth century by Mark the Hermit
;
probably

ihe original of that celebrated MS. lately discovered in the

Vatican, after having graced the library of Q,ueen Christina. He
knew by heart all the Welsh chronicle of St. Patrick, from his

captivity among the Scots as a swineherd, till he had baptised

seven kings, and seen the flock of birds which typified the number
of his converts. He knew all the tales of Merlin's ship of glass

;

^ and, in short, whatever proves the abundance of fiction in Wales :

^ but his glory was a school consisting of about fourteen ragged

*^ boys, whose acquirements in Latin could be matched only by
their devastations in leek-porridge. Emulous of what later days

have boasted, Padrig qualified his pupils to perform a Latin play

annually, to improve their prosody and their manners, though he
himself (with the exception of the grey-headed vicar, who fasted

and prayed with eight boys on thirty pounds per annum) was
their sole audience. The expense of erecting a stage, or

providing scenery, was obviated by his choice of a play which
required none but what his hut afforded. Wiser than modern

academicians, he rejected all the easy morahtes of Terence, and

chose from his old friend Plautus, a drama which required no

flippant valet, well-dressed courtezan, or gallant young man. He
had some thoughts of translating into pure Latin the scene of

Bottom, Starveling, and duince, in the Midsummer Night's

.Dream, as most likely to be suitably dressed by his actors
;
but

he luckily remembered a scene in one of Aristophanes' comedies,

which even his own wardrobe could furnish forth, and this he

selected as an interlude. The day of rehearsal was of immense
importance, and Padrig prepared for it accordingly. The chief

personage in the play is an old miser, who on his return with the

broth which he has been receiving from public charity, finds his

daughter's lover with a troop of servants preparing for a wedding-

dinner in his kitchen, and going to take the soup kettle in which
all his money is concealed. Padrig's kitchen required no

alteration to represent the miser's, and no addition, except the

interment of a three-legged pot under the hearth-stone. He had
one of very antique shape, which he filled with pieces of tin and

a few old copper medals, to represent the hoarded coin
;
and

having placed it under the stone which served as his fire-place,

Padrig went to his bed of chaff, Uttle dreaming by whom the

operation had been observed, and what was to follow.

The classic recitations of the next evening began by an
interlude translated into Welsh from the original Greek, which
Padrig's scholars could not yet compass

;
and he acting at once

as audience, prompter, chief Roscius, and stage-manager, came
down to the door of his hut, which served on this occasion as a
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very suitable proscenium. According to the business of the

drama, he sat wrapped in an old blanket folded round him in

the style of Uripides, when a beggar of good height and very

theatrical derrreanour came over the hedge of the copse,

exclaiming, in the genuine Greek, ' Euripides ! I am a distressed

man, and need thy help to procure pity.' Padrig, enchanted and
surprised by an actor so accomplished, but not doubting that the

rector of St, David's had sent his eldest son, as he had promised,

to assist his theatricals, replied, in the language of Aristophanes,
' Friend, thou hast need of no advocate more eloquent than thy
scare-crow visage.' ' O, Prince of Poets,' replied the stranger,
' of what avail is misery unless suitably dressed ? give me thy
rags in which thy Oedipus makes his appearance with such
grand effect.' All this being exactly m the business of the

comedy, Padrig went into his hut, and brought forth a bundle of

very genuine rags, which he gave with the air and speecli

assigned to Euripides. ' But, master of the tragic art !' exclaimed
the beggar, ' I implore another boon. What would thy Oedipus
himself have done without a basket V ' Seest thou not that I

am busy with a new tragedy !' said Euripides, ' take that basket,

and begone.' ' Beneficent Euripides ! of what import is a basket

without picturesque contents 1 lend me the water-cresses which
thy mother used to sell in our streets.' Euripides granted this

boon also, and the petitioner fijiished his part of the farce by
departing with his rags, basket, and herbs, leaving Padrig to

lament that all the learned of Wales were not present to own
how well he had perform.ed the wittiest satire composed by
Arist ophanes against his greatest rival.

The white-headed Welsh striplings, who had gaped with great

awe during the pompous Greek dialogue, were now called on to

enact their parts in what they called the Howlolaria of Plautus.

All went on well till the last scene, when the pot was discovered

under the hearth, and a great altemtion in its weight appeared

to have been made. But until the rehearsal was over, and
Padrig uncovered his pot, intending to remove its copper contents

and substitute a little broth for his supper, he did not perceive

the wonderful transformation. All the pieces of tin and old

medals had been removed, lea\dng in their stead more than
eighty pieces of pure gold and silver ! But what appeared most
valuable in his eyes, was a quantity of medais of rare antiquity,

,^nd in exquisite preservation. He brooded over this prodigious

treasure till dajdight ; and his simplijcity, aided by his legendary
learning, almost inclined him to believe it the gift of some se cond
Merhn. In the morn h^hiastened to his neighbour, the good
parish priest, and sh<^w^%:p|ri the prosperous pot of Plautus,

specially pointing out a medal apparently of the days of Brenhim
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Oil, king of all Britain, and a series of coins from thence to

Cadwallader. The reverend and learned man was deeply asto-

nished at the whole adventure, particularly at the conduct of the

stranger who had performed a part in the Greek interlude
;
and

the schoolmaster was no less surprised when the vicar assured

him that he knew nothing: of the matter : that his son whose aid

had been promised had been too much indisposed to recite his

part, and had sent his excuse by an itinerant musician. Honest

Padrig thought of his ancient romances, but the vicar saw mis-

chief and danger lurking in his supposed good fortune. The
year 1688 had caused the removal of James II. and the agents

of his cruelty or his folly were flying in all directions. The
confusion, the intrigues, and the secret enmities of two parties

suddenly changing places, were felt even in this remote district

;

and the friends of the Prince of Orange, scarcely yet proclaimed

King of England, were starting from their former concealment to

retaliate the hatred of their enemies. Therefore, the vicar of

Padrig's parish feared that the giver of the gold was some
eminent fugitive, who had contrived to leave his recompense for

the disguise which he had obtained by acting the part of the

Greek poet's mendicant. When the schoolmaster reflected on

the smgular fluency with which his unknown visiter had spoken

a classic language, on the style of his features which were

evidently altered by art, and on the rich tokens left behind, he

was of the same opinion ; but his friend's advice to keep the

matter secret cost him seme severe struggles. His' gleeful heart

ached with its fulness, and he could not forbear muttering hints

of his good luck among his pupils, and sometimes taking his pot

to the casement to inspect his treasured. The consequences

were not slow in their coming.

There lived with Padrig under his roof, as a kind of inmate and
assistant, a young man named Lisle, grandson of the unhappy
lady whose misfortunes have a place in our history. She was
the widow of a man who had enjoyed Cromwell's favour ; and
having fled, at the restoration, was assassinated in Switzerland

by three Irish ruffians, who hoped to obtain patronage by their

crime. Lady Lisle was accused of sheltering two of Monmouth's
partisans after his defeat at Sedgemoor, and after a shameful
trial was sentenced to death by Judge Jeflferies, notwithstanding

the opinion three times expressed by the jury in favour of her

innocence. Her miserable descendant found a refuge in the

bounty of the poor schoolmaster, who sheltered him from that

year to the present, intending him for his successor, and calling

him with harmless aflfectation of pomp his usher. Padrig could

not conceal from Lisle, who had been absent on a journey when
the adventure occurred, the contents of his iron pot, wliich stlli
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remained deposited under his hearth-stone. Lisle beheld it

eagerly, and an evil spirit entered his thoughts. The judges

wei-e expected in a few days to hold the county sessions, and he

might obtain this wealth, and perhaps court patronage, by re-

moving his benefactor. The means were easy. Padrig, in the

simplicity of his heart, had often told that Jefferies, whose name

has gained such dreadful immortality, had been,when an obscure

boy of five years old, his favourite and most promising pupil.

And being secretly proud that a chancellor and chief justice had

sprung from his school, he had been often heard to say, that he

could not beheve Jefferies wholly without some good inclinations.

Now it was strongly suspected that this distinguished culprit

was endeavouring to make his escape from the Welsh coast, and

lurking about in disguise till he could find an opportunity. Lisle

had shrewdness enough to see the possibihty that he might have

visited his old friend and tutor, and perhaps received aid from

him. He yielded to temptation, and, rising at midnight, took

the pot from its place of interment, and speeded his way to the

inn, where he knew one of the crown lawyers had stopped to

spend the night. Serjeant Bellasise was a poHtician too wary to

miss any occasion of manifesting zeal to the new government.

He heard the informer's story, and was shown the hoarding-pot,

from which Lisle had taken all except the coins, medals, and a

seal ring, of which he did not know the value. ' Fellow !' said

the Serjeant, ' this is not all. Bring the rest, or I shall know
what to think of your information.' Lisle was taken by surprise,

but he had to deal with a craftier and cooler pohtician than liim-

self. Seeing that he hesitated, the crown lawyer added, ' You are

yourself an accomplice in secreting a traitor. Show me the rest

of the bribe, or my servants shall take you into custody.' The
informer was taken in a trap he had not foreseen; and after a

long demur, found himself forced to resign the pot, and all its

contents to Serjeant Bellasise, who promised, upon this condition,

to preserve him from hazard, and ensure a reward for his loyalty.

Not many hours after, Padrig was taken from his quiet abode,

aj;id lodged in the town jail on a charge of high treason. If any

thing could have comforted him for the treachery of his adopted

guest, it would have been the affectionate lamentation of his

little flock of pupils, who followed him from the school he had

ruled thirty years to his place of confinement, as if it had been

a triumphal* procession. Padrig's story had become a subject of

very general question, and those who knew the bent of public

affairs had but httle hopes of his acquittal. Besieges, the spirit of

the new government was yet untried ;
and though Chief Justice

Herbert and his colleagues were dispossessed of power, their

successors might be equally bUnd and riotous in their new
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authority. The day of Padrig's trial assembled a crowd as

anxious as any that ever filled a court, even in these times of

sacrifice and peril. Had he been one of the five hermits once

sanctified in Wales, he could not have been more respectfully

greeted by the spectators, nor could his appearance have been

more venerably simple. His long surcoat of brown camblet,

belted round his waist, his leathern sandals, and the thick grey

hair which fell on each side of his face down to his shoulders,

showing his broad forehead and large mild eye, gave him the

aspect of a St. Kentigern, or of his favourite Hermit Mark, the

chronicler of Wales. But the judges were strangers, and the

leading counsel of the crown a man new to his office, and to this

remote district. His countenance promised httle, for the abundant

flow of his hair was even beyond the ordinary fashion of the times,

and indicated more coxcombry than wisdom. The accused and
accuser were both in court, and the murmur which would have
attended the latter was hushed by fear. Few, very few, of

Padrig's friends ventured to think of testifying in his-feivour, lest

the friend of a fallen man should involve them in danger. Padrig
stood alone, left to Providence and innocence which he trusted,

and his eye did not lose its firm fixture when the crown lawyer
rose. There was a pause of deep fear and expectation till he
addressed the court.

' My lord, you have heard the indictment of this man ; I have
permitted it to be read, though the instructions in my hand are

to withdraw the prosecution. I permitted it, I say, because it is

fitting that they who dragged him to this bar, and the people who
have held him in reverence till now, should be shown to justice,

and witness its dispensation You have heard this grey-headed
old man accused of abetting a refugee's escape, because a few
pieces of old gold have been found in his possession, and because
he was once a teacher of grammar to Jeflfcries. You are sur-

prised at the name. Who ever thought of befriending Jeflferies?

He has had his flatterers and his advocates when he sat on the

bench as a chief justice and a chancellor, and held his sovereign's

commission with such men as Kirk, who instigated and besotted
him. But he had no friends, and those who had no courage to

remonstrate against his violence, will have enough now to show
him the bitterness of his disgrace, when he is weak and desolate.

No, my lord, in this land and in this year we need not be afraid to

find places of refuge open to Jefferies : he has neither brotner nor
father, wife nor children ; he has nothing here but enemies and
hunters. If he was here, who is in this court that would not be
ready to mock him now as much as they feared him once? They
would bid hun go and ask mercy from the woman whose brother

perished before her eyes after she had sold herself to save him
j
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or from the mother of that unhappy soldier, whose speed was
matched with a war horse's. These things were done, not by
JefFeries, but by men more wicked than he

;
yet which of these

things is greater in cruelty than the accusation lodged to-day

against a helpless old man by his guest and his pensioner ? He
is accused of sheltemig a disgraced and proscribed judge, because

he loved him when a child. Would this be a fault, even if it was
true? Perhaps he did not know the unfortunate man he befriended;

and it is certain, by the public frankness of his communications,

that he did not know the gold was attainted. These medals and
this ring are known to have belonged once to Jefferies

;
but his

motive for leaving them in Padrig's house might have been a
pure one. There must have been some good in his heart when
he dared return to his first friend. It must have been punish-

ment enough to return to that friend and that house poorer and
more despised and wretched than he left it. Let us remember
how high he stood, and from w^hence he fell Those who sit in

his place to-day will remember, that he fell because he judged

too rashly, and did not think his king strong enough to afford

mercy to his enemies. Let our first act be wiser than his. I

might tear my brief, and close the prosecution, but I appeal to

this court, and expect to hear the prisoner's acquittal. And that

you may be assured how Httle his accuser deserves behef, I am
empowered to tell you, that Jefferies, that criminal w^hom he pre-

tends was conveyed away by Padrig's means, is at this very

moment before his judges ; and this paltry jar of coins, which
tempted the accusation, was brought to me as a bribe to forward

it. And if it had been so offered even to Jefferies, he would have
thrown it back as I do.'

The pleader was answered by a half stifled shout of applause.

When he began to speak, his voice was low and hoarse, but as he
advanced it became vigorous, and his eyes started from their dark
hollows with the earnestness of eloquence. The new judges were
touched by this appeal, and by the opportunity to gain favour by
a popular verdict. Padrig was unanimously acquitted, and the

jar of gold, which his unexpected advocate had thrown on the

table of the court, was restored to him undiminished. His
miserable accuser stole out of the people's reach

;
but w^hen he

went to thank the public prosecutor for his lenity, he was no
where to be found. The pleader had never been seen after he
left the court ; and a few hours having been spent in wonder, the

real Serjeant Bellasise arrived, posthaste and in great trepidation,

declaring that he had been detained by indisposition on the road.

None of the judges knew him personally on this circuit, and they
all agreed that none but Jefferies himself could have had audacity
enough to personate him. Inquiries were made at the village

4
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inn, and they were informed that the person who called himself

Bellasise had arrived there on horseback alone only a few
minutes before the treacherous informer came to seek him.

How he went from the town, or which way he travelled, was
not very diligently traced by those who had heard his daring

defence of an innocent man. Ever bold and eccentric, mingling
great courage with enormous obstinacy, Jefferies had returned to

London, expecting and truly judging that he would be least

sought in the midst of his enemies. But by lingering too long

in the street to hear music, of which he was passionately fond,

he was discovered, and conveyed to the tower. There he
expiated some of his errors by a long imprisonment, and died

with no consolation but the blessing of the poor schoolmaster of

St. David's. He chose the bottle for his executioner
;
and never

had recourse to it without drinking health to the Judges of the

Western Assizes in 1689. V.

COUNT STRUENSEE.

'No,' said the prime minister of Christian VII. as he sat in

the confidental cabinet of his colleague, Count Brandt ;
' that is

too much for any human capacity of belief I can see our

master's imbecility of head and hardness of heart, but I caimot

believe him a composition of plumbago, or black lead.'

' You should rather say that you believe him a lump of silex,

for black lead has too much affinity to the diamond to have
afforded him either head or heart. But, Struensee ! are you,

versed in all the monstrous superstitions of Asia, Africa, and
ancient Europe, prepared to say my system is incredible ? What
is .there more unnatural in believing all the elements which sur-

round us inhabited by intelligent beings, than in peopUng them
with the profligate and hideous deities of heathen and Hindoo

mythology V
' We now understand the sublime allegory of both without

believing either ; and I frankly add, that I have studied the wild

yet elegant romance of Rosicrucius, not so much to enrich my
mind as to relieve it by ideas of moral beauty, which are not sup-

phed by realities.'

' That is,' said the designing philosopher, ' you have formed a

beau ideal. Tell me, while we are in the secret safety of this

cabinet, with what part of human nature you could best dispense ?

With its infirmities, of course V
' 1 wish,' replied the young statesman, rising with energy, ' that

we had stronger reason, or no feelings. Brandt, all that yet has

-i
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happened in my public life, convinces me we should be always

wise, and therefore always easy, if we had none. Of what use

is our indignation at dishonesty ? there are always a thousand

reasons why it is not safe to express it. We are required to

submit patiently and daily to injustice, and our vivid sense of it

is only a torment. Is there any feeling of joy, of friendship, or

of triumph, w^hich we are not forced to curb and suspect ? Let
me find, if I can, a creature framed for reason only, and I shall

expect to see perfection.'

Brandt smiled at this sally, and at the high flush of excited

feeling which coloured the speaker's countenance. ' You have
said enough, Struensee, to show me what materials I must choose

for your gratification, and to convince your unbelief So saying,

he unlocked an iron coflfer and placed on the table two fragments

of stone.

' This,' continued the cabalist, 'is a part of that immense stone

which eastern nations call Saxhart, and believe the centre or axis

of the earth. It was dislodged in one of those earthquakes vvhich

they suppose the Creator produces by commanding this stone to

move one of these vast fibres. This smaller fragment came
firom that great tract northward of Mexico, named Anahuac, and
rich in ores and precious stones of every kind. The first contains

portions of the six primitive rocks : granite, porphyry, marble,

serpentine, schist, and sienite ;
the second includes the principles

of all the oriental gems,—the topaz, the emerald, the ruby, and
the sapphire. Among the sullen and unpromising materials of

the rocky fragment, I can find the occidental gems, the cornelian,

sardohj^x, agate, opal, mocha, jasper, and garnet. And into one
or^all of these I can convey hfe by certain combinations. There
are beings who inhabit and govern these masses; choose whether
you desire to know them better, for they partake the nature of

the substance they rule.'

Struensee smiled incredulously, and replied, ' If I desired a
superhuman wife, I would choose one like Mahomet's angels,

composed of seven kinds of incense, rather than one derived from

clay or rock, however modified into gems. But if you ask what
gem I should desire to animate, I would choose the diamond,

which lightning cannot penetrate, nor the utmost violence de-

prive of its quahties. I choose it because its hardness, its bright-

ness, and incorruptible nature, realize my notion of a mind all

truth and justice without that beautiful defect called feeling.'

* You are mistaken, however,' said his companion
;

' and the

diamond unites some properties very foreign to your notion ; for

though it affords no ashes when exposed to fire, it ends in the

most poisonous vapour. And the ctarcoal and oxygen which
compose it are too obstinate and volatile to complete your political
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comparison. But we will see what chemic art can produce under
a Rosicrucian's g-uidance.'

Brandt opi^ned what has since been called a voltaic apparatus

;

and after sundry experiments, aided by enormous heat, fused a
small lump of charcoal, to which he added a most minute portion

of oxygen.* The result was, or seemed to be, a diamond of

rare lustre, and such breadth of surface, that it resembled the

crystal which covered a small portrait. And when Struensee
looked upon it, a miniature face of exquisite colouring and beauty
appeared within it, varying as the Hght glanced on the gem
which contained it, as if it had Ufe and motion. The j^oung
statesman was confounded at this specimen of the cabahstic art,

and especially as the visionary face was one he had imagined m
his dreams of beauty. ' You are surprised,' said Brandt, ' at my
discernment and my skill. You have not yet seen the sequel.

Keep this gem
;

its power depends on the wearer's affinity to the

principles it possesses. Strength, firmness, and integrity, are the

moral qualities which resemble the diamond : it has no fallibilitj'',

no soft particle, no power of change. Remember and preserve it.'

The cabalist fixed his eye.s sternly on Struensee, who under-
stood the admonition. They were both engaged in plans, per-

haps too romantic, for the reformation of Danish policy
;
and the

weakness of the sovereign, while it permitted daring attempts,

increased the hazard of those who had no support except their

talents. Brandt knew how much truth and honour were mingled
with the enthusiasm of Struensee's character, and also knew how
far the charm of mystery acts on the firmest human nature.

Artfully descending from the pomp of his philosophical harangue,
he led his young colleague back to the secret of state policy

which had caused their meeting, and sketched the extensive
plot a few days was to unfold.

On the third day from this cabalistic conference, the young
queen, Caroline Matilda, was expected to preside at a dramatic
entertainment, composed, in comphment to her native country, in

the English language. Count Brandt had given the half idiot

king a sufficient taste for necromantic wonders, and in due com-
pliance with his taste, the drama was founded on the agency of

a sylph, attached to a learned and discontented man. This latter

character fell to the Idt of Count Struensee, who studied it with
zeal and delight, because it really suited the romantic bent of his

genius, and his gallant readiness to amuse an amiable and ill-

matched stranger ; the part of the sylph was sustained by a
creature attired in the lightest drapery, but impenetrably veiled.

The king seemed enchanted with her gestures and her voice

* It would be well if this Danish statesman had bequeathed his secret, for no
heat has yet been found sufficient to fuse charcoal by the most celebrated chemista.
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especially, perhaps, because no one could inform him from

whence the actress came. His own inability to penetrate any
thing obscure, and the delight which folly always finds in mys-
teries, increased the charm of the incognito. He was standing

in a stupid, but very happy trance of wonder, when Count Brandt

presented himself. * Your questions and conjectures, sire,' said

the accompKshed cabalist, 'are all misappHed. Whoever has

presumed to guess who or what the stranger really is, has no

right to be beUeved. She is the creation of my art, and I have
fulfilled my promise to your majesty.'

The king, in a still higher humour of joy, required him to call

her back and reveal her name.
' She has no name, unless, sire, you are pleased to call her

Adama, or the Diamond. But she shall appear again at your

command, with a dramatis personse of her own species.'

' But,' interposed the king, ' let her dispose of that ungraceful

and unfriendly veil'

' Her veil,' answered Brandt, ' is the woven amianthus, and
partakes of the fossil kind from which some of her kindred beings

spring.' Then showing two small caskets of ebony and ivory,

containing, as he said, the oriental and occidental earths, he

desired the king to make his choice. Christian chose the

oriental, and Brandt, opening his ivory box, scattered a httle

earth upon the table, muttering the celebrated cabalistical word

At this moment a delicious symphony, produced by the inven-

tion of an ingenious chemist on wires and bells governed by
electric fluid, astonished some part of the audience

;
and the king

seated between Brandt and Struensee, saw a group of exquisite

figures suddenly emerge from beneath the canopy. One wore a
veil of pale blue, another of the softest green ; the third and

fourth had garments which seemed dipped in the dye of the

topaz and the ruby, but the fifth wore a mantle that appeared,

from its singular lustre and transparency, to be composed of

filaments of spun glass, so flexible yet so bright were the foldings

of the tissue. As these lovely figures wreathed themselves in

their dance, they resembled flowers arranged in a well-chosen

garden ; and the king, powerfully aff'ected with surprise and a

sense of that kind of beauty which promises pleasure, asked

Brandt if these were substances or shadows.
' Your majesty sees,' he answered, ' the spirits of those gems

which spring from mere alumine or clay, a substance the

most stubborn in the world, yet its offsprings are brittle,

brilliant, and pellucid. They have life and motion, but passions

are unknown to them ; in this, at least, they resemble their

parent.'

4*
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' For what purpose, then,* interrupted Christian, ' have they

any existence V
' They are visible only to those whose actions require judg-

ment and fortitude. Princes and legislators have a right to their

presence, but they can behold them only while their minds are

occupied, as your majesty's now is, in philosophic investigation,

or in beneficent projects, such as have been suggested to you for

the enfranchisement of your poor subjects.'

The king paused earnestly with a serious gaze ; and, turning

to Struensee, said, ' Who is she that stands in the centre ? It is

the shape and stature of my wife.'

* Your majesty sees with the eyes of a young husband ; the

spirit of the diamond has no fixed complexion, and whoever is

permitted to discern her always imagines that she resembles

what he prizes best. Look again, and you will find in her face

all the beauty that creates love.'

' Ah !' said Christian, with the sudden light of intellect which
sometimes breaks on idiotism, ' that is the only true beauty,

but I see the face of Carohne Matilda of England, not of my own
Dina.'

The figure on which the king gazed, instantly dropped her

shining veil, and wrapped herself in one, whose whiteness re-

sembled that of the swan's down, but it concealed her features

entirely. ' I have told you,' said Brandt, ' the nature of these

gnomes. Still possessed of the properties of earth, they are

incapable of social enjoyment, and cannot administer to ours.

The fire that passed through your majesty's fancy, the feelings

of youthful alfection that revived as you spoke of a former

favourite, have disturbed the sober and cold frame of mind
requisite to discern these preternatural beings. . Ah, sire ! their

beauty cannot be wholly unfolded to you till you have com-
pleted that great effort which will prove and establish the

independence of your spirit.' As the cabalist spoke, a sudden
darkness covered the saloon ; and when it vanished, nothing
remained of the beautiful vision, except a leaf of laurel on which
a diamond hung like a dewdrop, at the king's feet.

During the whole of this dialogue, Struensee had no eyes,

except for the beautiful dancer who had worn the veil of re-

markable whiteness without transparency. It had answered
completely the purpose of a mask, but her person so resembled
the Glueen Matilda's, that Struensee felt a kind of remorse
mingled with the pleasure which her presence excited. That,

pleasure had not been invisible or unobserved. Count Moltke,

the favourite confidant of the dowager queen, had been placed
among the audience to watch his conduct, and executed his

ofiice*with the bitter zeal of a displaced minister and an ambi-
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tious woman's agent. Cowering among the trees that formed
an avenue from the illummated theatre to the queen's ball-room,

he expected to see her pass without her veil, that he might
identify her with the unknown actress, and fix the suspicions he
had already roused in her duped husband. But he only saw the

king leaning familiarly on the arm of Count Brandt, who led him
into one of the Hghted temples, which the queen's taste had
erected in her gardens. He followed secretly and closely, till he
saw them seated at a table on which Brandt spread a paper, and
pointed to a place for the king's signature. ' Sire,' he heard him
say, ' you designed this night only to gratify philosophic curiosity

;

you will render it an era in moral and political regeneration if you
sign this decree. You have seen the secrets of nature revealed

by my humble means ; recompense her for the discovery by
liberating and enhghtening her sons. I have made you ac-

quainted with a being sprung only from the basest element,

from mere impenetrable clay, deign, sire, to acquaint yourself

with your fellow-creatures, your countrymen, your subjects, by
elevating them from bondage, and giving them a portion of free-

dom and instruction. If that intelligent and fair creature came
at my command to-night, what may not spring from your influ-

ence over the noblest race of men V
The king cast his eyes, in which the hazy light of intoxication

was visible, on a shaded recess between the pillars. Moltke
himself was surprised to see the figure of the sylph actress stand-

ing as if covered with a veil of transparent diamond. Christian

rose to catch her, but some impenetrable substance seemed to

resist his touch. ' A Rosicrucian knows (said the cabalist) that

the spirits of the elements can be approached only by those who
resemble them. Your m^ajesty has not yet shown the firmness

of the gem in which that lovely spirit is embodied. There is

only one act wantmg to prove it.'

Christian put his agitated hand to the official paper, and
signed it almost illegibly ; and Struensee, who entered almost at

the same instant, exchanged a glance with his colleague, which
congratulated him on his success. But the veiled figure disap-

peared as he presented himself; and while their eyes and their

credulous master's dwelt upon the space she had left, they did

not perceive the hand that removed the paper fi-om the table.

When they looked round towards each other, they had no
suspicion that another had been substituted. Count Brandt
placed the false paper carefully in his portfolio, and returned

with his sovereign and Struensee to join the gala, Moltke
stealing from his hiding-place, made haste to seek the queen
dowager, and showed her an order for the arrest of Caroline

Matilda, signed by the king's hand.
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This shall be executed to night,' said the crafty statesman
;

' and Brandt has in his portfolio an absolute warrant to detain

Struensee in close custody. Stupid contrivers ! while they per-

formed their burlesque phantasmagoria to amuse your son, their

precious act for the advancement of the peasantry was exchanged
for one of more immediate benefit. And the best part of the

machinery is, that each of these reforming ministers will think

himself duped by the other. Thus we shall break both their al-

liance and their project.'

Before the daybreak, Caroline Matilda was conveyed to prison

with her infant son ; and Brandt had un^varily delivered his port-

foHo into the hands of his secretary, a spy purchased by his

enemy. This perfidious colleague instantly conveyed it to Count
Moltke, who assembled proper officers, and, accompanied by his

agent, entered Struensee's bed chamber, and arrested him. At
the sight of his friend's secretary, and of that paper which he
had seen signed with such high hopes, the certainty of most
deep fraud smote him. Count Moltke was not slow in enforc-

ing the stroke. ' You are charged,' said he, ' on evident proofs,

of undue favour from the queen, and I am an eye-witness of

your sinister attempts to distract the king by exhibitions of art,

magic and cabahsm. Give me that jewel which an infatuated

woman has lavished on you from her husband's regalia, and
thank my kindness for removing from your person a testimonial

so decisive of your guilt.'

Struensee was compelled to surrender the diamond, with a
powerful feeling of disgust and indignation at the stratagem em-
ployed by Brandt to fix on him the strongest appearances of

treason. And while they lodged him in that state prison which
he knew he should never leave, except to perish on the scaffold,

he execrated and renounced the philanthropy whose excess had
tempted him to serve his countrymen, and trust his colleague at

the hazard of fife and honour.

The day appointed for his execution came, and the tolling of a
bell indicated the hour. It was scarcely dawn. By a dull

lantern fight he was led into the yard of the prison, and put into

a coach strongly guarded. His journey, he expected, would
terminate at the public place of execution, and he was sur-

prised to see the coach turn through the city gates into a lonely

road. Jt stopped at the frontiers, and the commandant of his

escort aUghted, and entered with him into a miserable hut
called a post-house. * Struensee ! you are free ; under your
name, and in your attire, another state prisoner was executed
this morning at Copenhagen. Take back this diamond, and
do not ask me by what means it is restored to you as the

means of your future fortune. Keep the seal of this packet
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unbroken seven years, and let its contents be known only to

yourself.'

Struensee was thunderstruck, and hardly sensible of joy

at this dismission. His ambition, his benevolence, even his ca-

pacity for friendship, were all destroyed by the deadly plot of

which he had been the victim. But he was still young, rich in

a jewel of immense value, conscious of innocence, and apparently

secure from his public enemies. He retired to a small farm

which he possessed in Silesia, and lived under an assumed name,
entirely estranged from the w^orld. If he could have regained

those warm and active feelings which disappointment had crushed,

he might have been useful and happy. Nothing, however,

could recal the trusting, hoping, and cheerful spirit of his youth.

He had seen the woman he thought loveliest debased by artifice
;

his friend had betrayed hmi ; and the people, for whom he would
have hazarded his life and greatness, joined in the vilest libels*

on his memory. But as the dryness and desolation of his heart

increased, he became timid and avaricious, and hoarded the

diamond with anxious care. He was not less tenacious of the

secret packet : and when seven years had worn away, he found

its contents in the hand writing of Count Brandt, and in these

few words :

' April 21th, 1772.
' I shall expiate my political rashness to-morrow on the scaf-

fold, and the queen's connivance in our dangerous drama will

cost her liberty, perhaps her life. But I have done enough. I

promised to make you acquainted with that preternatural thing
;

a creature capable of reason, but destitute of all human or social

feehng
;
in other words, capable of no aifection, no hope, and no

effort. I am told your demeanour in the prison was that of

sullen and determined apathy, which, if I understand your cha-

racter, will soon transform you to the thing you desired to see.

I told you truly
; the diamond has no power except over those

who resemble its hard and impenetrable nature. If the spirit

which has entered your mind has debased you to a level with

coarse earth, the gems it composes will be all you are now
capable of valuing. Keep this as my legacy, and one of the

Secrets of Cabalism.' V.

* " Maluns Struens se ipsum prediditi" was the motto usually annexed to

Struensee's portrait by his enemies.
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THE BRONZE STATUE.

Count Lieuvven, a favourite officer in the service of the

deceased King of Prussia, had under his special patronage and
tuition a young engineer of high talent, whose advancement to

his notice had been solely due to his merits. His battalion, led by
the Austrian General Clairfait, then on his march through the

Low Countries towards France, was ordered to surprise a small

village on the frontiers in the enemy's possession. In the middle

of the night young Ewald entered his commander's tent, and
informed him that a negociation had been begun by the chief

magistrate of this district to admit the Prussian soldiers into an
ambuscade, by which they might surround the French stationed

in the village of Altheim, and put them to the sword, ' Sir,' he
added, ' I am acquainted with a path through the thicket that

skirts the church-yard
;
and by leading fifty chosen men through

it, we may enclose the farm and outhouses in which these

Frenchmen lodge, and force them to surrender, without the

baseness of entering their host's gates in groups disguised as

travellers, and massacreing them in their sleep. This vile provost

has made the offer in hopes of a rewaid, for which he conditions

privately, heedless of the bloodshed and ravage which our soldiery

would spread among the poor villagers in the blindness of their

fury.'— ' You are right,' replied the Count— ' and it would be well

to gain this advantageous post without disgrace to our characters

as Prussian soldiers, or outrage to the. unoffending natives.

Through whose means did this honourable offer come ?—For I

suspect the communicant is willing to share the reward V—The
young engineer cast down his eyes, and answered, after a short

and graceful hesitation, ' He is my enemy, my lord—forgive me if

I do not name him.'

Count Lieuwen's brow grew smooth. ' Well, Lichtenstein,'

he said, with a tone of familiarity he seldom used, except when
his heart was touched— ' well ;—there will be no surer way, I see,

to secure both our military credit, and this poor village from
plunder, than to give you the command of the affair. Choose
your comrades, and conduct them. But how is it that you know
the avenues of this obscure place so well V
Ewald was silent a few moments, only because he was con-

scious of feelings likely to make his voice less firm. When he had
stifled them, he replied, * To you who know my humble birth, and
have remedied it so kindly by your patronage, I need not be afraid

to confess this village was my birth- place, and that farm which
the provost intends to deliver up to-night for the purpose of

massacre and riot, is—or was— '—He could not add his meaning,
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but Count Lieuwen felt it. Brushing a tear hastily from his

eyes, the old soldier bade him take his detachment, and obtain

possession of the place in whatever manner he deemed most
fit. Ewald departed instantl}^, and returned in the morning to

announce his complete success, without loss to the inhabitants,

or the escape of a single Frenchman. He brought besides a
valuable despatch, which his advanced guard had intercepted, and

the Count, delighted with the important result of the affair, and

with the generous spirit it* had exhibited, offered his young
heutenant a thousand crowns, the sum for which the treacherous

provost had negociated, gallantly saying, his sovereign would
more willingly pay it as the recompense of a hazardous and
well-performed duty, than as the premium of a traitor.

—
' If,' said

the lieutenant, modestly, ' your lordship thinks this poor \illage

worth a thousand crowns to his majesty, 1 pray you to consider

them due to my senior officer Dorffen :—Your personal kindness

mduced you to waive his right, and to give me the command of

last night's affair : yet it is just that he should have the price of

what he deserved to win.'— ' He shall have it,' answered Lieuwen,
compressing his lips sternly

;

' but I now know who would have
bought what you have won honestly '

The first care of this brave veteran on his return to Berlin, was
to lay the circumstances of this fact before the king. The con-

sequence was Ewald's promotion ;
and before the war ceased, he

rose in rank even higher than Count Lieuwen ; smd the last

favour his old commander asked at court was, that his adopted

son might be appointed his successor in the fortress of Plauen,

which his age rendered him averse to govern longer. This high
distinction was granted

;
and the king, to suit t*he new governor's

title to his important office, added the rank of Baron to the Cross

of the Black Eagle aheady worn by Ewald de Lichtenstein.

These unexpected honours did not alter the temper of the young
hero :—still preserving the bland urbanity of Marshal Turenne,
whose elevation he had imitated so successfully

;
he was proud

to hear his comrades hint that he too was a miller's son, and
always strove to remind them how much he resembled his noble

predecessor in benevolence and grace. But when he had offered

his obeisance, he solicited permission to absent himself one month
before he assumed his new duties. Count Lieuwen's fi'iendship,

and the peaceable state of the country, made the roj^al assent

easy, and Ewald de Lichtenstein left Berlin to dedicate this short

interval to his private happiness.

But Ewald, w^th all the splendour of his professional success,

had not altered the humiUty of that private happiness. He had
no hope so dear as to return to the little village of Altheim, which
ten years before he had preserved fi'om destruction

;
and to reclaim
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the farmer's daughter, wiih whom the first affections of his

boyhood had been exchanged. During the various and busy
vicissitudes of a soldier's hfe, no correspondence had been possible,

and he had lime to snatch only a short interview when he entered

the village with a hostile detachment. He took w^ith him one
attendant, a soldier of his own regiment, but unacquainted with
his birth-place, though sufficiently attached to his person to ensure

the secresy he required ; not from mean fear of exposing his

humble origm, but from a generous wish to avoid displaying his

new and self-acquired greatness. The journey was tedious to his

fancy, though he travelled rapidly
; for the pleasantest dreams of

his youth were ready to be realized. His servant had orders to

make no mention of his name or rank when he arrived at hia-

place of destination, and the little village of Altheim came in

sight in all the beauty of a summer evening, and a happy man's
imagination. As he entered it, however, he perceived that

several cottages were in ruins, and the farm where Josephine had
lived w^as half-unroofed, and its garden full of grass. Ewald's
heart misgave him, and his servant went on before to inquire who
occupied it. Schwartz brought his master intelligence that the

niece of the former occupier had married a farmer, whose specu-

lations had ended in innkeeping with but httle success. There
was no other inn ;

and if there had been one, Ewald, notwith-

standing his heart-burnings,would have chosen this. He renewed
his cautions to his servant, and entered the miserable house,

where the master sat surlily smoking his pipe, in a kitchen with

broken windows, and a hearth almost cold. To his courteous

request for accommodation, this man, whose suitable name was
Wolfenbach, hardly returned an answer, except throwing him
the remnant of a chair, and caUing loudly at the door for his

wife, A woman in wretched apparel, bending under a load of

sticks, crept ftom a ruined outhouse, and came fearfully towards

him. * Bring a fagot, drone, and cook some fish,' said her

ruffian husband—'where is the bread 1 bought this morning, and

the pitcher of milk V— ' There was but little milk,' she answered,

trembling, ' and I gave it to our child.'
—

' Brute-idiot !' he mut-

tered with a hideous oath, and pushed her forwards by a blow

which Ewald's heart felt. That moment would have discovered

him, if the innkeeper had not left the house to attend his servant
;

and Ewald, as he looked again on Josephine's face, had courage

enough to restrain a confession which would have aggravated

her misery. Perhaps she had been left desolate—perhaps her

husband had been made brutal by misfortune—at all events, he

had no right to blame a marriage which circumstances had

not permitted him to prevent. She might have had no alternative

between it and disgrace, or Wolfenbach might have possessed
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and seemed to deserve her choice better than himself. This last

thought held him silent, as he sat with his face shaded near the

fire. Josephine took but one glance at him, and anothet at the

cradle where a half-starv^ed infant laj, before she began to prepare

a supper. Ewald attempted to say something, but his voice,

hoarse with emotion, appeared unknown to her, and she turned

away with a took of repressed pride and shame. Yet as she

could not but observe the earnest gaze of the stranger, her cheek
flushing with conscious recollection, recovered some part of its

former beauty, and EwaM had taken the infant on his knee when
Wolfenbach returned. His guest overcame the horror which
almost impelled him to throw from him the offspring of a ruffian

so debased, intending to convey into its cradle some aid for the

unhappy mother, which might suffice to comfort her wants
without betrajang the giver. He hid a purse of gold within its

wrapper, and gave it back to Josephine
;

while the father,

murmuring at such pests, rebuked her slow cookery. But
Ewald could not eat

;
and tasting the flask to propitiate the

brutal landlord, withdrew to the bed meant for him, and was seen

no more.

Late on the following morning, two men, as they passed near
the remains of a spoiled hay-rack, perceived motion in it, and
beard a feeble noise. They took courage to remote some part,

and, led on by traces of blood, examined till they found a body
yet warm with life, but wounded in a ghastly manner. They
conveyed it to the village surgeon, and collected help to surround
the house of Wolfenbach, whom they remembered to have seen
on the road, mounted on a horse which had been observed the
day before entering Altheim with the wounded man and another
stranger. Skill and care restored this unfortunate stranger
sufficiently to make his deposition. He named his master, and
stated that the gloomy looks and eager questions of the inn-

keeper had alarmed him on the night of Ewald's arrival,

especially when he was desired to sleep in a ruined out-house.

He had left it, and applying his ear to a crevice in the house-door,

heard Wolfenbach menacing his wife wuth death if she prevented
or betrayed his search into the traveller's portmanteau which had
been left below

;
for probably, in the heedlessness of anguish,

Ewald had not thought of attending to it. He also heard
Josephine's timid expostulations, and the shriek of her child in its

father's savage grasp, held perhaps as a hostage for her silence.

He went to warn his master, and, by calling through the
casement of the loft, where he lay awake, drew him from his

bed. The stroke of an axe felled him to the ground, and he
remembered nothing more. The fate of Ewald might be easily

surmised. Detachments of the peasants traversed the country
5
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round, to gain intelligence of him without success, and, without

knowing his claims on them as their countryman, were all eager

m thou- zeal to trace a man of rank and honour. Couriers met
them from Berlin despatched to hasten his return ;

but after six

months spent in the most earnest search, even his paternal friend

Count Lieuwen despaired of seeing him more, and believed him
the victim of a ferocious robber. Wolfenbach had been seized

with the horses of Ewald and his servant, which he had taken to

sell at the nearest fair, and could not attempt even a plausible

account of them. His miserable wife was in a state of delirium

which unfitted her to give coherent evidence
; but the subject of

her ravings, the purse of gold found in her infant's cradle, and a
ring dropped near the traveller's bed, were powerful presumptive

proofs against her husband. The rifled portmanteau was also

discovered in a well, and the axe stained with blood. Wolfen-

bach maintained an obstinate and contumelious silence, during a
long trial which ended in a sentence of death, received with

acclamations by the populace. He was carried to the scaffold

attended by no friend, and died without confession.

Count Lieuwen resumed the government of the fortress he
had resigned, but not till he had urged repeated inquiries, and
proffered large rewards for any trace of his lost favourite, without

effect. And when after some years had passed, a public duty
compelled him to visit the country in which Ewald had perished,

he travelled hastily, and loathed the necessity which forced his

equipage to rest at Altheim for a few hours. During this short

stay, the master of the new inn found means to introduce himself,

and beg his guest's attention to a rare curiosity which he pos-

sessed. Finding, from his valet's account, that this exhibition was
a tax imposed on every traveller, the Count assented, and listened

patiently to his host's history of a bronze statue found in a peat-

bog at a short distance, and from thence brought to his house.

He went into the room where it was deposited, prepared to see

some antique relic or cunning counterfeit ; but he saw with

feelings that need not be told, the body of his beloved Ewald, in

the travelling habit he had seen him wear, vitrified by the power
of the morass, to the semblance of a bronze statue. He stood a
few moments aghast with astonishment and horror, not unmingled
with gladness at this testimony of the truth preserved by a special

operation of nature :—for on the forehead and in the neck of the

seeming statue, two deep seams rendered the fact of Ewald's

violent death unquestionable. But he had presence of mind
enough to suppress his agitation, and affecting to beUeve the

innkeeper exhibited, as he supposed himself, a strange piece of

ancient sculpture, gave him a much larger sum than had been

expected even from a nobleman of his known munificence, and
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eaitvA oS the piize. Bui he caused it to be conrejed to Beiiin

without oobe, ajod ooiade it oo subject of conreraatioo aiDOfJi? bis

atteodantft.

Count Lieuweo^s retom to the metropt^ was ahrajs followed

bj banquets giyeo to his friraids, and oo this oceaaoo he celdnar
ted his am?al amoog thrai bj inriting^ the chief nobihtj and aH
the militaiy officers who had shared and suirlTed his campaigns.
After suj^ier, before anj had depaited, he spoke of a most laie

spedman of sculptoie, which he Imdieserred for their last regale.

'You aH know,' said he, 'mj tender affection for £wald de
Lichtoistdn, my regret kit his ontimelj loss, and my with to

pres^ve his memoij. I think jou will a^ee with me in that

wish to erect a monument, if we could decocate it with a tefte-

sentation of him, suitable to his moits and his fote. But though
we ail know his merits, wb»e shall we fiiMJ an aitist able to giwe

a symbol o( his death, since we know neither the time nof
drcumstance ?'

The Count cast his ejes round the table as he sprite, and met
apjKonng and earnest looks fimn all his companioos, except cot,

whose head was av^ted. * But,' he added, lismg after a riioct

pause. ' I think I hare found a statue sufficient itsdf for his

monumoitl'
A curtain suddoilj drawn aside, discoTered the hiczz- = r :e

of £wald 1jing on a baer composed of Uack tur£. A r. t ^ f

surprise and awe was followed by exdamatsms ofwood ^ ? :'. -.

exquisite sjmmeoy of the figure, and at the expresEacr. .:.-.

,
countenance, so neailj resembling: its usual character, e:: t

-

the halfdosed eyes and hps parted as in the pangs o:

Some gathered round to obseire the accurate fidds of :

pery, and recognized eveiy^ pan of his usual traTdfing : : r .

'There is e^en the shape of the seal ring he wore "i;

.

finger,' said one of the qiectatms, 'and here b the rV ':.-.

receiTed the day before his departure f::— -Jie K_i.=:— : - :.-.-

is the cross of the Black Eagle I'

'In his graTe,' replied Count lie j-vrf. diiL^iiis r-r? :: : r r^.

who had neTW-^oken. That ^ t- -vas Dorf:

officer sup^^eded by Ewal i Hr e- : i - ."ri :; i

answered

—

* It is mat?*—Tjit ^r: r : : = -: It

sion of his w(Kds,inade thr :-;5-... .
:;':;-. i^i:. ^Ti. .: .^

him alone standing c^ipo?: t . :. t H 5 t e ^ .

.

a few instants in cooTuk: : r ? l : 1 . .5
muCt^ings. * Then' (sai i : : r : :_ i ; :. r :. ^ r: _

:

.e

murdera^ robbed him of th t

' No, rro—^I robbed him : : . r—le robbed me ofmj place
and honour, and of that : : 5 5 1. : :. I might hare earned at
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Altheim—We met alone—we were man to man. It was night,

but I won the cross fairly—and now let him take it back.'

The self-accused murderer made a desperate effort to throw it

from his breast, and fell with his whole weight, and a laugh of
madness, at the foot of the bier. The crowd raised him, but he
spoke no more. His last words were truth, as subsequent inquiry

proved. Accident, or a hope of vengeance, had led him to the

neighbourhood of Ewald's village ; they had met on the road,

and fatal opportunity completed Dorffen's guilt. He was buried
under the scaffold, and the Bronze Statue remained a monument
of Ewald's fate and of retributive justice.

THE TRAVELLER'S DREAM.

There is still in a wild district on the borders of the Kuhan,*
some relics of a group of huts once inhabited by a few wretched
descendants of exiles sent to perish there by the Empress
Catherine. Towards the latter end of her reign, a family settled

amongst them whose origin appeared to be Transylvanian ; and
certain indications of southern manners increased the surprise of

the little colony at their visit. The family consisted of two old

men, a young woman, and a girl less than sixteen, whose lan-

guage was wholly unknown to the Cossack cottagers, nor did her

companions appear desirous to instruct her in their's. She acted

as handmaid to the young wife of the oldest man, cleaned

their fish-kettles, bruised their grain, and did every menial office

with an air of sullen stupidity, and a squalid negligence of attire,

which soon made her person undistinguished among the half-

brutal women of the village. Blows and threats were not

wanting on the part of one of her old masters, and well seconded
by the mistress, but they neither produced neatness nor obedience.

She was sulky, silent, and at last too hideously ragged to please
even Gaspar Tacanrog and Casmir Beilipotski.

Travellers in quest of science and political observation passed
sometimes through this dreary region, and entered into a short

intercourse with the natives. One of this number stopped to

repair his sledge and feed his dogs at Zittau, where the family of

Halden occupied the most convenient dwelling. They had fur-

nished themselves with good mattresses and stores; and a stranger

accustomed to luxury, easily invented a pretence to beg a lodging

*By an ukase of the 2d of June, 1792, Catherine established a set of vaga-
bond Tartars on the banks of the Cuban. Their metropohs was called Eka-
torinadara, or Catherine's Gift, and Prince Potemkin favoured them.
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with them during the few hours of his stayr. He was surprised

to find their manners so inferior to their accommodation, and even

to their knowledge, for they appeared to have visited every part

of Europe, and had gleaned many rare kinds of intelligence. The
traveller heard anecdotes of the agriculture, domestic life, and
municipal policy of several towns far distant from the usual route

of tourists, but could gather no distinct account of the source. He
formed his own conjectures, and established them on the olive com-
plexions, jet eyes, and robust forms of these people, whom he
concluded to have belonged once to the tribe of gypsies so well

known in Hungary, and apt to make incursions on the Saxon ter-

ritories. Why they had abandoned their wandering tribe, and
settled in this, barren spot, unless because the habits of their

Tartar neighbours had some affinity with their's, or because they

formed some secret link of communication with other gypsies, he
had no means of judging

;
but he added the fact to the private

fimd he had collected of political and historical curiosities. The
rough cleverness and hospitahty of his hosts induced Franken-
stein to extend his stay to three days, which he spent with great

benefit in hearing the tales of the garrulous old men, or observing

the woman in her occupation as a herbalist and physician to the

village. On the last night of his visit, he chose to sit by the

stove with his feet on his bearskin rug, preferring, as he said, the

merriment and comfort of their hearth to his soHtary mattress.

But either the long stories or the powerful eye-spirit overpowered
him, and he fell asleep with his head reposing on the wooden
screen. Q,iska and the two old men were more wakeful, and
continued their conversation in low whispers and another lan-

guage. They rose, perhaps to go to rest themselves, at the

instant that their guest awoke suddenly and looked eagerly

round. ' Did none of you speak to me just now V he said, in a
startled yet animated look. They assured him that none had
spoken. ' Well,' rejoined Frankenstein, ' my dream bodes you
good. Methought that unwashed drudge who hes nestled in the

corner, brought a honey-comb from the forest, and the bees as

they settled themselves on her tatters, became hke the golden

bees embroidered on an emperor's purple.'

Gliska, her husband, and her uncle, admired the strangeness oi

the dream, and assured him she was not without beauty, if her

nair could be combed, and her surly temper changed. They
would not have been much displeased, if he had offered to release

them from the burden of keeping a servant so idle and refractory
;

and Qiska having some experience, and the instinctive shrewd-
ness of a woman, imagined Frankenstein devised this mode of

intimating that she might be profitably sold. The next morning,
contrary to hei custom, she urged Lilla to leave her work, and

6*
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equipped her in one of her own laced bodices. Grotesque as it

seemed with long silver tags and scarlet fringe, verj ill-suited to

the woollen petticoat and bare feet of the wearer, there was some
prettiness in the turn of her head and neck seen through the

knots of yellow beads and the striped handkerchief that encum-
bered them. But Frankenstein, after a single look of surprise and
pity, mounted his sledge and departed, leaving the cup from

which he had taken his farewell draught filled with rubles.

As avarice has no reason, it is always merciless
;
and Cliska

repaid her chagrin at the traveller's insensibility, by harder blows
and taunts to her slave. The old men had more humanity or

more wit, and began to consider whether the traveller's dream
might not have some meaning. Concluding that any benefit to

Lilla might be one to themselves, they sent her every day to the

forest with orders to hew wood and seek honeycombs. At first

she went sullenly, and returned with few proofs of diligence,

but hunger and blows obliged her to obey. In a few weeks she

became an expert wood-cutter ; and though she still brought

back no better prize than a load of branches or a Uttle honey, she

was encouraged in her labours, and seemed to endure them more
cheerfully. The old Hungarians contented themselves with the

ease they enjoyed at her expense, by imposing on her the toil of

providing winter-fuel, but Gliska began to make other remarks.

She perceived that Lilla's hair was not always matted odiously,

though it still hung long and loose over her face
; nor was her

face so black with the soot and stains of their chimney.cookery.
But she appeared to have lost the bunches of yellow and blue

beads which used to hang about her neck, and her appetite for

finery and food increased, till Qiska accused her both of steahng

necklaces and sweetmeats. These thefts were so severely pu-

nished, that the eldest of her mastei'^ interceded in her favour.

This was enough to complete Q^isca's fury, for she rightly judged
that Lilla's improved beauty might gain the affections of her

husband or his uncle, and cause her own dismission. The bitter-

ness of her revilings roused the evil she wished to prevent ; and
old Cassimir, feeling his suspicions grow as his anxiety for Lilla's

welfare increased, resolved to watch what happened in the forest.

He traced her through its windings, and when the sound of her

small axe ceased, crept softly among the wild pear-trees and
raspberry-bushes till he came to an open glade, where a most
strange spectacle presented itself A creature overgrown with

hair, and wrapped fantastically in a moose-deer's skin, was sitting

under a shed composed of knit branches, eating bread and milk

from a basket held by Lilla. By the reflection of his face in the

pool near where he sat, Cassimir perceived he was a very aged
man, whose beard hung in large silver waves, and a few white
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hairs marked the outline of his eye-brows and broad forehead.

Presently he spoke, and his gestures showed be was instructing

her to read. Cassimir's eyes glowed at this sight with curiosity

and envy, but an awe his unlettered mind could not comprehend,
withheld him from advancing. He had heard strange tales of the

forest-king, and those half-human bemgs, found in rivers and
mines, by German superstition. Perhaps this bearded giant might
be the Erl-King, or that supernatural forester, seen on the Hartz
mountains on St. Hubert's eve. When the shadows began to

lengthen, Lilla took her basket, and shnging her fagot on her
shoulder, kissed her companion's feet, and departed homewards.
Cassimir dared not stay alone in the haunts of this grim mon-
ster, and hastened to overtake her

;
but she had fled like a fawn

through ihe green alleys, and was asleep in her corner of the hut,

before he arrived. The day following, and the next, were spent
in the same manner. LiUa always took her portion of coarse
bread and whey, in a little pannier she had woven of rushes, and
once concealed a few loose leaves of an old Saxon grammar at

the bottom. Cassimir now remembered, that of the very few
books his wife had bought at Transylvanian fairs, not one
remained, except one or two old tales and sets of ballads, greatly

prized by their poor neighbours. A Latin bible had once been
seen on the traveller's table, but even its silver clasps and rich

case of tortoise shell, had not tempted them to covet it. But he
did not hazard a hint at his discovery of Lilla's secret occupation,

though he watched it daily from the hollow of a tree, and listened

with wonder and dehght to the histories told by the old man of

the forest. He heard him tell of a great Father, who led his

children from bondage in a wilderness, and walked before them
in a column of clouds and fire. He heard her ask where this

mighty Parent resided, and how he might be beheld ;—and saw
her teacher point to the sky, to the rising sun, to the trees which
overshadowed them, and the water which flowed at their feet.

' These,' said he, ' are his dwelling-places, his creations, and his

gifts to his children, on whom he imposes no law but justice to

each other.' Then he explained the merciful simplicity of the

Christian code, while Lilla, wdth her hands rested upon hjs knees,

and her head upon them, looked like a lovely image of its meek
and pure spirit. Cassimir turned away, and went home sorrow-

fully. He reflected on the doctrine he had heard
; and the

mysterious appearance of its unknov/n teacher, and the darkness
of the soUtude he had made his ta.bernacle, added to its force.

The injustice of his conduct to Lilla, her helplessness, and the
misery of her future hfe, seemed to open themselves before him

;

and he spent that night in vague, but not unpleasing ideas of

repentance. He went again, and again, in secret, and always
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returned with some mild improvement in his heart, mingled with

increasing, but truer tenderness for Lilla. Her austere mistress

suspected some sinister cause for the gradual change in her aspect

from slovenly indifference, to cheerful good-humour
;
but though

her apparel and food were of the coarsest and scantiest kind, and

her labour incessant, Lilla's complacent content, seemed a provo-

cation, rather than a merit. She was pursued with blows and

taunts, which she bore without sullenness or tears, till Gliska, in

her daily searches, found a few jointed reeds put neatly together,

and trampled on them in a rage. Her Uttle handmaid wept, and

Cassimir's interference increased ihe storm. Finding her fury

untameable, he applied to her husband Gaspar, to show his

authority. He used such singular words of remonstrance, that

Caspar's curiosity was awakened, and he contrived, by an addi-

tional flask of rye-spirit, to win from him the cause of his

conscientious remorse. But the cause only excited him to discover

more, and on the following day he accompanied Cassimir to the

recess in the forest. There, under his tent of leaves, he saw the

solitary man, shaping letters with charcoal on a smooth stone,

while Lilla sat on the fagots she had bundled, striving to form

another pipe.* But Gaspar thought only of her beauty, which

he had never seen before in attitudes so graceful; and as he

returned at twihght, a deadly thought arose from the opportunity.

Cassimir was an incumbrance, perhaps an opponent
;
and his

death, if it happened in the woods, would furnish him with a

pretext to collect the viUagers, and seize or expel the wild man,

on whom he meant to charge the murder. His wife might be

easily dismissed, and Lilla would have no friend or master, except

himself The women were both sleeping peaceably, when their

dog roused them by hideous howhngs. Gaspar followed his

track, and Cassimir's body was found, hid under a few leaves,

and bruised by mortal blows. A rude hedge-stake lay beside him,

and the villagers of Gliltaw assembled, with all the weapons

they could gather, to seek the assassin. Gaspar led them to the

house of branches, where the soUtary man was sleeping
;
and

his uncouth attire and grim figure, prepared them to believe the

tale told them of his ferocity. But when their approach awakened

him, his shout, his fine stature, though bent by age, and the iron

grasp he gave the first assailant's throat, intimidated even Gaspar.

His eyes glared as if with sudden madness
;
and if tlie force of

twenty men had not been exerted, he would have escaped, by

climbing to the top of a tall oak. They brought him down at

length, and delivered him, loaded with chains, to the captain of

the httle colony, a man deputed by the Russian government, and

* Probably in imitation of the silver pipe, called Creniil among the Tartars,

and made to resemble jointed reeds.
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proud of exercising his brief authority. On one leg they had
observed what appeared a red boot, such as is usually wore by
Tartar Chiefs, but a nearer examination con\inced them that he

had suifered the torture sometimes inflicted by the banditti of the

Ukraine, and the scarification from the upper part of the leg to

the foot, had caused the resemblance to red leather. But he
answered no questions, and the scars of wounds on his breast,

were sufficient to shew his contempt of danger. His face had
rather the convex profile of a Greek, than the roundness of a

Russian countenance ; and had, from the shaggy bushiness of

his beard and skin, a powerful but fine resemblance to the fauns

and satyrs of ancient sculpture. The governor lodged his prisoner

in one of the subterraneous caves, burrowed, as if for moles, by
the tenants of this wilderness, near the post-house. Here, in

a vase probably of great antiquity, the governor usually kept his

store of wme ;
but having no stronger dungeon, was compelled

to place the Hercules of the forest within his cellar. The funeral

of Cassimirwas performed with the usual clamour of rude fes-

tivity, attended by all his friends, except Lilla, who availed herself

of the general intoxication to release the supposed assassin. In

the adjoining hut of reeds, called a post-house, a strong horse of

the Tartar breed, resembling our English galloways, had been

left by an Ukraine gypsy, then on a visit to this villrtge in his

usual office of blacksmith. He was engaged also as musician
and conjuror at the funeral feast : and Lilla possessing herself of

his tools while he was thus employed, entered the forester's pri-

son, unrivetted his fetters, and gave him the gypsy's horse. But
where should he direct his course ? He had been twenty years
in soUtude, and Lilla had no friends to aid him. Except Frank-
enstein, she had never seen any man said to be rich and powerful,

and diska had assured her he might command in Cherson ; but

who was Frankenstein, and where was Cherson ? She knew
nothing of cities or countries, and their distance came not within

her comprehension : nor had she any thing to bestow, except a
piece of funeral sweet-meat* dipped m the syrup of new wine, a
leathern bottle which she filled from the governor's vase, and the

bible bound in tortoise-shell, bearing the words " Frankenstein—
Cherson,^^ inscribed on it in silver. With only this guide, the old

man set forth, strong in spirit and hope, like the Turkish maiden,
who once sought a lover with no other clue than his name. The
lameness caused by the cr^el " red boot" given by his enemies,

compelled him to take the horse's aid, during the first ten versts

of his journey
;
but he knew the danger of the theft, especially

Made of almonds and walnuts, and strung on a twine like sausage : the
syrup is boiled to a stiif jelly. Vases of terracotta are often in the ancient mounds
near this place.
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when he reached one of the gypsy camps, so often allowed by
the Tartars, even in the midst of their villages. Happily the

danger suggested an expedient. At the entrance of the village

stood the gypsy's waggon,* ready for an excursion, with an

enormous drum, as usual, in the centre. While the villagers

were engaged in their rude national dance, lolling from side to

side, and hopping like mountain stags, the forester turned his

horse loose into a corn-field, and hid himself in the drum. The
caravan went on with its half naked passengers, entirely heedless

of their giant instrument, which served as a canopy under which
the fugitive lay safe

;
and as during the night he contrived to

reach their magazine of curds, honey, and wild pears, he recon-

ciled himself to the cockroaches, and other interlopers in the

sheep-skins which hned the waggon.
But it was necessary to leave it before sun-rise, and he was glad

to find himself on a plain, which ftivoured his infirmitj^ in walking.

A watermelon, and a pipe of cherry-wood, tipped with amber,

were all he allowed himself to take from the gypsy-store
;
and

with this pipe, of which he well knew the use, he hoped to

recommend himself to charitable villagers. He looked at the

horizon, and saw the Montblanc of the Caucasus at a distance
;

and a caravan drawn by camels with a load of salt, offered him
a guide to Cherson. Their advance was slow, but the drivers

were pleased with their new acquaintance
;
and he, wrapped in

a sheepskin, with a staff made of two arrows, rode or limped

amongst them till they entered Cherson. He passed the gates

with as eager expectation as if he had hoped that every inhabitant

must know the name of Frankenstein. Every one did seem to

know it, and he heard it clamoured in all the streets, by a crowd

whose fofce urged him to a square where a Russian regiment was
assembled to witness the execution of its commander. ' He is

sentenced,' said one of the spectators, ' because he absented him-

self on a false pretenCe of seeking his father among the wild hordes,

where they say the old man hid himselfwhen he escaped from our

new Russian mistress. But her bashaw Potemkin knows of no

duty that a soldier has, except to stab and rob ; therefore the

young man comes here to die.' The signal of preparation was
given, and Frankenstein came into the centre of the square. As
he knelt to receive his death, the old man of the forest burst

through the ranks, and threw his arms round him. What a wit.

ness in favour of the condemned ^i^pn ! Even the prejudiced

judge of a Russian court-martial melted, when he heard how this

unhappy father had suffered the long cruelty of a Tartar horde,

and abandoned himself to despair in the woods
;

till the sight of

an innocent child, redeemed him from savage sohtude. When he
* A lon^ narrow vehicle with four wooden wheels and no iron.
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told of her courage in releasing him from prison, her bountiful

provision for his journey, and fond trust in that beloved name,
which she had given him as a guide, his son felt the recompense
of his former self-denial, and the rich joy of an acquittal produced

by such means. But neither the elder nor the younger Franken-
stein forgot the miserable fate to which their benefactress was
probably consigned

;
and both rejoiced when a treaty between

two Circassian princes, and the Cossack chiefs of the Crimean
frontier, furnished some Russian officers with a pretence to visit a
spot, from whence the young man might easily make an excur-

sion to the Tartar village. He was too well acquainted with
Suwarrow's Catechism* to regard any fatigue or deprivations

;

and, providing himself with a swift horse, a quantity of coins

and silver trinkets, as bribes, and a wide cloak, he joined the

cavalcade of the Cossack delegates.

Nothing, says an eye witness, could be more splendid than the

spectacle presented by the banks of the Kuban. The officers of

the Cossack troops rode in the van on superb horses, ghttering in

embroidered housings, towards the tent of the Circassian princes

on the water's edge. Their Ataman appeared in front, bare-

headed, in a vest of blue velvet, with sleeves aud trowsers of

scarlet cloth richly jewelled and brocaded.- His tunic lined with
blue silk fell back from his shoulders, shewing his breast covered
with chains of gold, his rich sash, and costly pistols. His boots,

like those of his officers, were of red leather, and his sabre's

broad sheath of red velvet, shone with rubies and torquoises. This
splendid figure approached the awning of the Circassian princes,

whose savage and squalid attire seemed to rebuke the Cos-
sack's theatrical magnificence. Their heads were shaven, their

I legs bare, and the worn-out sleeves of their jackets showed the

shirt of mail which covered their bodies. The chief, whose
surrender was to be the price of the treaty, lay stretched on
a plank behind them, covered with wounds, but with an immo-

I
vable serenity in his grim and tanned features. A young girl

was employed in fanning the musquitoes from his face, with
a branch of green laurel. Her attitude, and the fine contrast

between her youthfully soft form and the stern vigour of man-
I hood, drew Frankenstein's attention. The Chiefs told him they
i had bought her a few days before from a gypsy salesman, but -

I

doubted the success of their purchase, as she refused food, and
iwas fading daily. Frank^tein instantly offered the aid of

I

Howard, the Englishman, wnose skill as a physician was then so

i

celebrated in this territory, and whose curiosity has induced him
!

to witness the meeting of the Tartar Chiefs and the Circassians.

* Gen. Suwarrow's Catechism, or Abstract of Military Duty, is, in the original
Russian, a most strikinj; and singular specimen of his character.
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His persuasions, and Frankenstein's promise of a cofFee-cup, set

with diamonds, and a pipe of porcelain, induced Lilla's purchaser

to transfer his prize ; and when her veil was raised to allow

Howard's benevolent examination, he saw hidden near her breast,

the silver book which had never left it. She returned to Cherson
happy beyond all measure of happiness, and was given by the

father whose life she had saved, to the son whose name she had
treasured so devoutly. They saw the fulness of public justice in

the fate of Potemkin and Howard.* The powerful favourite of

the Empress, the enemy and persecutor of Frankenstein, was
removed from his splendid coffin m Cherson, and thrown into a
ditch, by her son Paul's commands ;

while the obehsk which
marks Howard's grave, is still honoured by every traveller.

aUEEN MARY'S CROSS.

Historians allow such latitude to their imaginations, that we
are more certain of truth from those of ancient date than from the

modern writer who selects his materials, as Voltaire merrily said

to Diderot, to suit his system. But in speaking of Q,ueen Mary,
we find the most candid simplicity shown by Holinshed. ' For,'

says he, * when leaving her own country she was nourished as a
banished person ; and after fortune began to flatter her in that

she was honoured with a worthy marriage, it was in truth rather

a shadow of joy to this queen than any comfort at all. But
beneficial nature had endowed her with a beautiful face, a well

composed body, and excellent wit, a mild nature, and a good
behaviour which she had artificially furthered by courtly educa-

tion and affable demeanour. Whereby at first sight she won
unto her the hearts of most, and confirmed the love of her faithful

subjects.'

Henry Stewart, the cousin and husband of Queen Mary, has

left, in his example, a lesson worth the study of later princes.

For with an admirable person, an excelling grace in all courtly

exercises, and a rare portion of the age's best learning, his failure

in those moral duties, which men have agreed to call trivial in

themselves, was the blight and wreck of his prosperity. But his

greatest crime was that he lived in times when every nice offence

bore its comment among three parties, each mortally adverse to

the other, but equally eager to debase the Stewart family. He
was the blossom of a decaying tree, and perished not so much
by his own canker as because the stem he grew on gave him

* Both were buried in Cherson.
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no support. Whether his jealousy of an Italian menial was
natural, or excited by one of those treacherous parties, is under

the veil of time long past, but his tragical end was of more be-

nefit to the friends of Mary than to her enemies. The charge of

murdering her husband appeared so atrocious and improbable,

that more credible ones were passed over and forgotten. Henry
Stewart is said to have been strangled with a napkin after linger-

ing in a long illness ; and his body was found at some distance

from the house he had inhabited after it had been blown up. In

this transaction there was such needless and outrageous exposure

of guilt, that Mary's advocates were very well able to rest their

defence not so much on the improbability of her connivance at

her husband's death as on the wanton absurdity of the deed itself.;

They alleged the craft and arubition of her illegitimate brother,

the funous and busy zeal of the new party in the church, and
the gracious heedlessness of a generous woman educated in an
easy court, as the true causes of the libels stirred up against her.

It was too easy to find evil motives for those who misjudged her

conduct, and they wisely left the conduct itself undenied. But
the talents and the graces of Mary were not enough to guide her

through the labyrinth of such entangled pohtics. She threw
herself into the hands of the Lord Both well, a nobleman whose
character seems to have combined all the levities of her first

husband with the fierceness and fraud of her reputed brother^

Her most partial historian tells us of the festivities and mock
homage with which this poHtician contrived to feed her fancy
and her vanity while he held her in his toils. Proud, open, and
generous by nature, Mary would have been able to resist threats

and bribes from the party called her enemies, but she was not on
her guard against the flatteiies of pretended friends. During
her residence at the Lord Bothwell's castle, her ears were inces-

santly beguiled by solacing declarations of attachment to her
cause and person : and her eyes by the pageant spectacles

arranged to waste her time and degrade her character. She
did not see her shackles till they were rivetted, and Bothwell

j

insisted on a recompense for his zeal not less than the authority

!
of a husband. Mary found herself compelled to 3-ield it, and to

make this desperate man, from whom she had gained nothing

I

but a short period of false comfort, the master of herself and her
destiny. This was the triumph of the faction who had employed
him ; and thus by decoying her into a shameful alliance with
one of her husband's suspected murderers, they at once prepared
and justified her total ruin.

When Mary had degraded herself by this alliance, the nobility

openly cast off their allegiance. But to procure from her the
STirrender of her crown, which was their secret aim, it was

6
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needful to divide her from Bothwell, who would not have parted

willingly with the prize he hoped to share. Therefore one ©f

their number was deputed to make overtures of submission,

prov.ided she renounced her second husband
;
and Mary, rendered

timid and feeble by. error, fell into this third snare, and committed

herself on their own terms into the hands of the confederate nobles.

Edinburgh had declared for them
;
and thither, with a semblance

of respect and gratitude, they conducted a princess who had been

in less than two years twice a wife, if Bothwell could be called

her husband after lawlessly divorcing the mother of his only son.

The queen's procession through Edinburgh to Holyrood was
thronsred as usual with gazers and followers

;
nor was the strong

influence of her enemies sufficient to suppress or control the

acclamations she always excited. On this occasion she rode on

one of her favourite palfreys decked richly with silver fringe,

and her veil of embroidered gauze hung over her face enough to

tantahze without disappointing curiosity. A woman of ordinary

talents would have attempted to interest the populace by retire-

ment, mourning weeds, and a face full of sadness ; but this

princess, acting on principles of shrewder pohcy, took care to

present herself among her enemies with an aspect even gayer

and more alluring than usual. She had in her train the best

accoutred nobles of her court, and her tirewoman had neglected

nothing to adorn her person. Crowds of men, women, and

children, poured from every wynd in the city, and hung in clusters

on the housetops, to see what resembled more the pageant of a

triumphant sovereign than a suspected and degraded widow's.

The afFabiUty and the confiding carelessness of her demeanour,

if it did not convince her enemies of her innocence, had at least

the charm of an implied reliance on their mercy. A few of

Knox's more austere adherents slunk away from the crowd, and

those who condemned the parade remained to wonder at it, till

they were forced to join the clamour of applause. She rested

on her way to the Earl of Morton's house in Edinburgh ; and

while she leaned from his balcony to throw largess among her

subjects, a troop of women came to kiss the hem of her mantle as

it hung over, and to lay petitions at her feet. The Lord Athol,

or as others say Kirkaldy of Grange, took up one, offered by the

meanest of the group ;
and when the noise of the rebecks ceased,

the queen bade him continue the music of her people by readmg

their addresses to her. He obeyed, and opening the first he had

taken up, found it in the form of this letter :

—

' Fayer and good queene,
* This cometh fra' one who wisheihe you all helth and joie

inasmuch as youre joie much comforts all grivved and doubted
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wives. For if your majestie can be thus gleesome and praised

by loyalle foulk, there is no distressed or misused woman who
may not claim to be thocht guileless, and bear an open face in all

places. Therefore I praie your good Majestie to make known
how moche and how long womynkinde may suffer and how far

they may synne withouten blame. This I rather aske than praie,

for if our queene takelh from us the marke and stamp of what is

fitting, it beseemeth her to give us a new order for our guidance,

lest there be none that know what is holie or unhohe.—Your
most fayre and royalle self hath had a nobyli husband of whom
his enemies saie onlie that he shewed the synnes of a free and
bountiful nature

;
which if in hymme they needed such deadlie

rebuke, need it also in a wj'^fe and a queene : Your Majestie

hath taken awaie from patient and meek wyves the glorie of

meekness and the recompense of a praised name ;
inasmuche as

it now seemeth better to be brave in aspect and liberalle in

courtesie, than to have an unsoiled name and quiet homestead.

Therefore it befitteth your Majestie to provide means and lodg-

ment for free-hearted wyves, lest not havinge riche apparelle and
rare beautie they may fall into contempt : and that braverie be

scoffed at in ugliness and a stuff kirtle which hath praise in

beauty and broidery.

' Let your royalle self compell those men who stand at your
righte-hand to judge of their wyves and sisters as it hath pleased

them to j'ldge their mistresse : and if peradventure there be one
of them who hath a nephew riven of his birthright and his

Mother's good name, let him not tread on both because it is

his will to believe a lonehe and weak woman hath had (it may
he) such misgivings as are but comlie accidents in your good
majestie.

' Nor let this be cast awaie because it cometh fra' one who
hath neither husband nor good name, for by those accidents I

am made worthie to compare with your majestie. Moreover in

an ill repute there is no shame, sith your good self beareth it so

lightlie ; and if the truth be in it, there it still evil, as hath been
proven hy the Manie that see none in your Majestie, and by your
own high grace and favour to him who hath caused these mis-

chances to his poor wyfe and your Hege servante
' Ann Bothwell,'

Kirkaldy of Grange, to do him justice, was confounded and
amazed at the unexpected contents of this letter. He cast an
indirect glance at the Earl of Morton, who stood, favoured by his

low stature, unobserved behind the queen. His sinister eye
gleamed at once with his natural delight in sarcasm, and with

the hope of building his own triumph as a hbertine on the queen's
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abasement. But Mary read the eyes of both her courtiers ; and
taking her son James, then little more than a year old, into her
arms, she beckoned the bringer of this bold letter towards the

balcony. Instead of skulking among the crowd, the person who
had dehvered it stood still firmly in her place, with her garments
muffled round her, but her head uncovered, except by a widow's
curch. Mary fixed her large blue eyes on the stranger ; and
putting a cross of jewels into her infant's hand, said, with that

sweet smile which painters and historians have loved to imagine,
' Petitioner, the queen has nothing left to give, but her son
promises by this cross to amend all things.' The unknown
woman looked up, and at the same instant the httle prince

dropped the cross from his hands into her bosom
; on which she

bowed her head lowly, and answered, ' My benison on ye ! The
cross is a comforter, and the red rose and the thistle may knit

together round it.'

Mary was no stranger to Earl Bothwell's divorce from Lady
Ann, for whom the legendary ballad* which bears her name
has excited more interest than even the historical facts relatino:

to her. She looked earnestly at this strange and meanly dressed

woman
;
and was surprised to see beauty not inferior to her own.

The gloomy Earl of Morton smiled at the blush of shame and
remorse which reddened Mary's brow, and withdrew her from the

gaze of the crowd ; the last that ever beheld her in Edinburgh
as their queen.

Something more than twenty years passed between this period

and the time of Mary's fatal trial. Her long absence and im-

prisonment had molhfied her common enemies
;
the regent Earl

Morton had perished by assassination ; Buchanan was no more,

1.

' Babw, my babe, lie still and sleep,

It grieves me sair to see thee weep

;

If thou'll be silent, I'll be glad.

Thy mourning makes my heart fu' sad.

Balow, my babe! thy mither's joy !

Thy father breeds me sair annoy.

2.

When he began to seek my love,

And with his sacred words to move,
His feigning fause and flatt'ring cheer

To me that time did nocht appear.

But now I see that cruel he
Cares neither for my babe nor me.

3.

Balow, my sweet one ! spare thy tears

To weep when thou hast wit and years

:

Thy griefs are gathering to a sum,
God grant thee patience when they come,
Born to proclaim a mother's shame,

A father's fall^ a traitor's name.'
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and the flame excited by their zeal against her was sinking- under

the usual influence of time and changing interests. But of all

the partizans that maintained her innocence, none were more
strenuous than the uncle and brother of Lady Ann Bothwell, the

divorced wife of the ruined and expatriated Earl. Of their sister's

fate they chose to know nothing ; it was believed she had with-

drawn into one of the few convents still left in existence, and her

infant son had been heard o:^no more. Forsaken and disinherited,

this unhappy boy would have had few chances of notice from the

family of his proscribed father, and his mother seized the oppor-

tunity afforded by her divorce, to usurp the lands which should

have been his birthright. His mother gave him the queen's cross,

and advised him to assume a name less hated.

Near one of these ruined convents, in the night of an unruly

October day, three men assembled at the sound of a whistle blown
by a young shepherd, whose flock were browzing on the dark
brown heather which then clothed the valley of Dundrennan.
* The moon is up again in the west,' said the youth, as he
fanned into a flame the red fagot under a nook of the cloister

;

' the moon is up, and the queen has escaped !'

* Escaped !' answered the Lord Maxwell, sheathing his dirk

in the earth on which he sat, ' then let the dry sod keep it bright,

for their will be use for it. Mary escaped from Elizabeth's

clutch ! what now becomes of the baronies of Bothwell V
' To whom,' said Herries of Caerlaverock, ' could she have

given them better than to the brother of his father 1 There is

small need. Maxwell, to be doubting who will have the forest

when the doe is in our hands. Have ye made the bed ready,

Fahm, and all gear fitting for a lady V
' Fresh heather and new hay,' returned the lad, to whom the

name of Fahm was given not unaptly. For the most grim and
deformed imp created by Scottish superstition is called thus, and
the companions of this young man had accustomed him to bear

it in derision, because his distorted shape and wild countenance

accorded fully with their notion of night goblins. Presently

another and softer whistle was blown among the cloisters, and
the two Scotch nobles ran out to receive their comrades. The
foremost made a sign expressive of their full success

;
and lifting

a woman from the horse that bore her, they placed her on the

ground, and vanished among the shadows of the valley.

* You are welcome, our good lady and mistress,' said Caerlave-

rock, ' to this place, which gave you shelter on a worse journey.

The wild fox and the roe have lived here where the altar-stone

stood, but we will swear faith on our swords.'

The queen seemed faint with her long and toilsome journey,

and sat down on the bed of heather prepared for her in the cloister.

6*
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By the red light of the torch which her adherents ventured to

place near it, they saw her hair had grown grey and her face

wan with suffering. The clear keen blue eye remained, but the

lovely roundness of the cheek and chin, the smooth alabaster

forehead, and the lips so enchanting in their promise, were all

faded into ghastUness.
' Be of good cheer, madam,' rejoined Herries ;

' this is not

Dundrennan as it was when you r^osed here on your way to

England ; this is a ruin such as poor Scotland is, but it has

gallant hearts in it, and the queen's presence makes it holy

again.'

The queen put her hood aside, and raised herself on an arm
still full of beauty. ' Methinks,' she said, looking composedly

round her, ' my court is small, and there might have been more

to welcome me. But I am not so rich in friends as to cast away
even the ungracious, else I might say the Lord Maxwell seemeth

as if he had not wished my safe coming.'
' No, madam,' said Lord Maxwell, sternly, ' I have not wished

it. For this is the second trial that hath befallen you, and it

pleases brave men better to see courage than cunning. And I

had rather that my queen had met her judges with a quiet ard

firm spirit, than dwelt with thieves and brawlers to buy their

help.'

' That is,' replied Mary, ' my Lord Maxwell is ill pleased that

I have taken aid from poor and unlettered men when great ones

had none to spare me.'
* Ser\ice is not always friendship,' answered the Scotch knight;

' and safety is not among thieves. There were noble and true

men in Scotland who would have helped their mistress if she had

trusted them and helped herself. But she put her secrets into

the hands of serving men, and took counsel among ruffians.

They who have helped her back to Scotland, have need of her

as a corner stone for their own fortunes, and then they will hew
it into pieces.'

' And what fortunes has Lord Maxwell built,' returned Mary,
' that he needs no help from me V

' My name is Adam Hepburn, and my father's name was
Bothwell.'

The queen seemed palsied by this answer. Yet though her

lips trembled and grew dark, her eyes had a sunny brightness in

them. ' Thou art Bothwell's son,' she exclaimed ;
' yet thou

comest here to serve Mary Stewart ?'

' Why should I not serve Mary Stewart V said the young man,
haughtily. It was not by her crime that my mother was divorced

and cast aside. It was my father's frailty that made him a buyer

of false witnesses and a teacher of perjury to set himself free.
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My mother was stained and degraded by plotters, yet she was
innocent ; therefore I will believe Mary Stewart may be guiltless.

My mother's good name was sold for a price, and her most

innocent deeds wrested and shaped into harlotry : why may I

not think nw queen wrongfully accused ? I avenge my mother

by defending all that are persecuted.'

' Adam Hepburn !' said the queen, raising her voice to a shrill

scream, ' tell rrje truly if it was thy means brought me hither V
' Mary Stewart,' answered Bothwell's son, ' to think thee an

unhappy woman, and a queen worthy our country is not the

same. Thy famihar courtesy has made men fools
;
and the folly

which a homely matron ought not to nourish, a queen should

both fear and scorn. Men will not dally for smiles alone, when
a woman's hand holds the key of an exchequer : and I will not be

one of those who would give thee a crown to play with, though
1 am here to defend the la.st stake thou hast left thyself.'

As the young knight spoke, the grisly shepherd boy, who had
witnessed the queen's arrival, suddenly threw the torch from its

place. In an instant the ruined cloister was filled with armed
men, to whom his treachery had given this signal. Herries

sprang from the hearth where he had kept watch, and joined his

dirk to the Lord Maxwell's, but their desperate courage was vain.

Mary was conveyed back to Fotheringay castle, and her brief

escape known only to the few who soon after witnessed her death

upon a scaffold. Some wandering foragers, perhaps the band

whose base aid Mary had fatally trusted, found and buried the

body of her second husband's unfortunate son, covered with

mortal wounds, and distinguished only by the cross of jewels

which she had given to Lady Ann Bothwell in that day when
the graces of her beauty almost atoned for her errors. And those

errors were more than fully atoned by her long miseries and

warning example.

Fahm, the treacherous agent of these ruffians, received the

cross as his share of their booty, and secured also a paper found

under the buff coat worn by one of the slain. The seal and part

of the envelope were crushed and steeped in blood, but he

deciphered this remnant of the contents, and thought himself

richly repaid by what seemed a letter from Mary to her brother's

son.

' I thank you for showing me in my day of trouble the strength

and truth of your affection. Your father also had his days of

trouble, which showed him whp were his real friends. In those

times he found shelter, comfort, and help from his sister. But it

fits men to forget when they dare not be grateful.

' Your father's sister returns to this country to ask justice, not

alms. What she demands would not impoverish her opponent

;
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but that opponent is gracious and splendid : she is only a defence-
less woman, grown old in years and affliction, widowed in the
truest sense of that word; and she returns after long absence to a
place where those who loved her are dead, and those who knew
her best are feeble and poor.

' She thanks her kindred for leaving her alone in the stuggle.

They have helped her to show what courage will do for integrity,

and time for justice. For all this she thanks them
;
and while

she forgets their unkindness, she will also forget that she designed
them to partake her prosperity.' The rest was illegible, and the
torn envelope seemed a copy of Lady Ann Bothwell's letter to

the queen.

Fahm determined to preserve this relic as a step to his future

fortunes. By extracting a diamond from the cross, he found
means to reach England, and to subsist in secret till the accession
of Glueen Mary's son, James I. called forth all her friends. By
decent attire and sufficient courage, he procured access to Secre-

tary Cecil, as he journeyed to pay his court to the new sovereign.

Though Cecil had been the prime minister of Mary's enemy, it

was well known that he had reason to expect favour from her
son. Fahm humbly represented himself as a servant of the

Stewart family, and showed the cross, the letter, and its bloody
envelope, as tokens of its truth. The Secretary looked shrewdly
at the paper, and replied, ' How knowest thou that this letter is

€lueen Mary's ? Might it not have been as fittingly written by
the Lady Ann Bothwell to her brother who shut his door on her?'
' Ay, sir,' said the bold rogue

;

' but your excellency knows it

would be for the queen's credit to show this abroad, and say
nothing of Lady Ann's letter to her grace, which was a nipping
one, and did her much harm. They be both good brands to

light a fire with among the folk
;
but a queen's wrongs are more

than a gentlewoman's, and the queen's letter is wittier than Lady
Ann's.' ' Thou best,' answered the secretary of state ;

' I wrote
them both myself
Fahm was seized the next day as a thief, and history informs

us he was the only man hanged by James L without a trial ; a
retribution rash in an English king, but well worthy a place in

the annals of justice. V.
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THE CZAR Ax^D CZAROWITZ.

During the tumults in Russia, when the Princess Sophia's

intrigues to avail herself of Iwan's imbecihty were defeated by
Peter the Great, several ancient Boyards withdrew to their coun-

try-houses in disgust or fear. Mierenhoff, one of this number, had
a mansion about twelve versts from the metropolis, and resided in

very strict retirement with his only daughter Feodorowna. But
this beautiful young Muscovite had accompanied her father with

more reluctance than he suspected, and contrived to solace her

solitude by frequent visits from her affianced husband, Jount
Biron, one of the Czar's body guard. Though her lover laid

claim to a title so sacred, his attachment to the imperial court,

and the kind of favoritism he enjoyed there, had created a jealousy

not far from rancour, in Mierenhoff. Mixing private feuds with
political secrets, he devised a pretext to dismiss the young cap-

tain of the guard from all pretensions to his daughter
;
but the

young couple revenged themselves, by clandestine disobedience.

On one of the nights dedicated to their meetings, the Boyar chose

to visit his daughter's apartment, with an affectation of kindness.

She, apprised of his intention only a few moments before, con-

veyed her lover into a large chest or press, in the corner of her

room, and closing the lid, covered it with her mantle, that he
might obtain air by lifting it occasionally. But the Boyar un-

j

happily chose to take his seat upon it ; and after a long stay,

I which cost his daughter inexpressible agonies, departed, without
intimating any suspicion. Feodorowna sprang to raise the hd of

her coffer, and saw Biron entirely hfeless. What a spectacle for

an affianced wife !—but she had also the feelings of an erring

daughter, conscious that detection must be ruin. She had
strength of mind enough to attempt every possible means of

restoring life
;
and when all failed, to consider what might best

conceal the terrible circumstances of his death. She could trust

no one in her father's household, except his porter, an old half-

savage Tartar, to whom he had given the name of Usbeck, in

allusion to his tnbe. But this man had taught her to ride, reared

her favounte wolf-dog, and shown other traits of dihgent affection

"\frhich insured trust. Feodorowna descended from the lofty win-
dow of her room by the ladder Biron had left there

;
and creeping

to the porter's hut, awakened him to crave his help. It was a
fearful hazard, even to a Russian female little acquainted with
the delicacies of more polished society

;
but the instinct of

uncorrupted nature is itself delicate, and the Tartar manifested it

;by listening to his distressed mistress, with an air of humble
respect. He followed to her chamber, removed the dead body
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from its untimely bier, and departed with it on his shoulder. In

an hoar he returned, but gave no answer to her inquiries, except i

that ' All was safe.' She put a ring containing a rich emerald!

on his finger, forgetting the hazard and unfitness of the gift. His

«}ye flashed fire ;
and making a hasty step nearer, he seemed \

disposed to offer some reply
;
but as suddenly turning his back,

j

and showing only half his tiger-hke profile over his left shoulder,
j

he left Feodorowna in silence, and with a smile in which she
|

imagined strange meaning.
,

The absence of the captain of the imperial guard could not be
\

undiscovered long, and it was not difficult for his family to trace !

his nightly visits to his bride. But there all clue ceased
;
and

after some mysterious hints at the secret animosity of her father,

the search seemed to die away. An extraordinary circumstance

renewed it. Biron's body was found near the imperial city, with

a small poignard buried in it, bearing this label round the hiJt,

—

' The vengeance of a Strelitz.'—The sanguinary sacrifice of the

Strehtz regiment, by Peter's orders, for their adherence to his

sister Sophia, appeared to explain this inscription
;
and the friends

of Count Biron instantly ascribed his fate to the scattered banditti

formed by the survivors of this proscribed regiment. Feodorowna
though not the least surprised at the incident, was the only one

who rejoiced, as she felt the security it gave to her secret. Her
father preserved an entire silence, and impenetrable indifference

on the subject. The Emperor, notwithstanding the eccentric

zeal of his attachments, chose to leave his favorite's fate in an

obscurity he thought useful to his politics, and scandalous to his

enemies.

Six months had passed in secret mourning on Feodorowna's

part ; and her father usually spent his evenings alone after his

return from hunting. One night, as he sat half-dreammg over

his soHtary flaggon, he saw a man standing near his hearth,

wrapped in a dark red cloak, with a fur cap bordered with jewels,

and black velvet mask over his face. The Boyar had as much
good sense as any Russian nobleman of that age, and as much
courage as any man alone, or with only his flask by his side, can

reasonably shew. And probably he owed to his flask the firm-

ness of his voice, when he asked this extraordinary visitor whence
he came. The stranger familiarly repUed, that he could not

answer the question. * Have you no name V ' None, Boyar,

fitting you to know ! You have a daughter,—I desire a wife
;

and you have only to name the price you claim for her.' The
Muscovite blood of Mierenhoff rose at this insolent appeal, and

he snatched up the silver whistle by which he usually summoned
his attendants. ' Sound it if you will,' said the strange visitor,

* your servants will have no ears, and mine have more than an
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equal number of hands. Mierenhoff!—recollect this badge—

'

as he spoke, he raised his sleeve, and discovered the form of a
poignard indented on his arm. At the sight of this brand, which
he well knew to be the symbol of the Strehtz Confederacy,

Mierenhoff bowed his head in terror and silence. The unknown
repeated his proposal, demanding an instant answer. The Boj^ar,

astonished and dismayed, endeavoured to evade the demand,
by alleging the impossibility of answering so promptly for his

daughter. ' I understand your fears, Mierenhoff;—your daughter
herself shall determine, if I am allowed to speak with her
alone one quarter of an hour.' Some more conversation passed
which determned Mierenhoff's compliance. The Strelitz, for

such he now considered his guest, rose suddenly from his chair.
* I do not ask you,' he said, ' to conduct me to your daughter's

apartment—I know where it is situated and by what means to

enter it. Neither do I ask you to wait here patiently till my
return. You dare not follow me.' He spoke truth : and had the

Boyar dared to follow him, his surprise would not have been
lessened by the unhesitating boldness of his steps through the

avenues of his house, and the intricate stair cases that led to

Feodorowna's chamber.

The young Countess was alone, in sorrowful thought, when
her extraordinary visitor entered. His proposal was made to her
in terras nearly as concise as to her father. When she started up
to claim help from her servants, he informed her that her father's

life and reputation were at his mercy, not less than her own

:

adding— ' You are no stranger to the vengeance of a Strelitz.'

Feodorowna shuddered at this allusion to the fate of a man
whose widow she considered herself, and his next words convinced
her he not only knew the circumstance of Biron's death, but all

the secrets of their interviews. In little more than the time he
mentioned, he returned to the Boyar's presence, and announced
his daughter's assent. It was agreed that the unknown bride-

groom should not remove his bride from her father's roof, nor visit

it oftener than once in every month, unless she voluntarily con-

sented to accompany him. He farther conditioned, that the

priest should be provided by himself, and the ceremony unwit-
nessed, except by the father of Feodorowna. To these and to

any other conditions Mierenhoff would have acceded to wiUingly,
hoping to elude or resist them when the day arrived. When the

stranger rose to depart, he pointed to a time-piece which orna-
mented the Boyar's table. ' I depend on your honour

;
and if I

did not, I know my own power too well to doubt your obedience.
Count twenty movements of this minute hand, before you quit
your seat after I am gone.' So saying, he disappeared, and the
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father in- law-elect of this mysterious man, remained stupid with

consternation and amaze, till the period expired.

What passed between the father and daughter cannot be

explained. If he was surprised at her ready acquiescence, £»he

was no less indignant at his tame surrender of his only child, to

a ruffian who had demanded her, she supposed, as the seal of

some guilty confederacy. But this supposition wronged her

father. Cowardly yet not cruel, ai\d ambitious without sufficient

craft, the Boyar was only enough advanced into the mysteries of

the Slrelitz faction to know that his own danger would be equally

great, whether he betrayed the conspirators or the government.

This man had passed unopposed among his servants, had

learned all the secrets of his house, and must consequently possess

means to purchase both. He felt hmnself surrounded by an

invisible chain^ and by a mist that magnified while it confused his

fears. The Countess Feodorowna, from whom he had expected

the most eager questions and piercing complamts, was silent,

sullen, and entirely passive. When the next midnight arrived,

she sat by her father's side, with her arms folded m her fur pellise,

and her loose hair covered with a mourning veil, while the Strelitz

entered with a Greek priest. The rites of the Muscovite church

were performed without opposition
;
and the father, with a sudden

remorse and horror, as if till then he had believed the marriage

would have been prevented by some unknown power, resigned

Feodorowna to her husband She clung to the Boyar, earnestly

insisting on his part of the contract, while this mysterious son-in-

law professed his faithful respect for all his promises. ' Depend on

my word,' he added: ' you will never be removed from your fa-

ther's house, except to take your seat on the throne of all the

Russias.

This was the first intimation ever given by him of his ex-

pectations or his rank ;
and certain flattering hopes, which had

always clung to the Boyar's fancy, seemed on the verge of

probability. Perhaps this pretended Strehtz was the Czar

himself, whose fondness for adventure, and skill in pohtical

intrigue, had induced him to assume the garb and stamp of the

confederacy he meant to baffle. Feodorowna was not without

ambition, the diamond bracelet which her new husband placed

on her wrist, was worthy to bind an empress's hand. Every

month, on the second day of the new moon, he appeared at her

father's supper table, and departed before day-Ught
;
but by what

means he gained ingress and egress was not to be discovered.

The servants of the Boyar professed entire ignorance, nor did he

venture to prosecute his inquiries very strictly. But his daughter's

curiosity was more acute ; and notwithstanding the solemn oath

imposed on her to forbear from questions, and to respect the
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mask which covered his face, she resolved on trying the effect of

female blandishment. Gradually and by ver}^ caulioiis advances,

she tempted the Strelitz to exceed his studiexl temperance at a
supper prepared with imnsual care. Her music and her smiles

were not wholly without effect, and he suddenly said, ' do you
know Feodore, I had never seen or desired to see you if Biron

had not talked of your beauty with such passionate fondness

among my guards ? He piqued my fancy, for he seemed to act

the part of the English Atholwold, to the island king Edgar, and
his fate was not far unlike.' At this allusion to her first husband's

affection and tragic end, Feodorowna shrunk in horror, scarcely

suppressed by the hope this speech justified. He spoke of his

guards, and compared himself to a sovereign prince.—The infer-

ence was natural, and the pride of her heart increased the beauty
of her countenance. He filled another cup of cogniac to the

brim, and holding it to her lips, bade her wish health to the Em-
peror of Russia at the same hour next night. There was a cold

and stony dampness in his hand, which did not agree with th6

purple light hi his eyes. He quitted her instantly, for the first

cock had crown, and the day was breaking : but she resolved

that day should end her uncertainty. Dull in intellect and selfish

in heart, her father had little claim to her confidence
;
but his

life, perhaps her sovereign's, might be involved in the Strelitz

faction. She covered herself in a common woollen garment, and
a peasant's hood

;
determining to seek the Emperor in Moscow,

and beg a pardon for her husband and her father, as the price of

her discovery. Thus resolved, and not without a hope of a still

higher price, she left her chamber unseen, and visited the hut of

his Tartar servant. She asked him whether he dared depart from
her father's house, and accompany her to Moscow on foot. The
old man answered by filling a wallet with provisions ; and digging
up a square stone which lay under his pillow, took three roubles

and the emerald ring fi-om beneath it, and put them into his

mistress's hand. ' This is all you have in the world, Usbeck !'

said the young countess, ' and I may never repay you.'—' No, not

all,' he answered
;

' I have still the axe which split the trees for

you when you ate the wild bees' honey.'—There needed no fair

ther assurance of his faith to the child of his master.

The travellers entered Moscow before noon, but the Emperor
was absent from his palace. ' What is your business with him V
asked a man of meagre and muscular figure, who stood in a
plain mechanic's dress, near one of the gates. Feodore answered,
that she had a petition of great importance to present to him.

The stranger perused her countenance, and advised her to wait
till the captain of the guards appeared. " That would avail

nothing,' said she :
' I must see him, and deliver this paper into

7
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his own hands.'— ' Why not into mine !' returned the questioner,

rudely snatching the paper, and thrusting himself behind the

gates : but not so rapidly as to escape a blow levelled at his head

by Usbeck. ' Keep that blow in mind, my good friend,' said the

thief, lavigbing— ' I shall not forget my part of the debt.' And
slily twitching the long lock which hung behind Usbeck's ear in

the Black Cossack's fashion, he disappeared.

Feodorowna stood resolutely at the gateway of the palace, still

expecting to see the Emperor, and determining to communicate

all that had happened to herself, her first husband, and her father.

Presently the artizan returned again, and laying his hand
familiarly on her arm, whispered—'The Emperor is in the guard

house, follow me !'— There was an expression, an ardent and
full authority in his eye, which instantly announced his rank.

She was going to kneel, but he prevented her. ' Be of good
cheer, Feodorowna !—your husband is greater and less than he
appears. Return home, and drink the Emperor of Russia's

health to-night, as he commanded.'
Usbeck stood listening anxiously near his mistress

;
and when

she turned to him with a smiling countenance, beckoned her to

follow him. But it was too late : a guard of twelve men had
drawn up behind, and now surrounded them. They were forcibly

separated, and each conveyed to prison, where sentinels, regularly

changed, attended till about the eleventh hour of the next day,

when two persons in the habit of Russian senators entered, and

conducted Feodorowna to another room in the fortress. This

room was filled with senators ;
and a bishop, whose face she

recognised, stood near a couch on which a young man sat with

silver fetters on his hands. His dress was slovenly and squalid,

but his person tall and well made
;
his complexion healthfully

brown, and his eyes and hair of a brilliant black. Another man
whose form and countenance were entirely muffled, stood behind

the groupe, but sufficiently near to direct and observe them.

Count Tolstoi, the chief senator, obeyed a glance from his eye
;

and addressing himself to the manacled prisoner, said, in a low

and respectful voice, 'Does your highness know this woman ?

—

He answered in German, and the muffled man gave a signal to

the bishop, who approached the couch, and joining the hands of

Feodorowna to the prisoner, declared their marriage lawful from

that hour, but from that only. Though the face of her husband

had been concealed from her during their mysterious intercourse,

Feodorowna knew the strong stern voice, the dark hair and eyes,

and the perfect symmetry of this unknown prisoner
;
her heart

smote itself when the letter she had written to the Emperor was
read aloud to him. He made no reply, and the witnesses of

this strange ceremony laid before him another paper, stating, that
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finding himself unqualified for goveniment, he disclaimed all

right of succession to the crown, acknowledging his brother

Peter its lawful heir. He signed it with the same unbending
countenance ;

and the standers by, having each repeated an oath

of allegiance to the chosen successor, departed one by one,

solemnly bowing their heads to the bishop, and the muffled man
who stood at his right hand. They with Feodorowna were then

left alone in the room until a signal bell had sounded twice. A
man whom she knew to be Field Marshal Wreyde, entered as it

tolled the last time, bearing a silver cup and cover. His counte-

nance was frightfully pale, and he staggered like one convulsed

or intoxicated. The prisoner fixed his eyes sternly on Feodo-
rowna, and bowing his head to the muffled stranger, took it with
an unshaking hand, and emptied it to the last drop. While he
held it to his lips, the Bishop opened a long official paper, but the

prisoner interrupted him :
' I have already heard m}'' sentence of

death, and know this is its execution.' Even as he spoke, the

change in his complexion began, and Feodorowna, uttering

dismal screams, was forced from his presence. Five daj's after,

she was carried in a covered litter to the church of the Holy
Trinity, where a coffin lay in state under a pall of rich gold tissue.

Her conductor withdrew into the darkness of the outer aisle,

leaving her to contemplate the terrible conclusion of her father's

ambitious dreams, and the last scene of human greatness. But
she was yet uncertain how far the guilt of the detected faction

had extended, and whether he who lay mider the splendid pall,

and had once called himself her husband, was the treacherous

Governor of Siberia, Prince Gagarin, or a still more illustrious

criminal. There was no name upon the velvet covering of the

coffin, no banner, no armorial bearing
;
and the attendant, seeing

the silent and stony stupor of the miserable widow, conducted
her compassionately back to the covered Htter. It conveyed her

to a convent, where a few hours after her arrival, a white veil was
presented her, with this mandate, bearing the imperial signet of

Peter the Great.
' The widow of Alexis, Czarowitz of Russia, could enter no"

asylum, less than the most sacred and distinguished convent of

the empire. It is not her crime that he instigated foreign sove-

reigns and Russian renegades to assassinate his father, depose his

mother-in-law, and expel his kindred. Neither is it her crime,

that her father was the dupe of a faction, whose only purpose
was to elevate a man fond of the vices of the lowest herd, and
therefore fit to be their leader. Nor can a woman bold enough
to risk the life of her husband, blame a father, whose justice

required him to sacrifice his son. He spared him the shame of a
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public execution, and gave him a title to the tears of a lawful

widow.'

Thus perished Alexis, heir-apparent of the widest empire, and

the most celebrated sovereign then existing in Europe ;
the decree

that consigned him to death, was passed in the senate house of

Moscow by all the chief nobihty and clergy, the high officers of

the army and navy, the governors of provinces, and others of

inferior degree, unanimously, but referred the mode to his sove-

reign and father, whose extraordinary character, combming the

sternness of a Junius Brutus with the romance of a Haroim
Alrachid, enabled him to fulfil the terrible office of his son's

judge.* But even Peter the Great had not hardihood enough

to be a pubhc executioner : and his unhappy son, though his

sentence might have been justified by the baseness of his habits

and associates, was never openly abandoned by his father. His

death was ascribed to apoplexy, caused by shame and fear at the

reading of his sentence ; and the Czar with his Czarina Catherine

attended the funeral. Feodorowna died in the convent of Sus-

dale, of which the former Czarina, mother of the Czarowitz, was
abbess when he perished ;

and Usbeck, her faithful servant, easily

escaped from the prison of the Emperor, who did not forget his

blow. Once, on his way from Moscow to Novorogod, attended

only by four servants, Peter was stopped by a party of Ras-

bonicks, and leaping from his sledge with a pistol cocked, de-

manded to know what they desired. One of the troop repKed,

he was their lord and master, and ought to supply the wants of

his destitute subjects. The Emperor knew Usbeck's voice, and
giving him an order for a thousand rubles on the Governor of

Novogorod, bade him go and remember how Peter of Russia

paid his debts either of honour or of justice.

THE GERMAN STUDENT.

Gottfried Wolfgang was a young man of good family. He
had studied for some time at Gottingen, but being of a visionary

and enthusiastic character, he had wandered into those wild and

*This unfortunate young prince abandoned himself to the lowest society, and
to brutal intemperance, notwithstanding the careful education bestowed on him.
By the intrigues of the chancellor, Count Golofkin, and his son, he married a
princess of Wolfenbuttle, sister to the Emperor of Germany, whase aid he
sought in hostilities against his father. She died some time before him, and his

body was placed in the royal vault near her's. The trial lasted from the 25th
of June, till the 6th of July. Alexis expired in convulsions, as an eye-witness J

has recorded, about five o'clock the next day.
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If a stranger dare make an offer/ said he, ' without danger

of being misunderstoodj I would offer my humble dwelling as a

shelter ; myself as a devoted friend. I am friendless myself in

Paris, and a stranger in the land ; but if my life could be of

service, it is at your disposal, and should be sacrificed before

harm or indignity should come to you.'

There was an honest earnestness in the young man's manner
that had its effect. His foreign accent, too, was in his favour

;

it showed him not to be a hackneyed inhabitant of Paris. Indeed

there is an eloquence in true enthusiasm that is not to be doubted.

The homeless stranger confided herself implicitly to the protection

of the student.

He supported her faltering steps across the Point Neuf, and by
the place where the statue of Henry the Fourth had been over-

thrown by the populace. The storm had abated, and the thunder

rumbled at a distance. All Paris was quiet ; that great volcano

of human passion slumbered for awhile, to gather fresh strength

for the next day's eruption. The student conducted his charge

through the ancient streets of the Pays Latin, and by the dusky
walls of the Sorbonne to the great, dingy hotel which he inhabited.

The old portress who admitted them stared with surprise at the

unusual sight of Hie melancholy Wolfgang with a female

companion. '

,

On entering his apartment, the student, for the first time,

blushed at the scantiness and indifference of his dwelling. He
had but one chamber, an old fashioned saloon, heavily carved

and fantastically furnished with the remains of former magni-
ficence, for it was one of those hotels in the quarter of the

Luxemborg palace which had once belonged to nobility. It was
lumbered with books and papers, and all the usual apparatus of

a student, and his bed stood in a recess at one end.

When lights were brought, and Wolfgang had a better

opportunity of contemplating the stranger, he was more than

ever intoxicated by her beauty. Her face was pale, but of a
dazzling fairness, set off by a profusion of raven hair that hung
clustering about her. Her eyes were large and brilliant, with a
singular expression that approached almost to wildness. As far

as her black dress permitted her shape to be seen, it was of

perfect symmetry. Her whole appearance was highly striking,

though she was dressed in the simplest style. The only thing

approaohing to an ornament which she wore was a broad black

band round her neck, clasped by diamonds.

The perplexity now commenced with the student how to

dispose of the helpless being thus thrown upon his protection.

He thought of abandoning his chamber to her, and seeking

shelter for himself elsewhere. Still he was so fascinated by her
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charms, there seemed to be such a spell upon his thoughts and
senses, that he could not tear himself from her presence. Her
manner, too, was singular and unaccountable. She spoke no

more of the guillotine. Her grief had abated. The attentions

of the student had first won her confidence, and then, apparently,

her heart. She was evidently an enthusiast like himself, and
enthusiasts soon understand each other.

In the infatuation of the moment, Wolfgang avowed his

passion for her. He told her the story of his mysterious dream,

and how she had possessed his heart before he had ever seen her.

She was strangely afi^ected by his recital, and acknowledged to

have felt an impulse toward him totally unaccountable. It was
the time for wild theory and wild actions. Old prejudices and

superstitions were done away ; every thing was under the sway
of the ' Goddess of reason.' Among other rubbish of the old times,

the forms and ceremonies of marriage began to be considered

superfluous bonds for honourable minds. Social compacts were

the vogue. Wolfgang was too much of a theorist not to be

tainted by the liberal doctrines of the day. * Why should we
separate V said he ;

' our hearts are united
;
in the eye of reason

and honour we are one. What need is there of sordid forms to

bind high souls together V
The stranger Hstened with emotion ; she had evidently

received illummation at the same school.

' You have no home nor family,' continued he ;
' let me be

every thing to you, or rather let us be every thing to one another.

If form is necessary, form shall be observed : there is my hand.

I pledge myself to you for ever.'

' For ever V said the stranger solemnly.

' For ever !' repeated Wolfgang.

The stranger clasped the hand extended to her. * Then I am
yours,' murmured she, and sunk upon his bosom.

The next morning the student left his bride sleeping, and

sallied out at an early hour to seek more spacious apartments,

suitable to the change of his situation. When he returned, he

found the stranger lying with her head hanging over the bed, and

one. arm thrown over it. He spoke to her, but received no reply.

He advanced to awaken her from her uneasy posture. On taking

her hand, it was cold ; there was no pulsation ; her face was

pallid, ghastly. In a word, she was dead.

Horrified and frantic, he alarmed the house. A scene of

confusion ensued. The police was summoned. As the officer

of poHce entered the room, he started back on beholding the

corpse.
' Great heaven !' cried he, ' how did this woman come here V
* Do you know any thing about her V said Wolfgang eagerly.
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speculative doctrines which have so often bewildered German
students. His secluded life, his intense application, and the

singular nature of his studies, had an effect on both mind and
body. His health was impaired

;
his imagination diseased. He

had been indulging in fanciful speculations on spiritual essences,

until, like Swedenborg, he had an ideal world of his own around
him. He took up a notion, I do not know from what cause, that

there was an evil influence hanging over him
;
an evil genius or

a spirit seeking to ensnare him and ensure his perdition. Such
an idea working on his melancholy temperament produced the

most gloomy effects. He became haggard and desponding.

His friends discovered the iiiental malady that was preying

upon him, and determined that the best cure was a change of

scene
;
he was sent, therefore, to finish his studies amidst the

splendours and gaieties of Paris.

Wolf^ans: arrived at Paris at the breakino* out of the revolution.

The popular delirium at first caught his enthusiastic mmd, and
he was captivated by the political and philosophical theories of

the day : but the scenes of blood which followed shocked his

sensitive nature
;
disgusted him with society and the world, and

made him more than ever a recluse. He shut himself up in a
solitary apartment in the Pays Latin, the quarter of students.

There in a gloomy street not far from the monastic walls of the

Sorbonne, he pursued his favourite speculations. Sometimes
he spent hours together in the great libraries of Paris, those

catacombs of departed authors, rummaging among their hoards

of dusty and obsolete works in quest of food for his unhealthy
appetite. He was, in a manner, a literary goul, feeding in the

charnel house of decayed literatm'e.

Wolfgang, though solitary and recluse, was of an ardent

temperament, but for a time it operated merely upon his imagi-

nation. He was too shy and ignorant of the world to make any
advances to the fair, but he was a passionate admirer of female

beauty, and in his lonely chamber would often lose himself in

reveries on forms and faces which he had seen, and his fancy

would deck out images of loveliness far surpassing the realily.

While his mind was in this excited and subUmated state, he
had a dream which produced an extraordinary effect upon him.

It was a female face of transcendent beauty. So strong was the

impression it made, that he dreamt of it again and again. It

haunted his thoughts by day, his slumbers by night ; in fine he
became passionately enamoured of this shadow of a dream.

This lasted so long, that it became one of those fixed ideas which
haunt the minds of melancholy men, and are at times iiiistaken

for madness.

Such was Gottfried Wolfgang, and such his situation al the
7*
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lime I mentioned. He was reluming home late one stormy

night, through some of the old and gloomy streets of the Marais,

the ancient part of Paris. The loud claps of thunder rattled

among the high houses of the narrow streets. He came to the

Place de Grdve, the square where public executions are per-

formed. The lightning quivered about the pinnacles of the

ancient H5tel de Ville, and shed flickering gleams over the open

space in front. As Wolfgang was crossing the square, he shrunk

back with horror at finding himself close by the guillotine. It

was the height of the reign of terror, when this dreadful instru-

ment of death stood ever ready, and its scaifold was continually

running with the blood of the virtuous and the brave. It had
that very day been actively employed in the work of carnage,

and there it stood in grim array amidst a silent and sleeping city,

waitmg for fresh victims.

Wolfgang's heart sickened within him, and he was turning

shuddering from the horrible engine, when he beheld a shadowy
form cowering as it were at the foot of the steps which led up to

the scaffold. A succession of vivid flashes of lightning revealed

it more distinctly. It was a female figure, dressed in black.

She was seated on one of the lower steps of the scaffold, leaning

forward, her face hid in her lap, and her long dishevelled tresses

hanging to the ground, streaming with the rain which fell in

torrents. Wolfgang paused. There was something awful in

this solitary monument of wo. The female had the appearance

of being above the common order. He knew the limes to be

full of vicissitude, and that many a fair head, which had once

been pillowed oujdown, now wandered houseless. Perhaps this

was some poor mourner whom the dreadful axe had rendered

desolate, and who sal here heart-broken on the strand of exist,

ence, from which all that was dear to her had been launched

into eternity.

He approached, and addressed her in the accents of sympath3^

She raised her head, and gazed wildly at him.' What was his

astonishment at beholding, by the bright glare of the hghining,

the very face which had haunted him in his dreams. It was
pale and disconsolate, but ravishingly beautiful.

Trembling with violent and conflicting emotions, Wolfgang
again accosted her. He spoke something of her being exposed

at such an hour of the night, and to the fury of such a storm,

and offered to conduct her to her friends. She pointed to the

guillotine with a gesture of dreadful signification.

* I have no friend on earth !' said she.

' But you have a home.' said Wolfgang.
* Yes ;

in the grave !'

The heart of the student melted at the words.

I
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'Do n' exclaimed the police officer, ' she was guillotined

j'esterday
!'

He stepped forward ; undid the black collar round the neck of

the corpse, and the head rolled upon the floor

!

The student burst into a frenzy. ' The fiend ! the fiend has

gained possession of me !' shrieked he. ' I am lost for ever !'

They tried to soothe him, but in vain. He was possessed

with the frightful belief that an evil spirit had reanimated the

dead body to ensnare him. He went distracted, and died in a

madhouse.

THE MAGICIAN'S VISITER.

It was at the close of a fine autumnal day, and the shades of

evening were beginning to gather over the city of Florence,

when a low quick rap was heard at the door of Cornelius

Agrippa, and shortly afterward a stranger was introduced into

the apartment in which the philosopher was sitting at his

studies.

The stranger, although finely formed, and of courteous demean-

our, had a certain mdefinable air of mystery about him, which
excited awe, if, indeed, it had not a repellant eflfect. His years

it was difficult to guess, for the marks of youth and age were

blended in his features in a most extraordinary manner. There

was not a furrow in his cheek, or a wrinkle on his brow, and his

large black eye beamed with all the brilliancy and vivacity of

youth ; but his stately figure was bent, apparently beneath the

weight of years; his hair, although thick and clustering, was^
grey ; and his voice was feeble and tremulous, yet its tones

were of the most ravishing and soul-searching melody. His

costume was that of a Florentine gentleman ; but he held a

staflf like that of a palmer in his hand, and a silken sash, inscribed

with oriental characters, was bound around his waist. His face

was deadly pale, but every feature of it was singularly beautiful,

and its expression was that of profound wisdom, mingled with

poignant sorrow.
' Pardon me, learned sir,' said he, addressing the philosopher,

' but your fame has travelled into all lands, and has reached all

ears, and I could not leave the fair city of Florence without

seeking an interview with one who is its greatest boast and
ornament.'

' You are right welcome, sir,' returned Agrippa ;
' but I fear
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that your trouble and curiosity will be but ill rep«<id. I am
simply one who, instead of devoting my days, as do the wise, to

the acquirement of wealth and honour, have passed long years
in pamful and unprofitable study, in endeavouring to unravel the
secrets of nature, and initiating myself in the mysteries of the
occult sciences.'

' Talkest thou of loytg years !' echoed the stranger, and a
melancholy smile played over his features :

' thou, who hast
scarcely seen fourscore since thou left'st thy cradle, and for
whom the quiet grave is now waitmg, eager to clasp thee in her
sheltering arms ! I was among the tombs lo-day, the still and
solemn tombs: I saw them smihng in the last beams of the
setting sun. When I was a boy, I used to wish to be like that
sun

;
his career was so long, so bright, so glorious. But to-night

I thought " it is better to slumber among those tombs than to be
hke hnn." To-night he sank behind the hills, apparently to
repose, but to-morrow he must renew his course, and run the
same dull and unvaried but toilsome and unquiet race. There
is no grave for him, and the night and morning dews are tha
tears that he sheds over his tyrannous destiny.'

Agrippa was a deep observer and admirer of external nature
and of all her phenomena, and had often gazed upon the scene
which the stranger described, but the feelings and ideas which it

awakened in the mind of the latter were so different from any
thing which he had himself experienced, that he could not help,
for a season, gazing upon him in speechless wonder. His guest,
however, speedily resumed the discourse.

* But I trouble you, I trouble you
; to my purpose in making

you this visit. I have heard strange tales of a wondrous mirror,
which your potent art has enabled you to construct, in which
whosoever looks may see the distant or the dead, on whom he is

desirous again to fix his gaze. My eyes see nothing in this
outward visible world which can be pleasing to their sight. The
grave has closed over all 1 loved. Time has carried down its

stream every thing that once contributed to my enjoyment. The
world is a vale of tears, but among all the tears which water that
sad valley, not one is shed for me; the fountain in my own heart,
too, IS dried up. I would once again look on the face which I

loved. I would see that eye more bright and that step more
Stately than the antelope's

;
that brow, the broad smooth page on

which God had inscribed his fairest characters. I would gaze
on all I loved and all 1 lost. Such a gaze would be dearer to
my heart than all that the world has to offer me, except the
grave, except the grave.'

The passionate pleading of the stranger had such an effect
upon Agrippa, (who was not used to exhibit his miracle of art to
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the eyes of all who desired to look in it, although he was often

templed by exorbitant presents and high honours to do so,) that

he readily consented to grant the request of this extraordinary

visiter.

* Whom wouldst thou see V he inquired.

* My child, my own sweet Miriam,' answered the stranger.

Cornelius immediately caused every ray of the light of heaven
to be excluded from the chamber, placed the stranger on his right

hand, and commenced chanting, in a low soft tone, and in a
strange language, some lyrical verses, to which the stranger

thought he heard occasionally a response, but it was a sound so

faint and indistinct that he hardly knew whether it existed any
where but in his own fancy. As Cornelius contmued his chant,

the room gradually became illuminated, but whence the hght
proceeded it was impossible to discover. At length the stranger

plainly perceived a large mirror which covered the whole of the

extreme end of the apartment, and over the surface of which a
dense haze or cloud seemed to be rapidly passing.

' Died she in wedlock's holy bands V inquired Cornelius.
* She was a virgin spotless as the snow.'
' How many years have passed away since the grave closed

over her V
A cloud gathered on the stranger's brow, and he answered

somewhat impatiently, ' Many, many ; more than I now have
time to number.'

* Nay,' said Agrippa, ' but I must know. For every ten years
that have elapsed since her death, once must I wave this wand

;

and when I have waved it for the last time, you will see her
figure in your mirror.'

' Wave on, then,' said the stranger and groaned bitterly

:

* wave on, and take heed that thou be not weary.'

Cornelius Agrippa gazed on his strange guest with something
of anger, but he excused his want of courtesy on the ground of

the probable extent of his calamities. He then waved his magic
wand many times, but, to his consternation, it seemed to have
lost its virtue. Turning again to the stranger he exclaimed

:

' Who and what art thou, man ? Thy presence troubles me.
According to all the rules of my art, this wand has already

described twice two hundred years, still has the surface of the

mirror experienced no alteration. Say, dost thou mock me, and
did no such person ever exist as thou hast described to me V

' Wave on, wave on !' was the stern and only repl}^ which this

interrogatory extracted from the stranger.

The curiosity of Agrippa, although he was himself a dealer in

wonders, began now to be excited, and a mysterious feeling of
awe forbade him to desist from waving his wand, much as he
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doubted the sincerity of his visitor. As his arm grew slack, he
heard the deep solemn tones of the stranger exclaiming, ' Wave
on, wave on !' and at length, after his wand, according to the

calculations of his art, had described a period of above twelve
hundred years, the cloud cleared away from the surface of

the mirror, and the stranger, with an exclamation of delight,

arose, and gazed rapturously upon the scene which was there

represented.

An exquisitely rich and romantic prospect was before him. In

the distance rose lofty mountains crowned with cedars ; a rapid

stream rolling in the middle, and in the foreground were seen

camels grazing ; a rill trickling by, in which some sheep were
quenching their thirst, and a lofty palm tree, beneath whose
shade a young female of exquisite beauty, and richly habited in

the costume of the east, was sheltering herself from the rays of

the noontide sun.

' 'Tis she ! 'tis she !' shouted the stranger ; and he was rushing

toward the mirror, but was prevented by Cornelius, who said,

' Forbear, rash man, to quit this spot ! with each step that

thou advancest toward the mirror, the image will become fainter,

and shouldst thou approach too near, it will vanish away entirely.'

Thus warned, he resumed his station, but his agitation was
so excessive, that he was obliged to lean on the arm of the

philosopher for support, while, from time to time, he uttered

incoherent expressions of wonder, dehglit, and lamentation.
' 'Tis she ! 'tis she ! even as she looked while living ! How
beautiful she is ! Miriam, my child, canst thou not speak to me 1

By heaven, she moves ! she smiles ! O speak to me a smgle

word ! or only breathe, or sigh ! Alas ! all's silent ; dull and

desolate as this heart ! Again that smile ! that smile, the

remembrance of which a thousand winters have not been able to

freeze up in my heart ! Old man, it is in vain to hold me ! I

must, will clasp her !'

As he uttered the last words, he rushed franticly toward the

mirror ; the scene represented within it faded away ;
the cloud

gathered again over its surface, and the stranger sunk senseless

on the earth.

When he recovered his consciousness, he found himself in the

arms of Agrippa, who was chafing his temples and gazing on

him with looks of wonder and fear. He immediately rose on his

feet with restored strength, and pressing the hand of his host, he

said, ' Thanks, thanks, for thy courtesy and thy kindness, and

for the sweet but painful sight which thou hast presented to my
eyes.' As he spake these words, he put a purse into the hand

of Cornelius, but the latter returned it saying, ' Nay, nay, keep

thy gold, friend. I know not, indeed, that a Christian man dare
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take it ; bat be that as it may, I shall esteem myself sufficiently

repaid if thou wilt tell me who thou art.'

' Behold !' said the stranger, pointing to a large historical

picture which hung on the left hand of the room.
' I see,' said the philosopher, ' an exquisite work of art, the

production of one of our best and earliest artsts, representing our

Saviour carrying his cross.'

' But look again !' said the stranger, fixing his keen dark eyes

intently on him, and pointing to a figure on the left hand of the

picture.

Cornelius gazed, and saw with wonder what he had not

observed before ; the extraordinary resemblance which this figure

bore to the stranger, of whom, indeed, it might be said to be

a portrait.

' That,' said Cornelius with an emotion of horror, ' is intended

to represent the unhappy infidel who smote the divine Sufferer

for not walking faster, and was therefore condemned to walk the

earth himself, until the period of that Sufferer's second coming.'
' 'Tis I ! 'tis I !' exclaimed the stranger

;
and, rushing out of

the house, rapidly disappeared.

Then did CorneUus Agrippa know that he had been conversing

with the Wandering Jew.

THE FATAL REPAST

We had been nearly five weeks at sea, when the captain
found, by a nautical observation, that we were within one hundred
and thirty miles of the north side of Jamaica. Favourable winds
and smooth seas had hitherto been our constant attendants, and
svery thing on board conspired to render, the confinement and
monotony of a long voyage less annojdng than they usually are.

The cabin passengers consisted of Major and Mrs. L , a new
Harried couple

;
Miss P- , sister to the latter ;

Mr. D , a
young Irishman, and myself. Our captain was a man of pleasing

manners and liberal ideas, and formed an important acquisition to

t)ur party, by joining in all its recreations, and affording every
acility to the indulgence of them. Much of our time was spent
jU conversation, and m walking on deck ;

and when the dews of

vening obliged us to descend to the cabin, the captain would
ften entertain us w4th a relation of the various dangers which
e and other persons had encountered at sea, or detail, with great
gravity, some of the prevailing superstitions of sailors.

8
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Although he possessed more general information than usually

fi\lls to the lot of seafaring persons, his mind was tinctured with

some of their weaknesses and prejudices. The ladies of our party

had a great taste for natural history, and wished to obtain speci-

mens of all the most interesting kinds of sea birds. They had

several times requested the captain to shoot one of Mother Carey's

chickens, that they might take a drawing from it ; however, he

always declined doing so, but never gave any satisfactory reason

for his unwillingness to oblige them in this respect. At last,

Mr. D killed two of the birds, after having several times

missed whole flocks of them. The Captain seemed very much
startled when he saw the animals drop on the waves. ' Will

you have the goodness to let down the boat to pick up the game*?'

said Mr. D . * Yes, sir,' replied he, ' if you'll go off in her,

and never return on board this vessel. Here is a serious business;

be assured we have not seen the end it.' He then walked away
without offering to give any orders about lowering the boat ; and!

the seamen, who witnessed the transaction, looked as if they

would not have obeyed him had he even done so.

Though we saw no land, every thing proved that we were in

the West India seas. The sky had, within a few days, begun to

assume a more dazzling aspect, and long ranges of conical shaped

clouds floated along the horizon. Land birds, with beautiful

plumage, often hovered round the vessel, and we sometimes

fancied we could discover a vegetable fragrance in the breezes

that swelled our sails.

One delightful clear morning, when we were in hourly expect-

ation of making the land, some dolphin appeared astern. As
the weather was very moderate, the captain proposed that we
should fish for them

; and a great many hooks were immediately

baited for that purpose by the seamen. We caught large quanti-

ties of dolphin, and of another kind of fish, and put the whole into

the hands of the steward, with orders that part should be dressed

for dinner, and part distributed among the crew.

When the dinner hour arrived, we all assembled in the

cabin, in high spirits, and sat down to table. It being St.

George's day, the captain, who was an Englishman, had ordered

that every thing should be provided and set forth in the most
sumptuous style, and the steward had done full justic'e to his

directions. We made the wines, which were exquisite and
abundant, circulate rapidly, and every glass increased our gaiety

and good humour, while the influence of our mirth rendered the

ladies additionally amusing and animated. The captain remarked,
that as there were two clarionet players among the crew, we
ought to have a dance upon the quarter-deck at sunset. This
proposal was received with much delight, particularly by the

I
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females of our party
;
and the captain had just told the servant

in waiting to bid the musicians prepare themselves, when the
mate entered the cabin, and said, that the man at the helm had
dropped down, almost senseless, and that another of the crew was
so ill that he could scarcely speak.

The captam, on receiving this information, grew very pale,

and seemed at a loss what to reply. At last, he started from his

chair, and hurried up the gangway. Our mirth ceased in a mo- .

ment, though none of us appeared to know why ; but the minds
of all were evidently occupied by what they had just heard, and
Major L remarked, with a faltering voice, that seamen were
very liable to be taken suddenly ill in hot climates.

After a Uttle time, we sent the servant to inquire what was
going forward upon deck. He returned immediately, and in-

formed us that the two sailors were worse, and that a third had
just been attacked in the same way. He had scarcely said

these words, when Miss L gave a shriek, and cried out

that her sister had fainted away. This added to our confusion

Eoid alarm
;
and the Major and Mr. D trembled so much,

that they were hardly able to convey the young lady to her state-

room.

All conversation was now at an end, and no one uttered a
word till Mrs. L re^^ned from her sister's apartment. While^
we were inquiring howM^ latter was, the captain "entered the

cabin in a state of great agitation. ' This is a dreadful business,'

said he. ' The fact is—it is my duty to tell you—I fear we are

all poisoned by the fish we have ate—one of the crew died a
few minutes smce, and five others are dangerously ill.'

* Poisoned ! my God ! Do you say so 1 Must we all die V
exclaimed Mrs. L

,
di'oppmg on her knees. ' What is to be

done V cried the Major distractedly ;
' are there no means of

counteracting it ?— ' None that I know of,' returned the Captain.
' All remedies are vain. The poison is always fatal, except—but
I begin to feel its effects—support me—can this be imagination?'

He staggered to one side, and would have fallen upon the floor,

had not I assisted him. Mrs. L
, notwithstanding his appa-

rent insensibility, clung to his arm, crjdng out, in a tone of

despair, ' Is there no help—no pity—no one to save us V and
then fainted away on her husband's bosom, who, turning to me,
said, with quivering lips, ' You are a happy man

;
you have

nothing to embitter your last moments—Oh, Providence ! was I

permitted to escape so many dangers, merely that I might suffer

this misery V
Mrs. L soon regained her senses, and I endeavoured to

calm her agitation by remarking, that we might possibly escape
the fatal influence of the poison, as some constitutions were not so
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easily affected by it as others. ' Is there then a little hope V sl^e

exclaimed. ' Oh ! God grant it may be so ! How dreadful to die

in the midst of the ocean, far from friends and home, and then K)

be thrown into the deep !'—
' There is one thing,' said the captain,

faintly, ' I was going to tell you, that—but this sensation—I mean
a remedy.'— ' Speak on,' cried the Major, in breathless suspense.
' It may have a chance of saving you,' continued the former

;

' you must immediately' He gave a deep sigh, and dropped

his head upon his shoulder, apparently unable to utter a word
more. ' Oh, this is the worst of all 1' cried Mrs. L in agony;
' he was on the point of telUng us how to counteract the effects

of the poison—Was it heavenly mercy that deprived him of the

power uf speech ? Can it be called mercy V— ' Hush, hush ! you
rave,' returned her husband. ' We have only to be resigned noio

—Let us at least die together."

The crew had dined about an hour and a half before us, and
consequently felt the effects of the poison much earlier than we
did. Every one, however, now began to exhibit alarming symp-
toms. Mr. D became delirious ; the Major lay upon the

cabin floor in a state of torpidity; and the captain had drowned
all sense and recollection by drinking a large quantity of brandy.

Mrs. L— watched her husband and her sister alternately, in a
state of quiet despair.

I was comparatively but httle etfiected, and therefore employed
myself in assisting others until they seemed to be past all relief,

and then sat down, anticipating the horrid consequences which

V. JUlo ic«ull nom tile death of the whole ship's company.

While thus occupied, I heard the steersman call out, ' Taken

ail aback here.' A voice, which I knew to be the male's, imme-

duiiely answered, ' Well, and what's that to us ? Put her before

the wind, and let her go where she pleases.' I soon perceived,

b_y the rushing of the water, that there was a great increase in

the velocity of the ship's progress, and went upon deck to ascer-

tain the cause.

I found the mate stretched upon the top of the companion, and

addressed him, but he made no reply. The man at the helm

was tying a rope round the tiller, and told me he had become so

blind and dizzy, that he could neither steer, nor see the compass,

and would therefore fix the rudder in such a manner, as would
keep the ship's head as near the wind as possible. On going for-

ward to the bows, I found the crew lying motionless, in every

direction. They were either insensible of the dangerous situation

in which our vessel was, or totally indifferent to it ; and all my
representations on this head failed to draw forth an inteUigible

remark from any of them. Our ship carried a deal of canvass,

the lower studding sails being up, for we had enjoyed a gentle
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breeze directly astern, before the wind headed us in the waj
already mentioned.

About an hour after sunset, almost every person on board

seemed to have become worse. I alone retained my senses

unimpaired. The wmd now blew very fresh, and we went
through the water at the rate of ten miles an hour. The night

lookecf dreary and tiu'bulent. The sky was covered with large

fleeces of broken clouds, and the stars flashed angrily through
them, as they were wildly hurried along by the blast. The sea

began to run high, and the masts showed, by their incessant

cracking, that they carried more sail than they could well sustain.

I stood alone near the stern of the ship. Nothing could be

heard above or below deck, but the dashing of the surges, and
the meanings of the wind. All the people on board were to me
the same as dead

;
and I was tossed about, in the vast expanse

of waters, without a companion or fellow-sufferer. I knew not

what might be my fate, or where I should be carried. The vessel,

as it careered along the raging deep, uncontrolled by human
hands, seemed under the guidance of a relentless demon, to

whose caprices its ill-fated crew had been mysteriously assigned

by some superior power.

I was filled with dread, lest we should strike upon rocks or run
ashore, and often imagined that the clouds which bordered tho

horizon were the black cliflfs of some desolate coast. At last, I

distinctly saw a light at some distance—I anticipated instant

destruction—I grew irresolute whether to remain upon deck, and
face death, or to wait for it below. I soon discovered a ship a
little way ahead—I instinctively ran to the helm, and loosed the

rope that' tied the tiller, which at once bounded back, and
knocked me over. A horrible creaking, and loud cries, now broke

upon my ear, and I saw that we had got entangled with ano-

ther vessel. But the velocity with which we swept along, ren-

dered our extrication instantaneous ; and, on looking back, I

saw a ship, without a bowsprit, pitching irregularly among the

waves, and heard the rattling of cordage, and a tumult of voices.

But, after a little time, nothing was distinguishable by the eye or

by the ear. My situation appeared doubly horrible, when I

reflected that I had just been within call of human creatures, who
might have saved and assisted all on board, had not an evi\ des-

tiny hurried us along, and made us the means of injuring those

who alone were capalDle of affording us relief.

About midnight, our fore-top mast gave way, and fell upon
deck with a tremendous noise. The ship immediately swung
round, and began to labour in a terrible manner, while several

waves broke over her successively.

I had just resolved to descend the gang-way for shelter; when
7*
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a white figure rushed past me with a wild shriek, and sprung

ovgerboard. I saw it struggling among the billows, and tossing

about its arms distractedly, but had no means of affordmg it any

assistance. I watched it for some time, and observed its con-

vulsive motions gradually grow more feeble
;

but its form

soon became undistinguishable amidst the foam of the bursting

waves. The darkness prevented me from discovering who had

thus committed himself to the deep, in a moment of madness, and

I felt a strong repugnance at attemptmg to ascertain it, and

rather wished that it might have been some spectre, or the

offspring of my perturbed imagination, than a human being.

As the sea continued to break over the vessel, I went down to

the cabin, after having closely shut the gang-way doors and

companion. Total darkness prevailed below. I addressed the

captain and all my fellow-passengers by name, but received no

reply from an}'- of them, though I sometimes fancied I heard moans
and quick breathing, when the tumult of waters without hap-

pened to subside a little. But I thought that it was perhaps

imagination, and that they were possibly all dead. I began to

catch for breath, and felt as if 1 had been immured in a large coffin

along with a number of corpses, and was doomed to hnger out

life beside them. The sea beat against the vessel with a noise

like that of artillery, and the crashing of the bulwarks, driven in

by its violence, gave startUng proof of the danger that threatened

us. Having several times been dashed agamst the cabin walls

by the violent pitching of the ship, I groped for my bed, and lay

down in it, and, notwithstanding the horrors that surrounded me,

gradually dropped asleep.

When I awaked, I perceived, by the sun-beams that shone
through the sky-light, that the morning was far advanced. The
ship rolled violently at intervals, but the noise of winds and waves
had altogether ceased. I got up hastily, and almost dreaded to

look round, lest I should find my worst anticipations concerning
my companions too fatally realized.

I immediateiy discovered the captain lying on one side of the

cabin quite dead. Opposite him was Major L , stretched

along the floor, and grasping firmlj^ the handle of the door of his

wife's apartment. He had, I suppose, in a moment of agony,
wished to take farewell of the partner of his heart, but had been
unable to get beyond the spot where he now lay. He looked
like a dying man, and Mrs. L

, who sat beside him, seemed
to be exhausted with grief and terror. She tried to speak several

times, and at last succeeded in mforming me that her sister waa
better. I could not discover Mr. D any where, and there-

fofe concluded that he was the person who had leaped overboard
the preceding night.
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On going upon deck, I found that every thing wore a new
aspect. The sky was dazzling and cloudless, and not the faint-

est breath of wind could be felt. The sea had a beautiful bright

green colour, and was calm as a small lake, except when an

occasional swell rolled from that quarter in which the wnid had

been the preceding night ; and the water was so clear, that I saw
to the bottom, and even distinguished little fishes sporting round

the keel of our vessel.

Four of the seamen were dead, but the mate and remaining

three had so far recovered, as to be able to walk across the

deck. The ship was almost m a disabled state. Part of the

wreck of the fore-top-mast lay upon her bows, and the rigging

and sails of the mainmast had suffered much injury. The mate
told me, that the soundings, and almost every thing else, proved

we were on the Bahama banks, though he had not yet ascer-

tained on what part of them we lay, and consequently could not

say whether we had much chance of falling in with any vessel

The day passed gloomily. We regarded every cloud that rose

upon the horizon as the forerunner of a breeze, which we above
all things feared to encounter. Much of our time was employed
in preparmg for the painful but necessary duty of interring the

dead. The carpenter soon got ready a sufficient number of

boards, to each of which we bound one of the corpses, and also

weights enough to make it smk to the bottom.

About ten at night, we began to commit the bodies to the

deep. A dead calm had prevailed the whole day, and not a
cloud obscured the sky. The sea reflected the stars so distinctly,

that it seemed as if we were consignmg our departed companions
to a heaven as resplendent as that above us. There was an
awful solemnity alike in the scene and in our situation. I read

the funeral service, and then we dropped the corpses overboard,

one after another. The sea sparkled around each, as its sullen

plunge announced that the waters were closing over it, an(^ they
all slowly and successively descended to the bottom, enveloped in

a ghastly glimmering brightness, which enabled us to trace their

progress through the motionless deep. When these last offices

of respect were performed, we retired in silence to different parts

of the ship.

About midnight, the mate ordered the men to put down our
anchor, which, till then, they had not been able to accomplish.
They likewise managed to furl most of the sails, and we went to

bed, under the consohng idea, that though a breeze did spring up,
our moormgs would enable us to weather it without any risk.

I was roused early next morning by a confused noise upon
deck. When I got there, I found the men gazing intently ovt^
the side of the ship, and inquired if our anchor held fast 1

—
' Ay,
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ay,' retuBBcd one of them, ' rather faster than we want it.' On
approaching the bulwarks, and looking down, I perceived, to my
horror and astonishment, all the corpses lying at the bottom of the

sea, as if they had just been dropt into it.
.
We could even dis-

tinguish their features glimmering confusedly through the super-

incumbent mass of ocean. A large block happened to fall over-

board, and the agitation which it occasioned in the sea produced

an apparent augmentation of their number, and a horrible distor-

tion of their hmbs and countenances. A hundred corpses seemed

to start up and to struggle wildly together, and then gradually

to vanish among the eddying waters, as they subsided into a state

of calmness.

We were now exempted from the ravages and actual presence

of death, but its form haunted us without intermission. We hardly

dared to look over the ship's side, lest our eyes should encounter

the ghastly features of some one who had formerly been a com-

panion, and at whose funeral rites we had recently assisted. The
seamen began to murmur among themselves, saying that we
should never be able to leave the spot where we then were, and
that our vessel would rot away as fast as the dead bodies that

lay beneath it.

In the evening a strong breeze sprung up, and filled us with

hopes that some vessel would soon come in sight, and afford us

reUef. At sunset, when the mate was giving directions about

the watch, one of the seamen cried out, ' Thanked be God, there

they are.' And the other ran up to him, saying, ' Where, where V
He pointed to a flock of Mother Carey's chickens that had just

appeared astern, and began to count how many there were of

them. I inquired what was the matter, and the mate replied,

* Why, only that we've seen the worst, that's all, master. I've

a notion we'll fall in with a sail before twenty-four hours are past.'—
' Have you any particular reason for thinking so V said I. ' To

^^e sure I have,' returned he ;
' aren't them there birds the spirits

^ of those brave fellows we threw overboard last night ? I knew
we never should be able to quit this place till they made their

appearance above water. However, I'm not quite sure how it

. may go with us yet,' continued he, looking anxiously astern
;

^' they stay rather long about our ship.' ' I have always under-

^ stood,' said I, ' that these birds indicate bad weather, or some
^unfortunate event, and this appears to me to be true.'

—
' Ay, ay,'

jjieplied he, ' they say experience teaches fools, and I have found

j^t so ; there was a time when I did not believe that these crea-

^ tures were any thing but common birds, but now I know another

|j|tory—Oh I've witnessed such strange things?—Isn't it reason-

fjible to suppose, that these Uttle creatures, having once been such

^as we aje, should feel a sort of friendliness towards a ship's crew,
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and wish to give warning when bad weather or bad fortune is

ahead, that every man may be prepared for the worst V— ' Do
you conceive,' said I, 'that any people but seamen are ever

changed into the birds we have been talking of— ' No, for certain

not,' answered the mate
;

' and none but the sailors that are

drowned, or thrown overboard after death. While in the form

of Carey's chickens, they undergo a sort of purgatory, and are

punished for their sins. They fly about the wide ocean, far out

of sight of land, and never find a place whereon they can rest the

soles of their feet, till it pleases the Lord Almighty to release

them from their bondage and take them to himself.'

Next morning I was awakened by the joyful intelligence that

a schooner was in sight, and that she had hoisted her flag in

answer to our signals. She bore down upon us with a good
wind, and in about an hour hove to, and spoke us. When we had
informed them of our unhappy situation, the captain ordered the

boat 10 be lowered, and came on board of our vessel, with three of

his crew. He was a thick, short, dark complexioned man, and his

language and accent discovered him to be a native of the south-

ern States of America. The mate immediately proceeded to

detail minutely all that happened to us, but our visitor paid very

little attention to the narrative, and soon interrupted it, by asking

of what our cargo consisted. Having been satisfied on this

point, he said, ' Seeing as how things stand, I conclude you'll be

keen for getting into some port.'
—

' Yes, that of course is our

earnest wish,' replied the mate, ' and we hope to be able, b_> your

assistance, to accomplish it.'
—

' Ay, we must aii assist one ano-
ther,' returned the captain— ' Well, I was just calculating, that

your plan would be to run into New Providence—I'm bound for

St. Thomas's, and you can't expect that I should turn about, and
go right back with you—neither that I should let you have any
of my seamen, for I'll not be able to make a good trade unless I

get slick into port. Now I have three niger slaves on board of

me,—curse them, they don't know much about sea-matters, and
are as lazy as hell, but keep flogging them mister,—keep
flogging them I say,—by which means, you will make them
serve your ends. Well, as I was saying, I will let you have
them blacks to help you, if you'll buy them of me at a fail" price,

and pay it down in hard cash.'— ' This proposal,' said the

mate, ' sounds strange enough to a British seaman :—and how
much do you ask for your slaves ? '

—
' 1 can't let them go under

three hundred dollars each,' replied the captain
;

' I guess they
would fetch more in St. Thomas's, for they're prime, I swear.'-—
' Why. there is'nt that sum of money on board this vessel, that I

know of,' answered the mate
;

' and though I could pay it myself,

I'm sure the owners never would agree to indemnify me. I
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thought you would have afforded us every assistance without
asking any thing in return,—a British sailor would have done so,

at least.'—
' Well, I vow you are a strange man,' said the captain.

' Isn't it fair that I should get something for my nigers, and for

the chance I'll run of spoihng my trade at St. Thomas's, by mak-
ing myself short of men ? But we shan't split about a small
matter, and I'll lessen the price by twenty dollars a-head.'— ' It is

out of the question, sir,' cried the mate, * I have no money.'— ' Oh
there's no harm done,' returned the captain ;

' We can't trade,
that's all. Get ready the boat, boys—I guess your men will soon
get smart again, and then, if the weather holds moderate, you'll
reach port with the greatest of ease.'— ' You surely do not mean
to leave us in this barbarous way V cried I ; 'the owners of this
vessel would, I am confident, pay any sum rather than that we
should perish through your inhumanity.'— ' Well, mister, I've got
owners too,' repHed he, ' and my business is to make a good
voyage for them. Markets are pretty changeable just now, and
it won't do to spend time talking about humanity—money's the
word with me.'

Having said this, he leaped into the boat, and ordered his men
to row towards his own vessel. When they got on board, they
squared their top-sail, and bore away, and were soon out of the
reach of our voices. We looked at one another for a httle time
with an expression of quiet despair, and then the seamen began to
pour forth a torrent of invectives, and abuse, against the heartless
and avaricious shipmaster who had inhumanly deserted us
x.Artjui xj unu nis wiie, Deing in tne cabin below, heard all

that passed. When the captain first came on board, they were
filled with rapture, thinking that we would certainly be delivered
frojpa the perils and difficulties that environed us

; but as the con-
versation proceeded, their hopes gradually diminished, and the
conclusion of it made Mrs. L give way to a flood of tears, in
which I found her indulging w^hen I went below.
The mate now endeavoured to encourage the seamen to exer-

tion. They cleared away the wreck of the fore-top-mast, which
had hitherto encumbered the deck, and put up a sort of jury-mast
in its stead, on which they rigged two sails. Wlien these things
were accomplished, we got up our moorings, and laid our course
for New Providence. The mate had fortunately been upon the
Bahama seas before, and was aware of the difficulties he would
have to encounter in navigating them. The weather continued
moderate, and after two days of agitating suspense, we made
Exuma Island, and cast anchor near its shore.
The arrival of our vessel, and all the circumstances connected

with this event, were soon made known upon the Island
;
and a

gentleman who resided on his plantation, sent to request our com-
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pany at his house. We gladly accepted his hospitable oiFera,

and immediately went ashore.

Those only who have been at sea, can conceive the delight
which the appearance of trees and verdurous fields—the odours
of fruits and flowers—and the sensations of security and freedom
that arise from treading on the earth, produce in the mmd, at

the termination of a long voyage. Every step we took, seemed
to infuse additional vigour into our hmbs. Our host met us at the
door of his mansion, and immediately introduced us to his wife
and family, and hkewise to several persons who were visitors at

the time. We were ushered into an airy hall ; the window cur-

tains of which had just been sprmkled with water and the juice of

limes. The odour of the fruit, and the coolness produced by
the evaporation of the fluid, exerted a most tranquilizing influ-

ence upon the mind, and made the distressing scenes I had
recently witnessed pass from my remembrance hke a dream. We
were soon conducted into another apartment, where an elegant
banquet, and a tasteful variety of the most exquisite wines,
awaited us. Here we continued till evening, and then returned
to the hall. From its windows, we beheld the setting sun, cur-
tained by volumes of gloriously.coloured clouds, and shedding a
dazzling radiance upon the sea^ which stretched in stillness to the
horizon. Our vessel lay at a httle distance

; and when a small
wave happened to break upon her side, she seemed, for a moment,
to be encircled with gems. The dews had just began to fall,

and that composing stillness, which, in tropical climates, pervades
all nature at such a time, was undisturbed by the shghtest mur-
mur of any kind. Two young ladies sat down to a harp and
piano, and a gentleman accompanied them upon the flute. The
harmony was perfected by the rich gushing voice of one of the
females of our party

;
and the flushed cheeks, and trembling eye-

lids of the charming Bahamians, showed that the music affected
their hearts, as much as it delighted their ears.

When the night was advanced, we retired to sleep—lulled by
the pleasing consciousness of being secure from those misfortunes
and dangers, to the invasions of which we had of late been so
cruelly exposed.
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THE FLORIDA PIRATE.

A series of misfortunes had unexpectedly thrown me upon a

foreign land, and entirely deprived me of the means of subsistence.

I knew not where to apply for rehef, or how to avoid the alarming

evils that threatened me on every side. I was on one of the

Bahama islands. I could not enjoy the temporary asjdum I

then possessed longer than two days, without involving myself in

debts which I was unable to pay, and consequently bringing

my person under the power of individuals, who, I was inchned to

suspect, had nothing humane or generous in their characters, I

wandered along the sea^shore, sometimes shuddering at the drea-

riness of my prospects, and sometimes trembling lest the horrors

of want should urge me to obtain the necessaries of life by con-

cealing from others that I wa.s in absolute poverty.

When about a mile distant from the small town where I lodged,

my attention was attracted by a schooner lying at anchor behind

a projecting point of land. 1 knew that vessels did not usually

moor in such a situation, and inquired of a fisherman, whom I

met on the beach, if he could tell me what the schooner did there ?

' I am not quite sure,' returned he, ' but I rather suspect she's a

pirate. Those on board of her are mostly blacks, and they seem
very anxious to keep out of sight. Had she been a fair trader,

she would have come into the harbour at once.

This information startled me a good deal. I became exces-

sively agitated without knowing the reason ; and felt an anxious
desire to repress some idea, that had, as it were, arisen in my
mind, without my being conscious of its existence.

1 left my informant, and seated rnj^self under a cliff. Half of

the sun had disappeared below the horizon. I watched his

descending orb, and wished I could retard the flight of time, when
I reflected, that, after the lapse of two days, I should perhaps be
destitute of an asylum, aud perishing from want. * Something
must be done,' I exclaimed, starting up :

* If these are pirates, I

will join them. My profession will enable me to render them
valuable services. I shall be guilty of no crime in doing so ;

—

•

the law of nature compels me to violate the laws of man.' I

looked anxiously towards the schooner, which lay within half a
mile of the shore, in hopes that I should see her boat approach-
ing, and thus find means of speaking with the person who com-
manded her.

I waited upwards of an hour, but could not discover that those

on board made any preparation for coming ashore. It was now
dark, and the beach was silent and deserted. I found a small

boat lying upon the sand ; and, having pushed her off, I cau-
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tiously embarked, and began to row towards the schooner—^but,

after a few strokes of the oars, my resolution almost failed. I

shuddered at the idea of forming a league with the outcasts of

society, and rendering myself amenable to the laws of every civil-

ized nation. The gloom of the night, the calm of the ocean, and

the brightness of the sky, seemed to urge me to reflect upon what
I was doing. I did reflect—I looked towards the town—a sense

of the wretchedness of my condition struck irresistibly upon my
mind, and I pushed furiously forward.

Wiien I had got within a short distance of the schooner, one

of her crew called out, ' Avast, avast 1 who have we here V On
reaching the side of the vessel, I said I wished to see the captain.

* What do you want with him V demanded the same voice. ' I

must speak with him alone,' answered L The questioner retired

to the stern, and I heard the sound of people talking, as if in con-

sultation, for a little time* I was then desired to come on board
;

and, the moment I stepped upon deck, a negro led me towards a

man who stood near the helm.

He was very tall and athletic, and of a jet black, and wore

only a shirt and white trowsers* His face had a bold and con-

templative expression, and he wanted his right hand. * I presume

you are the commander of the vessel,' said I. He nodded impa-

tiently. * I understand you are going upon an expedition.*

—

* I don't care what you understand—to your business, master,*

returned he, haughtily. * I know you are pirates,' continued i,

* and it is my wish to attend you in the capacity of a medical

attendant.' He surveyed me with a look of astonishment, that

seemed to demand an avowal of the motives that had prompted
me to make such a proposal. ' You surely will not decline my
offer,' said I, ' for you must be aware that I am able to render you
very essential services. I have been unfortunate every way, and

' ' O, you be unfortunate ! and seek relief from a black man
—from a negro !' interrupted he, with a scornful laugh. ' Well,

stay on board
;
you cannot leave this vessel again. Remember,

we are not to he betrayed.' ' But I have something on shore

that I wish to carry along with me.' * I will send one of my
men for it,' replied he, ' to-morrow morning at dawn.'

He walked coolly away to the bows of the vessel, and began
to give some orders to the seamen, who formed a very numerous
body. Most of them were loitering togetker on the forecastle,

and smoking segars, and they all seemed to he blacks. French
and English were spoken mdiscriminately among them, and
their conversation was incessant and vociferous, and intermingled
with disgusting execrations. Several disputes took place, in the
course of which the parties struck each other, and wrestled toge-
ther; but their companions neither endeavoured to separate them,

9
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nor paid any attention to the affrays. They appeared to have a
set of jests, the spirit of which was only intelligible to themselves

alone ; for they frequently gave way to laughter, when their

conversation, taken in a literal sense, expressed nothing that

could excite mirth.

When it was near midnight, the captain, whose name was
Manuel, conducted me to the cabin, and made many inquiries,

which evidently had for their object to discover if I really was
what I professed to be. His doubts being removedj he pointed

to a birth, and told me, I might occupy it whenever I chose, and
went upon deck again. I extinguished the light, and lay down
in bed. The enthusiasm of desperation, and the pride of deciding

with boldness and alacrity, had now subsided, and I could calmly

reflect upon what I had done. My anticipations respecting the

life I was now to lead, were gloomy and revoking. I scarcely

dared to look forward to the termination of the enterprize in which
I had embarked ; but, when I had considered w^hat would have
been my fate had I remained on shore, I could not condemn my
choice. Contempt, abject poverty, and the horrors of want, were
the evils 1 fled from—tyranny, danger, and ignominious death,

formed those towards which I was perhaps hastening.

Next morning, Captain Manuel desired me to write an order

for my portmanteau, that he might send one of his men to bring

me on board. I obeyed him, and also enclosed the sum I owed
the person with whom I had resided. Shortly after the messen-

ger had returned, the crew began to heave up the anchor ; and
we soon put to sea, with a light wind, and gradually receded

from the shores of the island.

I breakfasted in the cabin with Manuel. His manner was
chilly and supercilious ; and he had more dignity about him than

any negro I had before seen. The w^ant of his right hand made
his person very striking ; and he seemed aware of this : for

when he observed me gazing on the mutilated arm, he frowned,

and enveloped it in the folds of the table-cloth.

We lost sight of land in a few hours, but I knew not where
we were bound, and Manuel's reserved behaviour prevented me
from making any inquiry. He walked upon deck all day with

folded arms, and scarcely ever raised his e3es, except to look at

the compass, or give directions to the helmsman.
The schooner, which was named the Espcrcanza, was about

120 tons burden, carried 6 guns, and had 43 men on board of her,

and several boys. There appeared to be very little discipline

among the crew
;

all of whom amused themselves in any way,

and in any place they chose, except when the working of the

vessel required their attention. The presence of the captain

did not impose any restraint upon themj and one, who waa
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called the mate, snatched a chart unceremoniously from his

hand, and told him he did not know what he was about, with-

out receiving any reproof for his insolence. A number of ne-

groes lay roimd the fire, roasting ears of Indian corn, which

were eagerly snatched off the embers the moment they were

ready. An expression of disgusting sensuaUty characterized this

part of the crew
;

ajid they looked as if they were strangers to

retrospection and anticipation, and felt existence only in so far as

the passing moment was concerned. One man, of a mild aspect,

sat at a distance from the others, and played upon a guitajr. Many
were half naked, and I could distinguish the marks of the wliip

on the shoulders of some of them. The limbs of others had been

distorted by the -^veight and galling of fetters, as was evident from

the indentations exhibited from their flesh.

On awaking the second morning of the voyage, I found that

Manuel was still asleep. The difficulty of the navigation had
obliged him to keep on deck all night, that he might direct the

course of the vessel, r.nd he was now reposing himself after the

fatigue of his long watch. The crew were preparing breakfast,

and conversing together.

Some dispute took place about the price of the provisions, and
one of them called the other a rascally runaway. ' You he,*

cried the accused person, * I guess you are something worse

yourself, Philip.'—* You had as well be quiet, Antony. Has
any body any thing to say against me V—* Why, that you're a
Yankey slave, that's all,' returned Philip. ' Damn you,' cried

he, ' I am a free man—yes, free and independent.' Here they

ail laughed loudly, and he demanded with fury who would ven-

ture to contradict him, or to assert that he had a master. ' Why,
we know well enough you ha'n't a master noi(;, you pricked him
under the ribs,' repUed one of the crew. This excited another

laugh, and Antony cried, ' Curse you for a niger—belike I'll do

the same to you.'— ' Don't be calling me a niger,' said Philip, ' I

was born in the States.'— ' I won't believe it,' said Antony, ' for

you know no more than if you was fresh off the Coast—You
can't roast corn.'

' Come, let us breakfast,' interrupted another, *and leave these

two black sheep to fight together, as soon as they can pick up
courage.'—'I'm sure you've nothing to say, Mandin go,' cried

Antony ;
' you can't tell where you came from.'— ' To be sure I

can,' answered Mandingo, ' I was very ill used by my master,

and made my escape.'—' Yes, from the gallows,' cried one of the

crew, to the great amusement of the others.

* I guess there's ne'er a man on board this schooner, whose
life can be better looked into than mine,' said a negro who had
iiot before spoken— ' I was born in a Christian country, and when
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I was 20 years old, a great army captain made me his servant,

I had the care of all his money and cloihes, and could do what I

pleased. I went to plays and consorts, and was so like a gentle-

man, that a white mistress fell in love with me, and we were
married.—What a grand sight the marriage was ! My master

gave me a gold ring to put on my wife's finger.' ' And did you
put it on her finger ?' demanded Antony. * Why do you ask

that V ' because I guess from the look of your shins, that you put

it on your own leg.' The whole crew joined in a loud laugh, and
looked at the hmb of the first speaker, which was strongly galled

by fetters. ' It must have been a pretty heavy ring,' said Antony,
* and yet, for all the gold that was in it, I dare say you was glad

to get quit of it.' ' I've done,' returned the object of their

ridicule
;

' I'll say no more. I thought I was speaking to gen-

tlemen,' ' Never mind him. We are all liable to flesh-marks,'

observed Philip. ' There now, what say you of our captain's

wanting a ' ' Hush, hush,' interrupted Mandingo,' ' that

is a sore subject.'

In the course of three days, we came in sight of the north

shore of Cuba
;
but to my great satisfaction had not met with a

single vessel of any description. Manuel hourly became less

reserved, and we often had long conversations together ; and
one evening he promised lo relate the history of his life to me,
the first favourable opportunity.

After cruising about for a week, we cast anchor at the mouth
of the Xibara harbour, which Ues near the eastern extremity of

Cuba. Our object in doing so was to obtain a supply of firewood

from the banks of a small river that disembogues into the harbour.

Manuel requested me to accompany the party destined for this

purpose, as he was to command it ; and at a late hour one night

we set out in a boat, along with seven of the crew.

The weather was clear, calm, and delightful ; and we soon

entered the river, and rowed slowly up its windings. The banks
were for the most part thickly covered with trees, which over-

arched us completely, and rendered it so dark that Manuel could

scarcely see to steer the boat. We sometim.es could discern far

before us, a portion of the sky vividly reflected in the bosom of

the stream—bright and dazzling, amidst the surrounding gloom,
as the contrast of divine purity with mortal corruption. Not a
sound could be heard, except the regular dashing of the oars, and
the rustling of fields of Indian corn, shaken by the wind. The
most delicious perfumes filled the air, and fruits of different kinds,

that had apparently just dropt from the tree, floated past us,

silently proclaiming the luxuriance of the region that bordered

both sides of the river.

I sat in the stem of the boat beside Manuel, but neither of t»
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spoke a word. The emotions j)roduced by the surrounding objects

were so dehghtful, that the mind contentedly remained in a state

of passiveness, receiving, without resistance, every idea that

presented itself. Within the space of an hour, I had exchanged
the confinement and pitching of a vessel, the monotony of a sea

prospect, and the noise and brutality of a set of criminals, for the

harmony of wood and water—the richness of vegetable perfumes,

and the quiet enjoyment of an inspiring summer's night.

When we had got about two miles above the mouth of the

river, the men disembarked, and began to cut wood at a little

distance from us. * I believe my people are out of hearing,' said

Manuel, after a long pause, * and while we wait for their return,

I shall tell you something ai)OUt my past life.

' I need not give you a minute account of my early j'^ears, as

they were not distinguished by any thing remarkable. My
mother came from the coast of Africa, but I was born in South
Carolina, where my master had a large estate, in the cultivation

of which more than one hundred negroes were employed. My
mother being a house-servant, was exempted from many of the

hardships and privations to which the other slaves were exposed,

but she owed the comparative comfort of her situation entirely

to her capability of ministering to the voluptuousness of Mr.
Sexton, who was much addicted to the pleasures of the table.

He gave orders that I should be brought up within doors, as he
intended me for a waiting man.

' After I had attained the age of sixteen years, I was obliged

to be in continual attendance upon my master, and to submit
quietly to all his caprices. The treatment I received from him,
and the knowledge 1 acquired of his character, made me feel

what a degrading thing slavery was. Had I been forced to work
in the fields, like the other negroes, I might not perhaps have
repined at my condition, because I would have known nothing
better, and at the same time believed that my condition was
irremediable, and consistent with the laws of nature. But being
continually in the presence of Mr. Sexton, and of other white
people, and daily hearing their conversation, I soon discovered
that they were superior to us in nothing but knowledge ;" that
they were mean, wicked, cruel, and unjust ; and that they some-
limes feared we would assert our rights, and overpower them by
numbers.

' They seemed to consider negroes as creatures who were
destitute of souls and understandings. Though I felt indignant
when I heard these opinions uttered, I was aware that I derived
some advantage from their being acted upon

; for my master and
his friends, not believing that I could comprehend a sentence of
their conversation, felt no restraint when I was present, and thus

9*
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afforded me an opportunity ofhearing their sentiments upon every

subject, and becoming acquainted with their principles and cha-

racters.
* Often, while waiting at table, and listening to their disgusting

opinions, I have been called forward by one of them, and struck

severely on the face, for some trivial mistake I had committed in

sernng him with food or wine. In South Carolina, the guests

do not hesitate to chastise their entertainer's servants, whenever

they feel inclined ;
and a party of white people there, often make

the cursing and beating of the slaves in attendance their chief

employment during the dinner. On such occasions, the burning

tears of resentment would rush into my eyes. I would tremble

with ill-dissembled rage, and implore the God of my fathers to let

loose his rage upon my tormentors, although I should become its

victim along vriih them.
* There was an old free negro upon the plantation, who had

travelled through the Northern Slates of America. He could

read and write tolerably well, and knew a good deal about the

countries he had visited. I happened to become a favourite of

his, and he often gave me minute accounts of the condition of the

Africans who Uved in New York, and contrasted their indepen-

dence with the abject state of our race every where else. I

listened to these details with the deepest attention, which pleased

him so much that he offered io teach me to read. I gladly

availed myself of his instructions, and profited so much by them,

that in the course of five or six months, I was able to peruse the

newspapers which my master received from different parts of the

Union ; many of them contained paragraphs upon the subject of

slavery, and I was delighted to find that some men exclaimed

against it, and denied that white people had the least right to

tyxannize over negroes.
* I used often to steal into my master's room when he slept,

and read the New York journals. One afternoon he caught me
with one in my hand, and demanded angrily what I was doing.

1 told him I was reading. He struck me a violent blow on the

head with his cane, and said he would order me forty lashes if I

ever again looked at a book or a newspaper. He soon discovered

that the old negro had been my teacher, and immediately sent

him off the estate, not being able to inflict any other punishment,

in consequence of his having purchased his freedom.
' Next day, a neighbourmg planter called upon Mr. Sexton,

and the latter, in the course of the conversation, said, ' What do

you thmk I caught that young helldog doing the other night ?

He was reading a newspaper.' The other broke out into a loud

Uugh, and cried, ' why did you not kill him 1 Were any of my
negroes able to read, I would soon flog the scholarship out o{
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them. Why, the little devil will begin to direct you how to

manage your estate, bye and bye.'— * Oh ! I'll bring him to hid

senses,' returned my master ;
' Hark ye, fellow,' continued he,

addressing himself to me, ' if you ever look at a printed paper

again, I'll put out your eyes, with a red-hot. poker. The whole
of your duty is to clean the knives, and wail at table. Damn
me, if I don't make it pretty bad for any fellow of mine who does

either more or less than I want him to do.'

* I easily perceived that my master and his friend were aware
that their strength lay in our ignorance, and feared lest the slight-

est acquisition of knowledge should enable us to discover that

they had not a shadow of right to enslave and tyrannize over our

race. What excuse is there for the oppressor, when he is con-

scious of being guilty of oppression !

* As my ideas expanded, my situation gradually became more
intolerable. I had no one to whom I could communicate my
thoughts. My fellow-slaves were so ignorant and degraded,

that I could hardly look at them without pity and disgust. I

used to watch them when they assembled to receive their weekly
allowance of provisions. Worn out by fatigue, clad in rags,

and branded with lashes, they would wait for their respective

portions with eager greediness, and then hurry away in a state of

tumultuous delight, which was scarcely repressed by the clank-

ing of the overseer's whip behind them. They had sunk so low
that they seemed willing to accept life upon any terms.

* In the midst of my misery, I became attached to a young girl

named Sabnna. She was a slave upon the adjoining estate, and
therefore we seldom had an opportunity of seeing each other ex-

cept by stealth. I used to leave my master's house at midnight,

when every one was in bed, and go across the plantation to the

huts in which Sabrina and her mother lived. But Mr. Sexton

once awoke during my absence on one of these nocturnal visits,

and the whole affair was soon discovered. He flogged me
severely, and ordered me to remain at home in future ; and the

proprietor of the adjoining estate, to whom he made a complaint,

caused Sabrina's hut to be burned to the ground, that it might no
longer aiford us a place of meeting. I became half maddened
with rage and misery. However, my feelings were unnoticed by
Mr. Sexton, who, like other American planters, did not believe

that negroes were susceptible of love or sorrow.
* Mr. Sexton had a daughter, who resided in the house with

him, and took charge of his domestic affairs. The proprietor of

the adjoining estate, whose name was Lusher, loved her, and

wished to marry bar, but Mr. Sexton would not consent to their

union, and prohibited all conespondence between them. How-
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ever, notwithstanding this, they sometimes met in secret, and
often wrote to each other. Miss Sexton privately employed me
to carry her letters to Mr. Lusher, promising that she would
satisfy her father respecting my absence, should he discover it,

and likewise secure me from any risk of suffering punishment on
her account. I willingly became a channel of communication
between the two lovers, for I hoped by doing so to be able to for-

ward my own views.

' One day I ventured to hint to Miss Sexton that I expected

some httle reward for my services, and begged her to entreat her

father to purchase Sabrina, and bring her upon his estate, that we
might get married. She engaged to propose the thing to him,

and really did so
;
but he refused to agree to it, and, at the same

time, told her, that he suspected she had some private reasons for

interceding so strongly in my behalf and was resolved to discover

what they were.
' Shortly after this, Miss Sexton desired me to carry a letter to

the next estate, and bid me be extremely cautious lest her father

should see me going there, but said that if he did, she would find

means to shield me from all blame. I took a bye-path which led

across our plantation, and reached Mr. Lusher's house without

interruption ; however he was not at home, and the servants

pointed to a small building a little way off, and told me I would
find him there.

' On entering it, the first object that struck my eyes was poor

Sabrma, whom I had not seen for many weeks. She lay upon

some planks, which were covered with the dry husks of Indian

corn, and seemed to be dying. The place had no window in it,

and an old negro woman sat beside her, holding a candle, while

Mr. Lusher and a medical man stood at the foot of the bed. The
doctor muttered, ' she's been a fine slave—confounded pity to

loose her—can't help it though
;
.'and then began to whistle and

play with his cane. ' What an unfortunate devil I am !' ex-
_]

claimed Mr. Lusher, angrily, ' Hang her for falling sick—what
right has a niger to fall sick ?—Odds, I believe she was not sound .

when I bought her—I'll trounce somebody for that—So you think
\

there's no chance of her hoeing any more corn V— ' No, no,'

returned the doctor, laughing
;

' I would'nt like to have as little

chance of eating my dinner to-day, as she has of living two
hours.'

' I stood in agony not daring to express my feehngs. I ad-

vanced towards Sabrina, and took hold of her arm. She raised

h^eyes, but it was only that I might see their lustre extinguished,

for in a moment or two she fell dead upon her pillow. * Ah,
she's given you the slip,' said the doctor. Mr. Lusher cried,
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' Damn her soul to hell—there's four hundred dollars lost,' and
hurried away, banging the door furiously behind him.

* However, he soon returned ; and seeing me gaze on Sabrina,

asked what I did there. I said I had a letter for him, and deli-

vered it. ' Oh,' cries he, ' you're the fellow that wanted that girl

for a wife. I wish Mr. Sexton had bought her, and then the loss

would have fallen on his shoulders. Well, you may take her

now, and bury her, or marry her—whichever you like—Begone,
I don't want you.

' I hurried home equally afflicted at the death of Sabrina, and
enraged by the inhuman insults I had received from her master.

When I had come within a little distance of the house, I

observed Mr. Sexton and his daughter walking towards me.
* How do you do, Manuel V cried he, in that style of derision

which he always assumed when infuriated with passion— ' I hope
your walk has been a pleasant one. Be so good as suggest

what improvements ought to be made on this estate. Do the

crops look well !—Slave ! Baboon ! imp of the devil ! where
have you been .?'

' I made no reply, but looked to Miss Sexton. She coloured,

and cried, * What does the wretch mean by looking at me 1 You
surely do not say that I sent you any where.'— * Answer me,'

vociferated her father, raising his cane. ' Miss Sexton will in-

form you,' returned I.
—

' This is beyond my patience !' exclaimed

she. I'll tell you he •« ;; *s, father—he has been paying a visit to

Sabrina, notwithstanding your orders to the contrary, and wishes

to make you believe that I sent him somewhere—Manuel, say

instantly if you saw Sabrina this morning.'— ' Yes,' answered I,'

* I did, but' ' None of your buts, you equivocating villain !'

interrupted my master. Stung with indignation at Miss Sexton's

ingratitude, I cried, ' Your daughter sent me with a letter to Mr.
Lusher,'— ' What ! you give us the lie, then V replied Mr. Sex-

ton, striking me over the head. I returned the blow with my fist,

and he fell flat upon the ground.
* Miss Sexton shrieked loudly, and the overseer, followed by

several slaves, hastened towards me with a drawn cutlass in his

hand. I made no resistance, and was immediately seized and
bound. My master received very httle injury from the blow,

but his lips quivered with rage ; and having given orders that I

should be put in confinement, he walked towards the house, cry-

ing out, ' Struck by a slave ! struck by a slave !—It is impossi-

ble ! Am I dreaming ?—Does God Almighty really permit this %

—A slave ! a black ! a negro !—Strike me—a noble Carolinian I

Is there a law to punish this ? Law—nonsense Tortures,

death, eternal curses !'

* I was immediately thrown into a dark apartment in a large
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Store-house, and remained there all night without being visited by
any one. In the morning the overseer took me out, and made
one of the negroes flog me severely, in presence of Mr. Sexton and

his daughter. My sufferings were dreadful. In short, I was
indicted for striking my master, and tried, and found guilty. You
know the punishment which the law awards in such cases—it

was inflicted upon me. They cut off my right hand !—they cut

off my right hand !' Here Manuel stretched out the mutilated

arm, and sobbed convulsively. * But, thank God, I've anotiher,'

continued he vehemently ;

' and may it never be better em-
ployed than in resenting the tyranny of slave-masters. Oh ! that

every negro in the Southern States w^ould risk the loss of his right

hand by doing what I have done ! then would we prove that our

race was not made to be trampled upon,—but let me proceed.
* I was confined in jail for three months, and then sent back to

my master. I anticipated a hfe of wretchedness, and was not

mistaken. Scarcely a day passed, in the course of which Mr.
Sexton did not find an excuse for punishing me. As the want of

my hand rendered me unable to do the duties of a house-servant,

I was employed in tending the cattle, and thus had many oppor-

tunities of conversing with my fellow-slaves who worked out of

doors. I confided my thoughts to three of them, who seemed
willing ro attempt the execution of any project, however daring.

In short, we determined to burn our master's house, and spent

much time in planning how we could best effect this without the

risk of being discovered.

' At last we fixed upon a time for our revenge. It was a holi-

day among the negroes, who were all amusing themselves in

various ways on different parts of the estate. My master was
dining with a planter in the neighbourhood

; and as part of his

road lay through a retired forest, we resolved to intercept him on
his way home, lest his presence there should prove any hindrance
to the success of our scheme.

* We had, at different times, placed combustibles in those parts

of his house and offices that were least exposed to observation.

About eight in the evening we set fire to them, and then has-

tened to the wood, and stationed ourselves among the trees which
bordered the road. We had scarcely waited half an hour when
we saw smoke beginning to ascend from the house, which was
nearly a mile distant, and heard a tumultuous noise of voices. I

gazed and listened with silent satisfaction, till my master made
his appearance. He was in a gig, and a negro rode on horse-

back behind him. Two of my companions seized the reins of

the horses, and, assisted by a third, I dragged Mr Sexton out of

his carriage. He was almost speechless with indignation and
ler/or, and doubtless supposed that I intended murdering him.
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He soon began to entreat for mercy in the most abject manner,
solemnly promising that he would grant me my freedom if I al-

lowed him to go home unmolested. ' You may well desire to be

at home,' said I
—

' Look to the south V— ' Ha,' cried he, ' what
do you mean ?—Desperate wretch, have you taken your revenge
already?—My house is on fire !—But if I cannot punish you,

others will suffer for this !'

' We now bound him to a tree, with his face towards the con-

flagration, which had evidently increased very much. A bright

glare of light extended far over the sky, and tinged the tops of

the trees like the setting sun
;
volumes of smoke rose from two

different spots
;
we heard the negroes shouting confusedly ; and

the crackling, crashing, and thundering of timbers falling to the

ground, announced that the work of destruction made furious

progress.
' Having secured the negro man in the same way as Mr. Sex-

ton, and tied the horses lest the}'' should go to the house, and be

the means of inducing the people there to set out in quest of my
master, we left them, and plunged into the recesses of the forest.

We travelled all night towards the sea-shore, but did not venture

to pass through an inhabited place. The want of my hand ren*

dered my appearance too remarkable to allow me to hope that I

would escape notice. I need not describe the hardships we en-

countered during our journey. In two days we reached the coast,

where we stole a boat, and put out to sea, intending, if possible,

to elude any search that might be made for us. We soon fell in

with a pirate, who immediately took us on board, and I gradually

acquired some knowledge of seamanship. We cruized about for

a considerable time, and got a great many prizes, but our vessel

at last became so generally known, that the Captain could not

continue to sail her without running much risk of being captured.

He therefore went into a port in one of the West India Islands,

and managed to get her sold. He paid his crew very generously,

and by means of his bounty, and a series of fortunate accidents, I

was ennabled to purchase this schooner, and to commence pirate

myself My mode of life is far from being an agreeable one, and
I have as yet made but little of it. However, I have a more
exalted object in view than mere gain. You must not judge of

my character by that of the persons with whom you see me
surrounded. I am well aware that my crew is composed of the

lowest and most debased part of society, and often feel ashamed
of the concessions I am obliged to make them. They consider

themselves on an equality with me, and will not submit to any
kind of discipline, beyond what mutual security and self-preser-

vation render necessary. But I value and endure them only in
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SO far as they are the means of forwarding my views. I would
consider it an insult to be classed with such desperadoes.'

Here Manuel ceased speaking. I did not venture to make any
comments upon his story, and we sat in silence till the men came
to the side of the river, with a large quantity of firewood. We
immediately took it on board the boat, and rowed down the

stream, and reached the schooner a short time before dawn. .At

sunrise, we weighed anchor, and put to sea again.

Next day, while walking the deck, I heard one negro say to

another, ' Mark, what was that you was telling me about Caesar

having been hanged at Baltimore T— ' Why, only that he was.'^

hanged,' replied Mark. ' When I was last ashore, I heard so

from one who had read it in a newspaper.'— * What did they

make him swing for V inquired the first, whose name was Mendez,
' Did he look sulky at his master, break a wine-glass, or bring

him a knife when he wanted a fork V— ' No, no, he did nothing

so bad as that,' replied Mark, laughing. ' He was a cruizer, like

our Captam, and m.eetiiig with a vessel, he went on board, and
helped himself to some biscuit and rum, and a little hard cash.

Her crew wished to put him on short allowance, but he took

what he wanted in spite of them all. He was afterwards caught
by a Yankee ship-of-war, and earned to Baltimore. The folks

there found him guilty of piracy, as they called it, and hanged
him and some of his crew besides.'

* Why, I think,' said Mendez, he had a right to taste the rum,
if he had helped to make as much of it as you and I have done.

We negers have a pretty time of it. They won't let us live by
land or by water. I wonder if we could please our masters by
flying in the air ? Why, now, wasn't Csesar hanged for what
we've been doing V— ' To be sure he was,' returned Mark

;
' we

must keep a sharp look-out. I guess our best plan will be to

hinder any one from ever becoming witness against us.'
—

' How
can we manage that V demanded Mendez.— ' Why, by pinking

a hole in the bottom of our prizes, and making those on board of

them drink our healths in salt-water,' said Mark. * Dead men
tell no tales, you know.'—'Well, I conclude it our only way,'

replied Mendez, ' though I should feel a little strange about
sending a crew of white men to hell in a moment.'— ' Why, they

must all go there at last, you fool,' returned Mark
;

* think of the

floggings you've got.'
—

' Ha, your words sound in my ear like

the crack of a whip,' cried Mendez. ' But I wonder the Yankees
don't know better than to hang us for being pirates. They can't

suppose that we'll he soft noio as to let away the people who fall

into our hands, and so give them a chance of informing against

us. I'll bet you we^U kill fi^^e whites for every negro that is
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hanged.'— ' Ay, and more too, if we choose,' said Mark. ' Ob,

we've a merry time of it, for most people think that we blacks do

not deserve to live, unless we are slaves and beasts of burden.

Faith, I'm getting tired of a sea-life. If I could but scrape

together 400 dollars, I would give up cruizing, and go to St.

Domingo.'— ' Why you could have made that sum when you
was last in Charleston,' returned Mendez.— ' How so V inquired

his companion— ' Wasn't you advertized as an outlaw V said

Mendez— ' wasn't there a price set upon your life ? you should

have cut off your head and carried it to the magistrates, and
demanded the sum that they offered for it.'

—
' Damn it now,

Mendez, don't begin to run me,' cried Mark laughing, ' I would
have been a pretty figure without a head upon my shoulders.'

—

' Ah,' returned the other, ' if you ever had one upon them, you
would not have let slip such a good opportunity of making
money.'

We had now been cruizing about for nearly three weeks,
without ever seeing a vessel. The mental and bodily inaction

which had characterised the course of my hfe during that period,

were very depressing, and I began to wish for the appearance of

a ship, almost as ardently as the crew, though from totally

different motives. Manuel neither seemed to feel much weariness

nor impatience. He spent most of his time upon deck, and when
the navigation of the schooner did not require his attention, he
lay along the companion, basking in the sun, and smoking a
segar. He sometimes entered into a famihar conversation with
the seamen, though, on doing so, his«object evidently was to keep
them in good humour, rather than to amuse or gratify himself.

One morning, Manuel, after having looked through his glass

at intervals, during two hours, announced that he saw a vessel

off our lee-bow, and gave orders that the deck should be cleared,

and the guns got ready for action. In a moment every thing

was bustle and confusion. On the word of command being

given, the negroes threw off a large part of their clothes, and
dispersed over different parts of the schooner, shouting to each
other, and hurrying through their respective duties with a
violence and eagerness which shewed how congenial the prospect

of bloodshed, oppression, and plunder, was to their feeUngs. They
soon began to converse gaily and unconcernedly. One talked of

the resistance we should probably meet with from the vessel we
were in chase of; another jestingly said, * he wished to write his

will,' and mentioned what articles he intended bequeathing to

his companions, should he perish in the conflict; a third complained
of the defective state of his wardrobe, and enumerated the

additions he hoped to make to it, when the anticipated prize fell

into our hands. Manuel walked anxiously about the deqk,

10
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sometimes lookino: through his glass, and sometimes giving
directions to the helmsman,

I alone remained unoccupied and unattended to amidst the
general activity. The quiescent and monotonous life I had led

since I came on board the schooner, had lulled me into a forget-

fulness of my real situation, all the horrors of which now burst
upon my mind with appalling force. 1 had outlawed m^-self

from society. I was surrounded with wretches, with whom I

could have no community of feeling. I was soon to become, as
it were, an accomplice in the work of rapine and bloo<lshed.

We might, perhaps, be overpowered by those whom we proposed
to attack, and I should be seized and classed with pirates. There
was no one to testify my innocence, to prove that I had no
connexion with the guilty, or to save rne from an ignominious
death.

We soon discovered that the object of our pursuit was a brig

of about 200 tons burden. She seemed to suspect what we were
for she made all sail, and began to go large, altho' she had kept
very close hauled before perceiving us ; but our schooner, being
very fast, and to the windward of her, gained upon her every
moment. About mid-day, we came within shot of the brig, and
Manuel ordered a gun to be fired, as a signal for her to heave
to. She paid no attention to it, and her crew seemed to be
preparing for defence. He then pointed a cannon himself, and
sent a ball through the lower part of her mainsail ; but this not
being what he wanted, he aimed again, and disabled her rudder.

She was now completelyin our power, and we came witnin

30 yards of her. The boat being lowered down, Manuel, and 15

of his crew, under arms, embarked alongside of the brig, and
ascended her gangway without meeting any resistance. The
Captain immediately advanced towards them, and said, * What
right have you to stop me on the high seas ?'—

' Right ! right
!'

returned Manuel ;
' none that I know of—only I'm stronger than

you—but' shew me your manifest.'— ' That I cannot do,' cried

the Captain, ' unless you promise' ' I'll promise nothing,'

interrupted Manuel :
' yes, yes, one thing ;

none of you shall be

maltreated, unless you offer to oppose my orders.'
—

' Fine

conditions, indeed !' exclaimed the Captain ;

' Be pleased to tell

me what you want here ?'—
' Bring me your manifest,' replied

Manuel, and I'll inform you. 1 mean to take whatever part of

your cargo I choose, and likewise all the specie on board. Come
down to the cabin, I must not be detained

'

They now both went below, and the negroes having received

a signal from Manuel, ranged themselves on each side "of the

companion. They had scarcely done this, when a voice requested

them to make way, and a gentleman with a young lady leaning
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on his arm, and followed by a mulatto woman, came upon deck.

They looked around them with an expression of terror and asto-

nishment. The young ladj^, on seeing the blacks, turned pale,

and clung trembUngly to her protector's arm, and said something

to him, but in such a low tone of voice, that nothing but the word
father was distinguishable. The gentleman, once or twice,

seemed to be on the point of addressmg the negroes, but he sud-

denly stopped, as if aware that interference was useless.

A dead silence prevailed upon deck for some time, but the

countenances of the different parties who occupied it, expressed

more than words could have done. The females discovered

marks ofdeadening fear
; the crew of the brig evidently struggled

to resist the impulses of indignation, and the negroes seemed full

of hope and impatience. The 3'oung lady wore a beautiful

Indian shawl, and one of the blacks, smiling to his companions,

stepped forward and pulled it oif her shoulders. Her father, furi-

ous at this insult, seized a block that lay near him, and struck the

daring wretch upon the face with so much violence, that he stag-

gered back, and nearly fell into the hold. However, he quickly

recovered himself, and rushing forwards, plunged his cutlass into

the side of his antagonist, who dropped, apparently lifeless, upon
the deck. The seamen belonging to the brig could no longer

restrain themselves
; a loud cry burst from them, and they hastily

seized the murderer, and threw him overboard ; but being an.

expert swimmer, he soon gained the surface of the water, and
made furiously towards the vessel's side, with flashing eyes and
loud curses.

The noise of the affray brought the Captain and Manuel from

the cabin, and the first object that struck the eyes of the latter

was the wounded man weltering in blood, and supported in the

arms of his daughter. ' Who did this V cried Manuel, with a
voice half suffocated with emotion. The assassin was standing

upon the chains, and endeavouring to chmb over the bulwarks,
when some one pointed him out. Manuel drew a pistol from his

bosom, and fired at the negro's head ; the ball took effect. Its

victim lost hold of the rigging, sprung convulsively upwards, and
fell headlong among the waves. A murmur of applause pro-

ceeded from the crew
; but the blacks shrunk away with baneful

frowns from Manuel, who, turning to the Captain, said haughtily,
' This is my discipline ;' an4 then took a paper out of his pocket,
and began to read.

The young lady's father, whose name was Mr. R
, was

now conveyed to the cabin, accompanied by his daughter and
her attendant, the mulatto woman. Manuel then ordered his
men to Hft the hatches, and descended through one of them into

the hold. After a little while he returned, and pointed out whal
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articles he wished to have brought upon deck. The negroes set

to work, and presently every part of the vessel was covered with

bales, casks, and packages, while Manuel walked coolly among
them, and selected such as he conceived to be the most useful

and valuable. His men would evidently have begun to plunder

privately, had thej' not been restrained by fear
; but the instance

of their leader's severity which they had just witnessed, seemed
to dwell upon their minds, for while occupied in getting out the

cargo, they muttered threats, and viewed him with scowling and
wrathful looks.

Manuel having collected together all the articles he wan tecl

ordered them to be handed into the boat, which he sent off with

part of his men to the schooner. He retained in his hand a bag
of specie, and several other things. The boat being unloaded,

they returned to take him on board his own vessel, and as he
was descending the gangway of the brig, he bowed to her

Captain, and said, ' I wish 3''ou a good voyage, sir.'

On reaching the schooner, Manuel ordered the crew to hoist

up the boat, and to bear away
; however, the wind was light and

baffling, and we made but little progress. I fixed my eyes upon
the brig as we gradually receded from her, and reflected upon
the unhappy situation of Mr. R and his daughter, in both

of whom I felt powerfully interested. 1 had several times been

on the point of entreating Manuel to allow me to assist the

wounded man ; but he had ahvaj^s turned away, as if aware of

what I intended, and unwilling to render himself chargeable

with inhumanity, by refusing to grant my request. 1 now
ventured to address him on the subject. ' We cannot part with

you,' said he, ' if we did, it might ruin us all. He w^ho becomes

a pirate, must die a pirate. There is no middle course. I

fervently hope Mr. R may recover. I have at least executed

justice upon his murderer. Perhaps you may think me a.

murderer myself, but I did no more than necessary. My crew

are not to be restrained, except by very terrible means. And yet,'

continued he, starting, ' in my anxiety to save others, I have

perhaps brought destruction upon m3'self I am guilty of mur-

der ;
there are plenty of witnesses to prove it. Oh ! that both my

hands had been cut off, then I could not have committed this

rash act, which at once puts me on a level with my crew. Good
night, good night. Go to sleep.'

About two hours after sun set, I retired to my birth
;
but the

events of the day had made such a strong impression that I could

not sleep, and 1 rose at midnight and went upon deck. It wag
clear moonUght, and perfectly calm. On looking for the brig,

I perceived, to my astonishment, that she lay within a mile of

ua, and had heeled over so much, that she seemed almost on her
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beam-ends. I immediately informed Manuel of this, and he
looked at her through his night-glass, and said she was aground
upon a sand-bank. ' What is to be done,' cried I ;

* you surely

will not allow those on board to perish ?'—
' To-morrow's dawn

shall determine that,' returned he.

At day-break we found that the brig was still in the situation

alreadj' described, and Manuel, accompanied by me and several

of the crew, went towards her in the boat. The Captain seemed
at a loss how to receive us, being doubtful whether our intentions

were hostile or friendly
;
but when we had satisfied him on this

point, he informed us, that his vessel having become quite

unmanageable, in consequence of the loss of her rudder, had
drifted away towards a sand-bank, and run hard aground the

preceding night. We soon ascertained that her bottom was much
damaged, and that she could not be got off. ' This brig will go
to pieces the first time there is a heavy sea,' said Manuel to the
Captain

;
' and those who remain in her must perish. I v/ill

lake you all on board my schooner, and put you ashore about 40
miles above Matanzas, seeking no compensation but part of the

cargo, which you of course have no means of preserving.' After

some deliberation, this proposal was acceded to by all parties,

and Manuel's crew again began to unload the brig.

While they were thus engaged, I went down to the cabin, and
found Mr. R and his daughter there. The former had a
look of ghasthness, which gave me an unfavourable idea of the
nature of his wound

;
and the latter sat beside his bed, and

seemed at once hopeless and resigned. On seeing me, they both
started, but said nothing. 1 told them, that altho' I came alono-

with the pirates, I had no connexion with such persons, and that

my object in intruding upon them was to offer my professional

services to Mr. R . The young lady sprung from her chair,

and expressed her gratitude in the warmest manner, while her
father's flushed countenance and beaming eyes evinced that
hopes of life began to revive in his heart.

When Manuel had carried away as much of the cargo as hia
Tessel could conveniently contain, he informed us that the boat
was ready to take us all on board the schooner ; we accordingly
embarked, placing Mr. R. upon a mattrass, and rowed away from
the brig, towards which the Captain and his crew directed many
anxious and regretful looks. On getting on board the schooner,
our first business was to contrive accommodations for so many
new passengers. I resigned my birth to Mr. R , and Manuel
allowed the young lady and her attendant to occupy his state-

room. The Captain and his crew reposed upon deck, but the
latter were so indignant at the familiarity with which the
negroes treated them, that they would have resented it by force*
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had not the fear of being overcome by superior numbers restrained

their fury. However, the two parties poured out torrents of abuse
against each other

,
and the clamour of their tongues, the g-roans

of Mr. R ,
the agonies of his daughter, and the confinement

of a crowded vessel, all combined to render the day and succeed-
ing night insupportably tedious and distressing to me.

In about 40 hours, we made the Pan of Matanzas, and Manuel
told the Captain and the white crew to hold themselves in

readiness, as he soon intended to put them ashore. At sunset we
were scarcely two leagues from the coast of Cuba. The negroes
lowered a small boat, and stowed a quantity of water and pro-

visions in her; and Manuel came down to the cabin, and informed

Mr. R and his daughter that it was time for them to embark.
• Where ?—What do you mean V cried the young lady.— ' Why,
madam,' returned Manuel, ' didn't I say that all the people be-

longing to the brig were to be put ashore here T—'Oh, thanked be
Heaven,' exclaimed she

;
' then we are near a harbour, and a

town ?—My dear father!'— ' No, no,' interrupted Manuel, ' the

coast opposite is uninhabited.'— ' What do you tell me ?' cried

she, bursting into tears
; 'you surely cannot be so barbarous—my

father is dying ;—have a little pity. It is indeed dreadful to be

here, to be among such people ;—but what will become of my
parent, if you send us away? I have no more money to give you,
but perhaps—' Here she covered her face with her hands, and
sobbed so violently, that her whole frame trembled.

Manuel began to pace about the cabin ; I saw that hie was
affected, and therefore did not venture to speak. ' Well, lady,'

said he, after a pause, ' you may remain here. I will protect you
arid your father—yes, even though I should bring myself into

difficulty by doing so.' He then went upon deck, and ordered

the Captain and his crew, who had already seated themselves in

the boat to row away. The clashing of their oars, which at first

broke upon the stillness of the night, gradually became famter,

and soon subsided into almost undistinguishable murmurs.
In the course of the evening, Manuel asked me if I thought

Mr. R would recover from his wound. I told him that I

feared he would soon be relieved from the inconvenience of having
such a passenger on board. * So I suspect,' returned he

;
but

what is to become of his daughter and the Mulatto woman ? I

wish I had sent them oflf in the boat to-night.' ' It would have
been unmerciful,' said I ;

' perhaps the seamen themselves may
perish.' ' Don't fear, don't fear,' cried he ; 'I treated them very

generously. Most pirates would have left the whole party to

drown in the brig, and been glad of such an opportunity of getting

them out of the way. I gave them a good boat and plenty of'

provisions ;
they will easily reach Matanzas. My crew are en-
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raged at my conduct in this affair. I must be on my guard
; and

listen to me, be you also on yours !'

'? A short time before midnight, Mr. R complained of the

{oppressive closeness of the cabin, and begged to be lifted upon
deck. We immediately complied with his wishes, and spread

a mattrass for him near the stern of the vessel. EUzabeth, his

daughter, seated herself beside his couch, and the Mulatto woman
waited behind. I threw myself upon a ceroon at a little distance,

and felt so fatigued, that I gradually began to slumber, although

within hearing of the sick man's feeble groans and hurried

inspirations.

I was suddenly awakened by the sound of light footsteps, I

opened my eyes and saw Elizabeth. ' My father is' She
could say no more. I rose and followed her. Mr. R lay

upon his back with half-closed eyes, and seemed scarcely sensible

of our approach ;
but in a little time he turned his face towards

me, and tried to smile. He then took*hold of his daughter's hand,

and attempted to greet her in the same way, but it was impos-

sible ;
his lips trembled, and some tears rushed down his cheeks.

None of us uttered a word, or even ventured to sigh.

It was the finest moonlight, and the whole heavens were

covered with one continuous expanse of dappled white clouds.

The celestial net-work, extending from horizon to horizon, floated

in motionless repose, and the stars could be seen twinkling faintly

through its apertures. The calm was such that our sails scarcely

even flapped upon the masts, and our vessel lay as still as if she

had been imbedded in a field of crystal. The balmy murmurings

of the httle surges upon the distant beach, swelled upon the ear,

and died away again with a caprice that seemed in unison with the

irregular motions of a tal] cocoa-nut tree, which stood alone upon

a projecting rock, and was waved in a melancholy manner by a

land breeze too feeble and unsteady to reach or affect us.

Elizabeth knelt silently beside her father, with clasped hands,

and had a frozen look of condensed despair, which is almost too

terrible for an inhabitant of this world. Her face and lips were

colourless, and she seemed like a spirit waiting for a departing

soul. None of us knew the exact moment at which Mr. R
died. I soon after took his daughter by the hand, and conducted

her to the cabin. She neither spoke a word nor made the least

resistance, and I began to fear that grief had bewildered her per-

ceptions. Her attendant followed us, and I left them together.

I did not attempt to sleep any that night. I was occupied in

thinking of Elizabeth, who had soon awakened to a full sense of

her misery, and whose sobs haunted my ears wherever I went.

In the morning she sunk into a gentle slumber, which, after con-

tinuing two hours, left her in a state of comparative rationality
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and oomposure. I earnestly requested to see her, and we
had an interview. 1 offered myself as a protector, and pro-

rhised to do every thing in my power to extricate her from her

present unhappy situation, and said I would escort her to a place

of safety whenever I had the good fortune to effect this. I then

told who I was, and related the circumstances that had induced

me to seek an asylum among the pirates. In return, she thanked

me for my unremitting attentions to her father, and declared that

she fully beheved me to be what I professed.

The calm continued during the whole of that day, and Manuel
exhibited many signs of impatience at its long duration

;
and the

more so, as the current was gradually carrying us towards Ma-
tanzas, a place which he wished anxiously to avoid. Next
morning a gentle breeze sprang up, and we had scarcely begun
to profit by it, when we discovered a small brig of war, with

American colours, bearing towards us, under full sail. Manuel
ordered his men to crowd all canvass, and tried various nautical

manceuvres, in the hope of escaping her
;
but she gained upon us

every moment.
The negroes, when they perceived that we could not get out

of her reach, were thrown mto a state of consternation, and totally

neglected their duty. They assembled together in groupes, and
conversed with outrageous looks and violent gesticulations, occa-

sionally throwing baleful glances at Manuel. He saw that a
storm was gathering, and immediately went below, and secured

the door of the apartment which contained the arms. He then

appeared upon deck, with a brace of pistols in his girdle, a

dagger by his side, and a naked scymitar in his hand, and took

his station beside the companion door.

The boldness of his deportment seemed to increase the fury of

the blacks ; some of whom called out, ' Down with liim ! down
with him ! he has betrayed us.' Manuel paid no attention to

their cries, but ordered them, in a voice of thunder, to load the

guns, and rushed forward, waving his sword in the air. They
became intimidated, and hastened to obey him

;
and, while they

were engaged in doing so, I ran down to the cabin, and armed
myself as well as possible, at the same time comforting Elizabeth,

and bidding her remain in her state-room.

When 1 went upon deck again, I found that the negroes had
openly mutinied. They were ranged round the foremast, and
stood glaring at Manuel, and at each other, like a set of demons.
' Hell curse you, captain !' cried one of them, ' What right had

you to bring us here 1 Were we all to be sent to the devil, that

you might put ashore them damned whites that you picked out of

the brig V— ' Ay, ay, it was mercy that made him do so,' said

another ; 'but see if we'll get any mercy from the tyranta thai
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are in chase of us. Ha, Mr. Manuel ! I would almost be hanged
myseK, to have the satisfaction of seeing you swing by the throat!'—

* They coukl'nt get him hanged,' vociferated a third, ' he would
aJways untie the rope with his right hand. Oh, captain, may
the devil scorch your soul for bringing us here !'—

' He thinks

us a set of niger slaves,' cried the first speaker, ' who hav'nt spirit

to do an V thins: but what he bids us—but we'll show him another

story. Come on, let us have revenge ! Down with him, and his

companion !'

Several of the crew now rushed towards us with threatening

gestures. Manuel fired a pistol among them, and wounded one

with his scymitar, and I struck down another with the butt-end

of a blunderbuss, and then acted upon the defensive. They were
repelled

;
but would apparently have made a second attack, had

not a shot from the brig raked us fore and aft, and carried away
the binnacle. ' Now, now !' shouted Manuel, ' if you are worth

any thing, fight for your lives ! The enemy is close upon us

;

we shall be blown out of the water !—Here is the key of the

armory.—go and equip yourselves, and show some real spirit.'

The negroes were almost instantaneously animated by a new
feeling. Some provided themselves with muskets and cutlasses,

and others took their stations at the guns. They all had a look

of savage and determii:ked resistance ; which showed that they

would rather perish in battle, than run the risk of terminating

Iheir lives upon a scaffold.

The brig had now nearly come along-side of us, and her captain

commanded us to heave to, if we desired any quarter. He was
answered by the discharge of four cannon, and by a shower of

musket balls. They gave a broadside in return, which carried

away our mainmast, and then bore down upon the schooner, with

the intention of boarding her. The smoke prevented the helms-

man of the brig from steering justly, and he suddenly brought
her so close to us, that she swept away our chains, and stove in

our bulwarks, and dragged us through the water a considerable

distance. The fight now became very desperate. The bayonet

and cutlass had usurped the place of firearms, and the negroes,

who were not provided with weapons of any kind, attacked the

American seaman with their fists, beating them down, attempting

to choke them, and pushing them overboard. They all the while

animated each other with shouts, execrations, and blasphem.ous

cries and rushed furiously to the combat, half naked, and covered

with dust, and sweat, and blood.

I kept as near Manuel as possible. He sometimes fought

vigorously for a few moments, and then stood idle, apparently

irresolute what to do. At last he cried out, ' It is easy to see

Jiow this day will end, but I must hasten its termination/ aii4
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then hurried down to the cabin. I instinctively followed him,

and found Elizabeth and her maid nearly speechless with terror.

Manuel tore open the hatch in the floor, and pulled up a small

cask, the head of which he knocked in with his hand. It was
full of gunpowder. He placed it upon the table. I grew breath-

less. He put a steel between his teeth, and then seizing a flint,

began to strike the one against the other. The pulsations of my
heart ceased, and my eyes became dim. Manuel seemed sud-

denly to dilate into fearful and gigantic size, and to pour torrents

of fire upon the gunpowder. My senses were suddenly recalled

by a loud crash, and by the appearance of water rushing down
upon us through the skj-hght. I thought we were going to the

bottom, and started up and pulled the fainting Elizabeth towards

the gangway. There we encountered an American officer; he

gave us a look of astonishment, and hastening towards Manuel,

seized his arm, and said, ' Surrender yourself—you are my
prisoner.'

Manuel did not attempt any resistance, but followed the oflBcer

upon deck. Having left Elizabeth, whose recollection was now
pretty well restored, with her maid, I went there also. Every
thing had become quiet. The American seamen were in pos-

session of the schooner, and the negroes had been removed on

board the brig of war. Her captain ordered Manuel to be put in

irons, and directed that Elizabeth and I should have accommoda-
tions in his own vessel.

I was a good deal astonished to meet with several of the crew

that had belonged to the brig we had plundered, and to hear them
eay that they were the means of capturing the schooner. Hav-
ing been fortunate enough to reach Matanzas the day after Ma-
nuel had set them adrift in the boat, they found an American brig

of war there, which had run into the harbour that she might

repair some damage she had sustained while on her voyage from

Jamaica to Charleston. They immediately gave her captain

information respecting the pirate, and he set out in pursuit of

them, making the seamen warp his brig along, till a breeze

sprung up, which enabled hiin to come in sight of the schooner.

During the battle, a young officer who boarded her along with

the American crew, happened to observe Manuel's attempts to

blow them up, and with great presence of mind, dashed his foot

through the skyhght, and averted the danger by pouring down
a large quantity of water upon the gunpowder.

A few hours after the capture of the schooner, we set sail fof

Charleston, where the brig was bound. We reached that port

in ten days. The pirate crew were immediately lodged in jaiL

I underwent an examination, and was then taken into custody,

it being evident, from my own confession, that I had not been
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forced on board the schooner. Elizabeth, to whom I had hourly

become more devoted during the voyage, found an asylum in a
house of a distant relation, who resided in Charleston, and was
summoned as a witness against the negroes. In three weeks
their trial came on, and Manuel and seven others were condemned
to death. No evidence appearing against me, I was liberated

from confinement at an early period, by the intercession of seve-

ral persons who appeared to take an interest in my fate. I sup-

plied myself with means of support, by disposing of some valua-

bles I had in my possession.

I was filled with sorrow when I heard that Manuel was con-

demned to death, aware that he deserved a better fate. I visited

him in jail the day after he had received his sentence. He was
loaded with fetters, and occupied a small cell by himself, through

which he paced as quickly as the weight of his irons would per-

mit ;
though he had a subdued look, the expression of his coun-

tenance was neither abject nor sorrowful.
' Ah, is it you, sir V cried he, advancmg towards me, as I en-

tered ;

' you are the person I most wished to see. How kind it

is in you to visit a poor negro ! For I am no more now. I am
glad to be treated as a rational creature by at least one white

man. I wonder they have let you escape. In this country it is

a crime for a man to have any thing to do with blacks, except in

the way of flogging them.'— ' You do not deserve to die,' said I,

after a pause. ' Oh, perhaps not,' returned he
;

' but law—law
—^law, you know—However, it is better I should. I had a
weary life of it. I was chased from the land, and took refuge

upon the sea
;
but, notwithstanding that, I could not escape the

bloodhounds of the Southern States of America. But here I

have written out something for you. Take this letter to Gustavua

H , and accept what he gives 3"ou in return, as a remem*
brance of me. But don't tell him that I am sentenced to death.'

He then presented me with a paper, and ha\ing given directions

where I should find the person to whom it was addressed, bid me
farewell.

J immediately proceeded in search of Manuel's acquaintance,

and after some time, reached his house, which was situated in

the most obscure part of a narrow and dirty alley. The door

was opened by an old negro, and I inquired if Gustavus H-
lived there. ' I am the man,' returned he ;

' walk in. Master.'

I entered, and gave him the letter, and at his request seated my-

self upon an old stool in one corner of the apartment until he

read it. ' Strange—very strange,' muttered he, gazing on me
intently. ' How is Mr. Manuel?'— ' Well enough at present,'

returned I ;

' but' He stood still a moment, as if waiting the

conclusion of my reply, and then went out of the room, but soon
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came back, carrying a bag, which he immediately put into my
hands. Its weight was immense. * That's all,' said he, * I guess
Manuel don't intend that I should be his haiikeer long. Good
morning, sir

'

When I returned to my lodgings, I opened the bag, and, to my
astonishment, found it full of doubloons. I could not believe that

Manuel intended leaving me such a legacy, and went to the pri-

son in the afternoon, that I might see him, and converse with
him upon the subject ; but I arrived there too late

; he had anti-

cipated the law by putting a period to his existence.

Fortune had now bestowed upon me the means of returning

to my native country. I communicated this to Elizabeth, and
intreated that we might make the journey of life together. She
consented, and our mutual happiness was soon as great as our
individual misery had been, when fate first brought us together.

THE FLOATING BEACON.

One dark and stormy night, we were on a voyage from Bergen
to Christiansand in a small sloop. Our captain suspected that

he had approached too near the Norwegian coast, though he
could not discern any land, and the wind blew with such violence,

that we were in momentary dread of being driven upon a lee-

shore. We had endeavoured, for more than an hour, to keep
our vessel away

;
but our efforts proved unavailing, and we soon

found that we could scarcely hold our own. A clouded sk}^, a
hazy atmosphere, and irregular showers of sleety rain, combined
to deepen the obscurity of night, and nothing whatever was visi-

ble, except the sparkhng of the distant waves, when their tops

happened to break into a wreath of foam. The sea ran very
high, and sometimes broke over the deck so furiously, that the

men were obliged to hold by the rigging, lest they should be car-

ried away. Our captain was a person of timicl and irresolute

character, and the dangers that environed us made him gradually
lose confidence in himself. He ofien gave orders, and counter-

manded them in the same moment, all the while taking small

quantities of ardent spirits at intervals. Fear and intoxiciiftion

soon stupified him completely, and the crew ceased to consult

him, or to pay any respect to his authority, in so far as regarded
the management of the vessel.

About midnight, our main-sail was spht, and shortly after we
found that the sloop had sprung a leak. We had before shipped

/ A
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a good deal of water through the hatches, and the quantity that

now entered from below was so great, that we thought she would

go down every moment. Our only chance of escape lay in our

boat, which was immediately lowered After we had all got on

board of her, except the captain, who stood leaning against the

mast, we called to him, requestmg that he would follow us with-

out delay. ' How dare you quit the sloop without my permission V
cried he, staggering forwards. ' This is not fit weather to go a

fishing. Come back—come back with you all !' * No, no,'

returned one of the crew, ' we don't want to be sent to the bottom

for your obstmacy. Bear a hand there, or we'll leave you behind.'

' Captain, you are drunk,' said another ;
' you cannot take care

of yourself. You mast obey us now.' ' Silence ! mutinous

villain,' answered the captain. ' What are you all afraid of?

This is a fine breeze—up mainsail, and steer her right in the

wind's eye.'

The sea knocked the boat so violently and constantly against

the side of the sloop, that we feared the former would be injured

or upset, if we did not immediately row away ;
but anxious as

we were to preserve our lives, we could not reconcile ourselves to

the idea of abandoning the captain, who grew more obstinate th«

more we attempted to persuade him to accompany us. At
length, one of the crew leapt on board the sloop, and having
seized hold of him, tried to drag him along by force ; but he
struggled resolutely, and soon freed himself from the grasp of the

seaman, who immediately resumed his place among us, and
urged that we should not any longer risk our lives for the sake of

a drunkard and madman. Most of the party declared they were
of the same opinion, and began to push off the boat ; but I en*

treated them to make one effort more to induce their infatuated

commander to accompany us. At that moment he came up
from the cabin, to which he had descended a little time before,

and we immediately perceived that he was more under the in-

fluence of ardent spirits than ever. He abused us all in the

grossest terms, and threatened his crew with severe punishment,
if they did not come on board, and return to their duty. His
manner was so violent, that no one seemed willing to attempt to

constrain him to come on board the boat ;
and after vainly repre-

senting the absurdity of his conduct, and the danger of his situa-

tion^ we bid him farewell, and rowed away.
The sea ran so high, and had such a terrific appearance, that

I almost wished myself in the sloop again. The crew plied the

oars in silence, and we heard nothing but the hissing of the enor-

mous billows as they gently rose up, and slowly subsided

agam, without breaking. At intervals, our boat was elevated far

above the surface of the ocean, and remained, for a few moments,

!
11
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trembling upon the pinnacle of a surge, from which it would qui-

etly descend into a gulf, so deep and awful, that we often thought
the dense black mass of waters which formed its sides, were on
the point of overarching us, and bursting upon our heads. We
glided with regular undulations from one billow to another

; but
every time we sunk into the trough of the sea, my heart died

within me, for I felt as if we were going lower down than we
had ever done before, and clung instinctively to the board on
which I sat.

Notwithstanding my terrors, I frequently looked towards the

sloop. The fragments of her mainsail, which remained attached

to the yard, and fluttered in the wind, enabled us to discern ex-

actly where she lay, and showed, by their motion, that she pitched

in a terrible manner. We occasionally heard the voice of her

unfortunate commander, calling to us in tones of frantic derision,

and by turns vociferating curses and blasphemous oaths, and
singing sea-songs with a wild and frightful energy. I sometimes

almost wished that the crew would make another effort to save

him; but, next moment, the principle of self-preservation repressed

all feelings of humanity, and I endeavoured, by closing my
ears, to banish the idea of his sufferings from my mind.

After a little time the shivering canvass disappeared, and we
heard a tumultuous roaring and bursting of billows, and saw an

unusual sparkling of the sea, about a quarter of a mile from us.

One of the sailors cried out that the sloop was on her beam ends,

and that the noise, to which we listened, was that of the waves
breaking over her. We could sometimes perceive a large black

mass heaving itself up irregularly among the flashing surges,

and then disappearing for a few moments, and knew but too well

that it was the hull of the vessel. At intervals, a shrill and ago-

nized voice uttered some exclamations, but we could not distin-

guish what they were, and then a long-drawn shriek came across

the ocean, which suddenly grew more furiously agitated, near

the spot where the sloop lay, and, in a few moments, she sunk

down, and a black wave formed itself out of the waters that had

engulfed her, and swelled gloomily into a magnitude greater than

that of the surrounding billows.

The seamen dropped their oars, as if by one impulse, and

looked expressively at each other, without speaking a word.

Awful forebodings of a fate similar to that of the captain, appeared

to chill every heart, and to repress the energy that had hitherto

excited us to make unremitting exertions for our common safety.

While we were in this state of hopeless inaction, the man at the

helm called out that he saw a light a-head. We all strained

our eyes to discern it, but, at the moment the boat was sinking

down between two immense waves, one of which closed the
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prospect, and we remained in breathless anxiety till a rising surge

elevated us above the level of the surrounding ocean. A light

like a dazzling star then suddenly flashed upon our view, and
joyful exclamations burst from every mouth. * That,' cried one

of the crew, * must be the floating beacon which our captain was
looking out for this afternoon. If we can but gain it, we'll be

safe enough yet.' This intelligence cheered us all, and the men
began to ply the oars with redoubled vigour, while I employed
myself in baling out the water that sometimes rushed over the

gunnel of the boat when a sea happened to strike her.

An hour's hard rowing brought us so near the light-house that

we almost ceased to apprehend any further danger ; but it was
suddenly obscured from our view, and at the same time, a confused

roaring and dashing commenced at a Httle distance, and rapidly

increased in loudness. We soon perceived a tremendous billow

rolling towards us. Its top, part of which had already broke,

overhung the base, as if unwilling to burst until we were within

reach of its violence. The man who steered the boat brought her •

head to the sea, but all to no purpose, for the water rushed furiously

over us, and we were completely immersed. I felt the boat

swept from under me, and was left strugghng and groping about

in hopeless desperation, for something to catch hold of. When
nearly exhausted, I received a severe blow on the side from a,

small cask of water which the sea had forced against me. I im-

mediately twined my arms round it, and, after recovering myself

a little, began to look for the boat, and to call to my companions
;

but I could not discover any vestige of them, or of their vessel.

However, I still had a faint hope that they were in existence, and
that the intervention of the billows concealed them from my view.

I continued to shout as loud as possible, for the sound of my own
voice in some measure reUeved me from the feeling of awful and
heart-chiUing loneliness which my situation inspired; but not

even an echo responded to my cries, and, convinced that my
comrades had all perished, I ceased looking for them, and
pushed towards the beacon in the best manner I could. A
long series of fatiguing exertions brought me close to the side of

the vessel which contained it, and I called out loudly, in hopes

that those on board might hear me and come to my assistance,

but no one appearing, I waited patiently till a wave raised me on
a level with the chains, and then caught hold of them, and suc-

ceeded in getting on board.

As I did not see any person on deck, I went forwards to the

sky-light, and looked down. Two men were seated below at a
table, and a lamp, which was suspended between them, being
swung backwards and forwards by the rolling of the vessel, threw
its light upon their faces a)ternately. One seemed agitated with
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passion, and the other surveyed him with a scornful look. They
both talked very loudly, and used threatening gestures, but the
sea made so much noise, that I could not distinguish what was
said. After a little time, they started up, and seemed to be on
the point of closing and wrestling together, when a woman rushed
through a small door and prevented them. I beat upon deck
with my feet at the same time, and the attention of the whole
party was soon transferred to the noise. One of the men imme-
diately came up the cabin stairs, but stopped short on seeing me,
as if irresolute whether to advance or hasten below again, I

approached him, and told my story in a few words, but instead

of making any reply, he went down to the cabin, and began to

relate to the others what he had seen. I soon followed him, and
easily found my way into the apartment where they all were.
They appeared to feel mingled sensations of astonishment and
fear at my presence, and it was some time before any of them
entered into conversation with me, or afforded those comforts

which I stood so much in need of.

After I had refreshed myself with food, and been provided with
a change of clothing, I went upon deck, and surveyed the singular

asylum in which Providence had enabled me to take refuge from

the fury of the storm. It did not exceed thirty feet long, and was
very strongly built, and completely decked over, except at the

entrance to the cabin. It had a thick mast at midships, with a
large lantern, containing several burners and reflectors, on the top

of it ; and this could be lowered and hoisted up again as often as

required, by means of ropes and puUies. The vessel was firmly

moored upon an extensive sand-bank, the beacon being intended

to warn seamen to avoid a part of the ocean where many lives

and vessels had been lost in consequence of the latter running

aground. The accommodations below decks were narrow, and of

an inferior description ;
however, I gladly retired to the birth that

was allotted me by my entertainers, and fatigue and the rocking

of billows combined to lull me into a quiet and dreamless sleep.

Next morning, one of the men, whose name was Angerstoff,

Came to my bed-side, and called me to breakfast in a surly and

imperious manner. The others looked coldly and distrustfully

when I joined them, and I saw that they regarded me as an

intruder and an unwelcome guest. The meal passed without

almost any conversation, and I went upon deck whenever it was
over. The tempest of the preceding night had in a great measure

abated, but the sea still ran very high, and a black mist hovered

over it, through which the Norwegian coast, lying at eleven miles

distance, could be dimly seen. I looked in vain for some remains

of the sloop or boat. Not a bird enhvened the heaving expanse

of waters, and I turned shuddering from the dreary scene, and
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asked Morvalden, the youngest of the men, when he thought I

had any chance of getting ashore. ' Not very soon, I'm afraid,'

returned he. * We are visited once a month by people from yon-

der land, who are appointed to bring us a supply of provisions and

other necessaries. They were here only six days ago, so you
may count how long it will be before their return. Fishing boats

sometimes pass us during fine weather, but we won't have much
of that this moon at least.'

No intelligence could have been more depressing to me than

this. The idea of spending perhaps three weeks in such a place

was almost insupportable, and the more so, as I could not hasten

my dehverance by any exertions ofmy own, but would be obliged

to remain, in a state of inactive suspense, till good fortune, or the

regular course of events, afforded me the means of getting ashore.

Neither AngerstofF nor Morvalden seemed to sympathise with

my distress, or even to care that I should have it in my power to

leave the vessel, except in so far as my departure would free them
from the expense of supporting me. They returned indistinct

and repulsive answers to all the questions I asked, and appeared
anxious to avoid having the least communication with me.
During the greater part of the forenoon, they employed themselves

in trimming the lamps, and cleaning the reflectors, but never

conversed any. I easily perceived that a mutual animosity ex-

isted between them, but was unable to discover the cause of it.

Morvalden seemed to fear AngerstofF, and, at the same time, to feel

a deep resentment towards him, which he did not dare to express,

AngerstofF apparently was aware of this, for he behaved towards
his companion with the undisguised fierceness of determined
hate, and openly thwarted him in every thing.

Marietta, the female on board, was the wife of Morvalden. She
remained chiefly below decks, and attended to the domestic con-

cerns of the vessel She was rather good-looking, but so reserved

and forbidding in her manners, that she formed no desirable

acquisition to our party, already so heartless and unsociable in its

character.

When night approached, after the lapse of a wearisome and
monotonous day, I went on deck to see the beacon lighted, and
continued walking backwards and forwards till a late hour. I

watched the lantern, as it swung from side to side, and flashed
upon different portions of the sea alternately, and sometimes fan-
cied I saw men struggling among the billows that tumbled around,
and at other times imagmed I could discern the white sail of an
approaching vessel. Human voices seemed to mingle with the
noise of the bursting waves, and I often hstened intently, almost in
the expectation of hearing articulate sounds. My mind grew
sombre as the scene itself, and strange and fearful ideas obtruded

11*
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themselves in rapid succession. It was dreadful to be chained
in the middle of the deep—to be the continual sport of the quiet-

less billows—to be shunned as a fatal thing by those who tra.

versed the solitary ocean. Though within sight of the shore,

our situation was more dreary than if we had been sailing a thoti-

sand miles from it. We felt not the pleasure of moving forwards,

nor the hope of reaching port, nor the delights arising from favour-

able breezes and genial weather. When a billow drove us to

one side, we were tossed back again by another ; our imprison-

ment had no variety or definite termination ; and the calm and
the tempest were alike uninteresting to us. I felt as if my fate

had already become linked with that of those who were on board
the vessel. My hopes of being again permitted to mingle with
mankind died away, and I anticipated long years of gloom and
despair in the company of these repulsives persons into whose
hands fate had unexpectedly consigned me.

Angerstoflf and Morvalden tended the beacon alternately during

the night. The latter had the watch while I remained upon
deck. His appearance and manner indicated much perturbation,

and he paced hurriedly from side to side, sometimes muttering

to himself, and sometimes stopping suddenly to look through the

sky-light, as if anxious to discover what was going on below.

He would then gaze intently upon the heavens, and next moment
take out his watch, and contemplate the motions of its hands. I

did not offer to disturb these reveries, and thought myself altO'

gether unobserved by him, till he suddenly advanced to the spot

where I stood, and said, in a loud whisper,— ' There's a villain

below—a desperate villain—this is true—he is capable of any
thing—and the woman is as bad as him.' I asked what proof

he had of all this. ' Oh, I know it,' returned he ;
' that wretch,

Angerstoff, whom I once thought my friend, has gained my
wife's affections. She has been faithless to me—yes, she has.

They both wish I were out of the way. Perhaps they are now
j^anning my destruction. What can I do ? It is very terrible

to be shut up in such narrow Hmits with those who hate me, and

to have no means of escaping, or defending myself against their

infernal machinations.' ' Why do you not leave the beacon,'

inquired I, ' and abandon your companion and guilty wife V * Ah,

that is impossible,' answered Morvalden ; if I went on shore I

would forfeit my liberty. I live here that I may escape the

vengeance of the law, which I once outraged for the sake of her

who has now withdrawn her love from me. What ingratitude

»

Mine is indeed a terrible fate, but I must bear it. And shall I

never again wander through the green fields, and climb the rocks

that encircle my native place? Are the weary dashings of th©

sea, and the meanings of the wind, to fill my ears continually, all
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the while telling me that I am an exile ?—a hopeless, despairing

exile. But it won't last long,' cried he, catching hold of my
arm

;
• they will murder me !—I am sure of it—I never go to

sleep without dreaming that Angerstoff has pushed me over-

board.'

* Your lonely situation, and inactive life, dispose you to give
way to these chimeras,' said I ;

' you must endeavour to resist

them. Perhaps things aren't so bad as you suppose.'— ' This
is not a lonely situation,' replied Morvalden, in a solemn tone.
* Perhaps you will have proof of what 1 say before you leave us.

Many vessels used to be lost here, and a few are wrecked still

;

apd the skeletons and corpses of those who have perished lie all

over the sand-bank. Sometimes, at midnight, I have seen crowds
of human figures moving backwards and forwards upon the

surface of the ocean, almost as far as the eye could reach I

neither knew who they were, nor what they did there. When
watching the lantern alone, I often hear a number of voices

talking together, as it were, under the waves ; and I twice
caught the very words they uttered, but I cannot repeat them
—they dwell incessantly in my memory, but my tongue refuses

to pronounce them, or to explain to others what they meant.'
* Do not let your senses be imposed upon by a distempered

imagination, said I ;
' there is no reality in the things you have

told me.'
—

' Perhaps my mind occasionally wanders a little, for

it has a heavy burden upon it,' returned Morvalden. ' 1 have
been guilty of a dreadful crime. Many that now lie in the deep
below us, might start up, and accuse me of what I am just going
to reveal to you. One stormy night, shortly after I began to

take charge of this beacon, while watching on deck, I fell into

a profound sleep ; I know not how long it continued, but I was
awakened by horrible shouts and cries—I started up, and
instantly perceived that -all the lamps in the lantern were ex-

tinguished. It was very dark, and the sea raged furiously; but
notwithstanding all this, I observed a ship aground on the

bank, a little way from me, her sails fluttering in tliB wiftdc acd
the waves breaking over her with violence. Half frantic with
horror, I ran down to the cabin for a taper, and lighted the lampa
as fast as possible. The lantern, when hoisted to the top of the
mast, threw a vivid glare on the surrounding ocean, and showed
me the vessel disappearing among the billows. Hundreds of
people lay gasping in the water near her. Men, women, and
children, writhed together in agonizing struggles, and uttered
soul-harrowing cries ; and their countenances, as they gradually
stiffened under the hand of death, were all turned towards me
with glassy stare, while the lurid expression of their glistening
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eyes upbraided me with having been the cause of their untimely
end. Never shall I forget these looks. They haunt me wher-
ever I am—asleep and awake—night and day. I have kept
this tale of horror secret till now, and do not know if 1 shall

have ever courage to relate it again. The masts of the vessel

projected above the surface of the sea for several months after

she was lost, as if to keep me in recollection of the night on
which so many human creatures perished, in consequence of my
neglect and carelessness. Would to God I had no memory ! I

sometimes think I arn getting mad. The past and present are
equally dreadful to me

; and I dare not anticipate the future.'

I felt a sort of superstitious dread steal over me, while Morval-
den related his story, and we continued walking the deck in

silence, till the period of his watch expired. I went below and
took refuge in my birth, though I was but little inclined for sleep.

The gloomy ideas, and dark forebodings, expressed by Morval-
den, weighed heavily upon my mind, without my knowing why

;

and my situation, which had at first seemed only dreary and
depressing, began to have something indefinitely terrible in its

aspect.

Next day Morvalden proceeded as usual to put the beacon in

order, he called AngerstofF to come and assist him, which the

latter peremptorily refused. Morvalden then went down to the

cabin, where his companion was, and requested to know why
his orders were not obeyed. 'Because I hate trouble,' replied

AngerstofF.— ' I am master here,' said Morvalden, ' and have
been entrusted with the direction of every thing. Do not attempt

to tritle with me.'— ' Trifle with you !' exclaimed AngerstofF,

looking contemptuously. ' No, no, I am not a trifler ; and I

advise you to walk up stairs again, lest I prove this to your cost.*—
' Why husband,' cried Marietta, ' I believe there are no bounds

to your laziness. You make this you.og man toil from morning

to night, and take advantage of his good-nature in the most

shameful manner.'— ' Peace, infamous womaiN' said Morvalden

:

* I knowvfiiy well why you stand up in his defence ; but I'll put

a stop to the intimacy that exists between you. .Go to your

room instantly ! You are my wife, and shall obey me.'
—

' Is

this usage to be borne V exclaimed Marietta. ' Will no one step

forward to protect me from his violence?'
—

' Insolent fellow !'

cried AngerstofF, 'don't presume to insult my mistress.'
—

' Mis-

tress !' repeated Morvalden. ' This to my face !' and struck him

a severe blow !' A ngerstoiF sprung forward, with the intention

of returning it, but I got between, and prevented him. Marietta

then began to shed tears, and applauded the generosity her

paramour had evinced in sparing her husband, who immediately
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went upon deck, without speaking a word, and hurriedly

resumed the work that had engaged his attention previous to the

quarrel.

Neither of the two men seemed at all disposed for reconcilia-

tion, and they had no intercourse during the whole day, except

angry and revengeful looks. I frequently observed Marietta in

deep consultation with AngerstofF, and easily perceived that the

subject of debate had some relation to her injured husband, whose
manner evinced much alarm and anxiety, although he endea-

voured to look t-^Itv; and cheerful. He did not make his appear-

ance at meals, but spent arf his time upon deck. Whenevw
AngerstofF accidentally passed him, he shruni: back witJi an ex-

pression of dread, and intuitively, as it were, caught hold of a

rope, or any other object to which he could cling The day
proved a wretched and fearful one to me, for I momentarily

expected that some temble affray would occur on board, and
that I wcfald be implicated in it. I gazed upon the surrounding

sea almost without intermission, ardently hoping that some boat

might approach near enough to afford me an opportunity of

quitting the horrid and dangerous abode to which I waa
imprisoned.

It was Angerstoff's watch on deck till midnight ; and as I did

not wish 'to have any communications with him, I remained
below. At twelve o'clock, Morvalden got up and relieved him.

and he came down to the cabin, and soon after retired to his

birth. Believing, from this arrangement, that they had no
hostile intentions, I lay down in bed with composure, and fell

asleep. It was not long before a noise overhead awakened me.

I started up, and listened intently. The sound appeared to be

that of two persons scuffling together, for a succession of irre-

gular footsteps beat the deck, and I could hear violent blows
given at intervals. I got out of my birth and entered the cabin,

where I found Marietta standing alone
;
with a lamp in her hand.

* Do you hear that V cried I
—

* Hear what V returned she ;
' I

have had a dreadful dream—I am all trembling.'— ' Is Anger-
stofF below,' demanded I.—No,—Yes, I mean,' said Marietta,

* Why do you ask that ? He went up stairs.'
—

' Your husband
and he are fighting. We must part them instantly.'

—
' How

can that be?' answered Marietta; 'AngerstofF is asleep.'

—

* Asleep ! Didn't you say he went up stairs V— ' I don't know,'

returned she
;

* I am hardily awake yet—Let us listen a
moment.'
Every thing was still for a few seconds ; then a voice shrieked

out, * Ah ! that knife ! You are murdering me ! Draw it out I

No help ! Are you done ? Now—now—^now !'—A heavy
bod^ fell suddenly along the deck, and some words were spoken
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in a faint tone, but the roaring of the sea prevented rne from hear-

ing what they were.

I rushed up the cabin stairs and tried to push open the folding

doors at the head of them, but they resisted my utmost efforts. I

knocked violently and repeatedly, to no purpose. * Some one is

killed,' cried I. ' The person who barred these doors on the out-

side is guilty.'
—*I know nothing of that,' returned Marietta.

' We can't be of any use now. Come here again !—How
dreadfully quiei it is. My God ! A drop of blood has fallen

through the skylight. What faces are yon looking down upon

us 1 But this lamp is going out. We must be gw::\g through

the -Water at a te-iiM-e rate. How it rushes past us! I am
getting dizzy. Do you hear these bells ringing? and strange

voices
'

The cabin doors were suddenly burst open, and Angerstoff

next moment appeared before us, crying out, ' Morvalden has
fallen overboard. Throw a rope to him ! He will be drowned.*

His hands and dress were marked with blood, and he had a
frightful look of horror and confusion ! 'You are a murderer!

exclaimed I,' almost involuntarily.— ' How do you know that?'

said he, staggering back ;
' I'm sure you never saw—'

' Hush,
hu^h,' cried Marietta, * are you mad V—Speak again !—What
frightens you ? Why don't you run and help Morvalden ?'

—

' Has any thing happened to him V inquired Angerstoff, with a
gaze of consternation.— ' You told us he had fallen overboard,'

returned Marietta. * Must my husband perish ?'—
' Give me some

water to wash my hands,' said Angerstoff, growing deadly pale,

and catching hold of the table for support.

I now hastened upon deck, but Morvalden was not there. I

then went to the side of the vessel, and put my hands on the

gunwale, while I leaned over, and looked downwards. On
taking ihem off, I found them marked with blood. I grew sick

at heart, and began to identify myself with Angerstoff the

murderer. The sea, the beacon, and the sky, appeared of a
sanguine hue ; and I thought I heard the dying exclamations of

Morvalden sounding a hundred fathom, below me, and echoing

through the caverns of the deep. I advanced to the cabin door

intending to descend the stairs, but found that I was intentionally

shut out, and a cold shuddering pervaded my frame. I covered

my face with my hands, not d^ng to look around
;
for it seemed

as if I was excluded from the company of the Hving, and doomed
to be the associate of the spirits of drowned and murdered men.
After a little time I began to walk hastily backwards and for-

wards ;
but the light of the lantern happened to flash on a stream

of blood that ran along the deck, and I could not summon up
resolution to pass the spot where it was a second time. The sky
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looked black and threatening—the sea had a fierceness in its

sound and motions—and the wind swept over its bosom with

melancholy sighs. Every thing was sombre and ominous

;

and I looked in vain for some object that would, by its soothing

aspect, remove the dark impressions which crowded upon my
mmd.
While standing near the bows of the vessel, I saw a hand and

arm rise slowly behind the stern, and wave from side to side.

I started back as far as I could go in horrible affright, and looked

again, expecting to behold the entire spectral figure of which I

supposed they formed a part. But nothing more was visible.

I. struck my eyes till the light flashed from them, in hopes that

my senses had been imposed upon by distempered vision—how-
ever it was in vain, for the hand still motioned me to advance,

and I rushed forwards with wild desperation, and caught hold of

it. I was pulled along a little way notwithstanding the resistance

I made, and soon discovered a man stretched along the stern-

cable, and clinging to it in a convulsive manner. It was Mor.
valden. He raised his head feebly, and said something, but I

could only distinguish the words ' murdered—overboard—reached

this rope—terrible death.'—I stretched out my arms to support

him, but at that moment the vessel plunged violently, and he
was shaken oflf the cable, and dropped among the waves. He
floated for an instant, and then disappeared under the keel.

1 seized the first rope I could find, and threw one end of it over

the stern, and Ukewise flung some planks into the sea, thinking

that the unfortunate Morvalden might still retain strength enough
to catch hold of them if they came within his reach. I continued

on the watch for a considerable time, but at last abandoned all

hopes of saving him, and m.ade another attempt to get down to

the cabin—the doors were now unfastened and I opened them
without any difiiculty. The first thing 1 saw on going below, was
AngerstofF stretched along the floor, and fast asleep. His torpid

look, flushed countenance, and uneasy respiration, convinced me
that he had taken a large quantity of ardent spirits. Marietta was
in her own apartment. Even the presence of a murderer appeared

less terrible than the frightful solitariness of the deck, and I lay

down upon a bench, determming to spend the remainder of the

night there. The lamp that hung from the roof soon went out,

and left me in total darkness. Imagination began to conjure up
a thousand appalling forms, and the voice of Angerstoff, speaking

'in his sleep, filled my ears at mtervals— ' Hoist up the beacon !—

the lamps won't burn—horrible !—they contain blood instead of

oil.—Is that a boat coming?—Yes, yes, I hear the oars.—

Damnation !—why is that corpse so long ofsinking ?—If it does'nt

go down soon they'll find me out—How terribly the wind blows I
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We are driving ashore—See ! see 1 Morvalden is swimming after

us—How he writhes in the water !'—Marietta now rushed from
her room, with a light in her hand, and seizing AngerstofFby the

arm, tried to awake him. He soon lose up with chattering teeth

and shivering limbs, and was on the point of speakmg, but she
prevented him, and he staggered away to his birth, and lay down
in it.

Next morning, when I went upon deck, after a short and per-

turbed sleep, I found Marietta dashing water over it, that she
might efface all vestige of the transactions of the preceding night.

Angerstoff did not make his appearance till noon, and his looks

were ghastly and agonized. He seemed stupified with horror,

and sometimes entirely lost all perception of the things around
him for a considerable time. He suddenly came close up to me,
and demanded, with a bold air, but quivering voice, what I meant
by calling him a murderer ?

—
' Why, that you are one,' replied I,

after a pause.— ' Beware what you say,' returned he fiercely,

—

*you cannot escape my power now—I tell you, sir, Morvalden
fell overboard.'— ' Whence, then, came that blood that covered

the deck V inquired 1.—He grew pale, and then cried, * You lie

—

you lie infernally—there was none !'—
' I saw it,' said 1— * I saw

iVJorvalden himself—long after midnight. He was clinging to

the stern-cable, and said,— ' Ha, ha, ha—devils !—curses !'—ex-

claimed Angerstoff— ' Did you hear me dreaming ?—I was mad
last night—Come, come, come !—We shall tend the beacon

together—Let us make friends, and don't be afraid, for you'll find

me a good fellow in the end.' He now forcibly shook hands with

me, and then hurried down to the cabin.

In the afternoon, while sitting on deck, I discerned a boat

far off, but 1 determined to conceal this from Angerstoff and
Marietta, lest they should use some means to prevent its ap-

proach. I walked careles^^ly al)out, casting a glance upon the sea

occasionally, and meditating how I could best take advantage

of the means of deliverance which I had in prospect. After the

lapse of an hour, the boat was not more than half a mile distant

from us, but she suddenly changed her course, and bore away to-

wards the shore. I immediately shouted, and waved a hand-

kerchief over my head, as signals for her to return. Angerstoff

rushed from the cabin, and seized my arm, threatening at the

same time to push me overboard if I attempted to hail her

again, I disengaged myself from his grasp, and dashed him
violently from me. The noise brought Marietta upon deck, who
immediately perceived the cause of the affray, and cried, ' Does

cie wretch mean to make his escape ? For Godsake, prevent

the possibility of that !'—'Yes, yes,' relumed Angerstoff; 'he

never shall leave the vessel—He had as well take care, lest I do
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to him what I did to
—

'
* To Morvalden, I suppose you mean/ said

I.
—

' Well, well, speak it out,' replied he ferociously
;

' there is no

one here to listen to your damnable falsehoods, and I'll not be fool

enough to give you an opportunity of uttering them elsewhere.

I'll strangle you the next time you tell these Hes about—'
' Come,'

interrupted Marietta, * don't be uneas}'—the boat will soon be far

enough away—If he wants to give you the slip, he must leap

overboard.

I was irritated and disappointed beyond measure at the failure

of the plan of escape I had formed, but thought it most prudent to

conceal my feelings. I now perceived the rashness and bad con-

sequences of my bold assertions respecting the murder of Morval-

den ; for Angerstoff evidently thought that his personal safety,

and even his life, would be endangered, if I ever found an oppor-

tunity of accusing and giving evidence against him. All my
motions were now watched with double vigilance. Marietta and
her paramour kept upon deck by turns during the whole day,

and the latter looked over the surrounding ocean, through a glass,

at intervals, to discover if any boat or vessel was approaching us.

He often muttered threats as he walked past me, and more than

once, seemed waiting for an opportunity to push me overboard^.

Marietta and he frequently whispered together, and I always
imagined I heard my name mentioned m the course of these con-

versations.

I now felt completely miserable, being satisfied that Angerstoff

was bent upon my destruction. I wandered, in a state of fearful

circumspection, from one part of the vessel to the other, not know-
ing how to secure myself from his designs. Every time he ap-

proached me, my heart palpitated dreadfully ; and when night

came on, I was agonized with terror, and could not remain in one

spot, but hurried backwards and forwards between the cabin and
the deck, looking wildly from side to side, and momentarily expect-

ing to feel a cold knife entering my vitals. My forehead began
to burn, and my eyes dazzled : I became acutely sensitive, and

the slightest murmur, or the faintest breath of wind, set my whole

frame in a state of uncontrollable vibration. At first, I sometimes

thought of throwing myself into the sea ; but I soon acquired

such an intense feeling of existence, that the mere idea of death

was horrible to me.
Shortly after midnight, I lay down in my birth, almost eX'

hausted by the harrowing emotions that had careered through

my mind during the past day. I felt a strong desire to sleep, yet

dared not indulge myself; soul and body seemed at war. Ever/
noise excited my imagination, and scarcely a minute passed, in

the course of which I did not start up, and look around. Anger-
»jtoff paced the deck overhead, and when the sound of his fooV

12
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Steps accidentally ceased at any time, I grew deadly sick at heart,

expecting that he was silently coming to murder me. At length

1. thought I heard some one near my bed—I sprung from it, and
having seized a bar of iron that lay on the floor, rushed into the

cabin. I found Angerstoff there, who started back when he saw
me, and said, ' What is the matter 1 Did you think that—I want
you to watch the beacon, that I may have some rest. Follow

me upon deck, and I will give you directions about it.' I hesi-

tated a moment, and then went up the gangway stairs behind

him. We w^alked forward to the mast together, and he showed
how I was to lower the lantern when any of the lamps happened

to go out, and bidding me beware of sleep, returned to the cabin.

Most of my fears forsook me the moment he disappeared. I felt

nearly as happy as if I had been set at liberty, and for a time, for-

got that my situation had any thing painful or alarming con-

nected with it. Angerstoff resumed his station in about three

hours, and I again look refuge in my birth, where I enjoyed a
short but undisturbed slumber.

Next day while I was walking the deck, and anxiously sur-

veying the expanse of ocean around, Angerstoff requested me to

come down to the cabin. I obeyed his summons, and found

him there. He gave me a book, saying it was very enter-

taining, and would serve to amuse me during my idle hours
;

and then went above, shutting the doors carefully behind him.

I was struck with his behaviour, but felt no alarm, for Marietta

sat at work near me, apparently unconscious of what had passed,

I began to peruse the volume I held in my hand, and found it so

interesting that I paid Uttle attention to any thing else, till the

dashing of oars struck my ear. I sprung from my chair, with the

intention of hastening upon deck, but Marietta stopped me, say-

ing, 'It is of no use. The gangway doors are fastened.' Not-

withstanding this information, I made an attempt to open them,

but could not succeed. I was now convinced, by the percussion

against the vessel, that a boat lay alongside, and 1 heard a strange

Toice addressing Angerstoff. Fired with the idea of deliverance,

I leaped upon a table which stood in the middle of the cabin, and

tried to push off the skylight, but was suddenly stunned by a

violent blow on the back of my head. I staggered back and

looked round. Marietta stood close behind me, brandishing an

axe, as if in the act of repeating the stroke. Her face was
flushed with rage, and, having seized my arm, she cried, ' Come
down instantly, accursed villain ! I know you want to betray us,

but may we all go to the bottom if you find a chance of doing so.'

J struggled to free myself from the grasp, but, being in a state

of dizziness and confusion, I was unable to effect this, and she

Boon pulled me to the ground. At that moment, Angerstoff bur-
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riedly entered the cabin, exclaiming, ' What noise is this ? Oh,
just as I expected ! Has that devil—that spy—been trying to get

above boards l Why, haven't I the heart to despatch him at once ?

But there's no time now. The people are waiting—Marietta,

come and lend a hand.' They now forced me down upon the

floor, and bound me to an iron ring that was fixed in it. This
being done, AngerstofF du'ected his female accomplice to prevent

me from speaking, and went upon deck again.

While in this state of bondage, I heard distinctly all that passed

without. Some one asked AngerstofF how Morvalden did.

—

' Well, quite well,' replied the former
;

'but he's below, and so

sick that he can't see any person.'— ' Strange enough,' said the.

first person, laughing. ' Is he ill and in good health at the same
time ? he had as well be overboard as m that condition. ' Over-

board !' repeated AngerstofF, ' what !—how do you mean ?—all

false !—but listen to me. Is there any news stirring ashore V—
' Why,' said the stranger, ' the chief talk there just now is about

a curious thing that happened this morning. A dead man was
found upon the beach, and they suspect, from the wounds found

upon his I'ody, that he hasn't got fair play. They are making a
great noise about it, and g-overnment means to send out a boat,

with an officer on board, who is to visit all the shipping round
this, that he may ascertain if any of them has lost a man lately,

'Tis a dark business, but they'll get to the bottom of it, I warrant
ye—Why, you look as pale as if you knew more about this mat-
ter than you choose to tell.'

—
' ISo, no, no,' returned AngerstofF

j

* I never hear of a murder, but I think of a friend of mine who-^
but I won't detain you, for the sea is getting up—We'll have a
blowy night, I'm afraid.'

—
' So you don't want any fish to-day ?'

cried the stranger. ' Then I'll be off—Good morning, good morn-
ing. I suppose you'll have the government boat alongside by
and bye.' 1 now heard the sound of oars, and supposed from the

conversation having ceased, that the fishermen had departed.

AngerstofF came down to the cabin soon after, and released me
without speaking a word.

Marietta approached him, and, taking hold of his arm, said,

* Do you beheve what that man has told you .?'—
' Yes, hy the

eternal hell !' cried he vehemently ;

' I suspect I will find the

truth of it soon enough.'— ' My God,' exclaimed she, ' What is to

become of us 1 How dreadful ! We are chained here, and cannot
escape.'—'Escape what?' interrupted Angerstoff; 'Girl, you
have lost your senses. Why should we fear the officers of jus-

tice ? Keep a guard over your tongue.'— ' Oh,' returned Marietta,
* 1 talk without thinking, or understanding my own words

; but
come upon deck, and let me talk with you there." They now
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went up the gangway-stairs together, and continued in deep con-

versation for some time.

Angerstotf gradually became more agitated as the day ad-

vanced. He watched upon deck almost without intermission,

and seemed irresolute what to do, sometimes sitting down com-
posedly, and at other times hurrying backwards and forwards,

with clenched hands and bloodless cheeks. The wind blew
pretty fresh from the shore, and there was a heavy swell ; and I

supposed, from the anxious looks with which he contemplated

the sky, that he hoped the threatening aspect of the weather
would prevent the government boat from putting out to sea. He
kept his glass constantly in his hand, and surveyed the ocean
through it in all directions.

At length he suddenly dashed the instrument away, and ex-

claimed, ' God help us ! they are coming now 1' Marietta, on
hearing this, ran wildly towards him, and put her hands in his,

but he pushed her on one side, and began to pace the deck,

apparently in deep thought. After a Uttle time, he started, and
cried, * 1 have it now !—It's the only plan—I'll manage the

business—yes, yes— I'll cut the cables, and off we'll go—that's

settled !" He then seized an axe, and first divided the hawser at

the bows, and afterwards the one attached to the stern.

The vessel immediately began to drift away, and having no sails

or helm to steady her, rolled with so much violence, that 1 dashed

rom side to side several times. She often swung over so much,
that 1 thought she would not regain the upright position, and
Angerstoff all the while unconsciously strengthened this behef,

by exclaiming, * She will capsize ! shift the ballast, or we must
go to the bottom !' In the midst of this, I kept my station

upon deck, intently watching the boat, which was still several

miles distant. I waited in fearful expectation, thinking that

every new wave against which we were impelled would burst

upon our vessel, and overwhelm us, while our pursuers were too

far off to afford any assistance. The idea of perishing when on
the point of being saved, was inexpressibly agonizing.

As the day advanced, the hopes I had entertained of the boat

making up with us, gradually diminished. The wind blew vio-

lently, and we drifted along at a rapid rate, and the weather grew
so dark, that our pursuers soon became quite undistinguishable.

Marietta and Angerstoff appeared to be stupified with terror.

They stood motionless, holding firmly by the bulwarks of the

vessel, and though the waves frequently broke over the deck,

and rushed down the gangway, they did not offer to shut the

companion door, which would have remained open, had not I

closed it. The tempest, gloom, and danger that thickened
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around us, neither elicited from them any expressions of mutual
regard, nor seemed to produce the slightest sympathetic emotion

in their bosoms. They gazed sternly at each other and at me,
and every time the vessel rolled, clung with convulsive eagerness

to whatever lay within their reach.

About sunset our attention was attracted by a dreadful roaring,

which evidently did not proceed from the waves around us ; but
the atmosphere being very hazy, we were unable to ascertain

the cause of it for a long time. At length we distinguished a
range of high cliffs, against which the sea beat with terrible fury.

Whenever the surge broke upon them, large jets of foam started

up to a great height, and flashed angrily over their black and
rugged surfaces, while the wind moaned and whistled with
fearful caprice among the projecting points of rock. A dense mist

covered the upper part of the cliffs, and prevented us from seeing

if there v/ere any houses upon their summits, though this point

appeared of little importance, for we drifted towards the shore so

fast that immediate death seemed inevitable.

We soon felt our vessel bound twice against the sand, and, in

a little time after, a heavy sea carried her up the beach, where
she remained imbedded and hard a ground. During the ebb of

the waves there was no more than two feet of water round her

bows. I immediately perceived this, and watching a favourable

opportunity, swung mjself down to the beach, by means of part of

the cable that projected through the hawse-hole. 1 began to run
towards the cliffs, the moment my feet touched the ground, and
Angerstoff attempted to follow me, that he might prevent my
escape ; but, while in the act of descending from the vessel, the

sea flowed in with so much violence, that he was obliged to springy

on board again to save himself from being overwhelmed by its

waters. •

I hurried on and began to cUmb up the rocks, which were very

steep and slippery
;
but I soon grew breathless from fatigue, and

found it necessary to stop. It was now almost dark, and when
I looked around, I neither saw any thing distinctly, nor could

form the least idea how far I had still to ascend before I reached

the top of the cliffs. I knew not which way to turn my steps,

and remained irresolute, till the barking of a dog faintly struck

my ear. I joyfully followed the sound, and after an hour of peri-

lous exertion, discovered a light at some distance, which I soon

found to proceed from the window of a small hut.

After I had knocked repeatedly, the door was opened by an old

man, with a lamp in his hand. He started back on seeing me,
for my dress was wet and disordered, my face and hands had been

vounded while scrambling among the rocks, and fatigue and
terror had given me a wan and agitated look, I entered the housSi

12*
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the inmates of which were a woman and a boy, and having
seated myself near the fire, related to my host all that had
occurred on board the floating beacon, and then requested him
to accompany me down to the beach, that we might search for

Angerstoff and Marietta. ' No, no,' cried he, ' that is impossible.

Hear how the storm rages ! Worlds would not induce me to have
any communication with murderers. It would be impious to

attempt it on such a night as this. The Almighty is surely

punishing them now ! Come here, and look out.'

I followed him to the door, but the moment he opened it, the
wind extinguished the lamp. Total darkness prevailed without,

and a chaos ofrushing, bursting, and moaning sounds swelled

upon the ear with irregular loudness. The blast swept round the

hut in violent eddyings, and we felt the chilly spray of the sea
driving upon our faces at intervals. I shuddered, and the old

man closed the door, and then resumed his seat near the fire.

My entertainer made a bed for me upon the floor, but the noise

of the tempest, and the anxiety I felt about the fate of Angerstoff
and Marietta, kept me awake the greater part of the night.

Soon after dawn, my host accompanied me down to the beach.

We found the wreck of the floating beacon, but were unable to

discover any traces of the guilty pair whom I had left on board

ofk.

/
. .

THE PIRATE'S TREASURE.

After many months of anxious and painful expectancy, I at

length succeeded in obtaining my appointment to the situation I

had so ardently wished for. Despairing at my apparent want of

success, 1 had given up all hopes, and had engaged to go servant

in the Clydesdale to the East Indies, when the favourable result

of my firiend's exertions changed the aspect of my affairs. My
instructions set forth the necessity of my being at Surinam by a
certain day, otherwise I should be too late to join the corps to

which I was appointed, which, on the ceding up of the place to

the Dutch, was to proceed to Canada. As it wanted only two
months of that- period, it became necessary to inquire for some
vessel without loss of time. Giving up iny engagement with the

Clydesdale, I proceeded to the harbour, and after a toilsome

search, succeeded in discovering a ship chartered by a Glasgow
company lying ready at the westquay, and to sail with that

evening's tide. While I stood examining the vessel from the
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pier, two sailors, who seemed to be roaming idly about, stopped,
and began to converse by my side.

' Has the old Dart got all her hands, Tom !' Baid the one, * that
she has her ensign up for sailing % They say she is sold to the
lubberly Dutchmen now—what cheer to lend her a hand out, and
get our sailing-penny for a glass of grog V ' No, no

; bad cheer !'

replied the other ;
* mayhap I didn't tell you that I made a trip

in her four years ago
;
and a cleaner or a livelier thing is not on

the water ! But there is a hmb of the big devil in her that is

enough to cause her to sink to the bottom. It was in our voyage
out that he did for Bill Burnet with the pump sounding-rod,

because the little fellow snivelled a bit, and was not handy to

jump when he was ordered aloft to set the fore-royal. It was his

first voyage, and the boy was mortal afraid to venture
; but the

captain swore he would make him, and in his passion took him
a rap with the iron-rod, and killed him. When he saw what he
had done, he lifted, and hove him over the side

;
and many a long

day the men wondered what had become of little Bill, for they

were all below at dinner, and none but myself saw the transac-

tion. It was needless for me to complain, and get him over-

hauled, as there were no witnesses
;
but I left the ship, and births

would be scarce before I would sail with him again.'

Knowing what tyrants shipmasters are in general, and how
much their passengers' comfort depends on them, I was some-

what startled by this piece of information respecting the temper of

the man I purposed to sail with. But necessity has no law

!

The circumstance was probably much misrepresented, and, from

a simple act of discipline, exaggerated to an act of wanton cruelty.

But be that as it might—my affairs were urgent. There was no
other vessel for the same port—I must either take my passage, or

run the risk of being superseded. The thing was not to be

thought of ; so I went and secured my birth. As my prepara-

tions were few and trifling, I had every thing arranged, and on
board, just as the vessel was unmooring from the quay. During
the night we got down to the Clock hght-house, and stood off

and on, waiting for the captain, who had remained behind to gel

the ship cleared out at the custom-house. Soon afterwards he
joined us, and the pilot leaving us in the return-boat, we stood

down the Forth under all our canvass.

For four weeks we had a quick and pleasant passage. The
Dart did not belie her name ; for, being American-built, and
originally a privateer, she sailed uncommonly fast, generally

running at the rate of twelve knots an hour.

As I had expected, captain Mahone proved to be, in point of

acquirements, not at all above the common run of shipmasters.

He was haughty and overbearing, and domineered over the crew
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with a high hand
;

in return for which, he was evidently feared

and detested by them all. He had been many years in the West
Indies ;

part of which time he had ranged as commander of a pri-

vateer, and had, between the fervid suns of such high latitudes and
the copious use of grog, become of a rich mahogany colour, or

something between vermilion and the tint of a sheet ofnew copper.

He was a middle sized man ; square built, with a powerful mus-
cular frame. His aspect naturally harsh and forbidding, was
rendered more so by the sinister expression of his left eye, which
had been nearly forced out by some accident—and the lineaments

of his countenance expressed plainly that he was passionate and
furious in the extreme. In consequence of this, I kept rather

distant and aloof ; and, except at meals, we seldom exchanged
more than ordinary civilities.

By our reckoning, our ship had now got into the latitude of the

Bermudas, when one evening, at sunset, the wind, which had
hitherto been favourable, fell at once into a dead calm. The day
had been clear and bright ; but now, huge masses of dark and
conical shaped clouds began to tower over each other in the west-

ern horizon, which, being tinged with the rays of the sun, dis-

played that lurid and deep brassy tint so well known to mariners

as the token of an approaching storm. All the sailors were of

opinion that we shoul-d have a coarse night ; and every precau-

tion that good seamanship could suggest was taken to make the

vessel snug before the gale came on. The oldest boys were sent

up to hand and send down the royal and top-gallant sails, and
strike the masts, while the topsails and stays were close reefed.

These preparations were hardly accomplished, when the wind

shifted, and took us aback with such violence as nearly to capsize

the vessel. The ship was put round as soon as possible, and

brought too till the gale should fall : while all hands remained on

deck in case of any emergency. About ten, in the interval of a

squall, we heard a gun fired as a signal of distress. The night

was as black as pitch ;
but the flash showed us that the stranger

was not far to leeward : so, to avoid drifting on the wreck during

the darkness, the main-topsail was braced round, and filled, and
the ship hauled to windward. In this manner we kept alter-

nately beating and heaving to as the gale rose or fell till the

morning broke, when, through the haze, we perceived a small

vessel with her masts carried away. As the wind had taken off,

the captain had gone to bed ;
so it was the mate's watch on

deck. The steersman, an old grey-headed seaman, named James
Gemmel, proposed to bear down and save the people, saying, he
had been twice wrecked himself, and knew w^hat it was to be in

such a situation. As the captain was below, the mate was irre-

solute what to do ; being aware that the success of the speculation

J
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depended on their getting to Surinam before it was given up

:

however, he was at length persuaded—the helm was put up, and
the ship bore away.
As we neared the wreck, and were standing by the mizen

shrouds with our glasses, the Captain came up from the cabin. He
looked up with astonishment to the sails, and the direction of the

vessel's head, and, in a voice of suppressed passion, said, as he
turned to the mate, ' What is the meaning of this, Mr. Wyllie ?

Who has dared to alter the ship's course without my leave—when
you know very well that we shall hardly be in time for the market,

use what time we may V The young man was confused by this

unexpected challenge, and stammered out something aboiit Gem-
mel having persuaded him. * It was me, Su, respectfully inter-

fered the old sailor, wishing to avert the storm from the mate
;

* I thought 3'ou wouldn't have the heart to leave the wreck and
these people to perish, without lending a hand to save them

!

We should neither be Christians or true seamen, to desert her,

and, ' ' Damn you and the wreck, you old canting rascal

!

do you pretend to stand there and preach to me ? thundered the

Captain, his fury breaking out, * I'll teach you to disobey my
orders !—I'll give you something to think of!' and seizing a cap-

stan-spar which lay near him, he hurled it at the steersman wdth

all his might. The blow was effectual—one end of it struck him
across the head with such force as to sweep him in an instant

from his station at the wheel, and to dash him with violence

against the lee bulwarks, where he lay bleeding and motionless.
" Take that, and be damned !' exclaimed the wretch, as he took

the helm, and sang out to the men,— ' Stand by sheets and braces

—hard a-lee—let go !' In a twinkling, the yards were braced

round, and the Dart, laid within six points of the wind, was
flying through the water.

Meanwhile Gemmel was lying without any one daring to

assist him
;

for the crew were so confounded that they seemed
quite undetermined how to act. I stepped to him, therefore, and
the mate following my example, we lifted him up. As there was
no appearance of respiration, I placed my hand on his heart—but

pulsation had entirely ceased—the old man was dead. The bar

had struck him directly on the temple bone, and had completely

fractured that part of the skull.

' He is a murdered man, Captain Mahone !' said I, laying down
the body; ' murdered without cause or provocation,' ' None of

your remarks, Sir !' he retorted ;
' what the devil have you to do

with it ? Do 3^ou mean to stir up my men to mutiny ? Or do you
call disobeying my orders no provocation 1 I'll answer it to those

who have a right to ask ;
but, till then, let me see the man who

dare open his mouth to me in this ship.' * I promise you,' returned
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I, ' that though you rule and tyrannize here at present, your

power shall have a termination, and you shall be called to account

for your conduct in this day's work—rest assured that this blood

shall be required at your hands, though you have hitherto escaped

punishment for what has stained them already.' This allusion

to the murder of little Bill Burnet seemed to stagger him consider-

ably—he stopped short before me, and while his face grew black

with suppressed wrath and fury, whispered, ' I warn you again,

young man ! to busy yourself with your own matters—meddle

not with what does not concern you
;
and belay your slackjaw,

or, by ! Rink Mahone will find a way to make it fast .for

you !' He then turned round, and walked forward to the fore-

castle.

During this affray, no attention had been paid to the wreck,

though the crew had set up a yell of despair on seeing us leave

lliem. Signals and shouts were still repeated, and a voice, louder

in agony than the rest, implored our help for the love of the

blessed Vngin ;
and offered riches and absolution to the whole

ship's company, if they would but come back. The Captain was
pacing fore and aft, without appearing to mind them, when, as if

exruck with some sudden thought, he lifted his glass to his eye

—

seemicd to hesitate, walked on—and then, all at once changing

bis mind, he ordered the vessel again before the wind.

On speaking the wreck, she proved to be a Spanish felucca

from the island of Cuba, bound for Curagoa, on the coast of Ca-

raccas. As they had lost their boats in the storm, and could not

leave their vessel, our captain lowered and manned our jolly-boat,

and went off to them.

After an absence of some hours, he returned with the passen-

gers, consisting of an elderly person in the garb of a Catholic

priest, a sick gentleman, a young lady, apparently daughter of

the latter, and a female black slave. With the utmost difficulty,

and writhing under some excruciating pain, the invalid was got

on board and carried down to the cabin, where he was laid on a

bed on the floor. To the tender of my professional services, the

invalid returned his thanks, and would have declined them, ex-

pressing his conviction of being past human aid, but the young
lady, eagerly catching at even a remote hope of success, miplored

him with tears to accept my offer. On examination I found his

fears were but too well grounded. In his endeavours to assist

the crew during the gale, he had been standing near the mast,

part of which, or the rigging, having fallen on him, had dislocated

several of his ribs, and injured the spine beyond remedy. All

that could now be done was to afford a httle temporary rehef

from pain, which I did ; and leaving him to the care of the young
priest, I left the cabin.
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On deck I found all bustle and confusion. The ship was
still lying to, and the boats employed in bringing the goods out

of the felucca, both of which were the property of the wounded
gentleman. The body of the old man, Gemmel, had been

removed far out of sight ; no trace of blood was visible, and Cap-
lain Mahone seemed desirous to bajaish all recollections both of

our quarrel and its origin.

As the invalid was lying in the cabin, and my state-room occu-

pied by the lady and her female attendant, I got a temporary

birth in the steerage made up for myself for the night. I had not

long thrown myself down on my cot, which was only divided

from the main cabm by a bulkhead, when I was awakened by
the deep groans of the Spaniard. The violence of his pain had
again returned, and between the spasms, I heard the weeping and
gentle voice of the lady soothing his agony, and trying to impart

hopes and prospects to him, which her own hysterical sobs told

plainly she did not herself feel. The priest also frequently joined,

and urged him to confess. To this advice he remained silent for

awhile
;
but at length he addi'essed the lady :

' The Padre says

true, Isabella ! Time wears apace, and I feel that I shall soon be

beyond its limits, and above its concerns ! but ere I go, I would *

say that which it would impart peace to my mind to disclose—

I

would seek to leave you at least one human being to befriend and
protect you in your utter helplessness. Alas ! that Diego di Mon-
talgo's daughter should ever be thus destitute ! Go ! my love ! I

would be alone a little while with the father.' An agony of tears

and sobs was the only return made by the poor girl, while the _
priest, with gentle violence, led her into the state-room.

• Now,' continued the dying man, * listen to me while I have
strength. You have only known me as a merchant in Cuba

;

but such I have not been always. Mine is an ancient and noble

family in Catalonia
;
though I unhappily disgraced it, and have

been estranged from it long. I had the misfortune to have weak
and indulgent parents, who idolized me as the heir of their house,

and did not possess resolution enough to thwart me in any of my
wishes or desires, however unreasonable. My boyhood being

thus spoiled, it is no matter of wonder that my youth should have

proved wild and dissolute. My companions were as dissipated

as myself, and much of our time was spent in gambhng and

other extravagances. One evening at play I quarrelled with a

young nobleman of high reink and influence ;
we were both of us

hot and passionate, so we drew on the spot and fought, and I had
the misfortune to run him through the heart, and leave him dead.

I Not daring to remain longer at home, I fled in disguise to Bar-

celona, where I procured a passage in a vessel for the Spanish

: Main. On our voyage we were taken by buccaneers : and, the

i
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roving and venturous mode of life of these bold and daring men
suiting both my inclination and finances, I agreed to make one
of their number. For many months we were successful in our
enterprises ; we ranged the whole of these seas, and made a
number of prizes, some of which were rich ships of our own
colonies. In course of time we amassed such a quantity of

specie, as to make us unwilling to venture it in one iDOltom
; so

we agreed to hide it ashore, and divide it on our return from our
next expedition. But our good fortune forsook us this time.

During a calm the boats of the Guarda-costa camo on us, over-

powered the ship, and made all the crew, except myself and others

prisoners. We escaped with our boat, and succeeded in gaining
the island of Cuba, where both of my comrades died of their

wounds. Subsequent events induced me to settle at St. Juan de
Buenavista, where I married, and as a merchant prospered and
became a rich man. But my happiness lasted not ! My wife

caught the yellow fever and died, leaving me only this one child.

I now loathed the scene of my departed happiness, and felt all

the longings of an exile to revisit my native country. For this

purpose I converted all my effects into money ; and am thus far

on my way to the liidden treasure, with which I intended to re-

turn to Spain. But the green hills of Catalonia will never more
gladden mine eyes ! My hopes and wishes were only for my
poor girl. Holy father! you know not a parent's feelings—its

anxieties and its fears ! The thoughts of leaving my child to

the mercy of strangers ; or, it may be, to their barbarities, in this

lawless country, is far more dreadful than the anguish of my
personal sufferings. With you rests my only hopes. Promise
me your protection towards her, and the half of my wealth is

yours.'

' Earthly treasures,' replied the priest, * avail not with one

whose desires are fixed beyond the little handful of dust which
perisheth—my life is devoted to the service of my Creator

;
and

the conversion of ignorant men, men who have never heard of

his salvation. On an errand of mercy came I to this land ; and
if the heathen receive it, how much more a daughter of our holy

church ? I, therefore, in behalf of our community, accept of your

offer, and swear on this blessed emblem to fulfil all your 'wishes

to the best of my poor abilities.'

'Enough, enough !' said Montaldo, ' I am satisfied ! Among
that archipelago pf desert islands, known by the name of the

Roccas, situated- 'on the coast of the province of Venezuela, in

New Granada, there is one called the Wolf-rock : it is the long-

est and most northern of the group, and lies the most to seaward.

At the eastern point, which runs a little way into the sea, there

stands an old vanilla, blasted and withered, and retaining but a
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single solitary branch. On the eve of the festival of St. Jago

the moon will be at her full in the west. At twenty minutes past

midnight she will attain to her highest latitude in the heavens,

and then the shadow of the tree will be thrown due east. Watch
till the branch and stem unite and form only one line of shade

—mark its extremity—for there, ten feet below the surface, the

cask containing the gold is buried. That gold, father, was sin-

fully got; but fasts and penances have been done, masses with-

out number have been said, and I trust that the blessed Virgin

has interceded for the forgiveness of that great wickedness ! I

have now confessed all, and confide in your promise ; and as you
perform your oath, so will the blessing or curse of a dying man
abide with you. I feel faint, dying. Oh ! let me clasp my child

once more to my heart before I
'

Here the rest of the sentence became indistinct from the death-

rattle in his throat. I leaped off my cot, and sprang up the

hatchway, and had my foot on the top of the companion-ladder,

when a piercing shriek from below making me quicken my steps,

1 missed my hold, and fell on some person stationed on the out-

side of the cabin door. The person, without uttering a single

word, rose and ascended the steps
; but as he emerged into the

faint light which still lingered in the horizon, I fancied that I

could distinguish him to be the captain. On my entering, I found

the Spaniard dead, and his daughter lying in a state of insensi-

bility by his side; while the female slave was howling and
tearing her hair like one in a phrenzy. The priest was entirely

absorbed in his devotions ; so, without disturbing him, I lifted the

lady and bore her into the state-room. The greater part of the

night was passed in trying to restore her to sensation. Fit after

fit followed each other in such quick succession that I began to

apprehend the result ; but at length the hysterical paroxj'^sm

subsided, and tears coming to her relief, she became somewhat
composed, when I left her in charge of her attendant.

The next day was spent in taking out the remainder of the

felucca's cargo. There seemed now no anxiety on the captain's

part to proceed on his voyage—he appeared to have forgot the

necessity, expressed on a former occasion, of being in port within

a limited time. He was often in a state of inebriety ; for the

wine and spirits* of the Spaniards were lavishly served out to the

whole ship's company, with whom he also mixed more; and
banished that hauo-htiness of bearins; which had marked his

conduct hitherto.

In the evening the body of Don Diego was brought upon deck,

where his crew,, undei the superintendence of the priest, prepared

it for its commitment to the deep. The corpse was, as usual in

such cases, wrapped up in the blankets and sheets in which it

had lain, and a white napkin was tied over the face and head.

13
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In its right hand, which was crossed over the breast, was placed

a gold doubloon. Its left held a small bag containing a book, a
hammer, and a candle, while on the bosom was laid the crucifix

worn by the deceased. It was next enveloped in a hammock,
with a couple of eight-pound shots, and a bag of ballast at the

feet to sink it—the hammock was then carefully and closely

sewed up, and the whole operation finished by leaving the sail-

needle thrust transversely through the nose. At midnight the

vessel was hove-to, and all the ship's company assembled at the

lee-gangway. The Spaniards and negroes bore each a burning
torch in his hand

; the blaze of which, as they held them ele-

vated above their heads, cast a strange and fearful light through
the deep darkness, and illumined the ocean far and wide with a
supernatural refulgency. When all was ready, the priest ac-

companied by Isabella, came up from the cabin, and the Spa-
niards lifting up the body, carried it forward to the waist, where
one of the ship's gratings had been put projecting over the side,

and on this the corpse was laid, and its feet to the water. Around
this the torch-bearers formed a circle, and the priest, standing at

the head, began the funeral service for the dead at sea. The
wind had now subsided into a gentle breeze ; and nothing dis-

turbed the profound silence of the crew during mass, save the
slight splashing of the waves against the windward side of the

ship, and the deep-drawn, convulsive sobs of the young lady as she
stood, enveloped in her mantillo, in the obscurity of the mainrig-
ging. Mass being concluded, the priest solemnly chaunted the
funeral anthem :

—
' May the angels conduct thee into Paradise

;

may the martyrs receive thee at thy coming ; and mayest thou
have eternal rest with Lazarus, who was formerly poor !' He
then sprinkled the body with holy water, and continued :

—
' As

it hath pleased God to take the soul of our dear brother here de-

parted unto himself, we, therefore, commit his body to the deep,

in the sure and certain hope of a joyful resurrection on that day
when the sea shall give up its dead. Let him rest in peace !'

The Spaniards responded 'Amen!' and the priest repeating,

May his soul, and the soul of all the faithful departed, through
the mercy of God, rest in peace—Amen I' made the sign of the

cross; and the bow-chaser, which had been loaded and made
ready for the occasion, firing, the end of the grating was gently

elevated, and the corpse heavily plunged into the water. The
waves parted, heaving and foaming round the body as it disap-

peared,—when to our horror and astonishment we beheld it, the

next minute, slowly return to the surface, deprived of the canvass
covering in which it had been sewed. The dead man came up
as he had gone down, in an upright position, and floated a little

time with his back to the vessel ; but the motion of the water
turned him round by degrees till we distinctly saw his face.
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The head was thrown back, and the eyes wide open
;
and under

the strong stream of hght poured on them from the torches,

they seemed to glare ghastly and fearfully upwards. His grey
hairs, long and dishevelled, floated about his face, at times par-

tially obscuring it : and one arm, stretched forth, and agitated by
the action of the waves, appeared as if in the act of threatening

us. When the first burst of horror had subsided, I caught hold of

Isabella to prevent her seeing the body, and was leading her ofl^

when some of the men, lowering their torches from the main-

chains, whispered that it was the murdered man, old James Gem-
mel. The captain had been hitherto looking on with the rest

without havmg apparently recognized him ; but when the name
struck his ear, he shrunk back and involuntarily exclaimed, ' It's

a lie—it's an infamous lie ! Who dares to say he was murdered ?

He went overboard two days ago ? But don't let him come on
board ; for God's sake keep him down, or he'll take us all \vith

him to the bottom. Will nobody keep him down ? Will nobody
shove him off ? Helm a-lee i' he bawled out, waving to the

steersman ; but the man had deserted his post, eager to see what
was going on

;
he, therefore, ran to the wheel himself, and again

issued his commands, ' Let go the main top-sail weather braces,

and bring round the yard ! Let them go, I say !' His orders

were speedily executed. The vessel gathered way, and we quickly

shot past the body of the old man.
For several days after this, we pursued our course with a

favourable wind, which drove us swiftly forward on our voyage.

The captain now kept himself constantly intoxicated, seldom

made his appearance in the cabin, but left us altogether to the

care of the steward. All subordniation was now at an end

—

his whole time was spent among the seamen, with whom he

mixed familiarly, and was addressed by them without the slight-

est portion of that respect or deference commonly paid to the

captain of the vessel. The appearance of the men, also, was
much altered. From the careless mirth and gaiety and the

characteristic good humour of sailors, there was now a sullenness

and gloom only visible. A constant whispering—a constant

caballing was going on—a perpetual discussion, as if some de-

sign of moment was in agitation, or some step of deep importance

was about to be taken. All sociality and confidence towards

each other were banished. In place of conversing together in a

body, as formerly, th^ now walked about in detached parties,

and among them the boastwain and carpenter seemed to take an
active lead. Yet, in the midst of all this disorder, a few of our

own crew kept themselves separate, taking no share in the ge-

neral consultation ; but from the anxiety expressed in their

countenances, as well as in that of the mate, I foresaw some
storm was brooding, and about to burst on our heads.
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Since Montaldo's death, Isabella had been in the habit of leav.
ing her cabin after sunset, to enjoy the coolness of the evening
breeze

;
and in this she was some tunes joined by the priest, but

more frequently was only attended hy her slave. One evening
she came up as usual, and after walkmg back and forward on
deck, till the dews began to fall, she turned to go below ; but
just as we approached the companion-way, one cf the negroes,
who now, in the absence of all discipline, lounged about the quar-
ter deck without rebuke, shutdown the head, and throwing him-
self on it, declared that none should make him rise without the
reward of a kiss. This piece of insolence was received with an
encouraging laugh by his fellows, and several slang expressions
of wit were uttered, which were loudly applauded by those

around. Without a word of remonstrance, Isabella timidly

stooped, and would have attempted getting down the ladder

without disturbing the slave ; when, burning with indignation, I

seized the rascal by the collar, and pitched him headforemost
along the deek. In an instant he got on his legs, and pulling a
long clasp knife out of his pocket, with a loud imprecation he
made towards me. All the other negroes likewise made a mo-
tion to assist him, and I expected to be assailed on all hands,
when the mate interfered, and laying hold of the marling-spike,

which I had caught up to defend myself, pushed me back, as he
whispered, ' Are you mad, that you interfere ? For heaven's sake
keep quiet, for I have no authority over the crew now !' And he
spoke the truth ;

for the negro, brandishing his knife, and sup-

ported by his comrades, was again advancing, when the hoarse

voice of the boatswain, as he ran to the scene of action, arrested

his progress.
' Hallo ! you there, what's the squall for ? Avast, avast, Min-

go ! off hands is fair play—ship that blade of yours, or I'll send

my fist through your ribs, and make daylight shine through

them in a minute.' I rdated the behaviour of the negro, and was
requesting him to order the slaves forward, when I was cut short

with— ' There are no slaves here, young man ! we are all ahke

free in a British ship. But damn his eyes for an insolent son of

a j
he pretend to kiss the pretty girl ! I'll let him know she

belongs to his betters ! The black wench is good enough for him
any day. Come, my iJear !' he continued, turning to Isabella,

' give me the same hire, and I'll undertake to clear the way for

you myself.' He made as if he meant te approach her, when,

careless of what the consequences might be to myself, I hastily

stepped forward, and lifting up the head of the companion, Isa-
^

bella in an instant darted below. * This lady is no fit subject
*

either for wit or insolence,' said 1, shutting the doors, ' and he is

less than man who would insult an unprotected female.' For a
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little while he stood eyeing me as if hesitating whether he would
resent my interference, or remain passive ; at len^-th he turned

slowly and doggedly away as he uttered— ' You ruffle big, and
crow with a brisk note, my lad ! But Vve seen me do as wonderful

a thing as twist your windpipe and send you over the side to cool

yourself a bit ; and so I would serve you in the turning of a
wave, if it wasn't that we may have use for you yet ! I see in

what quarter the wind sets ;
but mind your eye ! for sink me if

I don't keep a sharp look out ahead over you.'

I now saw that things had come to a crisis—that the crew
meant to turn pirates

;
and I was to be detained among them for

my professional services. I could not, without a shudder, reflect

on what must be the fate of Isabella among such a gang of reck-

less villains
;
but I firmly resolved that, come what might, my

protection and care over her should cease but with my life.

To be prepared for the worst, I immediately went below, loaded

my pistols, and concealed them in my breast, securing at the same
time all my money and papers about my person. While thus

employed, one of the cabin-boys came down for a spy-glass, say-

ing that a sail had hove in sight to windward. Upon this I fol-

lowed him up, and found the crew collected together in clamorous
consultation as to the course they shouid follow. Some were for

laying to till she came down, and taking her, if a merchantman;
and if not, they could easily sheer off—but this motion was over-

ruled by the majority, who judged it best to keep clear for fear of

accidents : accordingl}' all the spare canvass was set, and we
were soon gainmg large before the wind. But the Dart, though
reckoned the first sailer out of Clyde when close hauled on a
wind, was by no means so fleet when squared away and going
free : she had now met with her match, for the stranger was evi-

dently gaining rapidly on us, and in two hours we saw it was
impossible for us to escape. The priest and I were ordered down
with a threat of instant death if we offered to come on deck, or

make any attempt to attract observation.

I now communicated to Isabella my apprehensions with respect

to the crew, along with my resolution to leave the vessel if the

other proved a man of war, and earnestly ad\ased both her and
'

the priest to take advantage of it also. She thanked me with a
look and smile that told me how sensible she was of the interest

I felt in her welfare, and expressed her willingness to be guided
by me in whatever I thought best.

Shortly after this we heard a gun fired to bring us to, and the

Dart hailed and questioned as to her port and destination. The
answers, it appeared, were thought evasive and unsatisfactory, for

we were ordered to comexlose under the lee-quarter of his Ma-
jesty's sloop of war Tartar, while they sent to examine our papers.

13*
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This was now our only chance, and I resolved, that if the officer

should not come below, I would force the companion door and
claim his protection. But I was not put to this alternative. As
soon as he arrived, 1 heard him desire the hatches to be taken off,

and order his men to examine the hold. The inspection did not

satisfy him ;
for he hailed the sloop, and reported that there were

Spanish goods on board which did not appear in the manifest :

—

' Then remain on board, and keep your stern lights burning all

night, and take charge of the ship !' was the reply. In a state of

irksome suspense we remained nearly two hours, expecting every

minute to hear the officer descending. At length, to our relief,

the companion doors were unlocked, and a young man, attended

by our Captain, entered the cabin. He looked surprised on see-

ing us, and bowing to Isabella, apologized for intruding at such

an unseasonable hour. ' But I was not given to understand,' he

added, ' that there were passengers in the ship—prisoners I should

rather pronounce it, Mr. Mahone, for you seem to have had them
under lock and key, which is rather an unusual mode of treating

ladies, at least. No wine, Sir !' he continued, motioning away
the bottles which the captain was hastily placing on the table

—

'no wine, but be pleased to show me your register and bill of

lading.

He had not been long seated to inspect them, when a shuf-

fling and hurried sound of feet was heard overhead, and a voice

calling on Mr. Duff for assistance, showed that some scuffle had
taken place above. Instantaneously we all started to our feet,

and the lieutenant was in the act of drawing his sword, when,

accidentally looking round, I observed Mahone presenting a pis-

tol behind. With a cry of warning, I threw myself forward, and

had just time to strike the weapon shghtly aside, when it went
off. The ball narrowly missed the head of Duff, for whom it

had been aimed, but struck the priest immediately over the right

eye, who, making one desperate and convulsive leap as high as

the ceiling, sunk down dead ; and before the Captain could pull

out another, I discharged the contents of mine into his breast. We
then rashed upon deck

; but it was only to find the boat's crew
had been mustered, and to behold the last of the men tumbled

overboard. The pirates then dispersed, and exerted themselves

to get the ship speedily under way
;
while the boatswain sang

out to extinguish the lanterns, that the Tartar might not be

guided by the lights.

* It's all over with us,' exclaimed my companion
;

* JDUt follow

me—we have one chance for our lives yet. Our boat is still tow-

ing astern ; do you throw yourself over, and swim till I slide

down the painter and cut her adnft. Come, bear a hand, and

jump ! don't you see them hastening aft V and in an instant he
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pitched himself aft the tafFrel, slid down the rope which held the

boat, and cast her loose. But this advice, however judicious, it

was impossible for me to follow ; for, at the moment, repeated

shrieks from Isabella put to flight all thoughts for my own indi-

vidual safety ; I, therefore, hurried back to the cabin, determined,

that if 1 could not rescue her along with myself, to remain, and
protect her with my life. And in a happy time I arrived ! The
candles were still burning on the table ; and through the smoke
of the pistols, which still filled the cabin, I beheld her struggling

[j
in the arms of a negro—the identical slave who had displayed

such insolence in the early part of the evening. With one stroke

of the butt end of my pistol, I fractured the cursed villain's skull

—

caught up Isabella in my arms—ran up the ladder, and had
nearly gained the side, when the boatswain, attracted by her

vv'hite garments, left the helm to intercept me ; and I saw the

gleam of his uplifted cutlass on the point of descending, when
he was suddenly struck down by some person from behind. I

did not stop to discover \vho had done rne this good office, but
hailing Duff, and clasping Isabella firmly to my heart, I plunged
into the w^ater, followed by my unknown ally. With the aid of

my companion, whom I now found to be John Wyhe, the mate,
we easily managed to support our charge till the boat reached us

;

when we found that the greater part of the men had been rescued

(in a similar manner.
When the morning dawned, we perceived the Dart, like a

speck in the horizon, and the sloop of war in close chase. Our
attention was next turned to our own situation, which was by no
means enviable : we had escaped, it is true, with our lives for the

present : but without a morsel of food, or a single drop of fresh

water, with us in the boat ; we could, at best, only expect to

protract existence for a few days longer, and then yield them up
ultimately in horror and misery. By an observation taken the

ri day before, on board of the Tartar, Mr. Duff informed us we were
|i to the north east of the Bahamas

; and distant about one hun-
' dred and seventy miles from Walling's Island, which was the

nearest land. This was a long distance
; but, as despair never

enters the breast of a British sailor, even in situations of the utmost
extremity, we cheered up each other ; and, as no other resource

was left us, we manned our oars, and pulled away with Hfe,

trusting in the chance of meeting with some vessel, of which
there was a strong probability, as this was the common course of
the leeward traders. And our hopes were not disappointed ! for

next day we fortunately fell in with a brig from the Azores, bound
for Porto Rico, on board of which we were received with much

! kindness
;
and, in five days, we found ourselves safe moored in

Porto-real harbour.
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My first step on landing was to inquire for a boarding-house for

Isabella, and I had the good luck to be directed to one kept by
a respectable Scotch family, in Orange Terrace, and to this I

conducted her. My next transaction was to charter a small cut-

ter
;
and to communicate to Duff the secret of the hidden trea-

sure
;
at the same time asking him to adventure himself and his

men on its recovery. I also gave him to understand the proba-

bility of a rencontre with the pirates, in the event of their having

escaped the sloop, for I was aware that Mahone had overheard

the whole confession, from my finding him listening at the cabin

door. Without hesitation, the lieutenant at once agreed to ac-

company me, and engaging some hands out of a vessel newly
arrived, we soon mustered a party of fourteen men. As it wanted

only six days of the festival of St. Jago, and the distance across

the Caribbean sea was great enough to require all our exertions

to be there in time, we embarked and sailed that very night.

Our cutter proved a pnme sailer
;
and though the winds were

fight and variable, by the help of our sweeps we made the Roc-

cas on the evening of the sixth day. As the Spaniard had fore-

told, the moon was climbing the western sky, and pouring the

fulness of her splendour with a mild and beautiful effulgence on

the untroubled deep, as we slowly drifted with the current be-

tween the Wolf-rock and the adjacent isle. All was silent and

calm over the whole desert archipelago, and the vast sourround-

ing waters, save now and then the sudden flight of a sea-fowl

awakening from its slumbers as we passed
;

or the occasional

roar of the jaguar faintly wafted from the main land. We ran

the cutter into a deep and narrow creek
;
moored her safe, and

proceeded, well armed, to the eastern extremity. There we found

the projecting point of land, and the old vanilla tree exactly in the

situation described—its huge twisted trunk was still entire
;
and

from the end of its sofitarybranch, which was graced by a few scat-

tered leaves, the body of a man in the garb of a sailor, hung sus-

pended in irons. The clothes had preserved the body from the

birds of prey, but the head was picked clean and bare, leaving

the eyeless and bleached skull to gfitter white in the moonfight.

In perfect silence, and with something of awe on our spirits, im-

pressed by the solitude and dreariness of the scene, we seated

ourselves on the rocks, and, with my timepiece in my hand, I be-

gan to mark the progress of the shadow. For nearly three hours

we watched in this manner, fistening attentively to the sHghtest

sound from the seaward ;
i)ut every thing continued hushed and

still, except the creaking of the chain as the dead man swang to '|

and fro in the breeze. Midnight was now drawing near—the

moon radiant and full, was careeringhigh through the deep blue of 'j

heaven, and the shadows ofthe branch and stem were approach-
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ing each other, and towards the desired point. At length the

hand of my timepiece pointed to within one minute of the time.

It passed over. The branch and stem now merged into one,

and threw their shadow due east : and the first spade full of

earth had been thrown out, when the man who had been sta-

tioned to keep a lookout came running to inform us that a boat

was rapidly approaching from the east. We immediately con-

cluded that they must be a part of the Dart's crew
; and their long

and vigorous strokes, as they stretched out the full extent of their

oars, showed that they knew the importance of every minute that

elapsed. Our implements for digging were hastily laid aside,

and we concealed ourselves among the rocks till they should

come within reach. In a short time the boat was seen ashore,

and eight armed men came forward, partly Spaniards and partly

the ship's crew ; among whom I recognized the boatswain, and,

to my surprise, Mahone, whom I had shot and left for dead m the

cabin. Without giving them time to prepare for the assault, we
quitted our shelter, and sprung among them at once, laying about

with our cutlasses. For a httle space the skirmish was toughly

and hotly contested
;

for the pirates were resolute and reckless,

and fought with the desperation of men who knew that the only

chance for their lives lay in their own exertions. In the confu-

sion of the fray I had lost sight of Duff, and wa^ closely engaged
with one of the Spaniards, when the voice of the boatswain shout-

ing forth a horrible imprecation, sounded iiximediately behind me.

I turned round, and sprung aside from the sweep of his cullass,

and, as my pistols were both empty, retreated, acting on the de-

fensive
;
when he pulled out his, fired, and hurled the weapon at

my head. The shot passed without injuring me—but the pistol,

aimed with better effect, struck me full in the forehead. A thou-

sand sparks of fight flashed from my eyes—I felt myself reefing,

and on the point of falling, when a cut across the shoulder

stretched me at once on the gi'ound. When I recovered from my
stupor, and opened my eyes, the morning was far advanced—the

sun was shining bright overhead
;
and I found m3''self at sea,

lying on the deck of the cutter
;
and Duff bysily engaged in ex-

amining my wounds. From him I learned that the pirates had
been mastered after a severe conflict ; in which four had been

slain, and left on the island
;
two had escaped unobserved during

the fight, and made off with their boat ; and two had been

wounded, and were prisoners on board, one ofwhom was Mahone.
On our arrival at Porto Rico, we delivered them over to the civil

power
;
and, soon afterwards, Mahone was tried for the murder

of the priest, when he was convicted on our evidence, condemned
and executed. Under good nursing and care, I gradually re-

covered.
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Isabella is not now that destitute and unprotected orphftn

whom I first saw on the middle of the western ocean—but the
happy mistress of a happy home, diffusing life and gladness on
all around her. My friend Duff has lately been placed on the list

of post captains, and is anxiously waiting for more bustling times,

when there will be more knocking about, and more hard blows got,

than what our present peace establishment admits of. John
Wylie, too, has had advancement in his line, being now master
of one of the finest ships from Clyde

;
and I had the additional

satisfaction of knowing that none of the crew had reason to regret

their having jeopardized their lives in fighting for the ' Pirate's

Treasure.'

THE TRAITOR'S GRAVE.

During the civil wars, when the victorious Cromwell, after

having brought nearly the whole of England into subjection by
the matchless prowess of his arms, was proceeding with his

accustomed vigor to chastise the few bold spirits who were still

firmly attached to the cause of the king, in the principality, he

met with an unexpected opposition from the governor of Cardifl^

Castle, who, notwithstanding the terror of Cromwell's name, sent

a bold defiance in answer to the herald, who, in the name of the

Parliament summoned him to surrender,— ' I hold my castle from

the King,' excledmed the haughty Beauford, ' and to him only

will I give it up.' Cromwell enraged at this answer, and still

more so at the unlooked for obstacle, thus starting suddenly up to

check, as it were, the rapidity of his conquests, commanded his

officers instantly to commence the siege of the place. The com-
mand was hardly given ere it was obeyed. The trenches were
dug, and batteries erected, with the rapidity which always
marked the movements of the rebel army, when headed by the

commander, who this day led them on. The works were not

begun till some time after sun-rise, yet before noon the siege had
regularly commenced, and the lofty battlements of Cardiflf" Castle

rung with the sounds of the invader's cannon.

The massy walls of the castle, however, resisted stoutly
;
and

suffered no very material injury from the repeated discharges of

the enemy's artillery, which failed in every attempt to make a
breach : thus passed the first day.

On the morning of the second day, the parliamentary general

again sent his challenge for them to surrender, but the herald
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returned with an answer of similar import with the first. Crom-
well was not a man who could be induced to waste his time in

fruitless parleys ; and when he found that threats were unavail-

able, he instantly had recourse to more powerful arguments.

These therefore he ordered once more to be brought into action

against the enemy, in hopes that his cannon would accomplish

that which his flag of truce had failed to do,—to bring the garrison

to reason. The second day however closed, without bringing

with it any greater hopes of success, than that which had prece-

ded, at least it appeared so to the besiegers, who having of late

been accustomed to sudden and easy surrenders, began to despair

of being able to reduce a fort that had thus for two days gallantly

withstood their hitherto irresistible artillery. Even Cromwell
himself grew fearful of the event, and could ill brook that a single

castle should thus be able to retard his march, and occasion him
such loss of time, men, and ammunition. Nor was this all : he
beheld with no small degree of chagrin, that the friends of Charles,

taking advantage of his present stationary position, were prepar-

ing for a vigorous defence, and were strengthening their castles

for this purpose against his approach. The unsuccessful attempt

of the second day had indeed so far emboldened some of the more
daring royalists, that they ventured, under cover of the night, to

attack his very camp, succeeded in driving in the picquets, and
caused such confusion among the troops, that it was not until

Cromwell himself came forward, that the intruders were driven

back, and order restored. This unfortunate incident made him
sensible of the awkward situation in which he was placed, and
convinced him of the absolute necessity of altering his present

plan of action as speedily as possible, as he saw that by occupying
his present position, unless the garrison very shortly capitulated,

the longer he remained there, the greater would be his disgrace,

if, from any circumstance he should be at last compelled to give

up the undertaking. He therefore formed a determination in his

own mind, of raising the siege on the succeeding night, in case he
proved as unsuccessful on that (the third) day as he had hitherto

been. He determined however by his conduct, not to give the

enemy any ground to entertain such hope, and obedient to his

command, upon the appearance of 'dajdight, the batteries were
again mounted, and every gun put into requisition. Nothing
could possibly have withstood the fire of this day, except the most
determined bravery on the part of the besieged ;

this they happily

possessed
;
and the military skill shown by their engineers was

such, that ere sun-set, they had effected the destruction of nearly

the whole range of batteries, which had been erected by the

enemy, in order to effect a breach. But, unfortunately, this was
inot done until their own walls were in such a shattered condition,
I

I

I
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that another such day must inevitably have sealed their fate, by
compelling them to surrender, whether they willed or willed
not.

Under these circumstances, on the part of the garrison. Sir J.

Beauford consented, after much solicitation, to call a council of

the officers who composed it, in order that some measures for

their mutual safety might be speedily adopted in their present

emergency ; for the ramparts had given way in several places,

8.nd it would be vain to attempt a resistance, should the enemy
endeavour to force an entrance, as breaches were visible in every
part of the fortifications. The approach of night was the only thing

which prevented them taking immediate advantage of these cir-

cumstances. At the tmie appointed, the council assembled ; despair

was plainly depicted upon the features of those who composed ;

it ; but at the same time their bandaged appearance, told that

they had resolution even in despair. Though each person was in

his place, yet no one ventured to break the ominous silence which
reigned in the apartments. At length Beaufort himself addressed

those around him— ' Fellow Officers,' said he, ' This castle was
confided to my keeping by the King, and it is my intention to be

faithful to the trust. We have assembled here to consult further

means for its safety
;

to this point confine, then, your observations

and advice
;

for, mark me ! the first among you who counsels, or

even hints at submission, shall be shot, though that shot were
the last in the garrison ! We have met here to defend, and not to

hetray our trust ! and, while two stones hold together, let no one

talk of yielding !'—Struck by these remarks, and by the manner
in which they were spoken, every one remained silent ; for each

had, in his own mind, come there for no other purpose than to *

form some plan for the preservation of their hves, and if no other

could be found to agree to the terms of capitulation, should the •

castle be again attacked, as it was utterly impossible to defend I

it longer, and madness to attempt any resistance farther than was ^

necessary, in order to obtain from the victor as favourable terms

as possible. The passionate Beauford, as the silence still con-

tinued, turned to those around him, and knitting his eyebrows,

until his countenance appeared to put on the look of a demon, .

giving vent to his rage, exclaimed aloud,— * Was I summoned t

here to be made a fool of, or, cowards as you are, think you, that

like yours, my heart harbours thoughts which my tongue dares

not express. Begone, I say, to your posts, and leave the care of

providing for the castle's safety to me, since you appear to have

forgotten the respect you owe to your Governor, as well as your 'j

duty to your King ! Begone, I say, begone !' Stung by such ;

unmerited reproaches, a young, but intrepid looking cavalier
j

instantly started from his seat, *A truce to your reproaches, :
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Sir John. That they are unjust, the wounds and scars we bear

will testify, and vindicate our honour from the false charge of

cowardice. We have neither forgotten our duty to our King.,

nor to our Governor ; but when the latter so far forgets himself,

as to accuse those falsely who have cheerfully shed their best

blood, at his bidding, and neglects to provide for their safety in

the hour of danger, it is time they look to themselves. Hear me
then, I care not for the effects of your threatened vengeance. 1

have hitherto fought as becomes a loyal subject of King Charles,

but will fight no longer, unless the terms of a surrender be first

agreed on, in case the rebels venture to renew the attack to-

morrow. Agree to this, and my sword is again at your service,

else never. These are my thoughts, nor do \fear to utter them
;

now do 3'-our worst ! Beauford, who had with great difficulty

retained possession of his seat, till the speaker had concluded, no
sooner perceived he had done, than he drew his sword, and, rush-

ing forward, proceeded to put his threat into immediate execu-

tion
; and most hkely Walter Sele would have paid the forfeit of

his life for his temerity, had not those around wrested the weapon
of death from the hand of the Governor

;
who, enraged at being

thus thwarted, darted from the chamber, swearing he would have
>every soul of them shot for rebels.

At this time, when the enemy from without, and faction from

within, threatened the castle with certain destruction, there

were, beside the military who com])Osed the garrison, within its

walls, several ladies, whose friends or relatives, anxious for their

safety, had placed them there as beyond the reach of danger,

upon the approach of the rebel army. Among these was Deva
Milton, the orphan daughter of an old CavaHer. No more is

;inown of the maid, than that she was fair, whether in the opinion

of the world or not, it matters little, it is enough that she was so

n the eyes of Walter Sele. To him she was " \}ci% fairest of the

air.' Fie loved her, and would, like every true lover, have risked

lis life to serve her. To her little chamber it was he repaired

vhen released from the duties of the day, and in her company he

vas glad to forget, for awhile, the dangers which surrounded

aim. Here, therefore, it was that he hastened upon his escape

i'rom the council-room ; and here he determined to remain pa-

iently, until informed that the savage rage of the Governor was
tooled, and time, by replacing reason upon her throne, should

]ave made him sensible of the error which he had committed. A
ime, alas I that Walter was not fated to behold.

It appears, however, that he was not the only person among
he besieged, who was sensible of the charms of the fair Deva.
The commandant himself, who. to his unshaken loyalty, (almost

lis only virtue,) added all that licentiousness and profligacy

14
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which characterised, in a greater or less degree, the reign of every

monarch of the Stuart hne ; had also beheld and admired her
charms, but alas ! beheld, and admired them with the most dis-

honourable feelings ; and he seized what appeared to him a
favourable moment, when the officers were engaged in more im-

portant matters, to gratify his lust; glorying in the idea that he
should, at the same time, by this means, inflict the most cruel of

all punishments upon the unfortunate being, who had offended

him ;
and blast for ever his brightest hopes, by ruining her who

was far dearer to him than his own life.

Having gained admission into the apartment, he proceeded to

flatter and menace by turns, but all in vain. Her virtue was
alike proof against both ; she upbraided him with his baseness

and villany, and replied to his remarks, with taunts and re-

proaches. Enraged at her conduct, he seized her rudely, and was
proceeding to gratify by force, both his revenge and his passion.

His feeble victim shrieked aloud for assistance, but the echo of her

voice was the only answer she received. Spite of the resistance

which she made, one minute more would have decided the

struggle, and the fair Deva would have been—fair no longer.

At this crisis the room-door yielded to the strong nerves of Sele,

who snatching a pistol from his belt, rushed upon the villain,

whom he saw before him, and presented it to his head ; but even

at this critical juncture he still retained presence of mind, suffi-

cient not to discharge it, lest by any accident, the contents should

injure her to whose rescue he had thus opportunely arrived.

Beauford, on feeling so rude a grasp, let go the hold of his in-

tended victim, and turned round to oppose this sudden and un-

locked for enemy. It was now no time for parley. In an instant

the sword of each had left its scabbard. * Coward and slave, by

heaven, you shall not again escape me !' ' Neither slave nor

coward,' exclaimed the injured youth, as he recognised the well-

known sound of the governor's voice, ' and that Beauford will

soon discover too.' Flinging the pistol from his hand, he pre-

pared instantly for the attack. The weapons met with the

quickness of lightning, and though the event seemed to all

appearance to depend more upon which was the strongest arm,

yet the blows, however irregular and fierce, were frequently

parried off" with great skill, as each in turn became the assailant.

The combat lasted but a few minutes
;

for the foot of Beauford

striking against an iron-ring in the floor, he stumbled, when
putting out his sword to prevent his falling it snapt, and of course

occasioned that which it was intended to prevent. The issue of the

strife seemed nov/ determined ;
but it was not so : for on Sele's

springing forward to disarm his adversary, he received the con-

tents of a pistol in his left shoulder, and fell prostrate beside him.
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A party of the guard who had been alarmed by the noise which
the combat had necessarily occasioned, now rushed into the

apartment, when Beauford, springing up, commanded them to

raise his wounded opponent, and to do as they were bid. He
was instantly obeyed, and the soldiers, having bound him as

well as they were able, at the moment, followed the steps of

their governor, who led the way to the foot of the staircase

;

where, opening a low and narrow door, he descended a few steps,

when a similar barrier opposed them, which was also, with some
difficulty opened ; and the intCiior of the castle keep presented

itself to their view, darker, if possible, than the sepulchres of the

dead. Here, just within the entrance, Beauford commanded the

men to lay down their prisoner. They did so, and retreated. The
door grating upon its rusty hinges, closed again ; and the un-

fortunate Sele found himself in a dark, damp dungeon, far from

the reach of any human being.

Not having been severely wounded, the coldness of the dun-

geon soon brought the ill-fated youth to himself again, where
seating, (for the place he was in, would not allow of his stand-

ing,) hmiself upon the step on which he had been left, he pro-

ceeded to bind up the wound, as well as he was able, with his

handkerchief: after which he felt relieved. Perfectly aware

from the situation of his priaon, thai it would be in vain to at-

tempt either by the loudness of his voice, or any other means now
in his power, to make his friends acquainted with his fate, he

made up his mind to bear manfully his present confinement ; en-

couraged by the hope, that the garrison would soon be obliged to

surrender, when, in all probability, he should regain his liberty.

But the thought of his Deva being in the power of one whom he

was now forced to lank as his bitterest enemy, rushed across his

recollection, and almost drove him to distraction. The pain of

his wound, and the dampness of his habitation, however, soon

made him sensible of his utter inability to be of any service to

her by his lamentation; and reason again assuming her dominion,

he began to reflect upon the possibility of his being able to escape.

At this instant, he fortunately thought of an old tale, which he

had heard when a boy, respecting an outlawed chief, who ac-

cording to tradition, having been taken prisoner by the lord of

Carditf Castle, and confined in the cell he then inhabited, had

effected his escape by means of a secret passage, which he had

accidentally discovered. Walter Sele not being of a disposition

to give way to despair, while the least glimmer of hope presented

itself to his mind, seized eagerly upon this legendary account

;

and, though not very sanguine in his expectations, determined

at all events to attempt the discovery of the reported outlet, well

knowing that the strong holds of the feudal barons, frequently

abounded with a multitude of secret posterns, and subterranean
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passages, for which any person except the original proprietor,

would be puzzled to tind an use. Groping therefore his way, as

well as he was able, he proceeded slowly along, carefully exa-

mining with his hands the wall of the dungeon, which ere he

had gone very far, became sensibly larger : and he was enabled

to stand erect. Still keeping the wall for his guide, he had not

proceeded much farther on his dark and dismal track, when he was
agreeably surprised on finding himself come in contact with a

Strom' current of air. He now became confident that he could

not be very distant from some opening, and the castle clock,

which he distinctly heard striking the hour of ten, confirmed him

in this opinion. Following the direction of the draft, he soon

found that his course was considerably impeded by he;,\ps of rub-

bish, and large fragments of stone, which had evidently been

forced out of their proper place
;
and he rightly judged, from this

circumstance, that here, at least, the enemy's artillery had ac-

complished their intended purpose. With a light heart, he cau-

tiously removed the huge masses which obstructed his way, and

in a short time had the happiness to find himself safe in the moat

on the north side of the castle.

Once more at liberty, he surveyed, as well as the darkness of

the night would permit, those parts of the fortress which were

near him. Burning with a desire of being revenged on the person

who had so basely injured him, in an evil moment, he formed

the fatal resolution of betraying the castle into the hands of the

enemy ; and this resolution w^as no sooner formed, than he pro-

ceeded to carry it into execution. The moat was soon cleared,

and finding himself once more on terra firma, 'It shall be so,' ex-

claimed he,
—

' Yes, this very night is Cardiff castle, Cromwell's.

A few feet of earth removed, admits him to the postern aisle

—

and once in, Beauford shall then oppose in vain—Deva, I yet

may snatch thee from the tiger's jaws, and I will do so, though

I die a traitor.' Having with these words turned his back upon

the walls, which but a few hours before he had gallantly de-

fended, he sought with hasty strides the camp of Cromwell.

The distance being but short, he soon arrived at the enemy's

picquets, by whom, as he did not endeavour to conceal himself,

he was of course seized. Having designedly thrown Himself

within their power, he now merely demanded that he might be

led into the presence of the general : with which demand the

guards, after first blindfolding him, in order that he might not

distinguish the disorder which prevailed around, proceeded

instantly to complv.

When ushered mto the tent, and permitted again to make use

of his eyes, he perceived the ambitious Cromwell seated at a small

table, gazing intently upon some papers which lay thereon. On
the entrance of tire pri^ioiicr, however, he raised his head, and
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attentively eurveyed his appearance
;
and having satisfied him

self, in his usual harsh and abrupt manner, he addressed the fol-

lowing laconic question to him,— ' How now, betinselled royalist

!

your business here V— ' I come to act, and not to parley,' replied

.the unintimidated Sele, ' to offer to a foe what he most wishes,

possession of our castle. If he accept the offer, let him get ready
instantly, and trust to the guidance of one who is willing to be his

friend to-nighi, even at the expense of honour !' Cromwell, who
scarcely knew whether he ought not to look on his prisoner as a
madman, paused, ere he made any repl3^ However, as the

• chances, judging from the resistance which the garrison had
already made, were so many against his being able to take the

place by force of arms, he determined, as a dernier resort, to em-
brace the opportunity which thus offered itself, be the conse-

quences what they might ' Be it so,' was the answer ;
* he whom

you address is always ready
;
lead on then, but hearken, haughty

cavalier, should you belie your promise, your life shall be the

forfeit.'
—

' Had I been the subject of fear,' replied Walter Sele, ' I

should not now be in the tent of Cromwell—a truce then to your

threatenings ! nor think that I betray the royal cause thus basely.

Hear then the terms ; nay, frown not ! I'll not be frightened

from my purpose by the frowns of any man ;
and unless my two

conditions are agreed to, not all your threats shall make me even

now turn traitor. My life is in your hands, and you may take it

now, at midnight, or to-morrow
;
bat thai is all you have within

your power. Hear me then— I ask but for the life and freedom

of the garrison, for every living soul, from the person of the gover-

nor, though he is now my foe, down to the meanest soldier that

treads along the battlements. That the few females, one of whom
is dearer to me than life, shall be secure from the gross insults of

your rebel troops. On these conditions only I become your guide !

•
—

' Cromwell will pledge his word,' was the reply, ' that life and

freedom shall be given to all at present within the castle walls

;

and as for the women, the soldiers of the Parliament, rebel or not,

are not the licentious cavahers of Charles, v/ho need be under no

anxiety for the safety of their courtesans. We come to fight with

men, and not wdth women ! now are you satisfied V Sele rephed

in the affirmative, observing, as he concluded, that he ' would

trust for once to the honour of a roundhead, if such a thing existed.'

Cromwell scowled, as it seemed as if his guide suspected his in-

tentions, but prudence bade him conceal his rage, and he merely

remarked, as he took his pistols from the table, that he might do

so safely.

With a chosen body of men, upon whose fidelity he could

depend, the usurper committed himself to the guidance of Walter

Sele, whom, however, he kept close beside during the march,
14*
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which, without occupying much of their time, brought them
unseen to the opening from which the betrayer had escaped.

The men having entered the breach, and being provided with
the necessary implements, immediately commenced removing
the earth from the spot pointed out to them, while Cromwell and
his guide kept watch without. With such secresy were their

operations carried on, that no person within was in the least de-

gree disturbed by them. Once only, (and, that by mere chance,^

had they any occasion to be alarmed. An officer, marching to

relieve guard, perceiving from the rampart some persons in the

moat below, hailed them in the accustomed form— ' Who goes

there ?'— ' Friends.'—* To whom ?'—
' To Beauford and the

King.' Sele's presence of mind thus extricated them from this

danger ; for the officer, on hearing the pass-word, not doubting

but they were sent there by the command of the governor, passed

on his way, and left them to proceed with their undertaking,

without any further interruption.

The soldiers, after having effected an opening in the ground
above, were enabled, with very little trouble, by means of a tem-
porary ladder, which was formed of the implements, to enter into

the postern aisle, described to them by their guide. Here they
had both time to rest, and also room enough to prepare them-
selves for the attack, which it was to be expected they would still

have to undertake. At the end of the passage in which they then
were, a narrow door was now the only barrier to be removed, ere

they effected the object they had so long wished for—an entrance

into the heart of the fortress. From its situation, as they could

not hope to penetrate this, however trifling it might appear, as

silently as they had done the first, they proceeded by one sudden
effort to force it open, and by the rapidity of their subsequent

movements, to terrify the garrison from making any resistance.

Nor were they disappointed ; for the door yielding to the first

assault, they found themselves in possession of the castle, before

many of its inhabitants were even aware of their approach.

When morning dawned, the royal standard of the unfortunate

Charles, was not seen floating as heretofore above the lofty battle-

ments of Cardiff Castle
;
and those who defended it so stoutly, and

so gallantly, had either fallen sword in hanyd, or had departed to

seek for shelter in some other fortress, th^t was still enabled to

keep on high a little longer the well known ensign of fast-fahing

royalty. One only of the former garrison remained, and he with
beating heart and anxious look had twice already explored the

intricacies of each apartment, which the castle contained, in

search for the object of his every hope and fear, but all in vain.

Still coping with the grim fiend despair, he was in the act of

doing so for the third time, when summoned, and upon his refus-
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ino- to obey, forced into the presence of the iron-hearted Cromwell.

Forgetting for an instant his private griefs, he stood before the

tyrant, \vi°h such a noble and majestic mien, as awed all those

around ;
and even the mind of Cromwell seemed for an instant to

be undecided. But that it was not so in reality, his address to the

person who stood before him plainly indicated. * Now, then,

proud cavalier,' cried he, ' has not the promise which I made been

kept ? Has either maid or courtesan, for whom you dared to in-

sult the troops of Cromwell, been violated ? The life and freedom

of the garrison was likewise promised, and has been granted.

Remember when my word was pledged to this, thou wast not

one among them, therefore I owe thee nothing, since it was to

gratify thy own revenge, and not from love to me, thac thou hast

betrayed thy party. Had the service which thou hast done us,

been ^one. with other motives, I would have thanked thee for it

;

as it is, I love the treason, but I hate the traitor. Take then a

traitor's just reward !' auick as thought, the pistol of the tyrant

left its belt—flashed—and Walter Sele lay weltering on the

ground.

While the soldiers were in the act of interring all that now

remained of the once brave, but ill-fated Sele, they were disturbed

in their work, by the unlocked for appearance of Deva Milton,

who rushing eagerly forward, flung herself upon the lifeless

corpse as it fay, in the dress it wore while living, upon the green

sward. In vain did one, more feeling than his companions, en-

deavour to soothe her afflictions. Deaf to his consolation, and

regardless of all his entreaties, she still clung to the object of her

aflfection mth such vehemence, that the men had some difficulty

to tear it from her grasp, and even then, two of them were obhged

to force her from the spot, while they unfeelingly consigned if to

its ' mother earth.' But immediately on the departure of the

soldiers, after their having closed the earth, she returned again

to search for her lover, exclaiming in a wild and incoherent man-

ner, that she had 'found hex Walter,' but alas ! fair maid, she had

lost her reason.

%
!>>>

THE PIRATE CAPTAIN.

We sailed from Liverpool in the spring of the year 18—,in the

ship Fancy, bound for the island of Barbadoes. I was appointed

supercargo of the vessel, and my direcrions were to superintend

the landing of her valuable consignment, and receive in return a
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cargo of West India produce for the London market. The Fancvwas a fine brig, nearly new, built in America, and remarkable
for her fast saihng. She mounted four nine pounders, and six'
swivels, and these, with a good supply of hangers, muskets, and!boardmg pikes, rendered us somewhat formidable in case of an

'

attack: an event by no means improbable, as we were, at the'
time, at war with America, whose cruisers were particularly

'

expert on the West India station. The crew consisted of ten
\men, exclusive of the captain and mate; and we brought out
iwith us, as passengers, a young officer, whose regiment was
'

quartered at Barbadoes, a missionary from the London Bible So
ciety, and a Mrs. M and her daughter, who were about to
take up their residence in the island, on the estate of a wealthy
planter, to whom they were related by the tender ties of wife and
daughter. The vessel was well stocked with every sort of pro- '

vision, and her accommodations were such as to afford comfort and
convenience to us all. Of the captain I had known but Httle and
1 confess, that his appearance and manners did not prepossess mem his favour

;
however, as he seemed to endeavour to be as civiland accommodating as his rough nature would permit I had

hopes that my prejudice might be removed before the coAclusion
of the voyage.
We dropped down the Mersey with the tide, at midnight, and i

the next morning, such was the speed of our vessel, and the fa-
vourable state of the wind, the English coast was no longer
visible. I shall never forget the sensations on quitting my biith
and coming upon deck to behold the prospect that appeared before
rne. 1 he sun had just risen, and the whole eastern horizon and
the waters beneath, seemed dyed with the brightest crimson
Ihe distant shores of Ireland were boldly marked out on the blue
and cloudless sky

;
and here and there, vessels with their white

wings expanded, were scattered over the surface of the waters
Ihe sea-birds were careering in the air, as if rejoicing in their
freedom

;
and our vessel, as she swept through the mimic waves,

lett behmd her, as far as my eye could reach, a white track of foam
I was then in the morning of life, and this was the first time I be-
held the ocean. I felt my spirits rise to an unusual height and
as I gazed around me and inhaled the fresh sea breeze, 1 walked
upon the deck like one who had received a new existence

For mne days we had a dehghtful passage, and we calculated
that in three weeks more we should arrive at our destinationWe passed our time as agreeably as we could, and endeavoured
by mutual acts of civihty and kindness to contribute to each
other s comfort. The missionary was a man of talents and infor-
mation and the enthusiasm which he felt for the cause in which
he had embarked, added much to the respect with which we
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viewed him. The ladies contributed, in no small degree, to the

general harmony, and the young officer and I endeavoured to

make ourselves as pleasant as we could. As to the captain, we
saw but little of him

;
his manners, instead of improving, grew

daily more morose and repulsive, and he exercised a degree of

unmerited severity over, a portion of the crew, the majority of

whom, however, were evidently under his entire subjection
; an.d

there seemed, I thought, to be a suspicious understanding betweer
them, for which I could by no means account. There was a boy
on board, named David, whose business was divided between at-

tending to the affairs of the passengers' cabm, and waiting on the

captain in the capacity of servant. This poor lad led a miserable

life, and scarcely a day elapsed that he did not experience some
new act of oppression from his unfeeling master.

One evening, after passing a few agreeable hours at cards, I

retired to my birth, and soon fell into a sound slumber, from which,
however, I was awoke about two o'clock by the violent motion
of the ship, and an unusual noise on deck. I started up, and
hastily dressing myself, I groped my way up the companion lad-

der to ascertain the cause of the tumult. The night was tremen-

dous, and the vessel was reeling through the waves under a close

reefed fore sail. Every man was at his post ; and the captain,

who stood on the after-deck, was giving his commands with a
loud voice and furious gesture. The moon, at times, darting

suddenly from behind a thick and impending cloud, flung a pale

and lurid light over the surrounding scene
;
and the wind whistled

through the cordage with a shrill and dismal sound. In one mo-
ment we were borne on the top of the roaring surge, and the next

found us almost buried beneath it. Every thing loose on the deck
had been swept off it, and spars, handspikes, and hen-coops were
dashed to and fro hy the fury of the waves. To stand on the

'

deck without support was impossible
;
and although I clung with

all my strength to the hatchwaj^, I had the utmost difficulty to

keep my footing. We were now wrapt in darkness almost total,

and the succeeding moments were scarcely less appalling, when
the pale presence of the moon showed us the horrors of our situ-

ation.

I was soon joined by the missionary and the young lieutenant.

They were both naturally alarmed
;
and I own, I felt consider-

able apprehensions, notwithstanding that I knew the vessel was
well formed in every particular. ' What a dreadful night, gentle-

men,' said I, ' and what a sudden change is this from the fine

weather we so latel}^ experienced.' At this moment we heard the

captain's voice, calling on the boy, David, for grog. ' The fel-

low already drunk,' said heutenant Adams, and if he is allowed

more drink he will sink the ship.' ' God in his mercy protect us,'
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said the missionary, * we have need of assistance now.' ' Mr. Ed-
wards,' he added, addressing himself to me, 'you have some
authority on board : let me entreat ofyou to prevent that wretched
man, whose blasphemy at a time like this is truly dreadful, from

taking more drink
;
the consequence of such intemperance may

be fatal to us all.' I rushed forward, on the impulse of the mo-
ment, and snatching the glass which the boy was about to con-

vey to his master, I dashed it overboard, exclaiming, ' For shame
captain, you will lose the ship, and drown us all.' A moonbeam
at that instant fell upon his face, and in the whole course of my
hfe I never beheld a human countenance that expressed anger so

strongly. I saw that the first burst of his rage was likely to be

vented on me, and I drew back a few paces in order to defend

myself, but the cowardly ruffian chose a weaker object. He
snatched up the end of a broken handspike, and directed a blow
at the poor boy beside me, which stretched him bleeding and
lifeless on the deck.

' Villain,' exclaimed 1, ' you have killed the lad, and you shall

answer for it : his blood he upon your head.'

' Take the young rascal below,' said he, to one of his men

;

and then turmng to me, he added, endeavouring to choke his

rage, * as to you, sir, you had better quit the deck yourself, or,'

using a tremendous oath, ' you may be served in the same way.
What, the ship in a gale of wind, and you dare to dispute my
orders V ' The lad is quite dead, sir,' said the man, as he raised

the body in his arms. ' Ttien fling him overboard,' said the

savage, ' and mix me some more grog.'

' Stay,' cried I, ' the boy may have life in him yet ; beware,
Captain Maddox, of what you are about.' But my intercession

was in vain, and the bleeding remains of the murdered David
were flung into the black and roaring waves. The moon at this

time rendered objects visible, and I followed the body with my
eyes, as I clung to the vessel's side

; the face was upwards ; a
wound from which the warm blood was still gushing, was on the

right temple, the eyes were wide open, and I thought I could

perceive that their gaze was fixed on me with a sad and earnest

meaning. I stretched forward to grasp the body, but a tremen-
dous wave swept it from my sight for ever

;
and half drenched

with the splashing of the sea, and nearly overcome by my feelings,

I tottered to the cabin, where I found Adams and the missionary
endeavoring to abate the fears of the ladies, who were awoke on
the first alarm, and had left their beds in the utmost terror, to

learn the cause of the tumult. * Well, Mr. Edwards, are we
safe V demanded the anxious mother. ' I hope we are quite

secure, my dear madam,' I replied, endeavouring to regain my
composure. ' Keep up your spirits, the vessel is perfectly sound,
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and she seems to work her way in excellent style, notwithstanding

the fury of the tempest.' ' You hear that, my love,' said she,

addressmg her pale and trembling daughter, whose head reclined

on her shoulder, ' Mr. Edwards assures us there is no danger.'
* Yet his looks would almost belie his words,' said the young
lady, with a faint smile. The vessel, at this moment, began to

pitch more furiously than ever, and an unusual noise on deck
led us to suppose that something dreadful was about to happen.
The mother and her daughter, supposing that all was over,

dropped on their knees, locked in each other's arms. Leaving
them in charo-e of the missionaries, who endeavoured to console

their fears with hope and comfort, Mr. Adams and I rushed to

the deck, determined to know the worst at once.

The storm had considerably increased, and the waves broke

over the ship's head with the utmost fury ;
the sails were split to

ribands, and we were running under bare poles, impelled by the

fury of the gale. On looking aloft, we found that the captain had
taken charge of the helm, and although he was now nearly quite

drunk, such' was his terrible ascendancy over the majority of the

crew, that his orders were as promptly obej^ed as if they knew
I he was in his perfect senses. The mate, however, who had

i heretofore the charge of the helm, and three of the steadiest of his

\ crew, did not scruple to dispute his commands
;
and at the mo-

i ment when he came upon deck, they were in loud murmurs
I respecting the manner in which the ship was managed. * He
I

will swamp the vessel,' said the mate, ' if he holds the helm
much longer."

'Let us then remove him by force,' I exclaimed, ' the cargo of

the ship is in my charge, and the lives ' ' Be calm, Mr.

Edwards,' said the mate, ' Maddox is a savage man, and you
i must remember, that seven of the crew are of his own picking,

i and as great ruffians as himself. I have strong reasons to sus-

'pect,' he added, in a suppressed tone, ' that they have a design

upon the ship ; I do not wish to give any unnecessary alarm, but

from all that I have seen and overheard, there is certainly some
: plan in progress

;
perhaps to run the vessel into an American

port, and sell her cargo. These words, whispered in the dark-

ness of the night, and amid the pauses of the storm, were fearfully

: forebodmg
;
and coupled with my previous knowledge of the

brutal temper of Maddox, of which I had so recently witnessed

the effects, in the murder of a defenceless boy, added no incon-

siderable weight to the dangers with which we were surrounded.

The storm continued with unabated fury during the remainder

of the night, and every moment I expected to have gone to the

bottom. Towards morning, however, the tempest suddenly de-

L. clined, and although the sea continued to be dreadfully agitated,
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as we had weathered the gale without suffering material damage,

our hopes began to brighten as the gay twilight spread gradually

round us.

' 1 was standing on the fore-deck, observing this struggle of

the elements, when a man, who was looking out ahead, suddenly

exclaimed, ' A wreck on the lee-bow ;' and all eyes in an instant

were directed to the lamentable object. A large vessel was
driving before the wind, without a yard or a mast standing, the

waves swept over her deck, and as well as the uncertain twilight

would permit us to observe, there did not appear a living soul on

board. She was nearly in our beadwa}^, and it was evident that

we should run close alongside of her. As we bore down on her,

we plainly heard the barking of a dog
;
and as we drew closer,

we discovered three miserable beings lashed to the capstan, and

a dog howlmgpitcously beside them. They appeared completely

exhausted, and every succeeding wave seemed destined to carry

them off. ' Can we not save these poor fellows, Mr. Mortimer ?'

sa.id I, addressing the mate. * I fear not,' he cried, * imless we
could manage to take the wreck in tow, while we untie them
from tlie capstan, for I see they are too far gone to assist them-
selves.' At the same instant the gallant fellow seized a rope,

and at the imminent peril of his life, succeeded in making it fast

to the wreck as he swept by her, withiji the distance of a few
feet. This humane action caught the eye of Maddox, whose
temper, naturally savage, was now under the influence of drink:

he called to Mortimer to desist from his intention, and leave the

vessel and the men to their fate. The spirit of humanity, how-
ever, was not thus to be controlled, the noble Mortimer persisted in

his design, and already had the half-drowned and worn-out
wretches anticipated a speedy relief from theii miserable condition.

Mr. Mortimer having sprung upon the wreck to make fast another

rope before he assisted the men, when suddenly, on a signal from

Maddox, both ropes were cut at the same instant, and the wreck,

with the wretched remnant of its crew, and the gallant Mortimer,

drifted from our reach, and in a few seconds disappeared for ever

from my sight. I felt every drop of blood in my body rush to my
heart, and I sprung at the author of the inhuman deed, to vent

my rage and indignation on him for this new act of cold-blooded

cruelty. This was the signal for the pirates to throw off their

disguise
;
Mr. Adams rushed forward to assist me, and three of

the crew ranged themselves on our side
;
we were without a sin-

gle weapon—while Maddox and his seven men were armed in an

instant, as if by magic, with pikes, pistols, and swords
;
the con-

sequence was, that after an ineffectual resistance, in which one

of the seamen who rallied to our side received his death wound,

we Vvcre overpowered with numbers, pinioned like culprits to the
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deck, and threatened with instant destruction if we did not im-

mediately yield—with cocked pistols to our heads, and sabres

pointed at our breasts, we had no choice but to submit.

Mrs. M and her daughter, pale, trembling, and exhausted,

were then led upon deck ; they were nearly overcome by terror

when they saw that we were prisoners. The missionary was
next secured ;

he submitted quietly to his fate, and only calmly

expostulated with the pirates on their unchristianlike and unlaw-

ful conduct. By this time, the morning had considerably ad-

vanced, and, but for our present situation, and our fearful anxiety

of what was to follow, the glorious presence of the sun, as he rose

above the troubled waters, as if to repay us for the dangers of the

night, might well have cheered us with renewed hopes. But,

absorbed as we were in feelings the most painful, and filled with

gloomy anticipations, the cheering influence of the sun afforded

us little consolation. The seizure of the ship was followed by an

act equally unlawful ; our truruks and luggage were ordered upon
deck, and we were pillaged before our eyes, without the power to

defend our property. My papers, containing the inv^oice of the

ship's cargo, my private instructions. West India bills to a large

amount, and letters of credit and introduction, were eagerly seized

on ; and, in short, every article of value contained in our trunks,

and on our persons, was appropriated to the use of these sea-rob-

bers. To sum up our misfortunes, we were then shoved into an
open boat let down from the vessel's side, without chart, compass,

or rudder to assist us, and with nothing to avert starvation, except

a small bag of biscuits, a cask of water, and a bottle of rum : an
old boat-cloak was flung to Mrs. M ,

who bore this unlocked

for misfortune with a spirit that did honour to her sex
;
her chief

care being centred in her daughter, whose tender frame was less

fitted to bear up against a trial so cruel and severe. Thus pre-

pared to encounter the roughness of the sea, and the probable

return of the tempest, we were barbarously pushed off from the

ship's side, and cast upon the great Atlantic, without the most
distant prospect of ever reaching land. The ship, afler hoisting

fresh sails, and displaying an American flag at her mast-head,

stood away to the westward, and, favoured with a fine breeze,

cut swiftly through, and, in a few hours appeared but as a speck

on the distant horizon. The sensations of our httle crew, as thus

she gradually diminished, may be felt, but never can be described.

For my own part, overcome, as I nearly was, by melancholy
reflections ; and feeling, as I did, that we were given up to de-

struction, the presence of the excellent and amiable Mrs. M
,

and her pale and suffering daughter, called up every manly feel-

ing in my breast, and endued me with a fortitude, which, under

different circumstances, 1 might not have felt. I even assumed a

15
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cheerfulness that was foreign to my heart, and held out a hope of

being speedily released from our sufferings, as there was, I said,

every chance of our meeting, before evening, with some vessel

that would take us on board. The missionary offered us a still

better consolation
;

for he spake of that blessed heaven, to which,
if our earthly comforts failed, our faith in God would be sure lo

lead us. Mr. Adams, at first was low and desponding, which I,

in a great measure, attributed to his loss of blood from a cut

which he received on his head, in our brief struggle with the

pirates. The two seamen who joined us in the fray, and who
were now obliged to share our condition, conducted themselves

with courage
;
and, in short, considering our situation, and the

probable fate that awaited us, we bore our misfortunes with

tolerable composure. There was no useless lamentations, no
despairing ravings

;
for, after the first shock was over, we used

every effort to appear like men, in the presence of the heroic mo-
ther and her suffermg child, and the religious consolation be-

stowed by the good missionary, afforded solace and assistance to

us all. The morning, by the blessing of Providence, was uncom-
monly fine, and although the sea was still agitated from the vio-

lence of the recent storm, our little boat bounded lightly over the

waves, assisted by the remnant of an old sail, fastened to an oar.

Our store of provisions we husbanded with the utmost care, and
being resolved that no effort of our own should be wanting to

second the mercy of Providence, if such mercy should extend to

us, we entered into a solemn compact to be content with what-

ever portion of provision should fall to our lot, and to bear, with-

out murmuring, whatever privations we might afterward be

destined to endure. Having settled these points, all eyes were

directed over the boundless ocean, in the trembling hope of dis-

covering a sail ; but hour after hour passed away, and no prospect

of a ship appeared between the heaving waters and the distant

sky. A cloud on the horizon's brink arose at times, to mock us

with the hope of succour ; and, as it melted into air, after attract-

ing, for awhile our painful, anxious gaze, we felt more lost,

more desolate than ever.

1 shall forbear to repeat the details of our miseries and suffer-

ings, for the three days and nights which we passed in an open
and defenceless boat, on the treacherous bosom of the ocean.

Scenes of this description have been sufficiently described, and
the sad reality of the misery we endured on this occasion, is too

painfully pictured in my mind to bear a repetition.

Suffice it to say, that having endured the extremes of heat,

cold, thirst, and hunger ; having witnessed the last gasp of the fair

and unfortunate Miss M ,
who died on the night of our second

day of hopeless misery, in the arms of her fond and anxious
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mother, who vainly called on heaven to spare her darling child

;

having looked around as on the desolate ocean for relief, till our
aching eye-balls sunk hopeless in their sockets ; having wished
for death myself, nay, prayed to God for my sudden dissolution,

and having at length sunk into a torpor, alhed to death itself, I

was roused on the fourth morning of our misery, by the sudden
cry of ' a ship ! a ship !' and looking in the direction to which the

sailor pointed, I discovered a large vessel bearing down upon us.

To describe my sensations at the moment, would be utterly im-
possible.

We were picked up by his Majesty's frigate the Thetis, of

sixty-four guns, and every care and kindness bestowed on our

wretched situation. Under this treatment, the good missionary,

Lieutenant Adams, the two sailors, and myself, were soon reco-

vered, but every attempt proved ineffectual to restore the amiable

woman who shared in our misfortunes ; her daughtei's death,

more than the miseries she had herself endured, preyed deeply

upon her spirits, and she died caUing on her name.
The Thetis being homeward bound, arrived in the Downs in

three weeks from the happy morning when she took us on board.

My first care, on my unexpected return to England, was to for-

ward to my employers in Liverpool a detailed account of the

seizure of their ship and cargo, which being verified by the affi-

davits of my comrades in misfortune, was immediately transmitted

to the Admiralty, and advices were instantly despatched to the

admiral in command on the West India station, to seize the

captain and crew of the Fancy of Liverpool, for murder and
piracy on the high seas, and transmit their bodies forthwith to

England. Although every exertion, however, was made to act

on these orders, the pirates evaded all pursuit, and were no
where to be seen or heard of

Some years after these occurrences, I commenced business in

London, on my own account, as a general merchant
;
and one

day, being in Whitechapel, 1 observed a vast concourse of

people proceeding with a slow pace towards Mile End. In the

centre of the crowd, 1 perceived a cart, guarded by a troop of

horse
; inquiring of a by-stander, the cause of this singular pro-

cession, I was told that the cart contained a criminal, on bis way
to Execution Dock, to be there hanged pursuant to his sentence.
* His crime V The murder of a seaman under his command, on

a voyage homewards from New York. ' And his name V I eagerly

inquired. * William Jones,' repHed my informant. By this time

the cavalcade had nearly advanced to where I stood, and anxious

to get a look at the wretched culprit, I rec^uested permission of a
neighbour to be accommodated with a seat in his front window.
M^ request was complied with, and just as I had taken my
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Station, the cart having received a temporary check from the

pressure of the crowd, drew up before the window where I stood.

The miserable wretch was seated with his back to the horse
;
his

hands were pinioned before him, and his head dropped upon his

breast. He was dressed in black, a red cap was on his head, and

the halter was tied round his neck. The stoppage of the cart

seemed for a moment to arouse him from the sullen stupor of des-

pair into which his thoughts had fallen, and he looked up. What
were my feelings, when in the wretched malefactor, 1 discovered

Maddox, the pirate captain. An involuntary exclamation of sur-

prise, to which I gave utterance, attracted the attention of the

miserable man ;
he fixed his eyes upon my face, and after gazing

for a few seconds on my features, and with a look in which shame,

horror, and remorse, were powerfully blended, he shuddering

turned himself round, and the cart moved on. He was hung
accordmg to his sentence, and his body was afterward suspended

in chains on the high ground at Blackwall that overlooks the

Thames. A few d-ay after his execution, 1 stood beneath the

gibbet ; and as I gazed on the lifeless body, as it swung to and fro

in the evening breeze, and caught a glimpse of the pale, grim

features that were half hid beneath a black cap
; I thought of

those deaths he was the cause, and I felt how well they were
avenged.

THE NATURAL SON.

' It appears from the Regiam Majestatem, that Trial by Jury
was used in Scotland as early as David I, 1124. From Olaus
Wormius (Monu. Danm. cap. 10. p. 72.) that the trial by twelve

men was introduced into Denmark by Regenerus, who began to

reign in 820, from whom it was borrowed by Ethelred. 'Tis not

improbable that our jury decided originally without a judge of all

controversies within a certain district. We are in the dark con-

cerning their proceedings, till the time of Edward II. when the

Year Book began. Unanimity was required, 1st, out of mercy
to the prisoner

;
2dly, from the danger of attaints against jury-

men ; 3dly, to prevent any individual from being obnoxious lo the

crown or the parties. In the time of Henry III. this unanimity
was not required in the first twelve impanelled, for, according to

Bracton, if they disagreed, a number equal to the dissentients, or

at least six to four, were added From Fleta, it seems this was
the practice in the next reign, but the judge then appears to have

'^fti..^.
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had a power to oblige the first twelve to agree. In Scotland the

decision is by a majority even of one, and the number is fifteen.

Aldermen, and citizens of London, in the third Henry's reign, had
the privilege for a trespass against the King to be tried by twelve

citizens, for a murder by thirty, and for tresspass against a stranger

by the oath of six citizens and himself. ( Vide Fabian's Chroni-

cle.) Hickes, in his Thesaurus, the most learned research into

Saxon antiquities, proves it was unknown to the Saxons, and
supposes it was introduced into England by Henry IT. (Ibid.)'

Such were the contents of a torn paper which the wind wafted

to the feet of Sheriff Elliot, as he took his morning walk. He
said, as English lawyers are wont to say on a more important

occasion— ' I spy a brother ;' and opened the next fold with

great care and curiosity.

* It is remarkable, that the English have always preserved an
even number in their juries

;
thinking, perhaps, that among every

twelve men there will be a majority of wise ones, or that the wise

minority may always govern the majority of fools ; but saith my
friend, Silas Mucklequack, commonly called Sylass, ' even if the

whole twelve shoukl judge wrong, one full woman would set

them right, for she w^ould contradict them all.'

The Sheriff laughed, having no womankind at home, and

turned another fold. ' Every body knows how a learned German
ornithologist contrived to foster his motherless broods of chickens

while he pursued his studies. Now, saith the aforesaid Silas, if

such broods were properh'' distributed in the chambers of the

senate, in courts of law, colleges, and coffee-houses, where a few

irrelevant chirpings and crowings would not be strange, long

sittings would prove marvellously useful, and speculating phi-

losophers might be tolerably certain of providing their own dinners,

and something for the benefit of the state.'

Mr. Elliott looked around for the probable owner of these

citations, but saw no one except an old hen-wife at the door of

her cot-house. ' Truly,' said he to himself, ' this rogue's wit runs

through his law like quicksilver through a tube of tough leather

:

what will come next?' But he found only a few lover-like

verses addressed to an ' Elfin Arrow,' commonly called a Scotch

pebble.

Neil Elliott Sheriff-depute of a Scotch district, had once

claimed only the hum.ble designation of writer to the Scotch

signet ; but powerful connections, quick talents, and a happy

address, placed him soon among the most important commoners

in the west country. He w^as as earnestly sought on festival

days as at magisterial meetings and arbitraments ; and perhaps

the fragment he had found was more touching to the humourous

than the legal pohty of his character. He perused it twice

15*
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before he noticed a letter lying on his breakfast-table, addressed

to him in the same hand-writing. It contained a concise and
modest petition for employment among his junior clerks, with an
intimation that family circumstances deprived the writer of any
recommendation, except that which the Sheriff's benevolence

might find in his diligence and integrity. Mr. Elhot held this

appeal in his hand when his servant entered to remove the multi-

fari^ous abundance ofa Scotch breakfast; and after some preamble,

he inquired if the person who waited his repiy had the appear-

ance of a lawyer's pupil or clerk.

Silas Mucklequack was on some occasions a clerk himself, and
he answered his master's question with professional gravity

—

—
' An' he's to live like ane of us, sir, by what comes frae his

mouth, he's right to put sae muckle into it. I ne'er saw sic a
keen set lad.'

—
' I asked you,' said the Sheriff, hiding an extra

dimple in his sleek face, ' whether his appearance and dimensions

are such as would be decent in my ofhce, and suited to his pro-

fession V— ' He'll do well enow,' answered honest Mucklequack

—

* he has made an unco' stir among the old rats in the barn—Its

my thinking, sir, he would dieve a whole synod of elders."

—

EUiot stopped him by issuing his command for the youth's intro-

duction, and presently a stranger stood before him, whose dress,

though gentlemanly, was soiled, as it seemed, by a long journey

on foot, and unsuited to the singular delicacy of his form and
aspect. ' Your name is Milton V said the Sheriff, smiling at his

visitor's resemblance to that soft and blooming beauty which the

great bard is said to have possessed when a female troubadour

left her tablets by her side to express its effect. The youth's eye

had indeed that tender brightness and transparency observed in

early portraits of Milton in his boj^hood, shaded by the same kind

of waving hair, whose rich tint was hardly required to embellish

by contrast the extreme fairness of his cheek. The Sheriff

thought that such must be the eye which, according to Scotch
proverb, may 'split a stone,' and addressed his inquiries with
more blandishment than success. Young Milton's tone was
coldly reserved, and his answers only amounted to repetitions that

he had no friends or home, and would consider humble and gra-

tuitous employment as bounty till his abiUties had been manifested.

The Sheriffhad seen something more in Mucklequack's evasive

answers than tne mere dryness of privileged humour
;
and having

dismissed the atitioner with a request to await his determination

till the next morning, he began a private and close scrutiny with

his servant. But the servitor of the law had been too long

acquainted with demurs and detours to yield his secret easily

;

and Elliot needed all his skill to wring from him that Milton was
the offending and discarded son of a neighbouring gentleman,
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whose inflexible character was well supported by his ample
fortune He discovered also that no slight error could have

caused the dismission of an only son, loved even to dotage, and
generally expected to enjoy all that the courtesy of Scotch laws

allow a reputed father to bestow. The Sheriff formed his own
opinion, and mounted his horse to visit it, Cunningham of Blackire

himself.

A larofe round promontor}^, single and detached from the long

link of heathy hills, gave its name to Cunningham's mansion.

As EUiott plunged into the road which led him into its depths

of shade, he mused on the fittest means of introducing his pur-

pose to a father whose character was too upright to permit a
suspicion of unjustified resentment, and too stern to allow easy

atonement. His meditations were ended by Cunningham's
approach on horseback. They were little more than strangers

to each other's persons,, but, as is usual in remote districts, fully

acquainted with the situation and repute each possessed. The
Sheriff's heart and countenance were well suited to an intercessor,

and he opened his mission with the gentlest caution towards the

feelings of an angry parent, and the safety of a son who had
throw himself on his protection.

Cunningham of Blackire listened courteously but unmoved,
and answered in ambiguous hints respecting the punishment due
to felony, and the scandal of insulting a young female under her

guardian's roof." 'Let him work, sir !' he suddenly exclaimed,

with an almost purple flush of indignation— ' Wiser laws than
ours have deemed labour a more useful punishment than impri-

sonment or death.'— ' Blackire,' repUed the Sheriff gravely, 'I

have been compelled to study human nature, and cannot believe

that the miseries heaped on a young mind, will fertilize it as the

most disgustful compost enriches the earth. This coarse thought
itself is a sample of the fruits which such cultivation produces.

Hard and insulting usage in youth removes the soft bloom both

of virtue and beauty
;
and for myself,' he added, hiding his ear-

nest purpose in a facetious air, * I would prefer a foot with a
corn or chilblain, to one made callous by going bare through
stony paths. The corn would shrink from too rough approach,

and the chilblain might be cured by gentle warmth, but the hard
bare foot would probably go through mire and thorns without

feeling.'

Blackire made no reply, and turned his horse into another road,

while Sheriff Elliot directed his homewards, weighing the indirect

accusations he had heard, and endeavouring to guess the person
who had suffered these supposed outrages.

Cunningham was a bachelor like himself, and had no female-

guest at present, except an orphan neice under pupilage, and
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her governess. Common rumour had indicated that he wished to

unite his ward and his acknowledged son, who could have had

no temptation, therefore, to any clandestine or injurious act ; and

how could theft be plausibly imputed to the presumptive heir of

such abundance ! Elliot returned embarrassed and undecided to

his home, where his suitor awaited him with a calm countenance,

which he examined strictly, while he annoimced the failure of his

mediation :
' But,' he added, * your father sends you this purse to

'
—

' Would he give me another blow V said Milton

Cunningham, and, as he recoiled from it, his countenance darkened

into a startling resemblance of his father's. The Sheriff, still in-

fluenced in his favour by feelings which he chose neither to re-

sist nor define, forbore any farther comment, and detained him
under his roof, without distinctly expressing his opinions or de-

signs. On the sixth day, a cadet's commission arrived from

London, followed by suitable equipment, appearing to proceed

from his father. Young Milton received them with a cold and

stubborn suUenness, which induced the Sheriff to change his

measures. Without preamble, he began by a sudden and direct

appeal to his conscience, for the same reason that men attack

marble with iron, and hard metals with a file. He named the

broad and heavy charge indicated by his father, and the rumours

which his silent obstinacy warranted. He intimated, that the

noblest and strongest self-command was shewn by meeting the

inquiry, and enduring the censure even of a judge too austere.

Milton answered coldly, but with singular expression, * A he has

no feet—and began to prepare for his long voyage.

Elliot saw him go to the place of embarkation without the

slightest departure from his gloomy reserve, or the least abate-

ment of that indifference which he had alwaj'-s shewn to suspicion

or disgrace. But when the boat was ready, and the Sheriff's eyes

moistened as they took their last glance, Milton stepped back, and

put a small sealed packet into his hand. * It is addressed,' said

he, ' to the donor of all I now possess, and I know, though I have

not expressed, how much I owe him. Let him preserve this till

my return, or till he hears of my death.'—' Only say that your

accuser is mistaken !' returned the Sheriff eagerly—But Milton

shook his head, and leaped into the boat in silence. His youth,

his affecting countenance, and even his obduracy, gave him a

kind of mysterious hold on his patron's mind, which retained all

the legendary romance of the Border Elliots, blended with the

lavish kindness of unoccupied affections. He hoarded the packet

entrusted to him with inviolable reverence to its seals
;
and per-

ceiving by its address ihat Milton recognized his benefactor, he

thought of him incessantly with that gladdening warmth which

the grateful give to the beneficent.
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Three years passed away without any communication between
the father and son, or any apparent change in the former's inflex-

ible resentment. Nor was ihere any material alteration m his
family afflurs and general conduct, except more ostentatious
splendour on some occasions, and querulous litigation on others.

A summons had been issued against him for ' count and reckonino-'

by the tutors and curators of a young heritor ; or, as English
lawyers would phrase it, for an adjustment of accompts with a
minor's guardians. Though the subject of dispute seemed trifling

at first, other claims and unexpected pleas became entangled
with it, till the dissolution of Cunningham's larjre property seemed
inevitable. Many pitied the disastrous progress of a litigating

spirit, and a few were anxious to preserve Cunningham's mind
from ruinous despondency. Neil Elliot stood aloof, half resenting
the ill success of his mediation, and more than half suspecting
some deeper cause for his neighbour's dejection. He always be-

lieved that wounds of the mind, whether given by grief or guilt,

resemble those of the body, where time makes a callus of an out-

ward hurt, but a cancer of a hidden one. Therefore he preferred

open faults and grievances to any disguise, and sought no inti-

macy with a man whose impenetrable character seemed like the

smooth stone laid over a grave. He was musing on this sub-

ject by his bed-chamber lamp, when a courier brought a special

message from Cunningham of Blackire, requiring his professional

aid and instant presence. He obeyed immediately, not doubting
that this late summons proceeded from his death-bed, and would
be followed by some decisive communication respecting his son.

Elliot's amazement was extreme when he found Blackire in ap-

parent health, and received his injunctions to fill up a stamped
paper with a marriage contract, after which the kirk-minister

would perform the ceremony.— ' Are you not aware,' said Elliot,

' that such a ceremony precludes in Scotland the necessity of any
written precognition, as it will invest all this woman's offspnng,

though of prior birth, with the rights of legitimacy V— ' She has
but one,' replied Cunningham, casting down his eyes ;

' and I

only wish by the terms of a settlement to bar her claims on my
e.=:tate.'—EHiot smiled at the evasion, rightly judging that her

demands would be of httle importance to an estate which would
be soon surrendered to his creditors. ' Then,' he answered, * if

you only wish to exclude her from the law's allowance of one-

third ofyour rents and moveables, it will be suflicient to sign a set-

tlement without any pretence of a pre-contract, which, however

sanctioned by the courtesy of Scotland, will seem, in this instance,

only a deliberate and needless falsehood.' A dark flash escaped

Cunningham's eyes, but his determined aspect remained, and he

replied, * My heirs at law are among ray persecutors, and I haine
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resolved to defeat them by giving my son rights beyond dispute,

if enforced by an attested acknowledgment of private marriage.'

Elliot was silenced, for he saw under this affectation of spleen, a

revival of his parental love, which sought to disguise itself even in

hatred to his heirs ai law. Therefore he prepared a contract,

with a full and formal preamble, stating an irregular mar.

riage twenty years antecedent to this date, between the parties
;

and Cunningham ushered him into another apartment to witness
j

its completion. His chosen bride, the mother of his son, awaited
j

him there with the ku'k-minister, and received Elliot as a total i

stranger ;
but the firsi glance at her face convinced him it was

|

one he well remembered. His surprise and consternation were I

inexpressible, and must have been observed, if, with presence of '

mind which far surpassed his, she had not immediately begun the
|

business of signature. How could Elliot act in this terrible
[

dilemma ? The subtle spirit which could confront him without '

shrinking, might devise falsehoods sufficient to baffle his allega-

tions, and her willing dupe would probably sustain her. Before
[

he had determined, the time of action was past ; the minister
;

performed the brief ceremony of a Scotch marriage, and the un-

willing witness hastened away, bitterly feeUng that he might

have escaped reproach himself if he had resisted the first proposal
I

of a false precontract—if, in short, he had not been tempted to (

abet evil by a remote hope of good. It was not too late, per-
I

haps, to defeat this precognition, as even the courteous laws of 1

Scotland cannot support one, if the circumstances of the parties 1

at the period of the pretended date were such as to render a legal i

contract impossible. But the disgrace and miisery of an investi-
|

gation would fall heaviest on the innocent, and it was easy to

perceive that the blandishments of a base woman had utterly be-

wildered and subdued Blackire's violent spirit, as a skein ofthread

entangles the crocodile's teeth. He contented himself, therefore,

with hoping that he knew the worst consequences ;—a hope

always deceitful, and a kind of knowledge never granted to those

who deviate even a single step from the right path.

Another year passed, and the Sheriff was seated by his fire-

side, comparing the civil institutes of various countries, with a

remorseful recollection, that, by unguardedly availing himself of

one, he had swept away the Hneal succession of an honourable

family, established a profligate woman in its highest place, and

given the rights of inheritance to a very doubtful claimant. He
had once deemed the marriage laws of England too rigid to

afford refuge to early and innocent affections
;
and had thought

their formalities often urged imprudence into guilt ; but he now
gave more bitter blame to those of Scotland, which render rash-

ness irretrievable, and artifice easy. He sighed to think the me-
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dium was not yet found between statutes that make vice despe-

rate, and those that give it a premium and a privilege
;
and wiser

casuists might have doubted whether moral order is most injured

by laws too rigorous to be enforced, or by others whose force is a

protection to offenders.

In the midst of these professional musings, Milton Cunning-

ham was suddenly announced, and entered, after an absence of

four years from his native country. There was an eager expres-

sion of inquiry in his countenance, which the Sheriif understood

more fully than he could answer, for he was uncertam whether

Milton had yet to leam that his father was dead, insolvent, and his

mother a disgraced fugitive. ' 1 know all,' said Milton, imagin-

ing that he interpreted all his friend's embarrassment—'but the

letter!—have you preserved the letter?'—The Sheriff answered

by taking it from its repository :

—
' Break the seal,' added the

visitor, in a faltering voice— ' The time is come.' Elbot mstantly

obeyed, and saw a promissory note of ancient date for three thou-

sand pomids with these words in the envelope :

* The guardian of an orphan niece found this note, executed by

himself to her father, in her possession. His affairs were involved

—his exigencies pressing ; she was under his roof, and in his

power—he extorted it from her, but an unexpected witness inter-

rupted him, and secured it. An honest and powerful advocate

might give her redress—a son cannot.'

The Sheriff, raising his eyes from this statement, fixed them

steadfastly on Milton, and saw its truth in the noble agony his

countenance expressed. ' Speak, Sir, I beseech you,' he said,

after a long pause— ' Speak to me as a lawyer, not as a friend,

and let me hear the worst. I have sinned, I know—and have

beggared the owner of this note, perhaps, by concealing it—rbut

my father !" he stopped and burst into tears. The Sheriff

replied with moist eyes— ' As a lawyer, I must tell you, the

statute of limitation has invalidated this note ;
and even if its date

was less remote, it could give no claim on your father's real estate,

which has been surrendered to satisfy special debts. In law,

therefore, the purchaser of his land cannot be charged with this,

and the unfortunate creditor will find redress difficult ; but as a

friend, I may add, that there are other chances. Your father's

uncle died last night unmarried, and intestate—his personal pro-

perty is ample, and to that, at least, you may lay claim in Eng-

land, by virtue of your legaUzed birth, and atone for this trans-

action.'
—'My birth!' repeated the young man, starting—'it

never was publicly legahzed.'— ' It is true,' said Elliot—' My
clerk and myself were the only witnesses, and the officiating mi-

nister is dead without registering the fact—but I possess a precog-

nition—a contract sufficient in all its forms." MilltfB seized it
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with fktshing eyes, and read the whole eagerly— ' Is there no
public record—no other proof?'—' None,' returned Elliot, chilled

by the joy he betrayed— ' unless this can be justified, ycur cousin

is your uncle's heiress.'
—

' There perishes the obstacle then !' said

Milton, throwing it into the fire
—

' she will be indemnified fourfold

for the lost note, and my father's name will b*^. saved !'—The
Sheriff laid his hand on Milton's head with an involuntary gesture

of benediction— ' You have atoned nobly ;
but you shall not be dis-

inherited. I am the purchaser of Blackire's estate, and that it may
satisfy every claim of honour and justice, it is yours. May his fate

be a powerful example ! He was once a proud, an honest man,
yet he became an attester of falsehoods, a ruffian, and a robber, to

enrich a rapacious courtezan, and a stranger's son

/ am yourfather .'' V.

THE LUNATIC.

No part of our laws implies a more becoming consciousness of

the fallibiUty of human judgment, than the cautious and deli-

berate procedure required in ascertaining menial disease, and
surrendering a supposed lunatic to the custody of his kindred. A
remarkable instance of this kind fell under my own observation.

—I was on my way to visit an uncle resident on the coast of

Cornwall, and believed myself very near my journey's end, when
the stage-coach driver admitted a stranger to fill a seat which
had been vacated. The other three passengers were busily

engaged in a discussion on lawful and unlawful duels, and refer-

ring occasionally to a pamphlet printed in 1632, on occasion of

the Battle awarded in the preceding year in the Court of Chivalry

on an Appeal of Treason by Lord Rea against Mr. Ramsay.
Then followed an attempt to trace the Writ of Appeal and Wager
of Battle from the practice of Turkey, and its prevalence in Eng-
land till the third year of Henry VII. But our new companion,

whose dress was very little superior to a disbanded seaman, sud-

denly joined the conversation
;

' Gentleman,' he began, in a stern

voice, ' modern philosophers never read, therefore they are always
making discoveries.—Did Blackstone see any barbarity in this

mode of satisfying justice, or did the Archbishop of Toledo disdain

to witness such a combat in the most religious court of Europe V

—This extraordinary combination of authorities made one of the

party smile, though his professional petulance was stirred by the

implied comparison between our English oracle and an old
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A
S]3amsh bigot. To waive any farther disputes on the wisdom or

antiquity of trial by single combat, he began to describe the

dresses worn on such occasions in our third Henry's days. ' Sir,'

interposed our legislator in a blue jacket, * the pike, dagger, long

sword, and short-sword, which yea speefk of, were appointed only

for Rea and Ramsay. In Henry's time, such combatants fought

with weapons of small length, with heads, hands, and feet bare
;

or with ebon staves or batoons, having hard sand bags fastened at

the ends. And each might have a four-cornered shield without

any iron, and a frock of red cloth reaching to the elbow and knee.

But the Appellant's head was ever covered, and the Defendant's

rayed Qi shaven thus.'—As he spoke, the describer suddenly raised

his hat, and discovered a head of most extraordinary character.

It reminded us of those fine busts found among the ruins caused by
a volcano, scorched and bruised, but not deprived of their noble

symmetry and expression. His skin was darkened as if burning

lava had passed over it, except on the upper part of his head,

which appeared to have been lately shaven, and was now bor-

dered by a fringe of the same crisp black hair which formed the

thick curl of his eye-brows, and met near his chin. Blackstone

and Beccaria were wholly forgotten while we looked on this for-

midable countenance, and observed that its possessor had also a
strong staff, not unlike the batoon of the champions he had bee^

describing. Not another word was hazarded ; and when the

mail-coach stopped, I mounted the horse provided for me ^^ith

great readiness, to escape from the sight of our unknown com-
panion. I shall be pardoned, I beheve, if I confess, that during

ray ride through the soUtary lane which led to my uncle's old

manor-house, I cast several suspicious glances at the shadows
which a few shaggy elms threw over my path. The first kind

salutations of a hospitable relative were hardly finished, when
his porter came to announce a stranger, who desired instant

admission on the most urgent business. It was late, the manor-
house was lonely, and situated near a coast noted for desperate

pirates and contraband adventurers. But my good old uncle,

who held that office ' the like of which,' as has been merrily said,

'is kno\\Mi to no other land,' was too proud of his authority, and
too conscious that he held it with pure hands, to entertain any
fears.—Yet he allowed me to accompany him to what he called

his justice-room, where, with much surprise, and some appre-

hension, I saw the dark man. He looked at me first as if recog-

nising my features, and endeavouring to examine their import

;

then addressing my uncle with more courtesy than his rude

apparel promised, he requested a private audience A glance of

inteUigence which we had time to exchange, induced my old

kinsman to support me, when I professed myself his indispensable

16
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clerk. After mysteriously dosing the door, and advancing so

near as to make me regret that my travelling pistols were out of

my reach, he announced, in a low and singularly solemn tone,

that he came to lay a capital charge against two seamen of his

Majesty's ship, the . ' Of felony or murder V said my uncle,

and I prepared pen and paper to fulfil my assumed office of his

clerk. * Of completing one, and conspiring to commit the

other/ replied the informer in the same low tone, with a mixed
expression of fear and horror in his coimtenance. The justice

required him to relate particulars, and the}' seemed distinctly

told. He stated, that the boatswain and another person belonging

to an English ship of war, had conveyed hmi in their boat, after

dining with their captain and his officers, to an obscure cove on
the coast, near Naples, where he had been imprisoned several

days, and at last released, or, to speak more properly, abandoned,

without money, and almost without clothes, on a desolate spot,

fr.)m whence he was conveyed, in a delirious fever, by his valet.

This last particular deserved mquiry. How did his valet discover

his master's situation, and what induced hiin to visit a part of the

NeapoUtan coast so desolate and undistinguished, in quest of him ?

Our informer answered, that the man himself might be questioned

o« that subjjcict. To my remark, that only the fact of robbery

could be substantiated, as murder did not appear to have been

designed, he replied, ' Both were committed, but not within the

letter of our laws.' Being urged to explain this ambiguous
sentence, he remained several minutes in a silence which im-

plied such deep and melancholy recollection, that neither our

curiosity nor our suspicions emboldened us to interrupt it. My
honest uncle spoke first

—
' Child,' he said, laying his hand on the

young man's shoulder, with a kindness which almost always
created the confidence it expressed, ' there is something in this

business more than 3^ou have communicated, or less than you im-

agine. If these men proposed an outrage against 3'our life, w^hy

did they leave the opportunity and the work unfinished : and if

they never attempted it, why is the murderous design imputed to

them V—Still he made no reply, and my uncle inquired the extent

of the robbery he had suffi^red.— ' Only a few pieces of gold,' he
answered, ' and my valet tells me they were restored.'—We
looked at each other with sufficient agreement in our thoughts

that the charge was wholly due to a disordered imagination
;
and

hoping to detect its incoherence still more broadly, we required

him to repeat it, while I made minutes. But he made no variation

in names or dates
;
his descriptions of the secret cove, of the boat-

swain's figure and his companion's dress, were singularly precise

and forcible. My uncle called for supper, and seating him by his

fire-side, with the frank kuidness of an old EngUsh squire, endea-
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voured to fix his attention on other subjects. We talked of po-

litical occurrences, of the general state of Italy, and the victory

then recent at Maida. A slight shivering of his lips and ej^elids

indicated that this last subject touched some tender nerve, and he
suddenly asked me if I had seen Calabria.— ' My nephew is an
idle Templar,' said the justice, answering for me, ' and has more
ambition to be lined with good capon than at a cannon's mouth.'

Our guest's imagination probably caught some unintended re-

ference in this allusion to Shakspear, and he replied, with a fierce

gesture, ' He is right, and I have now no honour to be jealous

of. Gentlemen, I understand the purpose of all this. You per-

suade yourselves that an outrage which did not end in the actual

loss of my life and property, is not worth a public and difficult

mvestigation : you wish to soothe me into forgetfulness and for-

giveness, and I thank yo\x for the attempt. You know not what
a blessing it would be to forget^ and I have sought for it in

many ways, but these men haunt me still, -and I must accuse

them. Remember, gentlemen, I did not say how much of my
life and property they spared, nor how little.'—We could make
no answer to a speech which with all its obscure incoherence,

was solemn. Almost convinced that his visitor was insane, my
uncle soothed him with an assurance that he would expedite the

progress of justice, and had began to offer him a chamber under

his roof till mornmg, when another stranger with three attendants

claimed admission. They were brought into the room v/here

we still sat with the accuser, who started from his place at their

entrance, and held up the formidable batoon I have mentioned

once before. Sir Frederick Cornwall, as 1 chuse to call our new
visitor, presented himself with very engaging poHteness, and en-

treated pardon for his relative's intrusion. I accompanied him
into another apartment, and heard his expressions of regret at the

notional insanity which seemed to have taken entire hold of his

nephew's mind.

To my question whether Colonel C. had ever been in Naples,

he replied that he had only returned from thence a few days

;

* But,' he added, ' his valet assures me no part of this strange

romance, which he perists in repeating, ever had existence, if we
except the delirious fever he himself confesses.' A request that

the unhappy young ma,n might be delivered into his custody, fol-

lowed this speech, which did not appear to me quite satisfactory.

He perceived it, and produced several letters dated from Naples,

and disthictiy giving the Neapohtan physician's opinion of his

distemper. One, written by the captain of the vessel in which
Colonel C. had sailed home, detailed many touching instances of

incurable dejection, and hinted at an attempted suicide. This

letter enclosed another firom the unfortunate young officer himself
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relating the transaction in the bay of Naples, exactly as he had
descnbed it to us, but with many expressions of the keenest and
most desperate resentment. Though these expressions were
mingled with others which seemed to imply grateful confidence

in his uncle's affection, I thought myself at liberty to doubt it, and
ventured to inquire why the valet had not accompanied his unfor-

tunate master to England. Sir Frederick showed me an Iiahan
letter, containing so natural and so clear a statement of the man's
reasons for remaming in his native country, that no objection

could be made. But my good uncle, who well deserved the

name of Justice, positively detained the Colonel as his guest till

the strictest inquiries had been pursued. Nothing resulted that

could throw doubt on Sir Frederick, or justify us in withholding
the Colonel's person, which he surrendered himself with an air of

tranquillity almost amounting to happiness.

1 remember in my boyhood a certain piece of mathematical
magic in an old Encyclopedia, representing almost innumerable
circles most intricate!}' interwoven, but all combining in one. I

have since found it a very accurate representation of the manner
in which the selfish plans of individuals are rendered parts of one
wide and perfect system of equal justice. A few years passed
after this incident, and all remembrance of it had begun to disap-

pear, when my professional duties brought me on the western
circuit, to a towm where I received an anonymous letter enclosing

a large bank-note to retain me as counsel in the cause of a very
young French boy charged with private robbery. The note I

deposited in my uncle's hands, to remain untouched, as a clue to

future discovery
;
but the account circulated in the town concern-

ing this 3^oung oflfender w^as sufficient to interest me. He was
accused of stealing the purse and pocket-book of an unfortunate
gentleman who occupied a small mansion not far from the castle

appropriated to French prisoners of war. Louis, as this boy
called himself, had been found bruised and senseless under the

mansion wall, from which he appeared to have fallen in an attempt
to escape from the garden, where the owner had seen him lurk-

ing, probably after robbing the lunatic who resided there of the

money found upon him. Amongst this mone}- was a gold seal

and diamond ring, both bearing the initials of Colonel Cornwdl,
and recognized by many persons as his property, though his

reputed insanity rendered his evidence inadmissible. I questioned

the boy with all the severity and adroitness in my power, but

could extort no confession from him regarding his budness at that

mansion, or the means by which the money fell into his hands
He did not deny that he had seen Colonel Cornwall ; he ad-

mitted the seal and ring might have been once his propert}-^, but

could give no account of the gold. My earnest application pro-
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cured a magistrate's order for my admission into Colonel C.'s

presence alone. The keeper warned me of his concealed fierce-

ness and malignity, and left us together with evident reluctance.

He knew me instantly, and burst into tears. I love human na-

ture, and honour it too much to dwell on the frightful picture he
gave me of his sufferings. The clearness, the moderation, and
the method of his detail, convinced me they were undeserved

;

and my representations gained such attention from a discerning

magistrate, supported by the votes of three physicians, that he
obtained admission into court as a capable witness. His narra-

tive was simple and convincing. Louis, he said, had conveyed
three letters to him from an unknown person, offering him miOney

and jewels to bribe the keeper employed by his interesting rela-

tive. This mysterious friend also promised to produce such
evidence as would effectually silence those who impeached his

intellects. But he solemnlyprotested that he could not conjecture

from whence these offers came, nor by what means Louis had
obtained the seal and ring, which he did not remiCmber ever to

have seen before. I confess my surprise at this assertion, but it

was useful to the prisoner. As the charge of felony was com-
pletely falsified, the court did not deem it a duty to inquire far-

ther
;
the young Frenchman was released

;
and after a tedious

struggle with the forms of another court, our more unfortunate

friend Cornwall was freed from his uncle's custody. I accompa-
nied him to a retired villa in my own good uncle's neighbourhood,

which he chose for the wiMness of its scenery and the pastoral sim-

plicity of its inhabitants. We arrived at the pleasantest hour of that

sweet spring-season which belongs only to England
;
and I con-

gratulated him, as I thought, most opportunely on his restoration

to the rights and comforts of an Englishman. ' It is your work,'

he replied, with a melancholy smile, ' and I will not be so ungrate-

ful as to tell you it is useless.'
—

' I would rather be told that it is

imperfect, provided you will teach me how to amend it. But I

do not perceive any thing wanting to your tranquillity, unless

you wish to know more of Louis or his employer ;
and it is im-

possible to deny, Cornwall, that your unwillingness to pursue

inquiry in that quarter, calls some suspicion upon yourself.' He
made no answer to this speech, except one of those fixed and

haggard looks which accompanied his former state of dejection,

till I couched my question in direct terms— * On your honour as

a gentleman, and under the sacred secresy which I owe you as

a counsellor, tell me if you know more of Louis?'— ' My dear

friend,' he answered, ' and those words imply every thing most
sacred between man and man

; I do know Louis, and therefore

I disclaimed all knowledge of the seal and ring ; the gold would
have burned both my heart and my brain if I had accepted it, but

16*
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I could not confess the truth. Complete your task by staying

with nie till the day ofmy death, and vou will learn all.'
—

' You
have deceived me, then, in the affair oi Naples too, perhaps V—
* On the faith of a dying man, you have heard the truth, and no-

thing but the truth, on that subject. I told you when we first

met, that I had enemies who had taken away my honour, and
now they have reached my hfe.'

This terrible hint conArrned suspicions in my mind that had
been indistinctly forming since the first period of our acquaintance.

Cornwall's uncle had children who might be largely benefitted

by his death
; the suspected valet was probably their agent, and

the strange outrage committed at Naples might have been a stra-

tagem to disorder his imagination, or an attempt to remove him
baffled by some secret means. Mine was not the only judgment
biassed against Sir Frederick Cornwall, and the emaciated state

of his nephew, every where ascribed to the cruelties inflicted on
him, caused such general indignation and abhorrence, that the

darkest suspicions were willingly received. Letters were pri-

vately sent to powerful persons in Naples, urging them to trace

the Italian valet ; and while we awaited the result, my uncle

and myself neglected no means to allure the melancholy man from
his solitude. He was our guest for whole days and weeks, and
his house, on these occasions, was left to the care of three trusty

servants, who had known and loved him from his youth. They
were alarmed, one evening, in their master's absence, by the stop-

page of a hired post-chaise at their gates, from whence, without

ceremony or inquiry, a veiled woman came into the hall, and
seated herself. The servants looked at each other in stupid con-

fusion, for they all recognized their master's divorced wife.'

* Be under no embarrassment,' said she, with a coolness which
completed their astonishment :

' Colonel Cornwall is absent, and
I neither desire nor expect, to see him. Bring me ink and paper,

and carry the letter I shall write.' They all obeyed without

understanding her authority, and the whole household gathered

round, each indulging his curiosity by holding some artitile of the

writing apparatus. With her veil still over her face, and an
unmoved attitude, she wrote and sealed her billet, which the

steward, a man of great fidelity and shrewdness, brought instantly'"

to me. His account of this singular visit, gave me great hopes of

some decisive crisis
;
and not without many anxious expectations,

I gave the paper into her husband's hands. He read it twice,

his countenance changed extremely, but merely writing two
lines with his pencil on the back of his wife's note, he desired me
to deliver it myself On such a mission there could be no hesi-

tation. I found her still sitting in the hall, with her veil drawn
Qver her, and the servants stationed in a cluster at some distance
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to watch her motions. She read her husband's answer, and after

a short pause, rose, and threw back her veil. * I have recollected

myself, sir,' she said, advancing towards me :
' these people all

know me, and I have no right to screen myself from their con-

tempt : it is part of the punishment I am come to meet, and this

veil is an indulgence I do not deserve. Colonel Cornwall com-
mands me to quit his house, but something is due to justice and
public opinion. His uncle accuses him of inventing the conspiracy

at Naples—You suspect his uncle of abetting it for his own pur-

poses. I was the only witness of that transaction, and will give

my evidence when and where you please
;
but I adjure all these

persons to attest that their master has spoken the truth, and that

his uncle is innocent.'—I was confounded by this public declara-

tion on a subject so unfit for the ears of vulgar and prejudiced

hearers. I begged a private audience, and endeavoured to per-

suade her, that her late husband's health was in no state to bear

agitating appeals and discoveries : but she persisted in offering a
termination of all secrets as the readiest and most certain medicine

for his melancholy. She urged me to conduct her into his pre-

sence, or to be the medium of her communication. I accepted

the last alternative, and she put a large drawing into my hand.
• I took an oath,' said she, half-smilmg, ' never to name the prin-

cipal actor m this affair, but I did not promise to conceal his picture.'

The servants of Colonel Cornwall's establishment received my
orders to observe her narrowly till my return, and I sat out charged
with a heavy and difficult task, to see him again. His first words
were to prohibit the intrusion of the woman once called his wife.

Then eyeing me steadfastly, he added, ' She has told you all, I

see ;
but the disclosure might have been spared till after my de-

cease. You have heard that villains who personated English
seamen betrayed me into the hands of NeapoHtian traitors.—I,

who had volunteered my services on an important undertaking,

and was entrusted with secret documents—I, while the army
was sailing to its destination, was imprisoned in the den of that

false woman's paramour, and then released alive with the mock-
ery of mercy.'— ' But perhaps even that small mercy was shewn
at her intercession.'— ' Yes !' he rejoined, with a smile full of bit-

terness, ' and she probably believed I would owe my liberty a

second time to her interference, and thank her for it.—Tell her

I do give her thanks,, not for my life, but for making me seem a

madman rather than a coward or a traitor, and for hastening my
death now by her intrusion.'— ' Look at this picture, however,

and if it resembles the person whose agents imprisoned you, tell

me by what name he is now called.'—He looked at it an instant,

and thrusting it into the fire, rephed— ' An Emperor's brother-in-

law

—

the King of JYaples P
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These were his last articulate words. Except a look of sor-

row, and a long pressure of my hand when I asked forgiveness for

his wife, he gave no sign of recollection before he died that night.

The unhappy woman fell into the extremest agonies of despair,

and resigned herself to the most desolate soUtude. Yet the energy
of her conduct in her last confession, her courageous efforts to

release her husband from the tortures of a mad-house in the garb
of a French boy, and her deep repentance of the frailty which led

her step by step into the society of military renegades, proved a
mind worth}/ a better fate. I did not discover till long after, that

during three years she had submitted to perform the meanest
duties of a menial in the house where her husband suffered con-

finement as a lunatic, hoping to find some means of expressing

her remorse, or of alleviating his misery: but she found neither
;

and when her detection and dismission by the keeper suggested

the romantic expedient of boy's attire, his inflexible pride refused

all aid from a hand that had disgraced him. He died the victim

of feeUngs too finely wrought ; and if the misery of an unfaithful

wife needs aggravation, she feels the utmost in remembering that

her guilt caused the overthrow of a noble mind, and the untimely

death of its possessor. V.

THE ASSIGNMENT.

My name is Peregrine Philowhim, formerly known to you as

a member of the Brotherhood of Bioscribes, or Eunomian Society,

assembled in search of the law of happiness. When the last

meeting was called in their ' Hermitage,' only the Chaplain, the

Philosopher, and myself, their humble historian, appeared at the

septagon table. Our philosopher, now in the frost of his seven-

tieth winter, looked sorrowfully at the vacant seats, and said, ' If

melancholy thoughts deserved encouragement, I might say this

fraternity represents the state of man himself—our poetical en-

thusiast, our gay busy philanthropist, our reasoning physician,

and even our pleasant trifier, have forsaken us.—Thus the ro-

mance of our imagination, the sweetness of our social affections,

our mental activity, and at last our taste for the world's trifles,

abandon us in succession ; and we all take refuge in vague
chimeras, or perhaps, like me, in contemptuous indifference.'

Perceiving, as I thought, a malicious hint levelled at my
scheming propensity, I answered, ' Certainly our brotherhood,

^i^hen complete, represented the seven ages, and our systems
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ware nearly such as they usually produce. In the first age, we
hopo and lo\'e all things ;

in the second, we seek the greatest

good ;
in the third, the least evil. The fourth age tempts a man

To subdue or amend the world
; the fifth learns to endure, the sixth

to shun, and the last to forget it.'

' And if,' interposed our Chaplain, ' the spirit of hope and be-

nevolence is the spirit of the happiest age, how highly you have

praised that religion which allows us to hope and love all things

to the last ! Let us keep or recall our aptitude to love and be

beloved, and we shall preserve the most precious privilege of

youth.'
' We have thermometers and chronometers,' 1 continued,

laughing ;
' why should not we contrive a Biotneter of pocket

size, in which the seven degrees of hope, pleasure, prudence,

ambition, spleen, misanthropy, and selfishness, might be ex-

pressed : and by considering every day at what point he found

himself, a man might ascertain the ascent or descent of his mind's

electric fluid, and measure the true spirit of love.'

' Practicable enough,' said Counsellor Lumiere, ' but every one

of us has a Biometer, as you call it, in his own conscience, if he
dared to consult it. It is true, however, that our comforts and
our virtues rise or fall very much according to our esteem for our

fellow-creatures, and we never are so ready to be vicious, as when
we find no good in them. Therefore I love to hoard every feeling

or remembrance, every reason or example, which keeps me in

good humour with my brethren ;
and I know if I can always

persuade myself to think well of them, I need not take much
trouble to be on good terms with myself.'

Our sage brother, De Grey, replied— ' And after all, it is a very

consoling consideration that there is nothing new !—neither folhes,

wisdom, nor pleasure. It is consoling, I mean, because, though
our imaginations lead us only to neaiiy the same kind of fooleries

in all ages, our better faculties appear to have been always equal

to their ta.sk. The amusements of man have often been ridicu-

lous and unfixed, but his sense of truth and justice is immutable.'
' Let it be deemed no opposition to your inference, brother,'

rejoined the advocate, ' if I suggest that the frequent failures of

human judgment, when most solemnly and deliberately exercised,

should tend to abate that self-sufficiency, and that spleenful esti-

mate of others, which brings us to the lowest point of friend

Philowhim's Biometer. Let us asciibe more to erring judgment
and less to criminal motives, if we wish to view our fellow-crea-

tures kindly : and since we have no better employment, let the

secretary of our institution select a few of the numerous facts

which have baffled human discernment. We honour the Director
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of events when we acknowledge how often they are unravelled

without and beyond the aid of our best faculties.'

I opened the lawyer's portfolio, and found a bundle of cases

distinguished by a band of floss silk, instead of the usual ominous

red tape. The first that presented itself, in alphabetical order,

was endorsed * An Assignment.*

During one of the long vacations in the last century, a young
man in an ordinary huntmg-dress, with a single dog by his side,

was stopped in his stroll through an obscure glen by a very sin.

gular object. The sides of this glen were so steep and lofty, that

they hardly admitted light enough to discover the course of a

stream, more noisy than deep, which ran among broken rocks

under natural arches. A narrow unfrequented road led into the

depths of the valley, where a grey horse was quietly grazing, and
at a little distance a man in black sat on one of the stones in the

middle of the brook in a composed and meditative attitude. A
position so extraordinary, attracted the sportman's attention, and

he inquired, in a courteous accent, if the place afforded good
sport for an angler. The soHtary student raised his hat, and
replied, in a peculiar tone of gravity, ' Sir, I am discriminating.'

His observer hazarded a remark on the inconvenience of his seat,

for the water was now flowing rather above the stones, but the

man in black answered, ' You are mistaken, sir ! any place is fit

for discrimination. If you were a lawyer, sir, you would know,
that on all occasions it is fitting and necessary to discriminate.

If you are a trustee, and the estate is charged with debts—let the

creditors wait : if you have an executorship and the legatees are

clamorous, keep the funds while you discriminate—^^for a few
years. Now the business in question is an assignment—Certain

heritors in this country have assigned, granted, deponed, and
made over sundry lands, teinds, tenements, and annual rents, to a

certain person for the benefit of certain aforesaids
;
and now, sir,

auld Mahoun is in it if this person cannot keep this estate himself

all his life, provided he takes a man of business into keeping too,

and discriminates properly.'— ' Pardon me,' said the young sports-

man, laughing: 'if I think the most interesting point just now
is how to discriminate between a wet coat and a dry one—and
I have not the honour of knowing the person you call Auld Ma-
houn.'— * If that bag you carry was a bag of briefs,' replied the

gentleman in the brook, ' I flatter myself you would be very well

acquainted with him. In South Britain, sir, his usual cognomine
is Nicholas or Harry senior, and, as old Bishop Latimer truly

said, he is the best lawyer of us all, for he never misses his

business.'

Though the young stranger could not determine whether his
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new acquaintance was influenced by wine or insanity, there was
something so ridiculously contrasted in the gravity of his dis-

course and the seat he had chosen, that he thought tbe sport of

shooting well exchanged for this scene. Perceiving his attentive

air, the black gentleman resumed his oration : 'In the church of

St. Benignas, at Dijon, there is the statue of a queen with one

foot resembling a goose's ;
and one of my merry cUents, sir, wrote

under it
—

* this is the law'—but as three such statues may be

found in France, the jest might be extended to other professions.'

' Sir,' answered the youth, bowing, 'when a chent jests, his law-

yer must be an honourable one.'
—

' Very true, young gentleman,

a merry client is a rarity : but heirs and executors never joke so

well with lawyers as with physicians, because our mistakes are

above ground, and a physician's are under it— Sir, you look as if

you thought mine were likely to be under water, but this brook

is a copy of my bill in chancery—always running—running

—

running on
;
and I am where I choose to be, among troubled

.' Before he could articulate the word, he fell from his seat

into the water, and remained motionless.

The stranger stood aghast at this tragical conclusion of the

farce, and made fruitless attempts to raise the body, which cramp

or spasms had distorted. He succeeded, however, in drawing it

out of the stream, whose chillness probably occasioned the disas-

ter
;
and perceiving the grey horse saddled and bridled as if it had

belonged to this unfortunate man, he mounted him, and leaving his

dog to guard the body, rode to the town of K , about two
miles distant, to seek assistance. It was still a very early hour in

the morning, and the master of an obscure inn, with two or three

labourers, rose to accompany him back. Much time was lost by
their hesitation, and when they reached Glencraig, the stranger's

body was gone, and the dog lay dead beside the brook. Grief

and astonishment were the young man's only feehngs, but his

companions viewed and questioned him with evident suspicion.

The brook ran rapidly through the glen, deepening and growing

broader till it reached the bay near K. where the small river Dee
joins the western sea. One of the spectators followed its course,

and discovered a pocket-book floating, and not yet entirely mois-

tened. Its contents had probably been rifled, as it now contained

only the rough draft of an assignment, in which blanks were left

for dates and the names of persons and places. There was much
agitation in the youth's features when he saw this document, and

his seeming anxiety to keep it in his own possession increased

the wary Scotch innkeeper's suspicions. He conveyed him in-

stantly to the provost of K. whose questions were answered with

obvious confusion and incoherence. His name, he said, was
Evan M'Q,uerie, and his place of abode a small farm on the neigh-
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bouring coast, which he had tenanted a few weeks. He could

not, or would not, give any references for his character ; and the

steward of the nobleman whose land he held, only knew that he

came from England, and had paid a half-year's rent in advance.

If he was acquainted wiih more, he did not venture to communi-
cate it, and a most suspicious obsciurity gathered around Evan.
The ambiguity and reserve of his statements respecting his fa-

mily and former life, his suUenness and ill-concealed anxiety,

justified the prejudice which rose against him. He imputed the

stams on his apparel to the sport he had pursued on that fatal

mormng, but bills of large amount on the bank of Scotland were
found upon him, and the lost stranger's pockei-book had in its

inner rec-rss a pencilled list of bills, whose dates and value ap-

peared to have been hastily effaced. And a silver penknife which

tallied with the dog's mortal wound, was found in Glencraig,

with the initials E. M.—Evan professed that his house had been

robbed a few nights before by two of the privileged mendicants

still frequent in Scotland, and begged the magistrate to observe

that the collar of his dog had been stolen since he left it near the

brook. But this excuse would have availed little, had not the

most rigorous search been insufficient to recover the body
;
and

the stranger's being thus rendered uncertain, the suspected pri-

soner was released after a long delay, but not without whispered

hints of bribery, which pursued him to the obscure dwelling where

he lived with only one servant in abhorred solitude.

I returned, about the close of the eighteenth century, from a

long absence in the West Indies, and found myself charged with

some professional duties which required my presence in Scotland.

One of these duties was to ascertain the truth of some mysterious

rumours respecting a wreck said to have happened on the west-

ern coast ; and my visit to a nobleman in that neighbourhood

enabled me to make inquiries. He informed me, that Evan
M'Q,uerie had purchased from him the land he formerly tenanted,

and was considered wealthy, though his mode of life was sordid

and laborious. Part of his wealth was generally ascribed to the

mysterious affair of Glencraig, and part to the wreck of a small

trading vessel on the coast which his estate bordered. Advertise-

ments in provincial papers had offered a large reward for a certain

trunk supposed to contain the jewels and purse of a young Eng-
lish heiress, who had sailed in that unfortunate vessel to join the

unknown adventurer she had married clandestinely. The crew

and passengers had perished ;
but Evan M'Gluerie, who was

supposed to visit the coast nightly at that period in expectation

of contraband consignments, had probably found the chest among
less valuable articles which the waves had thrown on shore.

Very soon after, he became proprietor instead of farmer ; and
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Strange rumours were whispered of the cautious and deep soli-

tude he seemed to seek. The event of the wreck had long

since ceased to be a subject of conversation, and no inquiries had
been pursued : therefore the elder neighbours surmised that the

Laird M'Q,uerie had begun to relax in his precautions, as his

female servant had been seen at kirk and market in remnants of

yellow lace and silk gloves, which were deemed a part of the

spoils found in the lost bridal chest. My curiosity was excited by
these details, and my friendly host supplied me with a pretext to

visit the suspected man in his own mansion. It stood at the foot of

an unshapely hill, half encircled b}'' a rude plantation of dwarf firs

in a hollow, sloping towards the rocky cove celebrated in the

legends of shipwreck. The swampy and neglected grass-plat be-

fore the door, fenced on one side by an irregular peat-stack, and
on the other by a half-ruined tenement for poultry, indicated the

squalid habits of its master. He opened the door himself, fearing

perhaps to trust a stranger with the decrepit female who officiated

as his only domestic; and finding that 1 came on manorial busi-

ness from his neighbour, he conducted me into a room, fit for the

residence of a man w4io hated because he feared his fellow-crea-

tures. Evan how appeared in more than his fortieth year ; and
though his person was grown broad and robust, his height was
greatly diminished by the constant stoop of his head and the con-

traction of his chest. The dark brown acquired by labour in the

sun and wind, could not entirely cover a greenish sallowness i»
his complexion, and his thick black hair was streaked with grey.

Shunned by his few neighbours, he had adopted the clownish

dress and hoarse accent of his dependents
;
and a kind of scorn-

ful fierceness mingled with the anxiety which I could perceive in

his eyes when he viewed me askance.

My dog, who had followed me reluctantly into this gloomy
house, after scenting the wooden panels of its owner's close bed,

and looking \vistfully at the cakes and fish hung over the

smoked ingle, couched himself with great caution on the hearth.

The Laird glanced at his collar, and asked ieave to examine its

inscription—' Kec deficit alter.''— ' That, as you may perceive by
the initials,' said I, ' is not the motto of my family

;
and if it was

changed into * JVec deficit halter^ it would be more appropriate,

perhaps, to the real owner.' The blue gloom of Evan's eyes

threatened lightning at this speech, but I had considered my pur-

pose and pursued it 'My business in Scotland is to inquire if

any traces have been preserved of the wreck which occurred

here more than sixteen years since. The daughter of a North-

umbrian baronet is supposed to have perished on this coast, and
her father before his death assigned his estates to me in trust for

her benefit, and for his distant relatives in the event of her de-

17
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cease without offspring. A provision is also allotted to her hus-

band if he survives her; but it seems most probable that he
shared her fate in the foundered sloop. I am authorised to give

an ample recompense to any one who can trace or restore the

chest which accompanied her.' The Laird's complexion chemged,

and his agitation strongly resembled guilt. ' Mr. M'Gluerie,' I

continued, in a stern tone, ' this silver knife is Ellen Maxwell's

—

perhaps you found it among the rehcs of the wreck V—He grew
pal' r, but his eye became more intrepid, and he seemed collecting

hif strength for a desperate effort
—

' This,' said he, after a long

pause, ' is another result of the prejudice against me. That knife

was mine long before the wreck, and was in the hands of a ma-
gistrate on an occasion even more melancholy. I am innocent

of both the crimes imputed to me.' This ready consciousness of

suspicion imphed more than innocence, and I again offered a pre-

mium for the surrender of the jewels, adding that I saw the chest

itself under the panels of his bed. He rose, and advanced
towards me with a starthng and suddenness. ' Though you have
entered my house to disturb my reputation, you will not find it so

easy to disturb my property. Chance threw that chest into my
hands, and I kept it by the right of a husband : Ellen Maxwell
was my wife.'

This unexpected confession deranged all the gravity of my
professional face, and I shook him cordially by the hand, with a
smile which, I suppose, recalled the youthful expression of my
features. He gave a cry of transport, and embraced me. It

was not easy for me to recover voice enough to tell him, that

when my stupor of intoxication and epilepsy had induced him to

leave me in Glencraig, I had been found by two vagrant beggars,

who probaby destroyed the dog before they robbed m.e. I reco-

vered my senses in sufficient time to see them hastening down
the glen

;
but having no recollection of the place where my horse

had been left, or of any thing that had passed before my trance, I

made haste to reach the town of K. where I found the vessel in

which my passage to Liverpool was secured on the point of sail-

ing. Her boat received me before I entered the town, and I left

Great Britain for the West Indies without leisure or inclination

to inquire after the robbers, and without any memorial of the ad-

venture, except the collar of the faithful dog who had died in my
defence. ' You see,' concluded I, ' my old habit of discriminating

remains
; and as your father-in-law died lately without revoking

his assignment, it will enable me to show my gratitude for the

hazard you incurred in Glencraig, which I never knew till to-

day ; and to prove that a lawyer may love justice, though he

may be found sometimes among troubled waters.'

Evan M'Gluerie soon furnished me with documents sufficient
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to certify his marriage with the lad}^ I have mentioned. He had
hired the small farm house of Glencraig for her reception when
he came incognito to Scotland, and her untimely death on the

coast where she hoped to meet him, added to the disgraceful pre-

judice raised against him, occasioned the deep seclusion to which
he retired. He emerged from it with a retrieved name and an
ample competence, which atoned for undeserved sufferings, and
proved the fallibility of circumstantial evidence.

For myself, I must confess, that on the eventful morning which
began this narrative, my imagination was bewildered by the

splendid profits derivable from the assignment. My narrow
escape from death arrested and chastized my wandering thoughts
with a force which would have been doubly awful had I then dis-

covered that I owed it to the man whose properly I was tempted
to infringe. Since that period, though the law has guarded the

instrument called an assignment with mfinite formalities and pre-

cautions, I have never considered it in the course of my profes-

sional career, without wishing that such a warning may befal

every man who executes or receives a deed of trust. V.

THE CZAR IWAN.

' Perverse, deceitful, inconstant woman ! Mahomet judges
wisely when he told his followers there could be none with souls !

- ' Such were the ruminations of Count Demetrius, as

he began his journe}'- from St. Petersburgh to the desolate fortress

Schlusselburgh. He had devoted the flower of his youth and the

full vigour of his talents to the service of the Empress Catherine,

whose gracious demeanour had excited him to expect a reward
far more splendid than the government of a solitary castle. But
it contained her kinsman, Iwan of Mechlenburgh, whose claims to

the Russian throne, derived from his great aunt, the Empress
Annna Iwanowna, were sufficient to collect partisans, and furnish

a rallying point of sedition. PoHcy could not have selected a
fitter guard for this important personage than Count Demetrius,

whose high principles of loyal faith insured his integrity, while his

personal attachment to the empress seemed sufficient to stifle those

finer feelings of humanity which might have revolted from his

task. With many pangs, arising from that half-satisfied attach-

ment and those half-stifled feehngs, the Count reached Schlussel-

burg, and, according to his instructions, opened the sealed orders

of the empress. Though he trembled at their import, and blushed,
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though alone, his pride was soothed by the extensive trust reposed

in his courage and fidehty : his ambition promised itself a high

reward ; and that love which affords a ready excuse to the vanity

from whence it springs, gave a brilliant colouring to its errois.

Notwithstanding the devout obedience which Demetrius chose

to owe his sovereign, he entered the presence of his prisoner Iwan
with sensations very unlike conscious rectitude. The prince,

though only in his twentieth year, viewed his new gaoler with

an air of stern contempt, and a piercing glance which probably

gained force from the almost feminine beauty of the face from

whence it hghtened. That glance was sufficient to inform Iwan
how little rigour could be feared from Demetrius, and how much
his heart was conscious of the crime his ambition excused. They
exchanged only a few words

;
but though each feared to trust

the other, both felt a beginning friendship. The new governor
retired to his bed-chamber with a determination to atone for the

injustice of Iwan's imprisonment by the gentleness of its method.
The apartment assigned to Iwan was deep-sunk under the

strongest tower of the fortress, and received light from a narrow
window which the water of the moat almost reached. His food

and apparel were always conveyed to him by the governor him-
self, who descended to this chamber through long intricate wind-
ings, among vaults and recesses known to no other inhabitant of

the fortress, except a Cossack soldier, whose stubborn zeal and
almost giant strength had advanced him to the important station

of sentinel at the prince's door. There he watched night and day,

sleeping only during the very few hours which the governor
spent every morning with his prisoner. When the air was bland
and moon brilliant, the unfortunate Iwan sometimes accompa-
nied Demetrius to a secluded part of the garden, and enjoyed

the luxuries of exercise and light.

It was the noon of a delicious night, when the Count, now
happiest in his prisoner's society, descended to offer him a pro-

menade. He unbarred the iron door gently as usual, and, sup-

posing him asleep, drew back the curtain of his couch to awaken
him. The couch, the chamber were vacant ! Demetrius rushed
out, and saw the Cossack sentinel standing with his usual vacant
gaze of sullen indifference. ' Follow me, Basil !' he exclaimed
:

—
' our prisoner has escaped.' The Cossack answered only by

trimming his torch, and ur>sheathing his large poignard. Deme-
trius traversed every recess in the subterranean labyrinth till he
reached the remnant of a staircase half-choked with fallen stones.

* Here is an outlet,' said the governor :
' let us search round be-

fore we give alarm.' The Cossack hewed away among bram-
bles and broken granite, till they found themselves in a rude hut,

which seemed the depository of a woodman's stores. Embers of
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a fire gleamed in a comer ;
an axe, a few traces of provisions, lay

near it, and some loose hurdles filled the entrance. The govern-

or's eager survey informed him it had no hving inhabitant

—

* We are too late !—but my bugle can alarm the garrison.' The
Cossack's strong arm wrested it from him—and his ferocious

smile showed his connivance in the prisoner's escape. Snatch-

ing up the woodman's axe, Demetrius levelled a deadly blow at

the treacherous sentinel's head, but his own throat was seized

with the force of determined vengeance, and the struggle would

have been short, had not a friendly hand grasped the Cossack's

foot. A boy sleeping among the hurdles in the hut, had been

awakened by their contest, and now crept forward to save the

victim. While with one hand he held the murderer's leg, with

the other he gave Demetrius the sword which had been snatched

from his grasp, and thrown on the ground. The Cossack received

it in his breast, and expired muttering execrations. Demetrius

caught the young stranger's arm as he attempted to hide hnnself

again, and demanded his name. ' Alexis,' said the poor youth,

trembling— * 1 came here to sleep after gathering wood all day.'

Demetrius surveyed him eagerly, and a propitious thought arose.

Iwan's escape had been discovered by none but himself; and the

Cossack, probably its sole abettor, now lay lifeless. This young
woodman resembled the prince in stature and complexion ;

might

he not be safely substituted 1 ' Grasping his hand, and fixing his

eyes with all their dazzling fire upon him, Demetrius exacted

an oath of secresy. ' I never swear,* replied the forest boy, ' but

I speak truth.' The governor's wavering purpose was fixed

by this expression of courageous honesty. 'My safety and

the state's requires me to detain you, but you cannot refuse

to preserve a life for which you have already risked your own.

Remain here without resistance, act according to my dic-

tates, and you shall represent a prince.' ' Either fascinated by

this splendid but ambiguous promise, or conscious of his de-

pendence on the governor's mere}", Alexis silently kissed his

unsheathed sabre, as a token of submission. Demetrius, hastily

throwing the loose hurdles on his fallen enemy, bound his scarf

over the young forester's eyes, and led him through the subterra-

nean vaults of Schlusselburgh, to the chamber once occupied by

Prince Iwan. ' Here, Alexis,' said he, ' you must remain while

my sovereign's safety requires the nation to believe that my rival

is still in my custody. No one visits this chamber except myself,

and both our lives depend on your discretion.' Alexis looked

round the desolate prison with an instinctive shudder, and a timid

glance at Demetrius. There was a reproach in that glance so

penetrating, yet so mild, that all the selfishness and craft learned

in the school of political ambition sunk under it. ' I swear,' said

17*
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Demetrius, * never to abandon your safety, though it should coat
my own.'— * God hears you /' replied the prisoner : and the outh
was registered in the speaker's heart.

In the solitude of his own apartment, Demetrius reviewed all

the possible consequences of this eventful night, and discovered
new motives to applaud his expedient. Chance had given to the
young woodman such striking resemblance to the fugitive prince,
that the real Iwan might be plausibly pronounced an impostor,
should he ever venture to disturb the peace of Russia : or if the
counterfeit was proved, Demetrius might contrive to appear the
dupe, and not the abettor. In every way Alexis seemed to secure
the best advantage to the empress and her agent : but to render
his semblance complete, the governor saw the necessity of giving
his mind a degree of cultivation equal to Iwan's if possible. For
this purpose he visited him daily, and found his attention willing

though his capacity seemed limited. He had spent his childhood,

Alexis said, in the forest near.Schlusselburgh, and knew nothing
except his native language : Ikit Demetrius was a patient and
assiduous instructor till his pupiXacquired the rudiments of Latin,

and could speak fluently in polished French. History at least

whenever it resembled romance, was eagerly learned by the

young student : and his remarks on the policy of courts shewed
an instinctive shrewdness which almost resembled what is called

espieglerie. But it was blended with simplicity so demure, and
good humour so fascinating, that DemeVius almost thought it

better than any he had seen before. The escape of the real Iwan
seemed a secret wholly unsuspected, and the governor's labours

to elucidate his representative became at length more necessary
as the solace of his solitude than as means to ensure his safety.

Conscious how much he owed to the patient submission of Alexis,

his native sense of justice found some satisfaction in ameliorating

it by paternal kindness. Once, when an intercourse of three

years' length had established more familiarity, Alexis suddenly
said, * You have told me for what purpose governments were
created and societies leagued together, but you never mention for

what purpose man himself exists !'

—

Demetrius was silent in surprise and secret shame
;
at length

he repHed, ' At least two thousand sages have given us as many

'

systems, but every man has his best instructor in his heart ; let

every one pursue his own idea of pleasure, and he fulfils the sole

purpose of his existence.'— ' You once shewed me,' answered
Alexis, * a clear and distinct purpose for every class of animal

and vegetable creation ; was the great Being less wise when he
made man V—Angry at his own incompetent reasons, Demetrius

retorted spleenfully— ' I have been tempted to beheve it since I

have found one half the world created to degrade and deceive the
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Other. Yet we Cfill that half the loveliest !—You will thank me
at some period, Alexis, for having secluded you so long from its

temptations.'—His pupil, smiling archly, replied, ' Tell me by
what art this strange authority is acquired, that I may avoid it ; or

rather explain why men allow themselves to be subdued by women,
if they possess superior power and wisdom.'—Demetrius hesita-

ted at this unforeseen question, and answered, in a doubtful tone,

* You could never learn metaphysics, Alexis, and I must suit my
reason to your comprehension. Our power is real, and therefore

undisguised ; haughty, and perhaps too rigid ; women steal

theirs, and can only preserve it by artifice, blandishment, and
seeming submission. The very strength of our superiority excites

them to rebel ; and the softness of their usurpation prevents us

from resisting.'—Alexis smiled again, as he rejoined, ' You have
explained the secret, Count ! but why should not lawful power
borrow the graces which render even usurpers amiable ? And
is it very certain that women govern when men say they are

subdued ?—If they are swayed only by artifice and blandishment,

their vanity not their love degrades them. They delight in the

worship, not the worshipper, and are most selfish when they

seem to sacrifice themselves.'

These truths were not new, but Demetrius had never been so

well disposed to hear them. When he reviewed the past, he
could not avoid confessing to his own heart, that all the errors

he had chosen to ascribe to the Empress Catharine's attractions,

had been instigated by self-love or ambition. And when he re-

membered his pupil's first question, he felt that pleasure, if it was
indeed the privileged purpose of his existence, had been misun-

derstood or unsuccessfully pursued. More willing to prejudice

Alexis than to confess his own mistakes, he gave him long and
vehement cautions against the selfishness, frivolity, and deceit of

women, to whom he attributed all the intrigues of courts and the

perplexities of statesmen. Alexis treasured his precepts with

grateful attention, though the first motive of the Count's conduct

had been self-interest. But the affection which grew in Deme-
trius for his prisoner shewed how naturally men love whatever
proves and acknowledges their superiority. The usual bland and
beneficent influence of such affections gradually recalled the

l5g$ivity of his temper and the gentler graces of his manners. He
saw in the improved talents of the young forester something

which he prized, because it seemed his own creation
;
and ad-

mired the native simplicity of his character as men admire the

rose, not merely for its delicate glow, but for the modest elegance

of the folds which envelope it. Perhaps those mysterious folds

render it the best emblem of that beauty whiiih always decays

when fully displayed. ^.
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The third year of the supposed Iwan's imprisonment ended
without detection, or any change, except in the governor himself.

His visits became shorter and less frequent ; his conversation

vague and reserved. Alexis endeavoured to requite his former

kindness by unwearied efforts to amuse him, but his pencil and
flageolet obtained no regard : and his indirect request for further

aid in the studies he had begun, was almost petulantly chidden.

During one of these brief and cheerless visits, Alexis said, ' You
have made me a physician and a painter ; and if 3'ou had found

talents, would have raised me into a politician and a philosopher :

but in one science I was a proficient without 3'^our aid.' * In
what V asked the governor, starting from a fit of gloomy abstrac-

tion. * In physiognomy,' replied Alexis, ' or I should not have
trusted your promise in the woodman's hut, nor your honour now,
when it is so strongly assailed ' The Count's fixed eye, expressed

the deepest consciousness and surprise, while Alexis added, ' Hear
the extent of my science !—You have another prisoner in this

fortress. Your secret instructions are to keep her unseen by your
garrison, and to gain her confidence by every possible blandish,

ment. Above all, you are required to prevent Prince Iwan from
discovering that the Princess Sophia, his only sister, is an inmate
here.' ' There are traitors in my gan'ison, then !' replied the

governor, sternly. * Several, my lord ! but the greatest, per-

haps, is your own heart. Dare you be convinced V
It requires great courage or great skill to undeceive self-love,

and still greater courage to be undeceived. But Alexis was right

when he estimated his firiend's candour by his own, and expected
the most difficult and generous concession. The Count gave
him his hand as he answered— ' You are right : the Princess

Sophia was brought here six months since by the agents of her

brother's enemy, who know that her pretensions may be dange-
rous. But though I no longer love the empress, I am her faithful

officer, and I demand the source of your information. Show me
the errors of my judgment, and it wiD be no pain to correct them,'

Alexis smiled, as he pointed to a curtained recess in his prison,

and requested Demetrius to conceal himself behind it. After a
very short interval of profound silence, the door, of which Deme-
trius believed he possessed the only master key, was gently opened,

and a female entered, muffled in a long dark cloak, and disguised

by a mask exactly resembling Alexis, who met his visiter with

a gracious air. *Ah, prince!' said a most enchanting voice,

' how strange that misery should have so few friends ! I have
tried all the influence of smiles and flattery on your gaoler, but

he will not connive at your escape. Let us have patience, how-
ever, and his blind zeal will defeat itself For your sake I act

the part of a. captive princess, and in due time he shall find that
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I can rescue a prince.' * For what purpose,' replied Alexis, ' do
you cover your fair face with an imitation of one so inferior V—
' Speak low and listen ! MenzikofF, your adherent, comes to night
with a troop of horse, to surprise the fortress. This cloak and
vest, exactly resembling yours, and this waxen mask laid skilfully

on your pillow, will deceive the governor when he looks in at
midnight ; and now, while the bribed sentinel keeps watch, we
can escape together.' ' Not to-night, woman !' exclaimed Alexis,
suddenly winding his hand in her long black hair— ' the count
has had his sealed instructions, and you have yours. You are
no princess, no friend of the House of Mechlenbergh : your trade
is a courtezan's—^you came here a spy and a betrayer, deputed to

ensnare the governor by claiming his compassion as an injured

prisoner.'

The beautiful culprit fell on her knees— ' Pardon me, prince !

—

I never hoped to deceive you by personating your sister, for I knew
you could not fail, when you saw me, to detect the difference in

our persons. But, beheve me, I am not so guilty as to be without
remorse. I was sent here by the empress, who suspects Deme-
trius—I came with the escort of a state prisoner, and he believes

me an unfortunate princess, whom he ought to respect and con-
sole.' * And you wretch !' interrupted Alexis, ' you design to

throw him on a scaffold by contriving my escape.' ' No, I

swear !—had he been ready to gain what he believed the favour
of a princess, or proud of his power to insult a prisoner, I should
have ruined him without regret, and laughed at the easiness of
the task. But his faith has been so loyal, and his trust in me so

generous, that I have resolved to save you both. I have been
often loved, but never respected before, and it has taught me to

respect myself !' Then freeing her hair from the failing grasp of
Alexis, she threw open his prison door, and fled towards the out-

let, where means of escape were well provided. But Alexis
disdained to follow a woman who would have known him to be
an impostor if she had not been one herself.

During this strange conference, the governor departed from
the curtained recess through a door known only to himself, and,

assembling his most faithful officers, gave strict and skilful orders

to guard every point of the fortress. A chosen troop was de-

tached to watch the subterraneous entrance
;
and before these

precautions were completed, they were justified by MenzikofFs
approach. He came at the head of a well-armed battahon, and
demanded his prince, Iwan of Mechlenbergh. The governor
paused in complicated agonies. His secret orders from the em-
press contained a waiTant for Iwan's instant execution, if a rescue
should be attempted. He could not disobey those orders without
forfeiting his own life, nor execute them unless he sacrificed his
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preserver. Only one expedient remained—he might release the

supposed Iwan through a secret gate, and perish himself in de-

fending the fortress. Thus, at least, he could die unstained with

murder, and unsuspected of treason : and he hastily descended

towards the prison vaults to bid Alexis farewell. A man stand-

mg at their entrance sprang forward to meet him. It was Iwan
himself!— ' Demetrius !' he exclaimed, ' I know all. Take back

your prisoner—you have been a generous enemy, and your hfe

shall not be endangered. The innocent must not perish in my
stead.' Surprise, gratitude, and anguish, rendered the Count

dumb, but only for an instant
—

' None shall perish !' he suddenly

replied— ' a blessed thought visits me—and rushing into the

prison-chamber, he seized the vest, cloak, and waxen mask
brought to represent Iwan. A soldier killed by a random musket

shot lay on the ramparts. Favoured by the darkness of night,

the governor wrapped him in the royal mantle, and covered his

face with the beautiful mask and glossy ringlets attached to it.

Then summoning his guards, and waving a signal-flag on the

turret— ' MenzikoiF !' he said, through a trumpet—' behold your

prince !'—The bleeding body and lifeless face were exposed to

the assembly
;
and Menzikoff, believing his treacherous purpose

fulfilled, dismissed the troop whose assault had furnished a pre-

text for Iwan's death. The garrison reposed on their arms, and
the governor returned once more to his private chamber, where
the prince awaited him. * Prince !—your life is saved, and my
task here is finished. You are my prisoner only till to-morrow,

when I shall have resigned all the offices and honours bestowed

on me by a sovereign I have served too long. I only ask you to

accompany me from this fortress, and to promise peace with the

empress, whom I will not betray, though she has not recompensed

me!'
' Russia will never hear of my existence,' replied Iwan

;

' a

monk's cowl sits easier than a crown : but you shall not depart

unrecompensed. My sister, the true Princess of Mechlenbergh,

is in this fortress. Her bold and generous spirit tempted her to

aid your Cossack in contriving my escape, and she has been my
representative too long. Her danger determined me to return

;

for I knew the purport of your secret orders. The lovely and

deceitful minion sent to allure you is an impostor ; and you will

find my sister in Alexis.'

The sequel requires few words. Before the lapse of another

day, the governor of Schlusselburg surrendered all his appoint-

ments, and with only his own small wealth, retired under a

feigned name to Italy. There he received the sister of Iwan, and
his blessing as a brother and a priest, at the altar of a monastery,

where the prince ended his days in peace and obacurity. Dem©-
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irius spent a longer and more useful life with the Princess Sophia,

whom he loved to call Alexia, while she delighted in remembering
by what gentle devices his affections had been fixed on her in the

simple forester's garb she had first assumed to aid her brother.

She lived to hear him. confess of what courage, fidelity, and self-

sacrifice, a woman may be capable, and to discover that men
have few faults which cannot be amehorated by her influence.

THE LEAGUER MONK.

The evening of a fine summer day was just closing in, when
two horsemen, who, from the spent condition of their steeds, had
ridden far and fast, arrived at the steep hill which begins about a
league and a half on the Paris side of St. Cloud. The one ap-

peared to be a soldier ; the other, by his sad coloured plain dress,

seemed to belong to a more peaceful profession ; but both were
armed, as it- behoved men to be in the troublesome times of the

League, when violence and rapine roamed unpunished throuhgout
France

;
and were no where less curbed than in the neigbourhood

of Paris. The riders checked their horses when they begaji the
ascent, and let the tired beasts walk up the hill.

' The danger is past,' said the elder, and less warlike of the
two

;
' the cursed leaguer-scouts dare not venture so far, and we

may now breathe.'

* Ay, marry, and yet I trust them not,' replied the other. * I

would willingly dismount, but that, for aught 1 know, some cut
throat may be even now on the lookout for us ; and, in case of
being out-numbered, we have no other chance but to make our
steeds save themselves and us.'

* I told you it was somewhat rash to set out without an escort,'

replied the elder.

' Ay, and if we had waited for that, the news T bear might
have been useless

;
and some less cautious man would have had

the command I hope for. It may do very well for you, my dear
brother, who are the king's attorney-general, to take care of your
valuable life

;
but I, who am but a younger brother of our good

family of La Guesle, and a poor captain in his majesty's guard,
can only hope to Hve by running the daily chance of being
knocked on the head ;—nay, even twice a day, sometimes, while
the leaguers are out.'

* Yonder is one who looks suspiciously enough in my eyes,' said
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the elder La Guesle, pointing to a monk who was kneeling before

a crucifix by the road-side

* Well, he is but one, and a monk to boot,' said the soldier.

• Let me tell you there is never a viper more dangerous than
one of yon same monks. I never look at their wide sleeves, but
my mind misgives me they carry pistols and poniards in them.'

' Pistols and poniards are not dangerous of themselves
;
and, in

a monk's grasp, they are as harmless as my mistress' bodkin.
But, see, yon monk looks as if he would speak.'

The subject of their conversation had finished his prayer, and
approached the travellers. He was of the order of Jacobins

; and
his appearance was not much calculated to excite suspicion in

an}' mind. His cowl was thrown back, and displayed his features,

which, withoat being handsome, were sufficiently well-looking.

An expression of mildness and humility characterised his coun-
tenance

;
and was somewhat exaggerated by the mortified air

with which he cast down his eyes as the travellers came up to

him.
' Salve et benediciie,'' said the monk, in the drawling tone, usual

with his fraternity.

' El tu quoque^ replied the elder traveller
;
while the soldier, re-

turning the monk's salutation with a bow, asked

—

' Whither away, good father ?

' To St. Cloud,' replied the monk ;
' the unworthy bearer of a

letter from the President Harley to the king.'
* From my good friend the president !' cried the elder La Guesle

;

* how fares he ?'

' Well in health,' replied the monk, ' but the pains of imprison-

ment, and sorrow for his poor country, weigh heavily upon the

good man's heart. He has written to our gracious king
;
and his

letter contains a proposition which it may be shall end the dis-

tresses under which all men suffer.'

' God a mercy ! monk,' cried the soldier, ' if this be true, thou
art the bearer of the best tidings that I have heard for many a
day ; but how comes it that an errand of such importance is en-

trusted to thee, who makest thy way poor and alone V
* My worn frock, and my povert}', are as good safeguards as

thy bright cuirass. Other qualifications for this office have I none,

save a Christian desire to bring about peace, for hmii sunt pacifi-

catores.^

' Proudly said,' cried the elder traveller ;
' but let me see thy

passport. I have lived long enough to know that the hood makes
not the monk, and that pious sayings often issue from profane

mouths.'

The monk replied not ; but drew from his scribe the passport
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which had been required of him. The advocate inspected it, and
saw that it was signed by the Count de Brienne, one of the king's

generals, who was then a prisoner in Paris ; and, thus satisfied of

the truth of the monk's story, he returned him the paper. During
this conversation they had been walking slowly, and had now
reached the top of the hill, from whence the turrets of St. Cloud
were seen to glitter in the last rays of the sinking sun. The cap-

tain, who saw that the monk's feet were galled by the rough road

(for the holy personage's shoes were in a marvellously dilapida-

ted condition,) said to him good-naturedly, ' A long league, holy
brother, hes between this and Saint Cloud. iVow, if thou thinkest

thou art horseman enough to keep thy seat behind me, the roan's

crupper shall be thy saddle
;
we will ride to St. Cloud like two

ancient templars.'

The monk needed not twice bidding, but leaped with consider-

able agiUty behind the captain
;
and the horses having by this

time recovered themselves, the parties struck off at a round pace
for St. Cloud. The roughness of the road prevented any further

conversation ; the monk employed himself in telling his rosary :

the captain congratulated himself on having a chaplain added to

his suite ; and the attornev-ireneral ruminated on schemes of

policy adapted to the dangeroa.-? exigencies of the times.

When they reached St. Cloud, it was too late for the monk to

present his letter to the king; and the attorney- general, upon
whom the mildness of his manner had somewhat gained, carried

him to his own quarters, where he committed him to the care of

his steward, promising that early in the morning he should be

introduced to the king.

In the ample hall of the Sieur La Guesle. the poor monk was
treated with less respect by the servants than their master had
intended should be paid to him. The}'' were all of course roy-

alists
;
and they knew that the monks, and particularly the Jaco-

bins, to which fraternity the stranger belonged, were amongst the

most decided partisans of the League against the king. The
successes which had lately attended their monarch's arms gave
good reason to hope that he would shortly reduce his rebellious

subjects to obedience ;
and they were anxiously expecting orders

to march to the attack of Paris, which, feebly defended, and
suffering all the inconveniences of a thick population, and
scarcity of provisions, seemed to require little more than the show
of assault to carry it. Anticipating the triumph of which they

had assured themselves, the servants showed no inchnation to

spare the Jacobin monk. In the course of the supper, every one
had in turn gibed the ecclesiastic: and he had borne all their jests

with a quite and controlled temper. An inclination of the head,

18
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a half-muttered prayer, or a look of contrition cast upwards, were
the only replies that he made to the scoffs with which he was load-

ed, and yet, in the look which he sometimes cast about him, a keen
observer might have suspected that what was passing in his

heart, belied his outward appearance. The meal was ended
;

and Etienne Rabaut, the esquire of the Captain La Guesle,
filled his cup high, and proposed the health of the kmg. Seeing
that the monk did not fill his goblet, he cried out to him, ' How
now, brother, is that a health not palatable to your reverence ?

what scruples can a good churchman have against drinking the

health and long life of a good king V
' None, none,' cried the monk hastily

;
and, as if to cover the

error he had been guilty of, he drained the cup which had been
set before him.

' Well pulled, my tight little monk,' said one of the grooms,
who sate below him at the bo9,rd

,

' a most orthodox drinker. Let
me see the Hugenot dog that shall drain his can like a jolly son
of Mother Church,'

The monk seemed to be confused
;
and, as if impatient at

having been thrown off his guard, he busily emj^loyed himself in

paring a large apple which lay before him.
' Yes,' said another of the valets, ' and his reverence eats as

well as he drinks. Did'st see Pierre how he laid about him at

Slipper with yon large black-handled knife 2 Marry, look at it

—

with your reverence's leave,' he said, as he reached his hand
across the table to take up the knife which the monk had laid

down, and which was a remarkably large new-looking one.

The monk clutched up his knife eagerly, and thrust it into its

sheath
;

then, checking himself, he said, with a forced smile,

* Thou shouldst never sport with edge tools.'

' The monk is as sharp as his knife,' said the disappointed valet

:

' I never saw a churchman yet without a corkscrew and a knife.

Now I warrant me thou wouldst sooner forget thy breviary than

thy knife.

' There is my breviary,' said the monk, drawing it from his bo-

som, and kissing it fervently, ' and here is my knife,' touching the

handle as he spoke, and slowly pushing it within the folds of his

cloak
; at the same time looking calmly in the face of the servant.

' Is it true, holy father,' cried a pretty little waiting-maid who
sat opposite, ' that six monks of thy fraternity have made a vow
to kill the king V

* As I am a Christian, I hope and believe not,' replied the

monk
;
but there are good and bad men of all orders.'

' Truly and modestly spoken,' cried the steward, who began to

think that the monk had been sufficiently baited, and that it was
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not quite decent that a person of his profession should be made
the sport of ribald serving men ;

' and now, my masters, silence,

while the holy man returns thanks.'

The monk said a short prayer
;
and, complaining of fatigue,

was shown to his chamber, leaving his character to be handled as

freely as the Ught-tongued inconsiderate servants Usted.

On the following morning the whole court was in a bustle at

an early hour. The king was going to hunt, and all his attend-

ants were on the alert preparing for the chase. The attorney-

general's first thought was of the monk, and the dispatches of

which he was the bearer ;
and he sent his servant to awake him.

The valet found him lying on the bed dressed as he had been the

night before, but fast asleep ;
his hands were folded upon his

bosom ;
one of them clutched his breviary, and the other was

thrust within his frock.

The man looked at him ; and, as the thought occurred to him
that nothing but a quiet conscience could procure sleep so calm,

he regretted the part he had taken in teazing this holy man the

night before. He shook him, and called ;
but, so sound were the

monk's slumbers, that he was obliged to handle him even roughly

before he could rouse him. At length the monk awoke
;
and,

learning that the attorney-general had sent for him, he hastened

to make ready, A very few moments sufficed for his prepara-

tions, and he accompanied the Sieur La Guesle and his brother,

the captain, to the king's quarters, where he was left in the ante-

chamber, while his conductors entered the king's room to an-

nounce his coming.

Henry III. had risen this morning in one of those cheerful

moods which had of late become rare with him. He was most

unreasonably m high spirits, and was so eager for the chase that

he had been hurrying the business which it was necessary for

him to dispatch, in order that he might pursue his favourite di-

version. When La Guesle entered with his brother, he found

Henry standing up, while one of his gentlemen was buckling on

his spurs. A small Italian greyhound was standing on its hind

legs, kissing the king's hand with a fawning servility that could

only be exceeded by the human courtiers who surrounded him.
' How now, La Guesle,' said the king as he entered, ' some

new delays 1 Does that long important face of thine portend that

we are never to get to horse !'

' If I had to choose the road, sire, said La Guesle, I would
give my best hopes to see your majesty on horseback. My bro-

ther has seen some of the officers of the Picardy regiment, and
has learnt that Paris needs only to be summoned in order to sur-

render. He says that the only fighting men in Paris are the four

thousand under the Duke of Mayenne's command, and that half
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of thorn are ready to desert. The rubble populace, with the

canaille of priests, monk.?, students, and other begrffars, will be
knocked on the head by the women of Pans as soon as your ma-
jesty's banner shall be displayed,

* Fair and softly, good attorney-general/ cried the king ;
' much

as I hate that same canaille, you and I have found ihat they can
both give and take hard blows. But temper your ardour a little

;

a few days shall see us before Paris. In the mean time I thank
3'Ou and your brother, whom I know for a brave and loyal che-

valier, for your zeal. Na}?-, prithee, don't look blank on a fine

morning, but come and help to strike a royal deer.'

' Your majesty's will must be obeyed, said La Guesle :
' but

one moment's delay yet. There is a Jacobin monk waiting yon-
der without, whom I picked up yester evening on the road.

He says he has a letter to your majesty from the lord president;

and he comes with a pass from the Count de Brienne.'
' My poor prisoners !' cried the king ;

' admit him instantly.'

At a sign from La Guesle, one of the Halebardiers drew
aside the tapestry which covered the door of the ante-chamber,
and beckoned to the monk to enter. Slowly and respectfully,

but with a firm step, the Jacobin approached the king ; and,

kneeUng to him, presented a letter which he held in his hand.
The king stooped to take it from him ; and, such was his eager-

ness to read it, that he began to open it without motioning to the

monk to rise. Recollecting himself in a moment, but without
Ufting his eyes from the paper, he said, ' Rise, good father.'

The monk, who had his hands folded, rose slowly on one knee
;

and, as he did so, disengaged from its sheath the knife which had
been observed by the servants at supper on the preceding night.

Looking full in the king's face, he shortened his arm, and plunged
the weapon with all his force into the belly of the unfortunate
monarch. The king recoiled one step with the blow

; and the

monk, who had overreached himself, fell on his face. The king
drew the knife from his wound, and cried out, ' Cursed monk, he
has killed me—stab him !' and as, at the same moment, the

monk was recovering himself, the king struck him twice, with a
desperate strength on the face. The first wound was just below
his left eye

;
the second was on his upper hp, and broke several

of his teeth. The Chevalier de La Guesle, who had been talk-

ing to his brother, was roused at the king's cry ; and, seizing the

monk immediately, and pulling him away from the king, threw
him on his back, placing his sword to his throat. Some of the

other gentlemen present and the guard ran up at the same time
;

and, acting onl}^ under the impulse of the moment, thrust their

weapons into the wretched murderer's body, which fell lifeless,

and pierced with innumerable wounds.
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The suddenness of the whole transaction seemed to have a
stunning effect on every one present ; and they gazed now at the

mangled wretch on the floor, now at their ill-fated monarch, who
had sunk bleeding into the arms of some of his courtiers, with

mingled feelings of rage and grief. The king was carried into

his chamber ;
and, the doors being closed, was given over to the

care of his spiritual and medical attendants. Inquiry was then

made if any body knew the assassin; and he was soon ascer-

tained to be a monk of the name of James Clement, who, to an
ardent enthusiastic mind, joined great looseness and depravity of

conduct, and had long been employed as the tool of that arch fiend

and directress of the League, the Duchess of Montpensier. The
indignant courtiers threw his body out of the window without

ceremony ;
and the two brothers La Guesle bewailed bitterly the

chance which had made them the unwitting instruments of intro-

ducing him to the king's presence.

In the evening the hopes which had been entertained of the

king's wound proved futile, and it was declared to be decidedly

mortal. All the amiability of this ill-fated monarch's character

then displayed itself. With unaffected piety he forgave his ene-

mies ;
and, sending for the King of Navarre, afterwards Henry

IV. he emlDraced him tenderly, and gave him such advice as was
likely to make his reign happy. The tears of all who were pre-

sent at this scene proved incontestably that, although Henry had
been a weak king, he was beloved by all who had been intimate

enough with him to estimate his good qualities. Thus died, in

the thirty-eighth year of his age, Henry III. whose reign was one

scene of intrigue and conspiracy, which had embittered and
shortened his life, and rendered his kingdom a prey to the most
destructive anarchy.

THE NOCTURNAL SEPARATION.

One summer, while at Baltimore on a pleasure excursion, pe-

culiar circumstances suddenly rendered it necessary that I should

set sail for St. Thomas's. I immediately proceeded to make in-

quiry about a vessel to convey me there, and found that there

were none bound for that quarter, except a small schooner, which
had very inferior accommodations, and was commanded by a
person of rude manners and a disobliging temper. However, as my
business admitted of no delay, I engaged a passage in her, and

put my luggage on board, and desired the captain to send me
18*
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notice whenever he was ready to sail, that I might immediately

join him.

I passed two days in that anxious and unsettled state of mind
which the prospect of going to sea generally induces, and went
despondingly to bed the second night, after having ascertained

that the wind was unfavourable to the prosecution of my in-

tended voyage. A loud knocking at my chamber door awakened
me from a profound sleep, about an hour before dawn. I was on
the point of demanding who occasioned the disturbance, when a
voice called out ' The schooner is ready to sail—they are heaving
up the anchor—Captain Burder sent me to warn you to come on
board without a moment's delay.'

I started from bed, and having dressed myself as quickly as

possible, accompanied the messenger to the wharf, and embarked
in a boat which waited there for us, and soon reached ihe

schooner. Her captain was so busily engaged in giving orders

to the seamen, that he seemed scarcely to notice my arrival.

However, I addressed him, and made some remark about the sud-

denness of his departure. ' That doesn't concern you,' rephed he,

abruptly
;

' I suppose your birth is ready below.' But instead of

taking his hint, and going down to the cabin, I remained upon
deck until we cleared the mouth of the harbour, which we at

last accomplished with much difficulty, for the wind was as di.

rectly ahead as it could blow.

I felt at a loss to conceive the cause of our putting to sea in

such unfavourable weather
;
but judged, from the specimen of the

captain'smanner which I had already had, that it would be useless

to address to him any inquiries upon the subject. I therefore went
to bed, and did not get up next morning till called to breakfast.

On entering the cabin I was astonished to find a lady and a
gentleman there, whom I had not previously known to be on
board. They were introduced to me as fellow-passengers

;
and

after expressing my gratification at the prospect of enjoying their

society during the voyage, I began to converse with them, and
soon found that their presence would in a great measure counter-

balance the disagreeables arising from Captain Burder's surly

and untractable temper. They were nam.ed Mr. and Mrs. Monti,

and were both young, and had recently been married. She was
a pretty, lively, interesting creature

;
and having fortunately been

at sea before, she did not suffer from sickness, or feel at all incom-
moded or depressed by the comparative uncomforts of her situa-

tion
;
and therefore the sociahty of her little circle was never in-

terrupted by her absence, or her incapacity to join it. But the

charm of her manners seemed to exert no influence upon the

stubborn nature of Captain Burder, who always maintained a
cold reserve, and rarely took any part in our conversation.
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His appearance and deportment were singularly unprepossess-

ing. A short muscular figure, a stern countenance, burnt almost

to a copper colour by an exposure to tropical climates, black

bushy hair, and small scintillating eyes, formed the exterior of

our commander
;
and his actions and external behaviour proved

that the traits of his mind were as revolting as those of his

person.

He treated his crew in a capricious and tyrannical manner
;

but, at the same time, behaved towards them with an air of fa-

miliaritj^ very unusual for ship-masters to assume when among
common seamen. But a negro man, who attended the cabin,

daily experienced the most inhuman usage from his hands, and
afforded such a spectacle of degradation and misery as was pain-

ful to look upon. Almost every night after dark. Captain Bur-

der had a long conversation with his mate, during which both

.seemed particularly anxious to avoid being overheard
;
and T

once or twice observed them studying charts of parts of the ocean

that lay quite out of our due and proper course. Their whole

conduct was equally suspicious and inexplicable, and I often felt

uneasy and apprehensive, though there was no defined evil to fear

nor any danger to anticipate.

Our personal comfort was but little attended to on board the

schooner ; and our table, which had never been a well furnished

one, soon became so mean and uninviting, that Mr. Monti com-

plained to Captain Burder about it ; however, without avail, for

the latter told him that he must just take things as he found them
On comparing the quantity of stores we had respective!}'- brought

on board, we thought we could manage to live independent of

our commander
;
and Mrs. Monti's woman servant was, therefore,

desired to prepare our meals, and spread a table for us everyday.

Captain Burder grew furious with passion when he learned this

arrangement, and muttered some threats which we did not under-

stand. However, next day, his rage against us was farther in-

creased, in consequence of Mr. Monti having taxed him with

cruelty and injustice while in the act of beating the negro man
already mentioned. This offence was not to be forgiven, and he

accordingly broke off all intercouse with the individuals of our

party.

Delightful weather attended us during the first week of the

voyage, and we usually spent the evenings upon deck, under an
awning. While thus seated, one calm and beautiful moonlight

night. Mrs. Monti said, * If the weather and ocean were ever in this

placid state, I believe I would prefer a sea-life to any other. The
most susceptible mind could not discover any cause for terror or

anxiety in the scene around us—I would rather meet a speedy-

death among these little billows than hnger life away upon a
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sick-bed, racked with pain, and surrounded with weeping

friends.'
—

' I have less objections, Harriet,' said her husband, ' to

your mode of dying than to your mode of Uving. I should not care

to spend much time at sea, for I am sure it would pass very

heavily. I love variety, and jiothing of that is to be met with on

board a ship.'
—

' I agree with you,' said Mrs. Monti ;

' but variety

is not necessary to happiness,—a regular, well-planned, uninter-

rupted routine would suit my disposition exactly, and would be

more easily attainable at sea than any where else. A life of

change entails many miseries. It makes us the slaves of acci-

dents of every kind, and when we are happy we never can feel

secure that our happiness will continue. Now, were I mistress

of a large ship, and had the power of sailing continually upon a

calm and safe ocean, I would collect my dearest friends on board

ofher, and get out of sight of land as fast as possible, carrying with

me of course various means of amusement and recreation. We
would regulate our time and our pleasures as we chose—no dis-

agreeable person could intrude upon us—no spectacles of misery

would meet our eyes, and no lamentations assail our ears
;
and we

would enjoy each other's society without the fear of ever being

separated or disunited, except by death
;
and when any one was

removed, the remaining persons would console themselves with

the reflection, that a link had been withdrawn from the chain

which bound their hearts to this delusive and transitory world
;

and that, 1^ proportion as their friends dropped away, they would

feel more ready and willing to die than they had done while the

former were in existence.'—' This seems a very plausible scheme
of yours, my love,' repUed Mr. Monti ;

' however, I am glad yciu

cannot put it in execution. I don't know any part of the ocean

that is exempted from tempests, which I see you are resolved en-

tirely to avoid, and with reason, for I suspect that a good gale of

wind would discompose you and your select party, even more
than Captain Burder himself, were he to find means of admittance

into your projected floating Elysium.'

While we were engaged in conversation of this kind, I several

times observed Samno, the negro man, beckoning to me, and
then putting his finger upon his hps. At length I went to the

bows of the vessel where he stood, and asked if he had any thing

to communicate. ' Yes, yes, master,' said he, in a whisper,
' something very strange, and of great consequence—but will no
one overhear us V ' Do not fear that,' answered I,' Captain

Burder is asleep in his birth, and the watch are all near the

stern.' 'Then 1 will speak,' answered Samno. 'You and that

other gentleman have been kind to me, and have often tried to

save me from the rage of my wicked master—I mean now to

serve you in my turn. Your lives are in danger. The captain
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intenil-; ro c ist away the vessel.' ' What do you mean V cried I

;

* I am at a loss to understand you.' ' Oh, I'll soon explain it all,'

replied he. * Last night I listened to my master and the mate,

and found oat that they had foimed a plan to wreck this schooner,

that, they mig-ht get the insurance, which would buy her and all

she contains, twenty times over. These bales, casks, and boxes,

that lay in the hold, have no goods in them. They are full of

sand and stones. Captain Burder has cheated the insurers in

this way, and now he wants to run the vessel a2:round some-
where on the Bahama Banks, and leave her to beat to pieces by
the waves. He and his crew, who are all leagued with him,

will go off in the boat, and land upon the nearest coast, and give

out that they have been shipwrecked. This story, if it is not

found out to be false, will entitle him to claim the insurance,

which is all he wants. Here is a scheme for you !'

I was too much startled and agitated by this intelligence to

think of holding any farther conversation with Samno
; and, after

warning him to conceal his knowledge of the affair from his

master and the seamen, I returned to my friends. As the tale I

had just heard completely explained Captain Burder's mysterious

behaviour, and unveiled the cause of his sudden departure from
Baltimore, I did not at all doubt the negro's veracity, and began
to consider how the infernal machinations of our commander
might best be counteracted. When Mrs. Monti retired to her

state-room, I informed her husband of the plot that was in agita-

tion. We conferred together a long time upon the subject, and,

at last, resolved to do nothing openly, until matters came nearer a
crisis.

Captain Burder's villainous schem.e occupied my mind inces-

santly, and Mr. Monti daily made it a subject of conversation
j

but still we could not determine what course to pursue, and
passed our hours in that state of irresolute anxiety, during which,
the mind seeks an excuse for its own inactivity and want of

decision, by endeavouring to convince itself that the proper time

for exertion has not yet arrived. We cautiously concealed the

affair from Mrs. Monti and her attendant, and took care that

every thing connected with our httle establishment should go on
in its usual routine, lest any alteration might have excited sus-

picion among those who were leagued against us.

Four or five evenings after Samno had made the above-men-
tioned communication to me, we were seated upon deck according
to custom. It blew pretty fresh, and we went through the water
at such a rapid rate, that Mrs. Monti remarked it, and asked me,
in a whisper, if vessels usually carried so much sail at night as we
then did. At this moment, Captain Burder, who had been pacing

the deck in an agitated manner for some time before, seized the
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I
lead, and hove it hurriedly, and continued to do so without men-
tioning the soundings to any one, or maknig any reply to the

ma".e, who came forward, and offered to reheve him of his charge.

There was a dead silence among the crew, all of whom stood

near the bows of the vessel, observing their commander with
expressive looks. An indistinct sensation of dread, in which 1

participated, appeared to steal over the individuals of our party.

Mrs. Monti trembled and seized her husband's arm, and looked

anxiously in his face ; but he turned from her gaze without saying
any thing. Samno leant against the bulwarks, and twice stepped

forward, apparently with the intention of addressing some one,

but each time, after a few moments' hesitation, he quietly resumed
his former position.

The moon was nearly full, and we enjoyed all her light, except
when a thin fleecy cloud occasionally happened to intervene, and
to throw a fleeting and shadowy dimness upon the surface of the

ocean. The wind, though strong, appeared unsteady, and at

intervals its sighing was changed into wild and melancholy
moans, which seemed to hover around the vessel for an instant,

and then to be borne far over the deep. At one time we glided

silently and smoothly through the billows
;
and at another, they

burst and grumbled fiercely around the bows of the schooner, and
then collapsed into comparative quietness and repose ;—every
thing wore an ominous and dreary character, and the scene
appeared to exert a depressing influence upon the minds of all on
board.

The silence was suddenly interrupted by Samno, who cried,
* We are now on the Seal-bank ! I see the black heads ! The
schooner will be aground immediately !' * Rascal ! what do you
say?' returned Captain Burder, running furiously up to him;
you are a lying vagabond ! Utter another word, and I will let

you feel the weight of the lead upon your body !' ' What can
all this mean V exclaimed Mrs. Monti, in a tone of alarm ;

' are
we really in danger V ' Captain Burder,' cried her husband, ' I

command you to put about ship instantly ! We know all your
plans ! You are a deceitful villain ! Seamen,' continued he,

addressing the crew, 'obey this man at your peril ! he intends to

cast away the vessel for the insurance ; if we do not resist we
shall lose our lives.' * Mutinous wretch !' returned the captain,
' you speak falsely ! I deny the charge ! You shall repent of this

yet. Yes, yes, I'll find a time. Fellows, stand by me
; recol-

lect I am your commander. May I depend upon you all ?' ' Ay,
ay, sir, to the last,' answered the sailors, though some of them
spoke rather faintly and irresolutely.

Silence now ensued ; and Captain Burder having thrown
aside the lead, began to pace the deck hurriedly, and often cast
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looks of fury and defiance at Mr. Monti and me. We easily

perceived that any sort of resistance on our part would be vain

and perhaps dangerous, and therefore patiently awaited the

catastrophe. While he employed himself in soothing; and en-

couraging his lady, I went down to the cabin,, and collected all

my valuables of small bulk, and concealed them about my person,

and likewise privately desired Mr. Monti's servant to occupy
herself in the same way.

In a few minutes I distinctly felt the keel of the schooner rub

upon the bottom. Every one started when this took place, and
then appeared to await the next shock in breathless alarm. The
vessel, as was expected, soon began a second time to grind against

the sand and rocks underneath, and quickly got hard and fast

aground. Captain Burder immediately ordered the sails to be

backed, but this did not move her in the least degree. The
shifting of the ballast, which was next resorted to, proved ineffec-

tual, as he probably intended it should.

Our situation now became truly alarming. There w^as no
land in sight ; but from the fore-top we could discern shoals

stretching on every side to the horizon—those of sand being indi-

cated by the bright green colours of the sea—and those of rock

by irregular patches of blackness upon its surface. However,
these beacons of danger did not long continue distinguishable, for

the moon sunk below the horizon, and clouds gradually overcast

the sky. The wind and sea increased at the same time, and we
soon began to drift along, being one moment elevated on the top

of a billow, and the next dashed furiously against the bottom of

the ocean. It was evident that the schooner would quickly go
to pieces, and Captain Burder ordered his men to let down the

boat. While they were engaged in this, a temporary dispersion

of some of the clouds afforded us light enough to discern a rocky

island at a little distance
;
and the boat had been hardly dropped

when our vessel struck violently—the waves breaking over her

at the same time in rapid succession.

We all rushed to the side of the schooner on which the boat

lay, and leaped into her, one after another, with the exception of

Mr. Monti, who, when he had assisted his wife and servant in

getting on board, returned to the cabin for some papers which he

had forgot. Just as he came upon deck again, a tremendous sea

took the vessel astern, and swept him overboard. Mrs. Monti

fainted away. Captain Burder immediately cut the barge rope,

and ordered the crew to make for the island, saying, it was absurd

even to think of saving my companion's life, and that we would
be more than fortunate if we escaped a similar fate ourselves.

The men rowed furiously, and we soon gained the rock, and
landed in safety, though not until the bows of the boat had been
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Stove in by the violent percussions she underwent while we were
getting ashore.

It was so dark that none of us attempted to explore the appa-

rently isolated spot upon which we had been obliged to take

refuge ; and my thoughts were chiefly directed to the recovery

of iMrs. Monti, who continued in a state of insensibility for a con-

siderable time, and revived only to feel the agonizing conviction

that her husband was no more. Captain Burder and his crew
stood watching the schooner as she rapidly went to pieces, and
had a great deal of conversation among themselves, which the

noise of the sea prevented my overhearing.

About an hour after we had landed, Samno came running to

me, and whispered, that he believed Mr. Monti was still aUve, for

he had recently heard some one shouting at a distance. I imme-
diately accompanied him to a projecting point of rock, about one

hundred yards off, and we both called as loud as we could. A
voice, which I instantly recognized to be that of my friend, an-

swered us ;
but it was some time before we were able to distin-

guish what he said. At last I ascertained that he had reached

the shore by clinging to part of the wreck, and that he could not

then gain the spot on which we stood, on account of an arm of

the sea which extended into the interior of the island
;
but that

he would immediately endeavour to find his way through the

head of it. On hearing this, I entreated him to desist from any
such attempt till day-light should render it a secure and success-

ful one. He at last consented, and I hastened to Mrs. Monti,

and communicated the joyful tidings of her husband's preserva-

tion, which affected her nearly as much as her previous behef in

his death had done.

Long before dawm we had all assembled on the point of the

rock already mentioned
;
and the first beams of morning showed

Mr. Monti opposite to the place where we stood, iind divided from

us by what appeared to be an arm of the sea, about one hundred

and fifty yards wide. After exchanging a few words with his

wife, he set out to compass its head, and thus get round to us,

while Samno went to meet him.

We waited their arrival impatiently for nearly half an hour,

and then saw the negro coming towards us with looks of despair.

' We are all deceived,' cried he
;

• that is not an arm of the sea,

but a channel between two distinct islands ; we are on one, and

Mr. Monti is on the other ; he cannot possibly reach us, unless he

swims across, or is brought over in a boat. What is to be done ?'

This intelligence filled Mrs. Monti and me with dismay, for both

knew that the boat was totally unfit for service, and that her bus

band could not swim. Every one appeared in some measure to

participate in our distress and disappointment, except Captain
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Burder, who, when asked if there were any means of rescuing

Mr. Monti, said, that ii behoved him to get across the channel as

he best could.

Mr. Monti soon appeared on the opposite rock, and explained

the hopelessness of his situation more fully than Samno had done.

The channel had a rapid current ; the set of wL\ch, we perceived,

would vary with the ebb and flow of the tide
;
but it was so

strong that even an expert swimmer could scarce hope to baffle

its force and reach the adverse shore. No effectual plan of relief

suggested itself to any of our minds
;
but it was evidently neces-

sary that something should speedilj? be done ; for though we had
picked up a considerable quantity of wrecked provisions, Mr.
Monti had none of any kind. We therefore saw at once that he
must either risk his life upon the sea, or perish with hunger.

In the afternoon, under the influence of these convictions, he

began to collect together all the pieces of plank he could find
;

and having torn up his shirt and handkerchief into strips, he
bound the timber together, so as to form a sort of raft. This he

conveyed to the utter extremity of his own island, hoping that

the sweep of the current might carrj^ him, when embarked, to

the lower end of the opposite shore. These preparations were
viewed with torturing suspense and anxiety by Mrs. Monti and
me, and when her husband had placed himself upon the raft, she

grew half frantic with alarm, and entreated him to desist. How-
ever, after a few moments of irresolution, he pushed off, and was
whirled rapidly along with the stream.

None of us dared to speak, sca.rely even to breathe, during

this soul-absorbing crisis. Several of the crew stood upon the

edge of the cliffs with ropes in their hands, waiting to afford the

adventerous navigator assistance as he passed ; and their hopes

of being able to do so were strengthened, when they observed the

influence which an eddy had in drawing the raft towards the

shore. Mr. Monti was soon within seven or eight yards of us.

One of the seamen then seized the end of the rope, and made a

strong effort to throw it towards the raft, but he lost his balance,

and fell into the w^ater, dragging the line along with him. The
golden moment elapsed, and the object of our solicitude was
quickly swept away far beyond our reach. His wife relapsed into

insensibility, but not before she had seen the form of fier husband
receding from her eyes, and at the mercy of a boundless ocean.

The man who had the misfortune to cause this disastrous

result, was allowed lo clamber up the rock quite disregarded

—

the attention of all being fixed upon Mr. Monti, who floated so

fast into the open sea, that we perceived we had no chance of be-

holding him much longer. He waved his hands to us several

times, with an air of resignation, but we thought we once or twice

19
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observed him endeavouring to impel the raft towards our island,

hy using his arms as oars, and then suddenly desist, as if conscious

of the hopelessness of the attempt. Fortunately, the weather

had become very calm, and we knew that there was no chance

of sinking while it continued so, and while the planks that sup-

ported him kept together. We watched him till it grew dark,

and then set about providing ourselves with a place of shelter for

the night ; during the whole of which, Mrs. Monti, m her inde-

scribable anguish, forgot all that had passed, and even where she

was, and talked, laughed, and wept, alternately.

I spent the greater part of the night in strolling along the

shores of the island, which I could do with pleasure and safety,

for the moon and stars successivelj^ yielded hght enough to direct

my steps. Neither did Captain Burder nor his crew seem in-

chned to take any repose. When I happened to pass the spot

where they were, I always heard them disputing about the way
in which they should manage to leave the rock ; and it appeared

from their conversation, that the wreck of the schooner had been

more complete and sudden than they had anticipated or intended.

I also gathered from some .accidental hints, that they did not

regret that Mr. Monti was now out of the wa}-—his avowed
knowledge of their plans having excited a good deal of alarm and

anxiety among them.

At day-break no vestige of the raft or its unfortunate navigator

was discoverable, and 1 forgot my own desolate prospects in

thinking of the fate of Mr. Monti, and trying to believe that he

might still be in life, although conclusions to the contrary were

forced upon my mind b}' a consideration of the dangers that sur-

rounded him, and of the Uraited means he had of successfully con-

tending against them. Immediately after sunrise, the crew

hauled up the damaged boat, and began to repair her with some

fragments of the schooner which had that morning floated ashore.

They soon rendered her in a manner seaworthy, and 1 found that

the mate and crew intended setting out in search of relief, while

Captain Burder, and Mrs. Monti, and her maid, and 1, were to

remain till they returned. Accordingly, in the afternoon they

put off, taking Samno with them, on the ground that they would

require him to assist at the oars.

It appeared to me rather strange that Captain Burder should

not accompany his crew, and direct the expedition, though he said

he remained behind to show the two females, that neither he noY

his men had any intention of abandoning them. I pretended to be

^satisfied with this explanation, but nevertheless determined

to Watch his motions. Mrs. Monti and her maid had taken

up th«\r abode in a small rocky recess, which sheltered them, in

some measure, from the weather ; and I had conveyed thither the

-i
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best provisions I could select from the quantity washed ashore,

but did not intrude myself upon them, for I perceived that my pre-

sence was painful to the former, by recalling the image of her
husband.

Having chosen a place of repose in the vicinity of the recess, I

retired to it soon after sunset, and endeavoured to sleep ; but
notwithstanding the fatigues of the preceding night, ] continued
awake so long, that I resolved to walk abroad and solicit the

tranquilizing effects of the fresh air. As I emerged beyond the

projecting rock behind which I had formed my couch, I saw
Captain Burder steahng along on tiptoe. Fortunately, he did

not observe me, and 1 immediately shrank back into the shade,

that I might watch his steps unseen by him. He proceeded
cautiously towards the recess, and having looked round a moment,
entered it. I grew alarmed, and hastened to the spot, but re-

mained outside, and listened attentively. I heard Mrs. Monti
suddenly utter an exclamation of surprise, and say, ' Pray, sir,

why do j'Ou intrude 3-our5elf here V * I come to inquire how yo\i

are,' replied Captain Burder, ' and to ask if I can be of anj' service

to you.' ' None, none,' answered she
;

' this is an extraordinary

time for such a \isit. 1 beg you will leave me.' ' Are you not

afraid to remain here alone V said Captain Burder. * I have my
attendant, sir,' returned Mrs. Monti, haughtily. ' No, no,' cried

the former, ' you know well enough you have sent her across the

island for water, and I have taken advantage of her absence to

have a little conversation with you—You are a beautiful crea-

ture, and ' ' Captain Burder,' exclaimed she, in a tone of

alarm, ' do you really dare ?—Begone !—Touch me not !' I

heard a shriek, I rushed into the recess, and, seizing the insolent

villain behind by the collar of his coat, dragged him backwards a
considerable way, and then dashed him twice upon the rocks,

"with all the force I was master of He could not rise, but lay
groaning with pain, and vainh'- attempting to speak.

I now hastened to Mrs. Monti, whose agitation I endeavoured
to relieve and compose, by assurances of unremitting protection,

and by the hope of our soon being able to leave the island.

When her attendant returned, I left them together, after promising
to keep watch in front of the recess, and prevent the future intru-

sions of Captain Burder, who continued for some time on the spot
where I had left him, and then got upon his feet, and retired out
of sight.

I armed myself with a piece of broken oar, which I found
among the chffs, and began to walk backwards and forwards in

front of the recess. My situation was now such a perplexing
one, that I felt more anxious and uneas}' than ever. I feared lest

Captain Burder should attack me unawares, or gain access ta
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Mrs. Monti, if I relaxed my vigilance one moment. ; and sleep

was therefore out of the question. I paced along the rocks like a

sentinel, starting at every sound, and ardently wishing for dawn,

although I knew that there was no chance of its bringing me einy

relief. I did not dare to sit down, lest I should slumber. I

counted the waves as they burst along the shore, and watched

the stars successively rising and setting on opposite sides of the

hcwdzon ;—at one time fanc3ring I saw my enemy lurking in some

neighbouring cavity, and at another trying to discover the white

sails of an approaching vessel. I observed Mrs. Monti's servajil

occasionally appear at the entrance of their wild abode, and look

around, as if to ascertain that I still kept watch, and then quietly

return within.

Shortly after midnight, while taking my round along the cliflfs,

I met Captam Burder. We both started back, and surveyed

each other for a little time without speaking. * Do not suppose/

said he, at length, ' that tke attack you made upon me this even-

ing shall remain unresented or unpunished. You have behaved

most villainously—^you took advantage of me, like an assassin,

when I was off my guard;'—' And shall not hesitate to do it

again,' returned I, ' if I chance to find you insulting Mrs. Monti.'—
' You talk boldly,' cried he ;

' are you aware that you canned

leave this island unless 1 choose V—' No, I am not.'
—

' Thea
learn that it is so,' exclaimed he, stamping his foot. * My crew

have gone to secure a small vessel, and when they return, we
shall depart in it, taking the females with us, and leaving you
here. In the mean time, be thankful that your life has not been

the forfeit of this evening's temerity.'
—

' Your crew,' said I, ' will

not be so merciless as to abandon me, even although you order

them to do so. I ask nothing from you—only keep at a distance

from the recess—I advise this for your own sake.'
—

' This Ian*

guage won't last long,' cried he, quivering with rage ;
' why don't

I pitch you over the cliffs this moment ? But no, you shall die a
slower death.' He now hurried furiously away, but once or twice

stopped short, as if half determined to return and attack me.

However, he restrained his passion, and soon disappeared among
the rocks.

A miserable fate, which we had no visible means of avoiding,

seemed now to impend over Mrs. Monti and me. I leaned against

a precipice near her place of refuge, and gave way to the most

melancholy anticipations, which absorbed me so completely, that

I did not discover it was day, till the sun had got completely

above the honzon. Then, on changing my position, and lookmg

towards the sea, I observed a sloop at anchor, about half a mile

from the shore, and a boat full of men approaching.

I did not for a moment doubt that they were Captain Burder'a
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crew, and that the vessel belonged to them ;
and I hastened

towards the landin;^-place, that I might solicit their interference

in behalf of Mrs. Monti and myself, before their commander could

have an opportunity of steeling their hearts against us. The
boat, which had now touched the shore, was concealed from my
view by a projecting rock. A man who stood on the top of it

called me by name. I looked up, and started back, and then

rushed into his arms—it was Mr. Monti himself 'My dear

friend,' cried I, ' Heaven, I see, lias afforded you that protection

which I lately feared W£ls on the point of being withdrawn from

us. Eternally ble.=5sed be the hour of your return !' ' I have

indeed had a wonderful preservation,' returned he, 'and you shall

soon hear all—but how is my Harriet V * Safe and well, as yet,*

replied I :
' You have just arrived in time.'

As we hastened towards the recess, I related briefly all that

had happened since the ^preceding morning, to which he listened

with shuddering anxiety, and seemed indescribably relieved when
I had finished the recital. On reaching Mrs. Monti's abode I re-

tired, lest my presence should impose any restraint upon the feel-

ings of the happy couple. In a little time my frierid came for-

ward, with his wife leaning on his arm. Their countenances

were as radiant as the smooth expanse of ocean before us, which

received the full influences of a dazzling sun. ' Yonder sloop,'

said the delighted husband, * that ndes so beautifully at anchor,

willconvey us hence this evening.—How graceful she looks ! Her
sails absolutely appear to be fringed with gold !'—

* Yes, returned

Mrs. Monti, 'I believe the enchanted galley w^hich, as fairy

legends tell us, conveyed Cherry and Fair Star from the island of

Cyprus, did not appear a more divine object to their eyes than

this does to mine.'— * But,' said Mr. Monti, ' I must now give

you the particulars of rny preservation. I drifted about the ocean

nearly three hours, and then came within sight of the sloop,

which lay to whenever she observed me. The captain sent out

his boat to pick me up. I immediately told ray story and en-

treated him to steer for this island, which he readily consented to

do, for he is one of the Bahama wreckers, who make it their busi-

ness to cruize about in search of distressed vessels. We would

have arrived here much sooner, but the wind was ahead, and we
lay at anchor all night, the intricacy of the navigation around

this rendering it dangerous to continue sailing after sunset. My

I

preserver shall not go unrewarded, and I shall be more able to do

him justice in this respect, as Harriet informs me that her maid,

by your directions, secured most of our money and valuables

about her person before she left the schooner.'

Mr. Monti had informed the master of the sloop, that he

believed Captain Burder had cast away the schooner for her

19*
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insurance, and the former proceeded to the place where she was
wrecked, and succeeded in fishing up some bales and packages,

which, on being opened, were found to contain nothing but sand

and rubbish. Tbiis discovery afforded satisfactory proof of Cap-

tain Burder's guilt, but still we were at a loss how to act, know-

ing that we could not legally take him into custody. However,

in the course of the day the whole crew returned in the boat, hav-

ing exhausted their stock of provisions, and failed to meet with

any vessel, or reach an inhabited island. Manks, the master of

the sloop, now proposed to take them on board his vessel, and

carry them into port ; and they all consented to accompany him,

except Captain Burder and his mate, both of whom probably sus-

pected that Mr. Monti intended giving information against them.

But seeing no other means of leaving the island, they at length

accepted Manks's offer, and we all embarked on board the sloop

about noon, and shortly set sail.

We arrived safely at Nassau, New Providence, in a few days.

Captain Burder and his mate were immediately apprehended on

our evidence, and committed for trial. However, they both

managed to escape from prison, and, having stolen a boat, put to

sea : and it was supposed either reached the coast of Cuba, or

were picked up by some Spanish pirate, as no one saw or heard

any thing of them while we remained upon the island.

FALSE JUDGMENT.

Some years ago, my curiosity to examine the Manx laws

relating to debtor and creditor, combined with some family affairs,

to determine me on a visit to the Isle of Man. The hard fate of

an honest man of my acquaintance, who had given Manx bail

for a friend, and by that means rendered himself liable to a heavy
debt, though the debtor's person had been surrendered to gaol,

stimulated my inquiries respecting the pecuhar government of

this island.

I reached the pier of Douglas on a propitious day, when the

fine semicircular harbour, the Duke of Athol's free-stone palace

in the centre, and a cultivated hill behind it, seen without the

usual canopy of mist, gave a pleasant idea of old Mona. My
poor friend, whose bail in the Manx fashion threatened his ruin,

was an innkeeper, who received me with great hospitality, and
weaiied a lean horse by driving me in a kind of cart-carriage to

Cbstle Rushen, where the courts of law are held. They are
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suffioiently tedious, therefore I had leisure to see all the castles,

barrows, heath, and gorse, to be found in the island. The sim-

pHcity which still prevailed there, rendered the resources of an

idle stranger very few in female society ;
and after a month's

stay, I was driven to seek amusement in the Oalf of Man. This

islet is still tenanted by one solitary farmer, whose sheep occupy
the wild and treeless domain, disturbed only by groupes of white

sea fowl, which cluster in the galleries of rocks that overhang the

sea. On one of these galleries I saw a man walking, whose ap-

pearance did not resemble any inmate of the farmer's house at

which I wa.s a temporary guest. He was busied in a sketch of

the Eye, or lonely rock, said to be a hermit's grave. It was easy

to begin a conversation respecting the traditions of the isle
;
and

my new acquaintance shewed me another drawing of Thomas
Bushel's house, now in ruins, and the interior of his tomb. Then
he described the beautiful valley of Glynmai, and the height of

Snowfield, from whence the romantic coast of Kirkcudbright and
its neighbourhood are visible. I told him, I had seen the Giant's

Q,uoiting-stones, the holy village of Kirkmichael, and especially

the Tynwald Mount, celebrated as the seat of the legislative

assembly. From thence we naturally digressed into a discussion

of the laws and their founders, during which my companion spoke

of the great Earl of Derby, and the patriarchal Bishop Wilson,

with so much historic accuracy and moral feeling, that I felt

tempted to regret the transient nature of our acquaintance, when
we parted. Evening had advanced, and after a further ramble

alone, I returned to my hospitable farmer's house, the only one in

the islet, and was surprised to find my new friend already seated

there, with the air of a well-known inmate. I considered him an
artist in quest of local scenery, and his presence seemed no re-

straint on my host, who appeared an intelligent and civil man,
though the simplicity of his household reminded me of those days

when a pan and a blanket were heirlooms in a Manxman's
family. After telling me of the benefit his farm derived from an
earth-pot, as he called a lime-kiln, he began to deviate into the

usual fire-side tales of LadjjfDerby's ghost, the spectre hound, and
the submarine gardens discovered by a diving-bell. The sup-

posed artist intimated his doubts, whether the sentence of the in-

sular court on the reputed traitor Christian, accused of basely

betraying the Earl of Derby's widow, could be justified. Our host

after listening patiently to a long argument, asked leave to tell

one of many anecdotes relating to the misjudgments of this court,

and the probable abuse of its laws. All my professional curiosity

was awake, and the farmer's story began.
* I was very young, gentlemen, when the eldest son of the

south deemster unfortunately shot a favourite horse while hunt-
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ing the wren on New-Year's Day. This sport, as you may know,
comes from our belief, that a lovely fairy of most mischievous
power appears in the wren's shape every year. Guttrid Lonan,
the owner of the horse, had once been aggrieved by what he
thought the deemster's unjust summons

; and this accident be-

came the pretence of the longest and most bitter litigation ever

remembered in our island, though it has been called the Paradise
of lawyers. The deemster in revenge tormented his adversary
with fodder-juries to estimate his cattle, and carried a disputed

grave digger's bill for two shillings and sixpence into half a dozen
courts. But his enemy found a heavier mode of expressing his

resentment. The deemster's son gave Manx bail for an unfortu-

nate Englishman, and half his property became a forfeit. He
died of grief and agitation

;
but his second brother reconciled him-

self to his family's antagonist by acts of singular condescension,

and their friendship grew even more remarkable than their former

enmity.
' Last summer, a young Englishwoman landed at Douglas,

and enquired for a cheap and solitary lodging. She appeared
to be one of these numerous refugees whose misfortunes or indis-

cretions bring them to this asylum. Considering her mild and
gracious manners, it was thought strange when she fixed her

residence with Guttrid Lonan, a farmer of such mean and disho-

nest habits, that his neighbours styled him the Manthe Doog, or

black hound, of the heath where he lived. He had a wife as old

and penurious as himself, as their admission of a stranger who
seemed poor was a matter of surprise to all the villagers of Kirk-
michael. Our island, gentlemen, is said to be the kingdom of

fairies and witchcraft, therefore no one was surprised when the

stranger came to the coroner of that district to relate a very sin-

gular dream and its effects. At midnight, in her sohtary room
near the roof of Guttrid Lonan's house, she had seen what
seemed the apparition of a meagre child at the foot of her bed.

To her question, whence and for what purpose it came, the

spectre replied, ' I am in prison'—and she beheld it no more.

But its impression on her fancy did no^ pass away. She consi-

dered all the circumstances of her entertainer's family, and recol-

lected the mystery always preserved respecting a loft or chamber
above her's. Lonan and his wife slept in the kitchen

; the hour
was safe : and having contrived a ladder of some chairs, she found

a chasm in the rafters, by which she could introduce her hand,

and unbolt the loft's trap-door. Within, on a chaflf-bed, she dis-

covered a female child, as lean, pale, and deadly as the spectre

she had seen. ' Miserable creature !' said the Enghshwoman

—

* why did you not remain in my room when you had found it V—
' I had not walked for a long time'—it answered in a dying voice
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—
' Have you brought me any thing to eat V A strong iron

chain, firmly fixed to a staple in the wall, convinced its visitor

that its escape was not possible without aid, and that food was now
more easily supplied than liberty. She returned in a few minutes

with bread and wine, and moistened its lips while it lay in the

torpor of extreme weakness. To remove it from its desolate

prison was impracticable then, for day was fast approaching, and
Lonan always rose with the dawn. But after preserving, during

breakfast, a degree of calmness, sufficient, as she hoped, to pre-

vent suspicion, she quitted the house of the heath, and hastened

to the coroner with this narrative. Having a powder both execu-

tive and inquisitorial, the coroner immediately entered the black-

hound's den with proper officers, but his wife, himself, and the

unhappy child, w^ere removed. The chaff-bed, the dried herring

and oatmeal, which the Englishwoman had observed in the loft,

in short every trace of this mysterious scene, had vanished ;
and

except the flight of Guttrid and dame Lonan, nothing remained to

prove the truth of her assertion.

* The new deernster, or judge of the district made zealous

enquiry
;
but before the motive or method of this flight could be

ascertained, a fisherman's boat was driven back by violent gales

into Ramsey-bay, and the bodies of Guttrid and his \vife were
cast ashore. The latter had been evidently dead some hours, but

art restored her husband
;
and when convej-ed before the deem-

ster, his courage and composure seemed unshaken. When con-

fronted by his accuser, he stated, that she was the mother of the

child, and had given him a large sum to secrete its body. She
had misrepresented its age, he added, as it was, in fact, a still-

born infant, which he had deposited at her request under the low

water mark of Ramsey-bay. The owner of the fishing-boat had
perished, and no one remained to disprove or confirm this tale, ex-

cept the fisher's widow, who confessed that Lonan's wife, with a
small basket in her hand, had hired the boat, though it was Sun-

day-eve, and they had no burnt gorse or wren's feather to secure

it from ' the evil eye.''—I was one of the sixty-four men firom whom
a jury was impannelled : Guttrid Lonan's guilt was certain in my
mmd ;

but on the day appointed for a hearing of the cause, the

Englishwoman escaped by some unknown artifice, and Lonan
Was acquitted. The deemster, it was said, had reason to fear a
man who had been so formidable to his father and elder brother

;

but as the hunting of the wren caused Guttrid Lonan's pretence

to ruin an honourable man, a wren's feather may ruin Guttrid

Lonan.' Trf^T^^'^t*'*^*
My host ended his tale with a shrewd and forcible emphasis,

which induced me to reply— ' I have heard something of this,

and the spectre child is as tremendous in a winter's night as the
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spectre-hound of Peel Castle. But what are the grounds of this

decisive prejudice against Lonan ? the pretended dream, or the

divination of some witch in wren's feathers V
' You speak, Sir,' said the artist, who had been silent till now,

* as if there were no well attested instances of a singular connexion
between dreams and events.'

' Not so,' I answered, ' for many such are upon record. Gover-
nor Franklm, the American philosopher's venerable son, who
was once designed to ornament my profession, has often told me
of the singular vision which visited him while imprisoned during

the rebellion of the colonies, and was verified by the circum-

stances of his first wife's death.

The dove which an eminent sculptor has lately placed on the

monument of a lovely lady, alludes to her repeated assertion that

she expected the messenger of a deceased friend in the form of a
dove to announce her own last moment. This beautiful appari-

tion visited her mind's eye in the instant of death
;
but both these

new facts may be explained without supernatural agency. The
loyal governor and the gentle and pious woman were naturally

apt in their slumbers to associate the images which their imagina-

tions were accustomed to consider probable and pleasing. In
such cases, an event is sometimes caused by our determination to

expect it, or at least receives the colouring we are predisposed to

bestow.'
* However,' rejoined the artist, eyeing me attentively, ' you per-

ceive no reason to doubt that this supposed Englishwoman spoke
truth.'

' None at this moment—I admit the possibiHty of her dream,
though I consider it the effect, and not the cause, of some suspi-

cion respecting a concealed child
;
and her flight appears to me

no absolute proof of her guilt
!'

' I have not told you all yet. Sir, that was said about her !'

added my historian, eagerly— ' We people of this island suspect

she was no—no more than an apparition herself, for it is very

certain, and hundreds will attest, that no woman left .the prison

when she was missing, and nobody hke her was seen in the

vessel which brought her to Douglas till half an hour before she

landed.*

' And who,' said I, ' will attest that you have heard the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth ?—It is fortunately in my power
to give you some farther intelligence. A day or two before I left

the main-isle, a piece of blue slate, with two letters scratched

upon it, was found in the hut of the fisherman's widow. She, a
doting and distressed woman, believed it still what it once was in

Mona, a judge's token or summons. She uttered such strange

and terrible things in the confusion of fear and guilt, that
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Guttrid was examined again, and after another hearing, the jury

agreed in their verdict. While I remained in court, the foreman

was asked by the deemster, if the ministers of the church might

remain, and he answered '

* Yes or no V exclaimed the artist, rising eagerly. * The
bishop and his clergy retired from court, and I followed them.'

* Then the sentence was death !' said the farmer, striking his

hands together above his head, and casting a glance of subdued

congratulation on the artist.

' Sentence of death was passed certainly,' I replied, ' but on the

Englishwoman also. She was convicted of aiding Guttrid Lonan
in his confederacy with the younger brother of the unhappy man
who gave Manx bail for an English debtor. I need not tell you
that this unhappy man was the son of his father's first wife, and
his brother, therefore, could claim, by virtue of your Manx laws,

only a fourth part of their inheritance. His death without off-

spring seemingly entitled the younger brother to possess all at

their father's death
;
and Guttrid found an abundant source of

profit in keeping his reputed daughter, a child legitimated by its

parents' private marriage three years after its birth, according to

Manx law, concealed at his lonely house on the moor. The
treacherous uncle paid largely for this iniquitous secretion of his

brother's heiress, whose existence was never suspected till the

Englishwoman revealed it.'

' Has it perished—certainly perished V asked my unknown
acquaintance, with a tremor of tone and eye which justified anew
suspicion.

* Our host's prediction is fulfilled,' I answered— ' the wren
which began this tragic romance assisted the catastrophe. When
Guttrid Lonan conveyed the infant heiress into the fishing-boat,

he paid homage to the superstition of his island, by placing round
her neck a circle of wren's feathers as a talisman against the

evil eye. These feathers found with the dead body of a female

child have identified and fixed his guilt, thus pursued by an eye

he could not deceive.'

* But by what proof,' interrupted the farmer, anxiously stealing

a glance at his strange guest, ' do they condemn the English-

woman ?'

' By circumstantial evidence at least.—She gave no clear ac-

count of the reasons for her stay at Lonan's house, and her flight

was incomprehensible, unless she had been a spy or an accom-
plice there. That they disagreed in dividing their employer's pay
is his own statement, and a sufficient reason for her conduct. Or
as she was not an ungentle female, she might be influenced by
some attachment to a man whose vices were not distinguished by
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outward deformity. These are the opinions I adopt, and with

such opinions the court pronounced her condemnation.'
' Then they erred !' exclaimed my host's strange guest ;

' and
their sentence will add another to the unnumbered failures of

human tribunals.'—Approaching me, and removmg with his large

hat a tuft of coarse red hair and broad mustachios, he added, ' Did
no one remember the unfortunate Englishman for whom the

Manxman gave such fatal bail ? His personal property was
sacrificed and his heart broken by my ruin

;
but though I obtained

my release from unmerciful creditors too late to save him, I made
one effort to save his child, whose fate I suspected. Woman's
attire alone sufficed to deceive Guttrid Lonan, who never guessed

my motive
;
and it has proved sufficient to deceive experienced

judges. As an insolvent debtor, I am liable to perpetual imprison-

ment in this island, therefore I dared not reveal my sex and name,
and am now compelled to hide myself in this privileged house.

But justice has overtaken the guilty, and the innocent will

not suffer, unless Ihave trusted rashly to a lawyer's honour.'

My profession's spirit was challenged by this appeal, and I felt

all that such absolute trust demanded from me. A powerful

magistrate obtained his indemnity and complete acquittal, which
opened a path for his return to ease and liberty in England.

There he still lives among my best friends, to whom I am not

ashamed to confess the lesson taught me by false appearances,

and the distrust of human judgment, which always connects itself

with my remembrance of Manx Bail. V.

THE BROTHER'S HOUSE.

There was once in the north of England, a half-forsaken bye-

road, which led the traveller round the skirts of a wide woody
garden, from whence a flight of stone steps ascended to a green

terrace, where stood the remnant of an ancient building, called

the Brother's House. It owed this name to. the appropriation of

the mansion in other times to a Moravian fraternity, long since

dissolved. A few flat tablets scattered among the neglected

flowers in the garden, distinguish the spots sanctified by their

remains ; and the last inhabitant of the Brother's House might
have been mistaken for one of their society. But though his

habits now appeared so simple and sequestered, he had acted a

celebrated part on the great theatre of life. His genius and

sensibility had been blunted in his youth by too early mheritance
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of rank and fortune, yet he did not become, like the prodigal of

the seventeenth century, by turns a fiddler, statesman, and buf-

foon : he only changed into a chemist, and employed the energies

left by dissipation, on gas, galvanism, merino fleeces, and human
skulls. After amusing himself with more than the ' Century of

Inventions,' dedicated by the marquis of Worcester to King
Charles, he suddenly sunk into an obscure and indolent solitude,

adopting Paracelsus's maxim— ' Trees last longer than men,
because they stand still.' He ceased to write, ate little, talked

still less, and never moved beyond the threshold of the Brother's

House, in w^hich he settled hmiself without regarding its dilapi-

dated state, with only one servant, a man as merry and useful,

but as oddly shaped, and as much dreaded by the neighbourhood,

as the lubber fiend of Milton's days. His master was known in

that little circle by the name of Old Glaarles, but more commonly
by that of Brother Christopher, in allusion to an old Moravian,

whose reverend person he resembled. And he, with a kind of

familiar humility, which seemed an acquiescence in the simple

customs of the former residents, always styled hi-s servant,

' Brother John.' This singular recluse had two nephews, to

whom, as all his fortune was expected to centre in them, he was
permitted to give the names he most deUghted in, his own and

his favorite domestic's : but these young men, though they grew
up with the same prospects, education, and society, were as

unhke as the persons whose appellations they bore. They agreed

only in their dependence on their uncle Q,uarles, and their anxiety

to secure his favour. On his sixtieth birth-day, he summoned
them to his lonely house, to make known then- chosen paths in

life, and receive some substantial proofs of his affection. Brother

Christopher, as the eldest, and his uncle's namesake, entertained

very confident hopes of his bounty and preference
;
while the

younger, conscious that his manners and opinions were unlikely

to conciliate a morose recluse, endeavoured to provide himself

with a set of ancient dogmas and quotations, which might be

useful occasionally. The visit was briefly paid, and received

without any apparent distinction between the nephews ; but a
few hours after their departure, duarles called his servant John
into his bedchamber, and wrote this testamentary memorandum
in his presence :

—'Whereas in the year 1659, the most noble

Marquess of Worcester bequeathed to my ancestor, Sir Philip

Cluarles, Knt. a seal of his own special invention, as mentioned

in the Harleian MSS. volume 2428, in which there is a copy d
the Century of Inventions in his own hand -writing. By this

aforesaid seal, any letter, though written but in English, may (as

therein specified) be read in eight different languages ; and by its

help the owner may privately note the day of the month, tha

20
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month of the year, the year of our Lord, the names of the wit-

nesses, the individual place, and the very number of lines con-

tained in any contract or instrument sealed with it. Wherefore

to prevent all doubt or falsification, 1 seal this my last Will and

Testament with the seal above described, and hereby give and

bequeath the seal itself, as a token of my most true regard, and as

a rare specimen of precious mechanic art, to my eldest nephew

Christopher. To his brother John 1 bequeath an alphabet in a

lantern, a pocket ladder, and a discourse woven in ribbon all de-

vised by our ancestor's most noble friend, the said Marquess of

Worcester. And to both my nephews jointly I give and bequeath

my only ftiithful servant, commonly called John. Finally, I

desire that they, my aforesaid nephews, shall provide a chest of

English oak, and place it on two cross beams in the upper part of

my°barn,* having first enclosed in it my mortal remains, which I

therein bequeath to the worms, my residuary legatees.'

Very few weeks after this remarkable testament had been

written, the testator's death was announced to his nephews ; and

as he had made no devise of his real estate, the eldest claimed and

took possession of the whole, leaving his brother only the whimsi-

cal antique mentioned in their uncle's testament. Every crevice

and chest was searched, in hopes of finding some concealed hoard

to enrich the unfortunate cadet's share of the few moveables found

in the antiquary's mansion ;
and when all had been examined in

vain, he endeavoured to fine some hint or secret purpose in the

woven ribbon which held the chief place among the bequests.

But it only contained these ancient and respectable maxims.
• Chuse the daughter of a g-ood mother.

If thou hast wit and learning, get wisdom and modesty also,

—'Tis not sufficient to be precious if thou art not polished.

' Visit thy brother, but hve not too near him. Neither make

servants of thy kindred, nor kindred of thy servants.

• Let thy companions be ]ike the bees that make honey, not

wasps that only hum, devour and sting.

• Thou shalt not sleep upon a grave.'

Whatever might be the intrinsic value of these precepts,

young Clarendon thought his uncle had left a more substantial

legacy to those he called residuary legatees. And the last sen-

tence seemed a pointed and bitter rebuke to the folly of depend-

ence or heritable wealth. With no friendly feelings tovyards

those laws which have established the best rights of succession in

the eldest son, John accompanied his brother Christopher to the

lonely grange chosen by their uncle for his place of rest. His

• A coflSn thus deposited remains still near the great northern road, and is

shown to strangers.
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remains had been deposited there before the arrival of the younger
nephew, whose ill humour suggested some peevish remarks on
the lunacy indicated by his last requests. ' Not absolute lunacy,'

said the elder, merrily—'for I have found an unsigned codicil, in

which he desires us to convert the Brother's House into an inn,

and to provide accommodation gratis for one guest every night,

but that guest must neither be a beggar nor a lawyer.' John,

whose only possession was his knowledge of the law, retorted

with great bitterness, ' And if the superstition of ancient lawyers
had not made heirs of elder sons, there would only have been a
beggar and a lawyer in it to-day.' A blow answered this sar-

casm, and the younger made a bold attempt to repay it, but the

unfortunate Christopher hastily stepping back, fell from the height
which they were standing to survey their uncle's coffin, and lay
motionless at the foot of the ladder. John leaped down in an
agony of remorse and terror to succour the sufferer, whose head
had received a mortal blow. He made two faint attempts to

speak, and resting his cheek on his brother's feet, expired. That
unhappy brother remained several moments stupid with dismay,

before he fully felt all the horrors of his situation. The heir of his

uncle's wealth lay dead beside him—who would believe that ava-

rice and envy had not instigated his fate ? While this frightful

recollection froze up his faculties, a confused noise at the door

increased his alarm. It was a desolate hour, and a place which
no stranger had a right to interrupt. Yet the confusion of unin-

tentional guilt induced him to cover the bod}'' with some straw

which had been left in the forsaken barn, and secrete himself in

its darkness, while the door opened slowly, and a man entered

carrying a dark lantern, which presently discovered that the

bearer was his uncle's ancient servant. This old man looked

round, secured the door as if fearful of intruders, and ascended the

ladder, began, by the aid of the twilight which gleamed through

the rafters, to examine his late master's last repository. He had
brought a mallet, a chisel, and several vigorous tools, which he

seemed prepared to employ in unclosing the oaken chest ; but the

eager gasping of young Clarendon, as he stood trembling, and
conscious that while he lurked as a sp}" he might be arrested as

a murderer, appeared to disturb the work. Old John started

guiltily, descended the ladder a few steps, and at the same in-

stant the oak chest or coffin, shaken from its balance by his

labours, fell over the beams on which it had been deposited. At
the sight and sound of its hideous fall near his brother's body,

Clarendon uttered a faint shriek, but recollected his presence of

jTiind enough to remain concealed. The conscious servant heard
the cry, and snatching up his lantern to look round, discovered

the mangled countenance of his young master. He threw him-
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self on the body with cries of despair, wringing his hands and
rending his white hair, till a sudden thought seemed to calm his

distraction. He looked eagerly at the chest, which remained

unbroken by its decent, carefully examined the sufferer to disco-

ver that no life remained, and gathering his tools into his wallet,

with his crushed lantern, departed. Strange and mysterious as

this man's visit appeared. Clarendon deemed it a providential

incident in his favour ;
but to render it available, it was necessary

for him to return home unsuspected. He stole from the fatal

place with the pangs and fears of a criminal, skulking through

the most unfrequented paths, and had nearly reached the Brother's

House, before he perceived that he still held in his hand the

chisel dropped by his uncle's servant in the barn. He had taken it

up with a confused intention of keeping it as an evidence against

the owner, but now perceiving red stains on its handle, he threw

it hastily among the bushes near his feet, and redoubled his pace

homewards. Once he looked back, and saw, or thought he saw,
an eye and part of a yellow hand arriong those bushes. It was
a dark eye and shadowed by a shaggj^ eyebrow resembling Old
John's; and he started as from a spectre when that suspected

man met him on the threshold. With a tremulous voice, and
a face which betraj^ed no consciousness of young Clarendon's

share in the transaction, he announced that a fatal accident had
befallen his brother. Forced to complete the part he had unwa-
rily begun, Clarendon accompanied a group of labourers and
neighbours to the disastrous place, and heard their exclamations of

superstitious wonder at the strange coincidence which had con-

nected the fall of their late master's bier with the death of his

young heir. One of the spectators said shrewdly, as he looked

at Clarendon, ' It was by rare good luck our other master escaped,

for he was there too." The conscious brother cast down his eyes,

and perceived two or three barn-straws entangled in his shoe.

No ear but his heard the comment, and the speaker seemed an
inconsequaiit and heedless boy, yet he felt all the force of the cir-

cumstantial evidence which might rise against him. Still no
suspicion circulated : Christopher was interred in peace, and his

successor took his large inheritance without interruption or

inquiry, but with a bitter remembrance of his uncle's prophetic

maxim—-' Thou shalt not sleep upon a grave.'

It would be well if the ingenious inventors of the present age
could devise some ' anti-attrition' compound for the mind to re-

medy the decay caused by one idea in perpetual motion, as sue.

cessfully as they prevent the wearing out of axletrees in constant

use. But Clarendon could find no relief from incessant regret

and apprehension till he plunged resolutely into the world, and
bound all his thoughts to that deep and severe study for which he
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had been educated. He laboured zealously to realize a reputa-

tion which might raise him above vague suspicions, and remedy
the ill consequence of that momentary absence of reason and
courage which had involved him in mystery, and perhaps in de-

pendence on a stranger's mercy. With such a motive, and w4th
a profession affording such ample scope to every kind of genius,

his eminent success is not surprising. His learning, zeal, and
industry, gained him friends in all his clients

;
and at the bar, as

Junius would have said, he had the three great requisites of a
pleader, * tongue to persuade, an eye to penetrate, and a gesture

to command.' Twenty years passed after his brother's death,

and the singular event which had given him affluence ^vas less

remembered than the honour he had added to it, though he still

knew secretly how impossible it is for a homicide to " sleep upon
a grave.' About this period an extraordmary case was put into

his hands. The j^oungest of four brothers (three by a former

marriage, and one by a latter) had purchased land, and died with-

out offspring. The chief lawyers of Scotland declared that the

next elder brother had the right of succession, but Clarendon
advocated the cause of the eldest. ' Because,' said he, ' among
brothers of different marriages, the first idea that presents itself is

opposition rather than union, and when we examine the relation-

ship w^e must begin with the parent, who is the connecti'^>g pr"'

ciple
;
and as firom him the first step is to the eldest son, we c^®

ceive this son to be one step nearer than the second, and ^'^

steps nearer than the third.' On a point so subtile, much ''^^>

quence and science were expected to appear, and the Court w,®*

singularly thronged on the day of trial. Clarendon, as I ha\''

already said, was eminent in personal grace, and his rich vein of

wit gave attraction to the tedious subject of his harangue. He
traced the earliest rules of succession, or the transmission of

estates from the dead to the living, and proved how arbitrary and
various they had ever been in different ages and countries, as

all customs must be that spring from remote feelings, or mere
imagination.

He insisted on the right of primogeniture as strongly fixed in

Scotland by its peculiar feudal laws, in which, as military service

is the tenure of the land, the eldest male is always the favourite

in succession. Clarendon's opponent entered into a nice and dif-

ficult labjainth to prove the property in question was a new, not

an old feu : and amused his auditors with the distinctions between
an heii- of conquest^ as the old Scotch law calls him who inherits

purchased lands, and an heir of line, in other words one who takes

an estate acquired by succession. Unhappily in this part of the

pleadings, Clarendon forgot his uncle's maxim, * If thou hast wit

or learning, get wisdom and modesty to it.'—He only remembered
20*
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how much a jest's prosperity sometimes surpasses an argument's,

and replied— * We have allowed no heirs by conquest in England,

since William the Norman, and such left-handed sons are out of

any line.^—His adversary, whose obscure birth rendered him pe-

culiarly quick in appropriating a sarcasm, answered instantly,

and with very forcible emphasis, ' I cannot dispute the knowledge

of an advocate who has been himself so prosperously an heir at

law, or perhaps I should say, hij blood.''—It is not difficult to guess

the frightful association of ideas raised by these last words in

Clarendon, whose countenance became pale as death, though

conscious innocence enabled him to look steadfastly at the speaker.

He was a dwarfish mis-shapen man, with shaggy brows, a long,

lean, yellow hand, and a raven-black e3'e, whose sinister expres-

sion suddenly reminded Clarendon of that which had gazed on

him among the shrubs where he had deposited a guilty token on

the night of his brother's death. Neither the eye nor the hand

could ever be forgotten, and he now saw them both ! The bmef

fell from his hand, and he famted. All the crowd, ascribing his

indisposition to exhausted strength, made way for his removal to

his home, where he soon recovered enough to feel and measure

his danger. Most bitterly he again regretted the ill-managed wit

which provoked his brother's fate, and had probably determined
sn^

O'v" but his courage did not forsake him, and he resolved to

.^^^ r cond fall to the timid caution he had erred in once. It

^ y ; 'eat policy or great rashness to trust an enemy the mo-
^^'^^

lie has been offended, because his pride will be exas-

^"^F t 13 subdued by the aggressor's boldness. Yet it is

'^^u aVr >ble experiment, and Clarendon perceived no other re-

'maine '
. lim. Though the evening was advanced, he set out

instantly i the country-house occupied by the advocate M'Evil,

and found i-.m alone. Having briefly and calmly stated that no

personal insult was designed by any words used in his profes-

sional harangue, he continued, in the same firm tone, ' You have

seen me before, I think, in doubtful circumstances, and I do not

fear to recal them to your memory, because I expect from you the

same candour and confidence I possess myself Then, neither

attempting disguise nor circumlocution, he related all the occur-

rences of that unhappy period with a clear, full, and convincing

force, which usually distinguished his eloquence. When the

narrative was complete, he added, ' Woe to the man who is taught

to build his hopes of fortune on a grave !—but I can truly lay my
hand on my heart, and swear I never framed even a wish to see

my brother's ;
and unless my grave should be as sleepless as my

bed has been for many years, I have no reason to fear death.

I could bear it better than suspected or disgraced life, therefore I

surrender myself into your custody. Deliver me up to justice if
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you think me deserving the rigour of an investigation : I hav
resolved never to disgrace our tribunals, by appearing as an
advocate, while any man exists who believes me a criminal.'

M'Evil heard his former adversary in silence, but tears ran

down his cheeks. Presently recollecting himself, he said, ' Com-
mand me if ever you require an advocate, but I have no right to

be your judge, and I can neither acquit nor condemn you. I n?ust

keep you as my prisoner to-night, unless you allow me to call

you my voluntary guest. This house belongs to the Clangregors,

who never betrayed an enemy if he trusted them, and a lawyer
shall not be worse than outlaws.'—The advocate conducted

Clarendon to his table, where he entertained him sumptuously,

but with a lurking smile about his lip which tempted his guest to

doubt his purpose and half regret his own rash appeal. These
doubts and regrets haunted Clarendon as he entered the bed-

chamber prepared for him. Was it some optical illusion, some
contrived mockery, or the force of his tortured imagination, that

created what he beheld there ? A man was seated beside the

hearth with his lank hair scattered over his shaggy eye-brows,

his broad misshapen feet covered with the same rude wooden shoes,

and his whole apparel consisting of the coarse fantastic livery

given by his uncle to his ancient servant John, whose funeral he

had seen many years before. This unexpected apparition re-

mained silent only a moment— ' Forgive me, Clarendon—forgive

the son of your kind old uncle's servant if his petulance gave you
reason to suppose him your enemy. I have put on his apparel,

to convince you that I am neither ashamed of the father I re-

semble so strongly, nor forgetful of the benefits he owed to his

master. It is true that I witnessed your concealment of the

chisel among the shrubs : but I now beheve it had never been
used for any criminal purpose. My honest father's visit to his

benefactor's coffin was only in obedience to the deceased's

whimsical command that he should examine it thrice every year.

Do not fear that I will ever betray the secret of a man who
deemed me worthy of trust even when he thought he had offen-

ded me. Had you recollected my person, or known my assumed
name, you would not have aimed an undeserved insult at one
who owed to your uncle's bounty the education which has en-

abled him to offer you his friendship as an equal, and his advice

as a lawyer. Let the past be remembered only when you be-

queath legacies, and let them be such as shall not invite guilt and
misery into a Brother's House."* V.
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THE ANTIQUARIAN.

It has been mentioned in some part of these memoirs, that my
affairs sometimes called me to the Isle of Man. One of those
unforeseen combinations of events which we are pleased to call

chance carried me thither at that period of the year which Manx-
rrven still distinguish hy a few of their ancient superstitions. Then
begin the operations of a certain familiar spirit, whose nightly

labours in the flower garden or field are repaid by a piece of

silver deposited on the threshold. I arrived on May-eve, and
found the good farmer at whose house my stay was expected, full

of preparation for the mock battle between summer and winter

usually exhibited in the next room. Lawyers are not celebrated

for their readiness to partake such pastorial and amicable combats
j

but there is a tradition extant which ascribes to the may-pole the

dignity of a wand of justice, and informs us that courts of law
once assembled round it. Perhaps this tradition gave new zest

to the curiosity with which I awoke to attend the festival of

milk.maids and farmers' boys loaded with garlands and mock
silver cups. The latter were too often filled and emptied to allow

much order in the procession ; but the mirthful carols and grotesque

dances of the Manx girls drew^ a train of spectators, including

my honest old host, with all his family and guests. The day
ended as convivially as it had begun ; but as twelve hours' un-

ceasing exertion must exhaust the best animal spirits, ours gra-

dually sunk from "^.amorous jests into sad tales of witchcraft,

dreams, and omens. If the Isle of Man deserves to be called the

heaven of lawj^ers, it is also the paradise of prophetesses and
soothsayers. The charming enchantress described by a modern
bard must have visited it to form her garland of dreams. We
were all probably under the influence of this enchantress, for every
one of the company had some striking dream or mysterious pre-

sentiment to relate. Our narratives suggested a proposal to try

that mode of divination called the Sortes Virgilianee, and celebra-

ted in many authentic anecdotes of eminent men. A young
Gascon, who obtained bread by teaching a little French to the

daughters of some fashionable residents m the neighbourhood,

supplied lis with a pocket Vngil, and, as the newest guest, my
chance had precedence. I opened the oracular volume with due
solemnity, and found my finger on this remarkable line of the

Georgics.
' Some days are fortunate—the,^/?Abeware !'

The company amused themselves with a few constrained jests

and prolonged the conversation till day-break, more through

fear of retiring into sohtude and darkness, than from the spirit of
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convivialit}'". If the Virgilian oracle had made any impression on
my mind, it was effaced next day by my host's clamorous com-
plaint that he had lost a silver ewer of rare antiquity, which his

dame had persuaded him to lend the may-damsels for the embel-

lishment of their pole. Such an article, in a spot like the Isle of

Man, was not likely to be sold or converted into bullion, without

detection, and the farmer was advised to employ his strictest

inquiries on the coast, from whence the felon would probably

convey it. I went with him to the sea-port town of Ramsey,
where we found opportunities to view the crews and consult the

captains of several vessels, in one of which we noticed a man
whose apparel was singularly loose and ill suited. It would
have been more accurate to have said, I alone noticed this

sailor, for I feared to call my angry and revengeful com-
panion's attention towards him., and he soon disappeared.

—

The owner of the lost ewer returned home in a churlish humour,
having found no clue to guide his search, and I availed myself

gladly of an invitation to visit the deemster, whose distant resi-

dence would remove me beyond the litigious farmer's reach.

Like many discerning men, whose circumstances have secluded

them in a narrow circle, the deemster had expended the vigour

of his mind on abstruse and occult sciences. He believed in

necromancy, and had stored his library with all the judicial exa-

mination of witches recorded by French lawj-ers, to the disgrace

of the sixteenth century. I was too much fatigued in body, and
too incredulous in mind to listen without many hints at the late-

ness of the horn', which the deemster seemed very unwilling to

understand, and at length asked me. in a lowered tone, if I had
ever read Burton's disquisition on spirits?—Good-manners
required a serious ansv7"er

;
and mj entertainer, after much pre-

amble, confessed that his own house was visited by unquiet and
disembodied beings. He added a very earnest apology for the

circumstances which compelled him to lodge me in an apart-

ment which they were said to disturb. My unaffected fatigue

gave so much real gravity to my countenance, that it encouraged
him to recite the causes of his belief, and amongst other articles,

a dream which seemed to be a kind of heirloom in his family.

This dream implied, that when a glee-eyed lord came to that

mansion, a treasure should be found in it. My host had a sUght

defect in one eye, and he congratulated himself that he had left

the ruinous part of his large castellated mansion undisturbed till

the accident which had befallen his sight entitled him to reaUze

the prophecy. His design was to begin a search in a short time,

and he conducted me to my chamber with some joyous anticipa-

tions, probably intended to cheer my spirits. They were certainly

depressed in an uncommon manner, and not much revived when
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the Virgilian liiie occurred to me. It was the fifth day of May,
the anniversary of a dear friend's death, never remembered with-

out peculiar regret, as it had been eventually caused by strange

mysteries. The book which lay on a forgotten shelf had some-

thing ominous in it. It opened at the very words said to have
been engraved on the Elector of Saxony's ring by an unknown
hand, ' After Six.^ Those mysterious words as the Saxon his-

torian tells us, were afterwards found to indicate the time appoin-

ted for assassination, and I went lo bed wiih very gloomy visions

hovering about me. My repeater sounded the hour four time?,

and a vague doze began to quiet m}^ nerves, but its sixth stroke

roused me, perhaps because it was aided by a confused sound m
the room. Day-liorht was beginning to find its way through the

deep casements and dark hangings, but not sufficient to shew
more than the outline of a man stealing from behind my bed.

Despair is always stronger thau fear, and this man's violent

efl^orts to escape miy grasp, and especially to prevent me from

calling help, proved the extent of his own desperate guilt. One,

only one moment he seemed desirious to take my fife, but pre-

sently his purpose changed, and seizing the advantage given by
his wavering hold, I overcame him. * Spare me a few minutes,'

said he, in French :
^ I am a very miserable wretch, but not a

reprobate.' I dragged him to the light, and could hardly credit

my eyes when they recognized the poor Gascon teacher who
had sapped with me at the former's house. He supplicated mercy
in the humblest manner, protesting that he had entered the

deemster's house only to hide himself from pursuit, and hoping

that the haunted rooms would be disturbed by no visitor. His

look of famine and despair, and his solemn protestations of repent-

ance, induced me to open the casement, and bid him leap out.

He hesitated only an instant, for steps seemed to be approaching,

and I had the pleasure of seeing him safe among the trees before

my host entered.

Either his own restless curiosity, or the sound of a voice in my
room, brought him thus early

; and if he had not triumphed in

my evident agitation as a proof that his house was really visited

by strange apparitions, it would have been impossible to have

escaped troublesome inquiries. He amused himself with his own
comments and conjectures till after breakfast ; and as I could not

deny that some disturbance had occurred, he probably thought

me worthy to partake supernatural communications, and there-

fore chose me as a companion in the business of searching for con-

cealed treasures among his ruined chambers. It may be guessed

with how little zeal I aided in the work, which we began that

night with spades and lanthorns, and continued nearly all the fol-

lowing day without success, till we removed the shattered wall
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ofa large closet near mj' bedchamber. There, in a huge decayed

chest, of evident antiquity, we found an enormous silver cup or

flagon in a state of polish and preservation which surprised the

good old deemster more than myself, for I had no doubt that the

farmer's stolen treasure had been deposited here by the felon

whose escape I had aided. It is hardly possible to conceive em-

barrassment more ridiculous or extreme than mine. If I permitted

my honest antiquarian to carry forth his prize for sale, he might

be perplexingly challenged as a receiver of stolen goods, and if I

named the real owner without confessing my connivance at the

thief's escape, my own integrity might be questioned. The
safest medium was to suggest the propriety of concealing this

precious relic, lest it might excite the avarice and envy of his

neighbours, and tempt them to undermine his castle. These
were plausible and powerful hints, which he embraced so readily,

that he proposed, for the greater security of the silver cup, to

remove it into my chamber. Though I had some private reasons

to fear that my Gascon friend might return to complete its safe

conveyance awaj', I durst not object to an expedient which
appeared so reasonable, and implied such confidence. The
flagon was deposited in my care, and the most suspiciously timid

miser could not have watched that night with more anxiety. But
among my uneasy apprehensions, a thought occurred which the

supposed patron of lawyers must have suggested. I say the

supposed patron, because even the prince of demons would not

have tempted a lawyer into a dilemma so dangerous, if he owed
any obligations to my profession. This pernicious thought tempted

me to look at the cup, and to consider, that by effacing the rude

inscription which the late owner had made on it, its identity might

be rendered questionable. On the rim were these initials and
words, SALLY. C-O-'L a'POT . . M • HEIR OF U> S.

which by a few small punctures and additional strokes

became a very respectable Roman legend. The next morning,

to my utter confusion, brought the farmer himself, to lay before

my host, as his majesty's deemster, the particulars of his loss,

and the reasons he had to believe the felon still lurking in the

island. Fortunately for the honour of that immovable firmness

which ought to characterise an honest barrister, I was not pre^

sent during his detail, but the deemster's repetition of it gave me
some illegal sensations. However, he examined his cup, which
seemed to threaten us with as many adventures as befel Parnell's

Hermit, and asked my opinion of the legend
;
adding, that accord-

ing to the Reverend Fathers Caj'jou and Chamillart, such vessels

were called cinerary vases or ossvariums— ' Now,' said he, ' the

inference is most logically certain and distinct—Farmer Faustuif
has lost a flagon—I have found a vase—ergo, my vase cannot be
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his flagon. Besides, he tells me he stamped his initials on th(

edge, but here is SYLLA-COS-a-POMPEI-RVFVS. Tht
P. rather resembles an H, but some unskilful graver may havt

shaped it.

And in full confidence of the weight due to these distinctions

the good deemster set forth on horseback to deposit the ques-

tioned article in the hands of his brother magistrate, while I rode

by his side, inwardly execrating the contrivance which had pro-

duced his dangerous confidence, and firmly resolving to abide the

consequences of a disclosure when we reached the house of the.

south deemster, whose prudence and ability were more famous'

than his colleague's. But before we reached it, our evil stars con-

ducted us into the lonely vale of Kirkmichael, near some ruined

cairns, from whence rushed four strong men in sailors' garments.

The deemster, whose person greatly resem.bled Falstaffs, soon fell

into their hands, with the exquisite cup which he carried on his^

saddle-bow, not choosing to entrust his servants with a charge so;

important. When they had muffled my hands and eyes, I was
surprised to find no violence offered to my purse, though they

seemed to lead my horse a very considerable distance. In about

an hour, a shrill whistle called away my guards ; and after a

long pause, during which 1 had leisure enough for sublime resolu-

tions, my face and arms were unbound by one of my friend's
j

tenants, who informed me I was very near the place from whence i

we had set out. Without entering into the history of the unfortu- •

nate cup, I told him of the outrage offered to his master, and we

'

began a search for him with sufficient assistants. We might
[

have spared our pains. Nothing could be heard of him till a ;

week had elapsed, when his housekeeper, with great astonish-

ment, found a sack deposited at her hall door, and saw her mas-

ter creep forth in a large red petticoat, a stiff mob-cap, and a

black silk calash. Notwithstanding some melancholy reflections

on a similar event which I have already recorded, it was impos-

sible to resist his grotesque countenance, and his complaints of

the barbarous manner in which his assailants had compelled him
to travel on a vile horse, in the still viler attire of a nurse, above

tw^enty leagues circuitously, after robbing him of the precious

cup. Of these assailants I dared offer no opinion, for my meeting

with the Gascon in a sailor's garb had not escaped my memory,
and this last exploit, though disrespectful to the good old judge,

had certainly rescued us both from a dangerous inquiry. But as

popular opinion seldom favours a lawyer or a magistrate, the

resentment excited by the robbery soon sunk in the laughter

which followed our ridiculous adventure. It is wise to allow

certain outlets and channels to the malignity of the vulgar. When
the wells are seen to flow, there is no danger of a volcano.
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M, Chateaubriand, when he visited modern Sparta, told us he
had never met with any hut so detestable as his lodging in the

granary of a Turkish khan, where the goats disputed his morsel

of biscuit and cup of milk. Had this traveller seen a cabin in the

Isle of Man, he would have been at no loss for a comparison. In
one of this miserable kind lived a poor Englishman, called Philip,

and his wife, whose misfortunes had driven them to seek a sanc-

tuary ffom their creditors. Their poverty was extreme, but not
sufficient to subdue that decent pride which shuns public commi-
seration, and their consequent seclusion from busy visitors ren-

dered them unacquainted with the favourite subject of Manx
conversation at this period. The woman's name was Geraldine,

which implies that her birth had been among a polished class,

and her countenance had the kind of beauty which arises not
fi'om rosy good-humour, but from dignified sorrow. Late one
evening, as she sat spinaing in her hut, she was alarmed and
surprised by her husband's long absence, and still more by his

return loaded with a large basket. Phihp informed her, that he
had received it from the boatswain of an English ship then moored
in Ramsey bay, v/ith a present of five dollars for conveying
it to the farmer of KirkmichaeL He looked pale, agitated, and
thoughtful ; and when urged to execute his commission without
delay, intimated a half-formed wish to see the contents, as he had
been requested to detain the basket till the ship had sailed. His
wife heard him with inexpressible doubts and anguish. During
the last month he had regularly absented himself on certain days,

and had returned pale and languid, but Vv'ith a supply of silver

for which he refused to account. At this moment there were
red drops visible on his sleeve, and the deadliest whiteness
covered his lips and forehead. Geraldine hardly dared warn him
against farther guilt, not knowing how far he had already

plunged. He opened the basket, and displayed a silver cup,

which his eyes measured with the eagerness of desire. His wife

silently observed his movements, and saw him deposit it in £v

secret corner of their wretched habitation. He ate his portion of

bread and water without venturing to meet her eyes, and fell

asleep on his heap of straw.

Even his deep slumber added to his wife's horror, as it seemed
a proof of fixed and fearless depravity, but it favoured her purpose.
la the dead hour of night she took the basket from its place of

concealment, and wrapping herself in her cloak, traversed the
desolate valley of Kirkmichael, and deposited her burthen on the

farmer's threshold, as she believed unseen. She heard only her
own faint breathings as she hastened back to her husband's door,

which she had then begun to open, when her cloak was seized
by the rough hand of the farmer himself. She rushed in, with

21
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loud shrieks, by which she hoped to awaken Philip, and intimate

the necessity of his flight
;
but the unhappy man, confused by

interrupted slumber, and conscious of a felonious purpose, only
hid himself under his bed. There he was found, in an attitude

of fear and shame, which might have justified the suspicions of a
milder judge. Both were dragged before the north deemster,

who immediately recognized the antique cup found in his own
mansion, and claimed it as his property. The matter was referred

to the chief court of criminal law, and I was summoned by both
parties to identify the unfortunate cup. The farmer sturdily

appealed to his own inscription on the rim—the learned deem.ster

maintained that it was a legend evidently of the Consul Sylla's

period, and applied to me to confirm his opinion. I endeavoured
to satisfy my secret sense of justice, and to conciliate both oppo-

nents by observing that there were other marks on the vase which
had not been noticed when we found it in the haunted mansion.
' Why there now, bless his honor!' said farmer FaustufF, 'his

voung judgeship is right—there is my dame's name at short on
the flagon top—ELIZ. FAUSTUFF but the zed looks

rather like an X.' ' Man,' interrupted the antiquary, in a rage,
' thou reversest the inscription—it is manifestly to be read thus

—

FAUSTUS FEELIX—What thou mistakest for a second F is

an E.' ' Lord, Sir ! but I cannot mistake the plough-colter

which I figured there with my own hand, as a mark of my
calling.' ' A plough colter, man ! it is an augur's staff—Faustus,

the son of Sylla, was an augur
;
and Felix is the epithet Sylla

always preferred, because he boasted of having fortune in his

pay, as we^are told by Piiny, Plutarch, and Appian. The word
Febx is here with two E's, according to the orthography of the

ancients, who used to double the vowels in long syllables. We
find proofs of this in many inscriptions.* Neither the farmer nor

myself could answer these arguments, and the matter was de-

ferred to a second public hearing. But whoever might be the

owner of the vase, the pubhc agreed in believing Philip the thief,

for his poverty would not allow him to purchase friends, and his

pride made him defy his enemies,

TuUy tells us of a law, or received custom, which permitted

the accusers of a man to search out all his former defects and
errors. As my ill-judged officiousness had increased the per-

plexity of this case, I thought mj'self bound to reverse the Lex
Accusatorium, and enquire into all the good points of the pri-

soner's character. I discovered, that to gain a sum suflicient to

preserve his wife from famine, Philip had earned by his midnight

labours the silver appropriated to the May-Elf of the Isle, and
that this was the occasion of his mysterious absences from home.
An explanation so touching, and the reluctance with which he
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gave it, implied too much tender and generous feeling, to allow

any suspicion in my mind that he had been the colleague of

robbers, though a strong temptation might have shaken him for

a moment. And he steadily persisted to me in the account he
had friven his wife of the unknown sailor, whom I determined to

believe the Gascon in disguise. To the great surprise of the

farmer, the deemster, and the good people of the Isle, I undertook

his cause, and obtained his acquittal. After it had been pro-

nounced, Phihp and his Geraldine ware invited to sup with me at

the house of my friendly antiquarian, who still persisted in prose-

cuting his claims to the silver vase with all the spirit of a
Manxman in law. It was the fifth of the month, and I had
begun to congratulate myself on the failure of the Virgilian

oracle, which my success on that day had falsified, when a large

packet was brought to me, bearing on its inner cover the post-

mark of Corfu. The letter—but I mast copy it all, for no extract

or abridgement would do it justice.

' A MONSIEUR MONS.
* I pray my very good friend will do me the honor much great

of making I'amende honorable for me to Monseismeur le Deemster,

for giving him capriole on mine little black horse, and putting

monselfinto his chateau with Monsieur FaustufT's coupe d'argent,

which I borrowed for one little occasion. Agreez, Monsieur, to

beheve it was not convenience for me to stay in the Man's isle,

but I never cannot forget Monsieur's bounty when he help me
out of the window. Non, M.—I have come to deposit my cinders

at this Corfou, which they call in antiquity turn-by-turn Drepan-

num, Macria, Scherie, Corcyre, Cassiopee et meme Argos !—
Ulysses was thrown here without his coat—Le grand Alexandre
when he was baby came to be citizen here—Caton recontred

Ciceror. in this ile after the kicks of fortune before the Triumvirs.

Ah 1 quels hommes !—what eventments !—Encore I say again,

Monsieur, under this sky-blue, where I can see the thirteen

pear-trees of Homer's old gentleman, (not more venerables than

the pears of le grand Henri at Ivry) I recognise my absent

friend. There never was but one dogingrate here, and that waas

a Lancaster puppy : Et puis, which I do not know you say with

your English tongue, that villain-dog (which I'historie calls Math)
was servant to an English king, and had never seen le grand

nation. Accept, Monsieur, assurances of my high consideration.

' Le Marquis de Gonflec(eur.
* I have sent back the silver pipkin.'

This letter was accompanied by a box containing a rich blue

velvet vest, an Albanian shawl, and ataghan of curious manu-
facture, and a Uttle of the soft chalk formerly used to seal letters.

These articles amply indemnified my antiquary for the loss of his
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silver vase, and honest Philip's acquittal was complete. I have
since heard that the marquis is honourably settled as interpreter

to a Pacha in the Morea, and I have no reason to put failh in

Virgil's line,

* Some days are fortunate—the fifth beware !'

THE HEIR-

At an early period ofmy life, I was requested by a respectable

attorney to accompany him on his professional visit to a lady in

very peculiar circumstances. Our journey brought us at the

close of day to a ruined farmyard and forsaken church, which
formed, to my great surprise, the entrance of an extensive park.

A grove of Hmes and over-grown hawthorns brushed the side of

my postchaise, till a broad pond fed by a leaden Hercules
compelled our postilion to make a detour over unshorn grass,

which brought us circuitously to the wide and rudely-sculptured

front of the mansion. Instead of ascending an enormous flight of

steps to the hall, we passed underneath them to what might be
called the sub-house or basement, where a grey porter received-

us sitting in his antique chair with two lean mastiffs chained near

him, and a prim dame busied in polishing the vast brass dogs and
brazen hearth, where a pile of yulelogs was hoarded. She led

lis through a saloon decorated with immense mirrors, tables inlaid

with ivory, and gilded window-shutters, while the plaister hung
crumbling from the walls, and a few bats and swallows fluttered

in the corners, where rich Indian jars and cabinets stood uncovered.

Among six or seven needless doors, she found one which opened

into a long suite of rooms, whose panels were of ebony carved

in superb compartments, which the barbarous taste of former

owners had painted white. Through the vista formed by these

dreary chambers, we saw the naked arches and broken windows
of a gothic ball-room, which, as our guide informed us, would be

soon converted into a garden. A few shrubs and creeping flowers

were already clustered among the pillars with picturesque and
touching effect. At the farther end of this ruin we discerned the

remains of a deserted chapel, contrasting the light architecture

of the ball-room as mournfully as the dim desolation of the other

apartments opposed their relics of splendour. But our walk
did not end here ;—an unexpected staircase led us to a gallery in

which several doors opened, not into other chambers but among
the groined arches which sustained a vaulted roof, from whence
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we looked down into the arena of a vast kitchen, where only a
few white cows were now feeding. The gallery where we stood

afforded another cheerless prospect over the neglected park, from
the balcony filled with lichens and coarse wall-flowers, creeping

among a few roses, now almost as wild.

Only some mildewed volumes of Froissart's Chronicle, and an
ancient folio of heraldry, occupied the hbrary shelves

;
but a long

series of family portraits, from the date of Magna Charta,

remained in decayed frames on the walls. Some traces of gaudy
splendour and aristrocratic pomp still appeared in these portraits,

which rendered the next scene more touching. Our attendant,

making us a sign of silence, opened a pair of folding-doors, and
discovered a room profoundly dark, except where a single candle

in a massy silver candelabra stood on a table before the mistress

of the mansion. She was wrapped in black velvet, with a
mourning hood drawn over a face of singular length and ghast-

liness, rendered more fearful by the dim glare of eyes whose
glassy fixure indicated their unconsciousness. Almost wholly
deprived of sight, she was capable of no enjoyment, except the

feeble hght of one candle, and of feeling contmually the splendid

candlestick which supported it. At this sad spectacle of helpless

misery, chnging to the relics of unavaihng grandeur, it was im-

possible to remain unmoved. A sigh or a sudden motion reached

her ear, which bhndness made peculiarly watchful ; and her

tremulous shriek, her faint effort to grasp the silver candlestick, and
the palsied motion of her shrivelled lips, expressed the agony of

impotent avarice and suspicion too piteously to be borne. I was
turning to leave the room, when the lean old man we had noticed

in the hall emerged from a dark corner near his mistress, and
uttering some sounds which she appeared to understand, beck-

oned the attorney and myself to advance. My friend addressed

the miserable woman in a tone of courtesy
;
and perceiving that

she listened without seeming displeased, reminded her of the pur-

port of his coming, * To make my will I' she rephed, in a tone

which resembled the echo in a vault— * O yes ! I remember—but
there is nothing now to give but this !' And drawing the candle-

stick closer with a laugh more melancholy than a groan, she
covered her face, and spoke no more.

The old man approached, and whispered that these symptoms
always preceded a long fit of obstinate silence. We followed him
into another chamber, where refreshment was provided, and he
laft us. His absence allowed me to express my thoughts on the

incompetence of any testament executed by this desolate and de-

biUiated woman, and my abhorrence to the office of witness or

dictator. My attorney interrupted me, by begging my remem«
brance of her history, which a few words will comprise,

21*
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Fifty years before the period I am describing, this mansion was
inhabited by an ancient English baronet and his wife, whose
domestic happiness required no addition except an heir. But the

lady was childless, and filled up the vacant place in her affec-

tions by educating an orphan girl of good family, but no fortune.

She was the reputed heiress of her foster-parents till sixteen

years after her adoption, when her patroness gave birth to a son.

The happy father died soon after, leaving bis heir to the guar-

dianship of his wife, whose estates were at her own disposal.

Their spoiled and volatile boy was not qualified to guard against

the slow, constant and smooth craft of his competitor. The dis-

parity betv/een his age and her's prevented any union of interests,

and his indiflference, perhaps, increased envy to hatred. His
mother died suddenly, bequeathing all to Melicent, her adopted

daughter, and he quitted England in desperate poverty. Meli-

cent became a wife, and the miserable mother of children who
resembled herself. Her selfishness could not baffle their rapacity,

and in her sixtieth year, in the wretchedness of unpitied imbe-

cility, they left her to vegetate in this ruined mansion, the last

remnant of her immense estate. The few acres comprised in the

forlorn part which surrounds it, would have been insufficient to

afford maintenance to a decent household, had not one of her fe-

male servants and an old man chosen to remain with her gratui-

tously. Eleven years had passed since she came to this retirement,

and her si^ation was an object ofwondering curiosity to the vulgar,

but of solemn compassion to those who observed the progress of

retributive justice.

My companion repeated the particulars of this family tradition

with earnest expressions of his hope that the dying woman might

be induced to sign some testamentary deed, restoring the wreck
of the estate to the descendants of its lineal possessor, if any such

survived. When he found me firm in asserting that the motive

could not justify the means, even had the wreck been greater than

a dilapidated house and barren park, he alleged the propriety of

obtaining at least some legacy for the aged domestics who had
been faithful t.o their trust.

Accustomed to look on the skeleton of human nature, I saw
much to suspect, and httle to admire, in these domestics. They
had probablj' some hope of reversionary benefit, and her dotage

permitted sufficient opportunities of plunder among the rich relics

in the mansion. The old man, who appeared to act as porter,

steward, and confidential valet, had some instinctive sense of my
suspicion, and evidently requited it. He obtruded himself repeat-

edly during our conference, eyeing us with sullen attenticn, and

often pausing to catch our words, under pretence of renewing the

scanty fire and refreshment. All these circumstances confirmed
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my opposition to the views of the attorney in his favour, and even
created some little doubt of the latter's disinterestedness. We
agreed, however, in the propriety of inquiring, whether the mis-

tress of the mansion had recovered herself sufficiently to admit
us. She was better, we were told, but deferred our visit till the

next morning. My companion went to rest, and I, determining

not to sleep in this mysterious house, found an old illuminated

romance, and dozed over it on a couch beside him. Long after

midnight, a light, but very distinguishable, footstep passed our
chamber-door, as if descending from the lady's. My vigilant

suspicions fixed this circumstance in my mind : and when, at

the appointed hour on the following morning, our admission was
again postponed, I urged my companion to be peremptory. The
female servant then confessed that her mistress could not be

found. We instantly entered her apartment, and continued our

search through all that adjoined it, followed by her woman and
the old man, to whom I made no scruple in expressing my asto-

nishment at a flight which her debility rendered almost incredible.

At our entrance into her usual sitting-room, I inquired for the

massy silver candelabra, which had also disappeared from its place

there. Both professed ignorance, but at that instant the lean

porter's face contained the darkest symptoms of guilt. It was
one of those faces which an honest man hardly dares peruse,

and cannot venture to translate. A long chin resting on his

breast, a nose resembling an eagle's claw, and eyes which had
the quickness but not the lustre of a viper's, and now shrunk to

the same size, composed his memorable countenance. ' We
have not looked yet,' said he in a tremulous voice, ' into the

ball-room.'

This part of the mansion, as I have already said, was fallen

into ruins, and filled with shrubs and flowers which he had
placed there for his mistress's amusement. The memory of this

circumstance softened me in his favour, and we followed him to

its farthest recess, where, near the broken door of the chapel

which adjoined it, we found the unhappy lady lying on her face,

already stiff and cold in death. There were no tokens of violence

about her person, which was wrapped only in a slight night-dress,

and the cold damps of midnight acting on an exposed and debili-

tated frame, might have hastened her decease. The silence

which prevailed among us till the remains were deposited in a
fitter spot, arose less from surprise, than from unwillingness to

communicate our thoughts. When alone in the library, my
attorney asked what remained to be done :

—
' Certainly to ac-

quaint this woman's relatives with her end, and to detain these

people till their conduct can be examined. We are not justified

in conversing here till seals are placed on every depository in the
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house.' This suggestion was obeyed
;. and as some tcstamenlary

arrangement seemed to have been contemplated, we deemed
ourselves authorized to search. Various useless papers and
antique toys were hoarded in the drawers and cabineis, but
neither plate nor jewels remained. This my companion attempted
to explain, by stating, that the deceased lady had been stripped

of nearly all by her thankless relatives, and had subsisted many
years on the produce of the few acres which enclosed the man-
sion. Her man-servant, he added, was supposed to have received

no salary, and professed to live in this ruin rather from attach,

ment to the last than the present possessors. ' These last par-

ticulars,' I said, ' would have more effect in the old illuminated

romance which amused us last night than in a lawyer's brief.

Can you doubt the fate of the silver candlestick, or the meaning
of those malignant glances which her porter cast upon us 1 • If

he had any personal attachment to his wretched mistress, his

countenance lells me it must have arisen from past fellowship in

guilt, or expectation of future recompense.'

To avoid farther debate on a point which created opposite

opinions, my friend renewed his inquisition into closets and desks,

while I pur?ued mine among the shelves of the library. We
were both thus engaged, when the object of my suspicions

presented himself. He had smoothed his grey hair, and it com-
manded my respect till they were justified, ' Sir,' he began,
addressing himself to the attorney, ' I have no claims here,

—

nothing is owing to me, but before 1 leave this house, I could

wish— I came to beg a book as a memorial of it'—and he fixed

his eyes on a large mildewed volume, which my companion
immediately took from its shelf, and was going to give ; when
reading the purport of my looks, he bade him wait till to-morrow.

The man's glance at me as he withdrew was a compound of

anger, contempt, and chagrin, which induced me to examine the

volume closely. It was a manuscript selection of literary anec-

dotes, partly written by a female, and partly by a bold masculine
hand. In the latter style were several citations on subjects

connected with jurisprudence, in which the first possessor of this

mansion had gained high rank. One leaf carefully doubled dov/a

contained Gesner's pleasant story of a conscientious attorney,

perplexed by discovering a will which disinherited some poor

relatives. ' Gesner's procurator was an Utopian,' said my legal

friend, wrinkling up his nose— ' Such fine sentiments are fit for

the chintz and tassels, but not for the firm pillared posts of an
honest man's bed.' Then putting on his spectacles, he viewed
three large chests of sarcophagus form, each very appropriately

decorated with the family crest, a long-tailed demon, which in a
dimmer and lorielier hour, might have caused some superititious
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terrors. ' And I tell you plainly,' he added, * that if I found a
forgotten will among these stores of ancient archives, ahenating

this superannuated woman's wealth from her natural heirs, 1

should not scruple to leave it where 1 had found it.' ' By this

rule,' said I, ' if a Scotchman was required by the comical law
which France has lent to Scotland, to restore his wife's dowry to

her relatives at her death, how would you advise him to act V ' I

should say as others have said—it is too great a misfortune to

lose a wife and her money too—let him keep it by the law of the

land if he can, and if not, by the law of nature.' ' Yet you live

by the law of the land ?' I replied, smiling,— ' No matter. Coun-
sellor !—Human feeling is older than the law, and ought in some
<5ases to be preferred.' ' Well, I grant that man's judgment was
the law's origin

; but the law is the result of many judgments,

and therefore should be more weighty than an individual's.

Honest Gesner said wisely, * 1 should like one or two neighbours

of your hberal opinions, but I should not be safe in a town where
every body thought as you do.' ' * Why, what harm would have

been done if I had guided this avaricious dotard's hand to sign a
retributive act of justice ?—The law would not cancel an equit-

able act, though performed by a lunatic' * It rests neither with

you nor me,' J rephed, ' to measure the equity or decide the

means of retribution. Both may be procured without our inter-

ference. I see nothing here which could gratify this singular

old man ; and a few crown pieces would be more useful to him
than a collection of antiquated references,' ' If they are so

useless, said my companion angrily, ' I might have been pardoned

for dehvering them to a person who would value them as the

hand-writing of the dead.' ' For that reason, and to find him a
more valuable memorial,' I rephed, ' this book seems an induce-

ment to renew our search. Some of the pages to which these

notes refer have been torn out, and they may be worth finding.'

My friend understood the hint ; and having secretly determined

to secure the person of this mysterious old man, I followed through

the long suite of rooms occupied, as has been already said, by
chests of a sarcophagus form, filled with family archives. A
few were unlocked, and seemed to have been lately opened.

Perceiving traces of a spade and mattock among the shrubs in-

the ruined ball-room, I searched every spot with useless dih-

gence ;
but in the roofless and forsaken chapel, among heap; of

broken timber and decayed velvet, stood a chest of the same
singular sarcophagus shape. It opened without difficulty, and

underneath an enormous roll of faded parchment we perceived

the silver candelabra,— ' Are your prejudices abated now V said

my companion, triumphantly— ' The miserable woman expired

near this chest, and the cobwebs which adhered to her hands and
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grxrments, assnrf^ me that the last effort of her life was an attempt
to gratif}' the sole passion that g-overned it, by hiding her last,

treasure.' 'I have no thongh's of the candlestick now !' I re-

phed— ' though it has proved as useful as an old dervise's seven-

branched one. These parchments are the title-deeds of the

estate !—this folio is her will, devising it to the heir of her late

benefactress—She has left ample hoards of money and jewels, all

indicated here, and all reserved for him. Burn your blank

parchments, brother Gluitam, and let us look for the legatee.'

—

My honest attorney did not await for the command—he vanishefl

with a loud laugh of delight, and returned leading in the meagre
old man.—'Now, Counsellor, congratulate the lineal representa-

tive of his integrity and his indemnification. He quitted this roof,

and refused any boon from his enemy while she seemed affluent,

but returned to it when it was desolate, and gave bread to its

miserable mistress, though poor and infirm himself, when she
seemed pennyless. He only hoped to die under his father's

roof, but it has returned to its right owner.' ' What would have
been his fate,' said I, smiling, ' if you Yiixdfabricated a icnllV

I have no comment to make on ihese facts. My prejudice and
suspicion form the chief feature in my narrative. May those who
peruse it find all their own dispersed by circumstances as feli-

citous !—And may those who doubt the advance of justice

beware how they attempt to expedite it by iniquity. V.

THE TRAVELLER.

In one of those short and brilliant nights peculiar to Norway, a
small hamlet near its coast was disturbed by the arrival of a stran-

ger. At a spot so wild and unfrequented, the Norwegian govern-

ment had not thought fit to provide any house of accommodation
for travellers, but the pastor's residence was easily found. Thor-

sen, though his hut hardly afforded room for his own numerous
family, gave ready admission even to an unknown guest, and

placed before him the remains of a dried tork-fish, a thrush, and

a loaf composed of oatm<3al mixed with fir bark. To this coarse

but hospitable banquet the traveller seated himself with a courte-

ous air of appetite, and addressed several questions to his host

n specting the produce, customs, and peculiarities of the district.

'' horsen gave him intelligent answers, and dwelt especially on

the cavern of Dolstein, celebrated for its extent beneath the sea.

The traveller listened earnestly, commented in the language which
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Betrayed deep science, and ended by proposing to visit it with his

host The pastor loved the wonders of his counlry with the pride

and enthusiasm of a Norwegian
;
and they entered the cavern of

Dolstein together, attended only by one of those small dogs accus-

tomed to hunt bears. The torches they carried could not pene-

trate the tremendous gloom of this cavern, whose vast aisles and

columns seem to form a cathedral fit for the spirit of the sea,

whose eternal hymn resounds above and around it. ' We musL
advance no farther,' said Thorson, pausing at the edge of a broad

chasm— ' we have already ventured two miles beneath the tide.'—
' Shall we not avail ourselves of the stairs which Nature has

providoil here V replied the traveller, stretching his torch over the

abyss, into which large masses of shattered basaltine pillars

offered a possible, but dreadful mode of descent. The pastor

caught his cloak— ' Not in my presence shall any man tempt

death so impiously ! Are you deaf to that terrible murmur 1 The
tide of the northern ocean is rising upon us

;
I see its white foam

in the depth.'—Though retained by a strong grasp, the stranger

hazarded a step beneath the chasm's edge, straining his sight to

.
penetrate its extent, which no human hand had ever fathomed.

The dog leaped to a still lower resting-place, was out of sight

a few moments, and returned with a piteous moan to his master's

feet. 'Even this poor animal,' said Thorsen, 'isav/ed by the

divinity of darkness, and asks us to save ourselves.'
—

' Loose my
cloak, old man !' exclaimed the traveller, with a look and tone

which might have suited the divinity he named— ' My Ufe is a

worthless hazard. But this creature's instinct invites us to save

life, not to lose it. I hear a human voice.'
—

' It is the scream of

the fish- eagle !' interrupted his guide; and, exerting all his

S'Tensrlh, Thorsen would have snatched the torch from thedes-

perate adventurer ; but he had already descended a fathom deep

into the gulf. Panting with agony, the pastor saw him stand

unsupported on the brink of a slippery rock, extending the iron

point of his staff into what appeared a wreath of foam left on the

opposite side by the sea, which now raged below him in a whirl-

pool more deafening than the Malestrom. Thorsen with asto-

nishment saw this white wreath attach itself to the pike-staif

;

he saw his companion poise it across the chasm with a vigorous

arm, and beckon for his aid with gestures which the clamour of

waves prevented his voice from explaining. The sagacious dog

instantly caught what now seemed the folds of a white garment

;

and while Thorsen, trembling, held the offered staff, the traveller

ascended with his prize. Both fell on their knees, and silently

blessed heaven. Thorsen first unfolded the white garment, and

discovered the face of a boy, beautiful though ghastly, about

eleven years old. ' He is not dead yet 1' said the good pastor,
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eagerly pouring v'ine between his lips from the flask they had
brought to cheer them. Ble soon breathed, and the traveller,

tearing ofFhis wet half frozen vestments, wrapped him in his own
furred coat and cloak, and spoke to him in a gentle accent. The
child clung to him whose voice he had heard in the gulf of

death, but could not discern his deliverers. ' Poor blind boy !*

said Thorsen, dropping tears on his cheek, ' he has wandered
alone into this hideous cavern, and fallen down the precipice.'

But this natural conjecture was disproved by the boy's replies to

the few Norwegian words he seemed to understand. He spoke

in a pure Swedish dialect of a journey from a very distant home,
with two rude men, who had professed to bring him among friends,

but had left him sleeping, he believed, where he had been found.

His soft voice, his blindness, his unsuspicious simplicity, increased

the deep horror which both his benefactors felt as they guessed

the probable design of those who had abandoned him. They
carried him by turns in silence, preceded by their watchful dog

;

and quenching their torches at the cavern's mouth, seated them-
selves in one of its most concealed recesses. The sun was rising,

and its light shone through a crevice on the stranger's face and
figure, which by enveloping the child in his furred mantle, he
had divested of disguise, Thorsen saw the grace and vigour of

youth in its contour, features formed to express an ardent charac-

ter, and that fairness of complexion peculiar to northern nation.^.

As if aware of his guide's scrutiny, the traveller wrapped himself

again in his cloak, and, looking on the sleeping boy whose head
rested on his knee, broke the thoughtful pause. ' We mus: not

neglect the existence we have saved. I am a wanderer, and
urgent reasons forbid me to have any companion. Providence,

sir, has given you a right to share in the adoption of this chil«-!.

Dare you accept the charge for one year, with no other recom-

pense than your own benevolence and this small purse of dollars V
Thorsen replied, with the blush of honest pride in his forehead,

' I should require no bribe to love him—but I have many child-

ren, and their curiosity may be dangerous. There is a good old

peasant, whose daughter is his only comfort and companion. Let
us entrust this boy to her care, and if in one year '—

' in one

year, if 1 live, I will reclaim him V said the stranger solemnly :

' Show me this woman' Though such peremptory commands
startled Thorsen, whose age and office had accustomed him to

respect, he saw and felt a native authority in his new friend's eye,

which he obeyed. With a cautious fear of spies, new to an honest

Norwegian, he looked round the cavern entrance, and led the

stranger by a private path to the old fisherman's hut. Claribell,

his daughter, sat at its door, arranging the down feathers of

the beautiful Norwegian pheasant, and singing one of the wild
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ditties so long preserved on that coast. The fisherman himself,

fresh-coloured and robust, though in his ninetieth year, was busied

among his winter stock of oil and deer-skms. Thorsen was
received with the urbanity peculiar to a nation whose lowest
classes are artizans and poets ; but his companion did not wait for

his introduction. * Worthy woman,' he said to Claribell, ' I am
a traveller with an unfortunate child, whose weakness will not per-

mit him to a-ccompan}' me farther. Your countenance confirms

what this venerable man has told me of your goodness : I leave

him to appeal to it.' He disappeared as he spoke, while the blind

boy clung to Claribell's hand, as if attracted by the softness of a
female voice. ' Keep the dollars, pastor,' said Hans Hofland,

when he had heard all that Thorsen chose to tell :
* I am old, and

my daughter may marry Brande, our kinsman : keep the purse

to feed this poor boy, if the year should pass and no friends

remember him.'

Thorsen returned well satisfied to his home, but the stranger

was gone, and no one in the hamlet knew the time or way of his

departure. Though a little Lutheran theology was all that edu-

cation had given the pastor, he had received from Nature an
acute judgment and a bountiful heart. Whether the deep mys-
tery in which his guest had chosen to wrap himself could be
connected with that which involved his w^ard, was a point be-

yond his investigation
;
but he contented himself with knowing

how much the blind boy deserved his pity. To be easy and use-

ful was this good man's constant aim, and he always found both
purposes united.

The long, long winter, and brief summer of Norway passed
away without event. Adolphus, as the blind boy called himself^

though he soon learned the Norwegian language, could give
only confused and vague accounts of his early years, or his

journey to Dolstein. But his docility, his sprightliness, and lovely

countenance, won even the old fisherman's heart, and increased
Claribell's pity to fondness. Under Han Hofiand's roof there was
also a woman who owed her bread to Claribell's bounty. She
was the widow of a nobleman whose mansion and numerous
household had suddenly sunk into the abyss now covered with
the lake of Frederic-stadi. From that hour she had never been
seen to smile

;
and the intense severity of a climate in which she

was a stranger added to the force of an overwhelming misfortune,
had reduced her mind and body to utter imbecihty. But Clari-

bell, who had been chosen to attend her during the few months
which elapsed between her arrival in Norway and her disastrous
widowhood, could never be persuaded to forsake her when the
rapacious heir, affecting to know no proofs of her marriage, dis-

missed her to desolation and famine. The Lady Johanna, as her
22
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faithful servant still called her, had now resided ten years in Hang
Hofland's cabin, nursed by his daughter with the tenderest res-

pect, and soothed in all her caprices. Adolphus sat by her side,

singing fragments of Swedish songs, which she always repaid by
allowing him to share her sheltered corner of the hearth : and he
ever ready to love the hand that cherished him, lamented only
because he could not know the face of his second foster-mother.

On the anniversary of that brilliant night which brought the

stranger to Dolstein, all Hofland's happy family assembled round
the door. Hans himself, ever gay and busy, played a rude

accompaniment on his ancient violin, while Adolphus timed

his song to the slow motion of the Lady Johanna's chair, as it

rocked her into slumber. Claribell sat at her feet, preparing for

her pillow the soft rich fur of the brown forest cat brought by
Brande, her betrothed husband, whose return had caused this

jubilee. While Hans and his son-in-law were exchanging cups
of mead, the pastor Thorsen was seen advancing with the stran-

ger. ' It is he !' exclaimed Claribell, springing from her kins-

man's side with a shriek of joy. Adolphus sprung to his benefac-

tor's em^Drace, Hans loaded him with welcomes, and even the lady

looked round her with a faint smile. They seated their guest

amongst them, while the blind boy sorrowfully asked, if he in-

tended to remove him. ' One year more Adolphus,' replied the

traveller, ' you shall give to these hospitable friends, if they will

endure the burthen for your sake.'
—

' He is so beautiful 1' said old

Hans.—'Ah, father!' replied Caribell, 'he must be beautiful

always, he is so kind !'—The traveller looked earnestly at Clari-

bell, and saw the loveliness of a kind heart in her eyes. His voice

faltered as he replied, ' My boy must still be your guest, for a
soldier has no home : but I have found his small purse untouched

—let me add another, and make me more your debtor by accept-

ing it.' Adolphus laid the purse in Claribell's lap. and his bene-

factor, rising hastily, announced his intention to depart imme-
diately, if a guide could be procured.— * My kinsman shall accom-

pany you,' said the fisherman ;
' he knows every crag from

Ardanger to Dofrefield.' Brande advanced, slinging his musquef
behind his shoulder, as a token of his readiness.— ' Not to-night 1'

said Claribell ;
' a snowfall has swelled the flood, and the wicker

bridge has failed.'—Thorsen and Hans urged the tedious length

of the mountain-road, and the distance of any stage-house.

Brande alone was silent. He had thought of Claribell's long

delay in fulfilling their marriage-contract, and his eye measured

the stranger's graceful figure with suspicious envy. But he

dared not meet his glance, and no one saw the smile which
shrivelled his lips when his offered guidance was accepted.

—

' He is bold and faithful,' said the pastor, as the stranger passed
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his hand, and bade him farewell with an expressive smile.

Brande shrunk from the pastor's blessing, and departed in silence.

—All were sleeping in Hofland's hut when he returned, pale and

almost gasping.— ' So soon from Ardanger f said Claribell
;

' your journey- has speeded well.'
—

' He is safe,' returned the

lover, and sat down gloomy on the hearth. Only a few embers

remained, which cast a doubtful hght on his countenance

—

' Claribell !' he exclaimed, after a long pause, ' Will you be my
wife to-morrow V— ' I am the Lady Johanna's servant while she

lives,' answered Claribell— ' and the poor blind boy ! what will be

come of them if I leave my father V— ' They shall remain with

us, and we will form one family—we are no longer poor—the

traveller gave me this gold—and bade me keep it as your dowry.'

—Claribell cast her eye on the heap of roubles, and on her lover's

face— ' Brande, you have murdered him !'—With these half arti-

culate words, she fell prostrate on the earth, from which he dared

not approach to raise her. But presently gathering the gold,

her kinsman placed it at her feet
—

' Claribell ! it is yours ! it is

his free gift, and 1 am innocent,'—' Follow me, then,' said she,

putting the treasure in her bosom ; and quitting her father's

dwelling, she led the way to Thorsen's. He was awake, reading

by the summer moonlight.— ' Sir,' said Claribell, in a firm and

calm tone, ' your friend deposited this gold in my kinsman's hands

—keep it in trust for Adolphus in your own.' Brande, surprised,

dism-^.yed, yet rescued from immediate danger, acquiesced with

downcast eyes
;
and the pastor, struck only with respectful admi-

ration, received the deposit.

Another year passed, but not without event. A tremendous

flood bore away the chief part of the hamlet, and swept off the

stock of timber on which the good pastor's saw-mills depended.

The hunting season had been unproductive, and the long polar

night found Claribell's family almost without provision. Her
father's strength yielded to fatigue and grief ; and a few dried

fish were soon consumed. Wasted to still more extreme debility,

her miserable mistress lay beside the hearth, with only enough
of fife to feel the approach of death. Adolphus warmed her
frozen hands in his, and secretly gave her all the rein deer's

milk, which their neighbours, though themselves half-famished,

bestowed upon him. Brande, encouraged by the despairing

father's presence, ventured to remind Claribell of their marriage-

contract,— ' Wait,' she repUed, with a bitter smile, ' till the tra-

veller returns to sanction it.'—Moody silence followed
; while

Hans, shaking a tear from his long silver eye lashes, looked re-

proachfully at his daughter. ' Have mercy on us both,' said

Brande, with a desperate gesture— ' Shall an idiot woman and a
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blind boy rob even your father of your love V— ' They have
trusted me,' she answered, fixing her keen eyes upon him—* and
I will not forsake them in life or death—Hast thou deserved trust

better ?

Brande turned away his face, and wept. At that terrible

instant, the door burst open, and three strangers seized him.
Already unmanned, he made no resistance

;
and a caravan sent

by judicial authority, conveyed the whole family to the hall of

the viceroy's deputy. There, heedless of their toilsome journey
and exhausted state, the mmister of justice began his investiga-

tion. A charge of murder had been lodged against Brande, and
the clothes worn by the unfortunate traveller, found at the foot

of a precipice, red with blood and heaped together, were displayed

before him. Still he professed innocence, but with a fahermg
voice and unsteady eye. 1 horsen, strong in benevolence and
truth, had followed the prisoner's car on foot, and now presented

himself at the tribunal. He produced the gold deposited in his

hands, and advanced a thousand proofs of Claribell's innocence,

but she maintained herself an obstinate silence. A few silver

ducats found in old Hofland's possession implicated him in the

guilt of his kinsman ; and the judge, comparing the actual evi-

dence of Brande's conduct on the fatal night of the assassination

with his present vague and incoherent statements, sentenced the

whole family to imprisonment in the mine of Cronenburgh.
Brande heard his decree in mute despair

;
and Claribell, clinging

to her heart-broken father, fixing her eyes, dim with intense

agony, on the blind boy, whose face during this ignominious

trial had been hidden on her shoulder. But when the conclusive

sentence was pronounced, he raised his head, and addressed the

audience in a strong and clear tone— ' Norwegians !—I have no

home—I am an orphan and a stranger among you. Claribell

has shared her bread with me, and where she goes I will go.'

—

* Be it so,' said the judge, after a short pause— ' darkness and

light are ahke to the blind, and he will learn to avoid gnilt if he

is allowed to witness its punishment.'—The servants of justice

advanced, expecting their superior's signal to remove the victims,

but his eye was suddenly arrested. The Lady Johanna, whose

chair had been brought before the tribunal, now rose from it, and

stood erect, exclaiming, ' / accuse him /' At this awful cry, firom

lips which had never been heard to utter more than the low

moan of insanity, the judge shuddered, and his assistants shrunk

back as if the dead had spoken. The glare of her grey pale eyes,

her spectre-like face shadowed by long and loose hair, were

such as a Norwegian sorceress exhibits. Raising her skeleton

hands high above her head, she struck them together with a
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force which the hall echoed ;
—

' There was but one witness,

and I go to him '.'—With these v;ords, and a shrill laugh, she

fell at the judge's feet and expired.

Six years glided away ; and the rigorous sentence passed on

these unfortunate Norwegians had been long executed and for-

gotten, when the Swedish viceroy visited the silver mines of Cro-

nenburgh. Lighted by a thousand lamps attached to columns

of the sparkling ore, he proceeded with his retinue through the

principal street of the subterranean city, while the miners exhi-

bited the various processes of their labours. But his eye seemed
fixed on a bier followed by an aged man, whose shoulder bore

the badge of infamy, leaning on a meagre woman and a boy,

whose voice mingled with the rude chant peculiar to Norwegian
mourners, like the warbling of an Eolian lute among the moans
of a stormy wind. At this touching and unexpected sound, the

viceroy stopped and looked earnestly at his guide—'It is the

funeral of a convicted murderer,' replied the superintendant of the

miners ;
' and that white-haired man was his kinsman, and sup-

posed accomplice.'

—

' The woman is his widow, then?' said the viceroy, shuddering.—
* No, my lord :—her imprisonment was limited to one year, but

she chose to remain with her unhappy father to prepare his food

and assist in his labours : that lovely boy never leaves her side,

except to sing hymns to the sick miners, who think him an
angel come among us.'

—
' While the humane intendant spoke,

the bier approached, and the torches carried by its bearers shone

on the corpse of Brande, whose uncovered countenance retained

all the sullen fierceness of his character. The viceroy followed to

the grave
;
and advanced as the body wa,s lowered into it, said,

' Peace be with the dead, and with the living. All are forgiven.'

The intendant of the mines, instructed by one of the viceroy's

retinue, removed the fetters from Hans Hofland's ancles, and
placed him, with his daughter and the blind boy, in the vehicle

used to reach the outlet of the mine. A carriage waited to

receive them, and they found themselves conveyed from the most

hideous subterranean dungeon to the splendid palace of the

viceroy. They were led into his cabinet, where he stood alone,

not in his rich ofiicial robes, but in those he had worn at Dolstein.—
' It is the traveller !' exclaimed Claribell ; and Adolphus sprang

into his arms.— ' My son !' was all the viceroy could utter as he

held him close to his heart.—Claribell !' he added, after a few

moments of agonizing joy, ' I am the father of Adolphus, and the

Lady Johanna was my wife. Powerful enemies compelled me to

conceal 3ven my existence
;
but a blessed chance enabled rae to

save my only son, whom I beheved safe in the care of the trea-

cherous kinsman who coveted my inheritance, and hoped to

22*
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destroy us both. Brande was the agent of his guilt ; but fearing

that his secrecy might fail, the chief traitor availed himself of his

power as a judge, to bury his accomplice and his innocent victim

for ever. Providence saved my life from his machinations, and
my sovereign has given me power sufficient to punish and reward.
Your base judge is now in the prison to which he condemned
your father and yourself :—you, Claribell, if you can accept the

master of this mansion, are now in your future home. Continue
to be the second mother of Adolphus, and ennoble his father by
an union with your virtues.' V.

CHRISTIAN WOLF.

Christian Wolf was the son of an innkeeper at Bielsdorf, who,
after the death of his father, continued to his twentieth year to

assist his mother in the management of the house. The inn was
a poor one, and AVolf had many idle hours. Even before he left

school he was regarded as an idle loose lad
;
the girls complained

of his rudeness, and the boys, when detected in any mischief, were
sure to give up him as the ringleader. Nature had neglected

his person. His figure was small and unpromising
;
his hair was

of a coarse greasy black ; his nose was flat ; and his upper lip,

originally too thick, and twisted aside hy a kick from a horse,

was such as to disgust the women, and furnished a perpetual

subject of jesting to the men. The contempt showered upon his

person was the first thing which wounded his pride, and turned

a portion of his blood to gall.

He was resolved to gain what was every where denied him

;

his passions were strong enough ; and he soon persuaded himself

that he was in love. The girl he selected treated him coldly, and

he had reason to fear that his rivals were happier than himself.

Yet the maidenwas poor ; and what was refused to his vows might

perhaps be granted to his gifts
;
but he was himself needy, and his

vanity soon threw away the little he gained from his share in the

profits of the Sun. Too idle and too ignorant to think of support-

ing his extravagance by speculation ;
too proud to descend from

Mine Host into a plain peasant, he saw only one way to escape

from his difficulties—a way to which thousands before and after

him have had recourse—theft. Bielsdorf is, as you know, situ-

ated on the edge of the forest : Wolf commenced deer-stealer, and

poured the gains of his boldness into the lap of his mistress.

Among Hannah's lovers was one of the forester's men, Robert
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Horn. This man soon observed the advantage which Wolf had
gained over her, by means of his presents, and set himself to

detect the sources of so much liberality. He began to frequent

the Sun ; he drank there early and late
;
and sharpened as his

eyes were, both by jealousy and poverty, it was not long before

he discovered whence all the money came. Not many months
before this time a severe edict had been published against all tres-

passes on the forest laws. Horn was indefatigable in watching
the secret motions of his rival, and at last he was so fortunate as

to detect him in the very fact. Wolf was tried and found guilty

;

and the fine which he paid in order to avoid the statutory punish-

ment amounted to the sum total of his property.

Horn triumphed. His rival was driven from the field, for Han-
nah had no notion of a beggar for a lover. Wolf well-knew his

enemy, and he knew that this enemy was the happy possessor

of his Hannah. Pride, jealousy, rage, were all in arms within

him
;
hunger set the wide world before him, but passion and

revenge held him fast at Bielsdorf. A second time he became a
deer-stealer, and a second time, by the redoubled vigilance of

Robert Horn, was he detected in the trespass. Thi'fe time he
experienced the full severity of the law

;
he had no money to pay

a fine, and was sent straightway to the house of chastisement.

The year of punishment drew near its close, and found his pas-

sion increased by absence, his confidence buoyant under all the

pressure of his calamities. The moment his freedom was given

to him, he hastened to Bielsdorf, to throw himself at the feet of

Hannah. He appears, and is avoided by every one. The force

of necessity at last humbles his pride, and overcomes his delicacy.

He begs from the wealth}'' of the place
;
he offers himself as a

day-labourer to the far i^ 3rs, but they despise his slim figure, and
do not stop for a mom t to compare him with his sturdier com-
petitors. He makes : ast attempt. One situation is yet vacant

—the last of honest occupations. He offers himself as herdsman
of the swine upon the town's common ; but even here he is

rejected
; no man will trust any thing to the jail-bird. Meeting

with conteiP-pt from every eye, chased with scorn from one door

to another, he becomes yet the third time a deer-stealer, and for

the third time his unhappy star places him in the power of his

enemy.
This double backsliding goes against him at the judgment-

seat : for every judge can look into the book of the law, but few
into the soul of the culprit. The forest edict requires an exem-
plary punishment, and Wolf is condemned to be branded on the

back with the mark of the gallows, and to three year's hard labour

in the fortress.

This period also went by, and he once more dropt his chains
j
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but he was no longer the same man that entered the fortress.

Here began an new epoch in the Ufe of Wolf. You shall guess

the state of his mind from his own words to his confessor

:

' I went to the fortress,' said he, ' an offender, but I came out a
villain. 1 had still something in the world that was dear to me,

and my pride had not totally sunk under my shame. But here I

was thrown into the company of three and twenty convicts ; of

these, two were murderers, the rest were all notorious thieves and
vagabonds. They jeered at me if I spake of God

;
they taught

me to utter blasphemies against the Redeemer. They sung
songs whose attrocity at first horrified me, but which I, a shame-

faced fool, soon learned to echo. No day passed over, wherein I

did not hear the recital of some profligate life, the triumphant

history of some rascal, the concoction of some audacious villany.

At first I avoided, as much as I could, these men and their dis-

courses. But my labour was hard and tyrannical, and in my
hours of repose I could not bear to be left alone, without one face

to look upon. The jailors had refused me the company of my
dog, so I needed that of men, and for this I was obliged to pay by
the sacrifice of whatever good there remained within me. By
degrees I grew accustomed to every thing ; and in the last

quarter of my confinement I surpassed even my teachers.

From this time I thirsted after freedom, after revenge, with a
burning thirst. All men had injured me, for all were better and
happier than I. I gnashed my fetters with my teeth, when the

glorious sun rose up above the battlements of my prison, for a
wide prospect doubles the hell of durance. The free wind that

whistled through the loop-holes of my turret, and the swallow

that poised itself upon the grating of my window, seemed to be

mocking me with the view of their liberty ; and that rendered

my misery more bitter. It was then that I vowed eternal glowing

hatred to every thing that bears the imag« of man—and I have

kept my vow.
' My first thought, after I was set at liberty, was once more

my native town. I had no hopes of happiness there, but 1 had
the dear hope of revenge. My heart beat quick and high against

my bosom, when I beheld, afar off, the spire arising from out the

trees. It was no longer that innocent hea.rty expectation which
preceded my first return. The recollection of all the misery,

of all the persecution I had experienced there, aroused my
faculties from a terrible dead slumber of sullenness, set all my
wounds a-bleeding, every nerve a-jarring within me. I redoubled

my pace—I longed to startle my enemies with the horror of my
aspect—I thirsted after new contempts as much as I had ever

shuddered at the old.

' The clocks were striking the hour of vespers as I reached the
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' market-place. The crowd was rushing to the church-door. I

was immediately recognized
;
every man that knew me shrunk

from meeting me. Of old I had loved the little children, and

even now, seekmg in their innocence a refuge from the scorn of

others, I threw a small piece of money to the first I saw. The
boy stared at me for a moment, and then dashed the coin at my
face. Had my blood boiled less furiously, I might have recol-

lected that I still wore my prison beard, and that was enough to

account for the terror of the infant. But my hard heart had
bUnded my reason, and tears, tears such as I had never wept,

leaped down my cheeks.
' The child, said I to myself, half aloud, knows not who 1 am,

nor whence I came, and yet he avoids me like a beast of prey.

A u I then marked upon the forehead like Cain, or have I ceased

to be like a man, since all men spurn me ! The aversion of the

child tortured me more than all my three years' slavery, for I

had done him good, and I could not accuse him of hating me.
' I sat down in a wood-yard over against the church

;
what my

wishes were I know not ; but I remember it was wormwood to

my spirits, that none of my old acquaintances should have
vouchsafed me a greeting—no, not one. When the yard was
locked up, I unwillingly departed to seek a lodging

;
in turning

the corner of a street, I ran against my Hannah :
' Mine host of

the Sun,' cried she, and opened her arms as if to embrace me

—

* You here again, my dear Wolf, God be thanked for your re-

turn 1'—Hunger and wretchedness were expressed in her scanty

raiment ; a shameful disease had marred her countenance
;
her

whole appearance told me what a wretched creature she had
become. I saw two or three dragoons laughing at her through

a window, and turned my back, with a louder laugh than theirs,

upon llie oOlUler'b trull. Ii cJid lug ^tjcnl to fimi thett tii©ro wsws

something yet lower in the scale of life than myself. I had never

loved her.

* My mother w^as dead. My small house had been sold to pay
my creditors. I asked nothing more. I drew near to no man.
All the world fled from me Uke a pestilence, but I had at last

forgotten shame. Formerly I hated the sight of men, because

their contempt was insufferable to me. Now I threw myself in

the way, and found a savage delight in scattering horror around

me. I had nothing more to lose, why then should I conceal

myself? Men expected no good from me, why should they have
any 1 I was made to bear the punishment of sins I had never

committed. My infamy was a capital, the mterest of which was
not easy to be exhausted.

' The whole earth was before me ;
in some remote province I

might perhaps have sustained the character of an honest man,
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but I had lost the desire of being, naj, even of seeming such.Contempt and shame had taken from me even this last relic of
myself—my resource, now that I had no honour, was to learn todo without It Had my vanity and pride survived my infamy, Imust have died by my own hand.

' What I was to do, I myself knew not. I was determined,
however, to do evil; of so much I have some dark recollection
1 was resolved to see the worst of my destiny. The laws, said I
to myself, are benefits to the world, it is fit that I should offend
them

;
formerly I had sinned from levity and necessity, but now

1 sinned from free choice, and for my pleasure.
'My first step was to the woods. The chase had by decrees

become to me as a passion
;

I thirsted, like a lover, after thick
brakes and headlong leaps, and the mad delight of rushine; alonff
the bare earth beneath the pines. Besides, I must live But
these were not all. I hated the prince who had published the
forest edict, and I believed, that in injurins him, I should only
exercise my natural right of retaliation. The chance of bemo-
taken no tonger troubled me, for now I had a bullet for m?
discoverer, and I well knew the certainty of my aim. I slew every
animal that came near me, the greater part of them rotted where
they died

;
for I neither had the power, nor the wish, to sell more

than a few of them beyond the barriers. Myself hved wretch-
edly; except on powder and shot, I expended nothino-. My
devastations were dreadful, but no suspicion pursued ml My
appearance was too poor to excite any, and my name had lonff
since been forgotten.

^

' This life continued for several months. One morning, accord-
ing to my custom, I had pursued a stag for many miles through
the wood For two hours I had in vain exerted every nerve, and ,at lo,ot I ha,d toguii t^ Uoapali uf my hvuiy, When, all B.I ouce 1 ^

perceived the stately animal exactly at the proper distance for r^ygun—my finger was ready on the trigger, when, of a sudden my
©ye was caught with the appearance of a hat, lying a few pkces
before me on the ground. I looked more closely, and perceived
the huntsman, Robert Horn, lurking behind a massy oak and
taking dehberate aim at the very stag I had been pursuing—at
the sight, a deadly coldness crept through my Hmbs. Here was
the man I hated above all hving things ; here he was, and within
reach of my bullet. At this moment, it seemed to me as if the
whole world were at the muzzle of my piece, as if the wrath and
hatred of a thousand hves were all quivering in the finger that
should give the murderous pressure. A dark fearful unseen hand
was upon me

;
the finger of my destiny pointed irrevocably to

the black moment. My arm shook as with an ague while I
lifted my gun—my teeth chattered—my breath stood motionless
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in my lungs. For a minute the barrel hung uncertain between

the man and the stag—a minute—and another—and yet one

more. Conscience and revenge struggled fiercely within me,

but the demon triumphed, and the huntsman fell dead upon the

ground.
• My courage fell with him Murderer ! 1 stammered

the word slowly. The wood was silent as a church-yard, dis-

tinctly did I hear it

—

Murderer

!

—As I drew near, the man
yielded up his spirit. Long stood I speechless by the corpse

;
at

last I forced a wild laugh, and cried, ' No more tales from the

wood now, my friend V I drew him into the thicket with his face

upwards ! The eyes stood stiff, and stared upon me. I was seri-

ous enough*, and silent too. The feeling of solitude began to

press grievously upon my soul.

' Up to this time I had heen accustomed to rail at the over

severity of my destiny : now I had done something which was

not yet punished. An hour before, no man could have persuaded

me that there existed a being more wretched than myself. Now
I began to envy myself for what even then I had been.

'The idea of God's justice never came into my mind, but I

remembered a bewildered vision of ropes, and swords, and the

dying agonies of a child-murderess, which I had witnessed when
a boy. A certain dim and fearful idea lay upon my thoughts

that my life was forfeit. I cannot recollect every thing. I

wished that Horn were yet alive. I forced myself to call up all

the evil the dead man had done when in hfe, but my memory was
sadly gone. Scarcely could I recollect one of all those thousand

circumstances, which a quarter of an hour before had been suf-

fered to blow my wrath into phrenzy. I could not conceive how
or why I had become a murderer.

*I was still standing beside the corpse—I might have stood there

for ever—when I heard the crack of a whip, and the creaking of

a fruit wagon passing through the wood. The spot where 1 had

done the deed was scarcely a hundrerl yards from the great path.

I must look to my safety.

* I bounded like a wild deer into the depths of the wood
;
but

while I was in my race, it struck me that the deceased used to

have a watch. In order to pass the barriers, I had need of mone3%

and yet scarcely could I muster up courage to approach the place

of blood. Then I thought for a moment of the devil, and, I be-

lieve, confusedly, of the omnipresence of God. I called up all my
boldness, and strode towards the spot, resolved to dare earth and
hell to the combat. I found what I had expected, and a dollar

or two besides, in a green silk purse. At first I took all, but a
sudden thought seized me. It was neither that I feared, nor that

I was ashamed to add another crime to murder. IS^evertheless,
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SO it \ra5, I threw back the watch, and half the silver. I -w-ished

to consider myself as the personal enemy, not as the robber of the

slain.

Ag:ain I rushed towards the depths of the forest. I knew
that the wood extended for four German miles (about twenty,

English measure) northwards, and there bordered upon the fron-

tier. Till the sun was high in heaven I ran on breathless. The
sx^iftness of my flight had weakened the force of my conscience,

but the moment I laid myself down upon the grass, it awoke in

all its vigour. A thousand dismal forms tioated before my eyes
j

a thousand knives of despair and agony were in my breast. Be-
tween a hfe of restless fear, and a violent death, the alternative

was fearful, but choose I must. I had not the heart to leave the

world by sell-marder. yet scarcely could I bear the idea of remain-

ing in it. Hesitating between the certain miseries of life, and
die untried terrors of eternity, ahke unwilling to live and to die,

the sixth hour of my flight passed over my head—an hour full of

wretchedness, such as no man can utter, such as God himself in

mercy vriU. spare to me—even to me, upon the scatibld.

* Again I started on my feet- I drew my hai over my eyes,

as if not being able to look lifeless nature in the face, and was
rushing instinctively along the line of a small foot path, which
drew me into the very heart of the wilderness, when a rough
stem vcMce inmiediately in front of me cried, * Halt !' The voice

was close to me, for I had forgotten myself, and had never looked

a yard before me during the w hole race. I lifted my eyes, and

eaw a tail savage-looking man advancing towards me, with a

ponderous dub in his hand. His figure was of gigantic size, so

at least I thought, on my first alarm ; his skin was of a dark

mulatto yellow, in which the white of his fierce eyes were

feaifiillj prominent. Insiead of a girdle, he had a piece of sail-

cloth twisted over his green wooUen coiii, and in it I saw a broad

bare butchers knife, and a pistol. The summons was repeated,

and a strong arm held me fast. The sound of a h amari voice had

terrified me,—but the sight of an evil-doer gave me heart agiiin.

In my condition, I had reason to fear a good mac. but none at all

to tremble before a ruflBan.
*

' Whom have we here V said the apparition.

* Such another as yourself,' was my answer— ' that is, if your

looks don't beUe you.'
* * There is no passage this way. Whom seek 3*e here V
* * By what right do you ask ?' returned I boldly. The man

considered me leisurely twice, from the feet up to the head. It

seemed as if he were comparing my figure ^'ith his own, and my
answer -aith my figure

—

•
' You speak as stoutly as a beggar.' said he at last.
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' 'Tltat may be—I vra-H on-i yes'.'irdaj.'

*Them?:.r: ht;:!'^'-!— ' Or.^: v/o .ii .r.vear.' cn^d he, 'jouwere
not much .'

"SomeiL 1
'

'. '^T^'

•'Softly, fr ^
'^ Is your time BD rer

J

precious?
'I considered myself for a momeiii. I know not how the

words came to the lip of my lon^e. * Life is short,* said I, at

last, ' and hell is eteroaL'
* He looked steadily upon me. • May I oe d—d,' said he, '• if

you have not rubbed shoulders with the gallows ere now.'
* * It may be so. Farewell, till we meet again, comrade.'

* * Stop, comrade, shouted the man : He pulled a tin flask from

his pouch, took a hearty ptill of it, and handed it to me. My
flight and my anguish had exhausted my strength, and all thu

day nothing had passed my hps. Already I was afraid I might

feint in the wilderness, for there was no place of refreshment

within many miles of me. Judge how gladly I accepted his

ofler. New strength rushed with the liquor into my limbs—^with.

that, fresh courage into my heart, and hope and love of Hfe. I

began to believe that I might not be for ever wretched, such

power was in the welcome draught. There was something plea-

sant in finding myself with a creature erf my own stamp. In the

state in which I was, I would have pledged a devil, .ha". I rr.:ght

fflice more have a companion.

*The man stretched himself on the grass. I did the like.

* Your drink has done me good,' said I ;
* we must get better

acquainted.'
' He struck his flint, and lighted his pipe. ' Are you cdd in the

Uade V said I.

* He locked sternly at me—' Wiiai would you say, friend V—
* Has that often been bloody f said I, pmnting to the knife in his

girdle.
*

' Who art thou ? cried he nercely, and liirew down his pipe.

* A murderer, friend, like yourself but (mly a beginner.' He
took up his pipe again.

* * Your home is not hereabouts V said he, after a pause.

* * Some three miles off/ said I ; ' did you ever hear of the land-

lord of the Sun at Bielsdorf ?'

* * Your home is not hereabouts 1* said he, afier a pause.

' • Some three miles off,' said I ; * did you ever hear of the land-

lord of the Sun at Bielsdorf?'
' The man sprung up like one possessed— ' What, the poacher

Wolf V cried he hastily.

* • The same.'
*

' Welcome ! comrade, welcome I and give me a shake of thy

23
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hand ; this is good, mine host of the Sun. Year and day have
I sought for thee. I know thee well. I know all. I have long
reckoned upon thee, Wolf.'

' Reckoned on me ? and wherefore V
' * The whole country is full of you, man

;
you have had ene-

mies, Wolf; you have been hardly dealt with. You have been
made a sacrifice. Your treatment has been shameful.'

' The man waxed warm— ' What ! because you shot a pair of

boars or stags it may be, that the prince feeds here on our acorns
;

was that a reason for chasing you from house and hold, confin-

ing you three years in the castle, and making a beggar of you.
Is it come to this, that a man is of less worth than a hare ? Are
we no better than the beasts of the field, brother ? and can Wolf
endure it ? I can't.'

'
' Who can alter these things V

*
' That we shall presently see : but tell me, whence come you,

and what are you about V
' I told him my whole story. He would not hear me to the

end, but leaped up, and dragged me along with him. ' Come,
mine host of the Sun,' said he, ' now you are ripe, noio I have you.

I shall look for honour from you, Wolf! follow me.'
*

' Whither will you lead me V
*

' Ask no questions. Follow.' And he pulled me like a giant,

'We had advanced some quarter of a mile. The road was
becoming every step more thick, wild, and impassable. Neither

of us spake a word. I was roused from my reverie by the whis-

tle ofmy guide. I looked up, and perceived that we were stand-

ing on the edge of a rock, which hung over a deep dark ravine.

A second whistle answered from the root of the precipice, and a

ladder rose, as if of its own motion from below. My guide stepped

upon it, and desired me to await his return. ' I must first tie up
the hounds,' said he ;

' you are a stranger here, and the beasts

would tear you in pieces.'

' Then I was alone upon the rock, and I well knew that I was
alone. The carelessness of my guide did not escape my atten-

tion. With a single touch of my hand I could pull up the lad-

der, and my flight was secured. 1 confess that I saw this—

I

began to shudder at the precipice below me, and to think of that

depth from which there is no redemption. I resolved upon flight

—I put my hand to the ladder, but then came there to my ear,

as if with the laughter of devils, ' What can a murderer do V and

my arm dropt powerless by my side. My reckoning was com-

plete. Murder lay like a rock behind me, and barred all

retreat for ever. At this moment my guide re-appeared and bade

me come down I had no longer any choice—I obeyed him.

' A few yards from the foot of the precipice the ground widened
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a little, and some huts became visible. In the midst of these

there was a little piece of smooth turf, and there about eighteen or

twenty figures lay scattered around a coal fire. ' Here, comrades,'

cried my guide, leading me into the centre of the group ;
' here,

get up and bid the landlord welcome.'
'

' Welcome, good landlord,' cried all at once, and crowded
around me, men and women. Shall 1 confess it ? Their joy ap-

peared hearty and honest : confidence and respect was in every

countenance
;
one took me by the hand, another by the cloak ;

—

my reception was such as might have been expected by some old

and valued friend. Our arrival had interrupted their repast—we
joined it, and I was compelled to pledge my new friends in a bum-
per. The meal consisted of game of all kinds ; and the bottle,

filled with good Rhenish, was not allowed to rest for an instant.

The company seemed to be full of affection towards each other,

and of good will towards me.
' They had made me sit down between two women, and this

seemed to be considered as a place of honour. 1 expected to find

these the refuse of their sex, but how great was my astonish-

ment, when I perceived, under th^eir coarse garments, two of the

most beautiful females I had ever seen. Margaret, the elder and
handsomer of the two, was addressed by the name of Miss, and •

might be five-and-twenty. Her language was free, and her looks

were still more eloquent Mary, the younger, was married, but

her husband had treated her cruellj^ and deserted her^ Her fea-

tures were perhaps prettier, but she was pale and thin, and less

striking, on the whole, than her fiery neighbour. They both en-

deavoured to please me. Margaret was the beauty, but my heart

was more taken with the womanly, gentle Mary.
'

' Brother Wolf,' cried my guide, ' you see how we live here *

with us every day is alike
;

is it not so, comrades V
'

' Every day is hke the present,' cried they all.

*

' If you like our way of life,' continued the man, ' strike in, be
one of us; be our captain. I bear the dignity for the present,

but I will yield it to Wolf. Say I right, comrades V A hearty
• Yes, yes,' was the answer.

' My brain was on fire, wine and passion had inflamed my
blood. The world had thrown me out like a leper—here were
brotherly welcome, good cheer, and honour ! Whatever choice I

might make, I knew that death was before me
;
but here at least

I might sell my fife dearly. Women had till now spurned me,

—

the smiles of Mary were nectar to my soul, ' I remain with you,
comrades,' cried I, loudly and firmly, stepping into the midst of
the band ' I remain with you, my good friends, providing you
give me my pretty neighbour. They all consented to gratify my
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wish, and I «at down contented, lord of a strumpet, and captain

of a banditti.'

Tlie following part of the history I shall entirely omit, for there

is no instruction in that which is purely disgusting. The un-

happy Wolf, sunk to this hopeless depth, was obliged to partake

in all the routine of wickedness ; but he was never guilty of a

second murder ; so at least he swore solemnly upon the scaffold.

The fame of this man spread, in a short time, through the

whole province. The highways were unsafe—nocturnal rob-

beries alarmed the citizens—the name of Christian Wolf became
the terror of old and young—justices set every device at work to

ensnare him—and a premium was set upon his head. Yet he

was fortunate enough to escape every attempt against his person,

and crafty enough to convert the superstition of the peasantry

into an engine of defence. It was universally given out that

Wolf was in league with the devil—that his whole band were

wizards. The province is a remote and ignorant one, and no

man was very willing to come to close quarters with the ally of

the apostate.

For a full year did Wolf persist in this terrible trade, but at last

it began to be intolerable to him. The men, at whose head he
had placed himself, were not what he had supposed. They had
received him at first with an exterior of profusion, but he soon

discovered that they had deceived him. Hunger and want ap-

peared in the room of abundance
;
he was often obliged to venture

his life for a booty, which, when won, was scarcely sufficient to

support his existence for a single day. The veil of brotherly

affection also passed away, and beneath it he found the lurking

paltriness of thieves and harpies. A large reward had been

proclaimed for him that should deliver Wolf alive into the hands

of justice—if the discoverer should be one of his own gang, a free

pardon was promised in addition—a mighty search for the out-

cast of the earth !—Wolf was sensible of his danger. The honor

of those who were at war v/ith God and man seemed but an
insufficient security for his life. From this time sleep was agony

.;

wherever he was, the ghost of suspicion haunted him—pursued

his steps—watched his pillow—disturbed his dreams. Long
silenced conscience again raised her voice, and slumbering

remorse began to awake and mingle her terrors in the universal

storm of his bosom. His whole hatred was turned from man-
kind, and concentrated upon his own head. He forgave all

nature, and was inexorable only to himself.

This misery of guilt completed his education, and delivered at

last his naturally excellent understanding from its shackles. He
now felt how low he had fallen ; sadness took the place of phrenzy
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in his bosom. Cold tears, solitary sighs obliterated the past ; for

him it no more existed. He began to hope that he might yet be
a good man, for he felt within himself the awakening power of

being such. It may be that Wolf, at this the moment of his

greatest degradation, was nearer the right path than he had ever

seen since he first quitted it.

About this time the seven years' war broke out, and the German
Princes were every where making great levies of troops. The
unhappy Wolf shaped some slight hope to himself from these

circumstances, and at last took courage to pen the following

letter to his sovereign.

* If it be not too much for princely compassion to descend to

such as Christian Wolf, give him a hearing. I am a thief and a
murderer—the laws condemn me to death—justice has set all her

myrmidons in search of me—I beg that I may be permitted to

deliver up myself But I bring, at the same time, a strange peti-

tion to the throne. I hate my Ufe, I fear not death, but I cannot

bear to die without having hved. I would Kve, my prince, in

order to atone, by my services, for my offences. My execution

might be an example to the world, but not an equivalent for my
deeds. I hate the wretchedness of guilt, I thirst after virtue. I

have shewn my power to do evil—permit me to shew my power
to do good.

' I know that I make an unheard of request. My Hfe is forfeit

;

it may seem absurd for me to state any pretensions to favour.

Bat I appear not in chains and bonds before you—I am still free

—and fear is the least among all the motives of my petition.

* It is to mercy that I have fled. I have no claim upon justice

—if I had, I should disdain to bring it forward. Yet of one cir-

cumstance I might remind my judges—the period ofmy outrages

commenced with that of my degradation. Had their sentence

been less severe, perhaps I should have had no occasion to be a
supplicant to-day.

' If you give me life, it shall be dedicated to your service. A
single word in the gazette shall bring me immediately to your
feet. If otherwise you have determined—let justice do her part,

I must do mine.' * * *' CHRISTIAN WOLF.'
This petition remained without an answer ;

so did a second and
third, in which Wolf begged to be permitted to serve as a
hussar in the army of the prince. At last, losing all hope of a
pardon, he resolved to fly from the country, and die a brave

soldier in the service of King Frederick.

He gave his companions the slip, and took to his journey.

The first day brought him to a small country town, where he
resolved to spend the night. 23*
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The circumstances of the times, the commencing war, the
recruiting, made the officers at every post doubly vigilant in ob-
serving travellers. The gate-keeper of the town had received a
particular command to be attentive. The appearance of Wolf
had something imposing about it, but, at the same time, swarthy
terrible, and savage. The meagre bony horse he rode, and the
grotesque and scanty arrangement of his apparel, formed a
strange contrast with a countenance whereon a thousand fierce

passions seemed to lie exhausted and congealed, like the dying
and dead upon a field of battle. The gate-keeper started at the
strange apparition. Forty years of experience had made the
man, grown grey in his office, as sharp-sighted as an eagle in
detecting offenders. He immediately bolted his gate and de-
manded the passport of Wolf. The fugitive was however pre-
pared for this accident ; and he drew out, without hesitation, a
pass which he had taken a few days before from a plundered
merchant. Still this solitary evidence was not able entirely to
satisfy the scruples of the practised ofilcer. The gate-keeper
trusted his own eyes rather than the paper, and Wolf was com-
pelled to follow him to the town-house.
The chief magistrate of the place examined the pass, and

declared it to be in every respect what it should be. It happened
that this man was a great pohtician,—his chief pleasure in life

consisted in conning over a newspaper, with a bottle of wine
before him. The passport shewed forth that its bearer had come
from the very centre of the seat of war. He hoped to draw some
private intelligence from the stranger

;
and the clerk, who brought

back the pass, requested Wolf to step in, and take a bottle of
Mark-brunner with his master.

Meantime the traveller had remained on horseback at the door
of the town-house, and his singular appearance had collected
about him half the rabble of the place. They looked at the horse
and his rider by turns,—they laughed,—they whispered,—at last
it had become a perfect tumult. Unfortunately the animal Wolf
rode on was a stolen one, and he immediately began to fancy
that it was described m some of the prints. The unexpected
invitation of the magistrate completed his confusion. He took it

for granted that the falsity of his pass had been detected, and that
the invitation was only a trick for getting hold of him alive. A
bad conscience stupified his faculties—he clapped spurs to his
horse, and galloped off without making any answer to the
clerk.

The sudden flight convinced all that had before suspected him.
* A thief, a robber,' was the cry, and the whole mob were at his
heels. Wolf rode for life and death, and he soon left his pursuers
breathless behind.—His deliverance is near ; but a heavy hand
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was upon him—the hour was come—unrelenting destiny was
there.

The road he had taken led to no outlet, and Wolf was obliged

to turn round upon his pursuers.

The alarm of this incident had, in the mean time, set the whole
town into an uproar ; every road was blockaded, and a whole
host of enemies came forth to receive him. He draws out a
pistol ; the crowd yields

;
he begins to make a way for himself

through their ranks.
' The first that lays a finger on me—dies,' shouted Wolf, hold-

ing out his pistol. Fear produced an universal pause. But a
firm old soldier seized him from behind, and mastered the hand
which held the weapon. He knocks the pistol from his grasp

;

the disarmed Wolf is instantly dragged from his horse, and borne
in triumph back to the town-house.

' Who are you V said the magistrate, in a stern and brutal

tone.

' One who is resolved to answer no questions, unless they be
more civilly put.'

' Who are you, sir V
' What I said I was. I have travelled through all Germany,

and never found oppression till now.'
' Your sudden flight excites suspicion against you. Why fled

you V
' Because I was weary of being mocked by your rabble.'
* You threatened to fire V
' My pistol was not loaded.' They examined it and found

no ball.

* Why do you carry such weapons V
' Because I have property with me, and I have heard a great

deal of one Wolf that haunts in the woods here.'

'Your answers prove your courage, but not your honesty,
friend. I allow you till morning. Perhaps you will then speak
the truth.'

' I have already said all.'

* Take him to the tower.'
* To the tower ?—I beg you would consider, sir. There is

justice in the country, and I will demand satisfaction at your
hands.'

* I shall give you satisfaction, friend, so soon as you find justice

on your side.'

Next morning the magistrate began to suspect that, after all,

the stranger might be an honest man, and that high words might
have no effect in making him alter his tone. He was half in-

clined to think that the best way might be to let him go. He
called together the councillors, however, and sent for the prisoner.
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* I hope you will forgive us, if we dealt somewhat hardly witl"

you yesterday evening.'

* Most willingly, since you ask me to do so.'

* Our rules are strict, and your conduct gave rise to suspicion.,
I cannot set you free without departing from my duty. Appear-1
ances are against you. I wish you would say something, which
might satisfy us of your good character.'

I

' And if I should say nothing V
'

* Then I must send your passport to Munich, and you musti
remain here till it returns.'

j

Wolf was silent for a few minutes, and appeared to be much!
agitated

; he then stept close up to the magistrate.
* Can I be a quarter of an hour alone with you V
The councillors looked doubtfully at each other* but the

magistrate motioned to them, and they withdrew.
' Now what will you ?'

'Your conduct yesterday evening, sir, could never have
brought me to your terms, for I despise violence. The manner

;

in which you treat me to-day has filled me with respect for your
[

character. I believe you to be an honourable man.'
* What have you to say to me V
* I see you are an honourable man. I have long wished to

meet with such a man. Will you give me your right hand V
' What will you, stranger V
' Your head is gray and venerable. You have been long in

the world—you have had sorrows too—Is it not so ?—and they
have made you more merciful ?'

' Sir, what mean you V
* You are near to eternity—yourself will soon have need of

compassion from God. You will not deny it to man. Am I not
right 1 To whom do you suppose yourself to be speaking?'

* What is this ?—^you alarm me.'
' Do you not guess the truth 1—Write to your prince how you

found me, and that I have been my own betrayer. May God's
mercy to him be such as his shall be to me. Entreat for me, old
man—weep for me—my name is Wolf.'
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A NIGHT IN THE CATACOMBS.

In one of my lonety rambles about the wonderful and interesting

capital I was now visiting, I jomed a crowd of twenty or thirty

persons, waiting at the outer door that leads to the upper en-

trance of the Catacombs. I had heard of these extraordinary

vjiults, but not having passed before the Barriere d'Enfer, I had
not inspected them in person. Though I could not help conjec-

turing that a subterraneous cemetery, where the relics of ten

centuries reposed, must be a sight too congenial with the morbid

temper of my mind, I had no notion of the actual horrors of that

mansion for the dead, or in my then distempered state of feeling,

I should not have trusted my nerves with the spectacle to be ex-

pected. How will the curious tourist of the present day smile as

he peruses this confession !—but a few, perhaps will understand

and pity what luere my follies. As it was, I provided m.yself,

like the rest, with a waxen taper, and we waited with impatience

for the appearance of the guide from below, with the party that

had preceded us. It was about three o'clock of a sultry after-

noon, and we were detained so long, that when the door opened

at last, we all rushed in, and hurried old Jerome to the task of

conducting us, without giving him time for the necessary pre-

caution of counting our number. I was an utter stranger to all

present, and felt at first, as if I should have wished to view the

sight, towards which we hurried our conductor, with him alone,

or at least with fewer and less vociferous companions : but when
we had descended many steps into the bowels of the earth, and
the cold air from the dwellings of mortality smote my brow, I

owned a sensible relief from the presence of the living around me,

and was cheered by the sound of their various exclamations.

Even with these accompaniments, however, it was with more than

astonishment that I gazed upon the opening scene, and ever and
anon, wrapped up in my thoughts, I anticipated with secret fore-

bodings, the horrors I was doomed to undergo.

It would be superfluous to describe what has been described so

often, yet none can have received, from a survey of the Cata-
combs, such impressions as my mind was prepared to admit ; and
few can have retained so vivid and distinct a picture of their ap-

pearance,,'as has been branded on my soul in characters not to

be effaced. Alas ! I entered them with little of that fine ex-

alting spirit so divinely eulogized by Virgil, in the motto that is

inscribed upon their wails ;

' Felix qui potuit rerum cognoacere causas,
' Atque metus oranes, et inexorabile fatum
* Subjecit pedibus, strepitiunque Acheronti avan.
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The interminable rows of bare and blackening skulls—the
masses interposed of gaunt and rotting bones, that once gave
strength and symmetry to the young, the beautiful, the brave,

now mildewed by the damp of the cavern, and heaped together

in indiscriminate arrangement—the faint mouldering and death-

like smell that pervaded these gloomy labyrinths, and the long
recesses in the low-roofed rock, to which I dared not turn my
eyes except by short and fitful glances, as if expecting some-
thing terrible and ghastly to start from the indistinctness of their

distance,—all had associations for my thoughts very different from

the solemn and edifying sentiments they must rouse in a well

regulated breast, and, by degrees, I yielded up every faculty to

the influence of an ill-denned and mysterious alarm. My eye-

sight waxed gradually dull to all but the fleshless skulls which
were glaring in the yellow light of the tapers— the hum of human
voices was stifled in my ears, and I thought myself alone, already

with the dead. The guide thrust the light he carried into a huge
skull that was lying separate in a niche ; but I marked not the

action or the man, but only the fearful glimmering of the trans-

parent bone, which I thought a smile of triumphant malice from
the presiding spectre of the place, while imagined accents whis-

pered, in my hearing, * Welcome to our charnel-house, for THIS
shall be your chamber !' Dizzy with indescribable emotions, I

felt nothing but a painful sense of oppression from the presence of

others, as if I could not breathe for the black shapes that were
crowding near me ;

and turning, unperceived, down a long and
gloomy passage of the catacombs, I rushed as far as I could

penetrate, to feed in solitude the growing appetite for horror, that

had quelled for the moment, in my bosom, the sense of fear, and
even the feeling of identity. To the rapid whirl of various sen-

sations that had bewildered me ever since I left the light of day, a

season of intense abstraction now succeeded. I held my burning

eyeballs full upon the skulls in front, till they almost seemed to

answer my fixed regard, and claim a dreadful fellowship v/ith

the being that beheld them. How long I stood motionless in

this condition I know not—my taper was calculated to last a

considerable time, and I was awakened from my trance by the

scorching heat of it's expiring in my hand. Still insensible of

what I was about, 1 threw it to the ground
;
and, gleaming

once more, as if to show the darkness and solitude to which I

was consigned, it was speedily extinguished. But, by the strong

impression on my brain, the whole scene remained distinct, and

it was not for some time that my fit of abstraction passed away,

and the horrific conviction came upon me, that I was left de-

serted, as I fancied in my first confusion, by faithless friends, and

abandoned to the mercy of a thousand demons. All the ideal
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terrors I had cherished from my childhood, exaUed to temporary

madness by the sense and certainty of the horrid objects that

surrounded me, rushed at once upon my soul
;
and in an agony

of impatient consternation, I screamed and shouted, loud and
long, for assistance. Not an answer was returned, but the

dreary echoes of this dreadful tomb. 1 saw that my cries for

succour were hopeless and in vain, and my voice failed me for

very fear—my jaws were fixed and open, my palate dry—a cold

sweat distilled from every pore, and my limbs were chill and
powerless as death. Their vigour at length revived, and T rushed

in a delirium through the passages, struggling through their

various windmgs to retrace my path, and plunging at every step

in more inexphcable error, till running with the speed of lightning

along one of the longest corridors, I came with violence in full

and loathsome contact with the skeleton relics at the end. The
shock was like fire to my brain—1 wept tears of rage and despair

;

and thrusting my fingers in the sockets of the empty skulls, to

wrench them from the wall, I clutched their bony edges, till the

blood sprung from my lacerated hand. In short, I cannot paint

to you the extravagancies I acted, or the wild alternation of my
feelings that endured for many hours. Sometimes excited to

frenzy, I imagined I know not what of horrid and appalhng, and
saw, with preternatural acuteness, through the darkness as clear

as noon,—while grisly visages seemed glaring on me near, and a
red and bloody haze enveloped the more fearful distance. Then,
when reason was on the point of going, an interval of terrible

collection would succeed. I felt in my very soul how I was left

alone—perhaps not to be discovered, at any rate for what ap-

peared to me an endless period, in which I should perhaps expire

of terror, and I longed for deep, deep sleep, or to be as cold and
insensate as the things around me. I tried to recollect the cou-

rage, that only on one point had ever failed me, but judgment
had ever missed her stays, and the whispers of the subterraneous

wind, or the stealthy noises I seemed to hear in concert with the

audible beatings of my heart, overcame me irresistibly. Some-
times I thought I could feel silence palpable Uke a soft mantle

on my ear—I figured dreadful hands within a hair-breath of my
body, ready to tear me if I stirred, and in desperation flung myself
upon the ground. Then would I creep close to the mouldering

fragments at the bottom of the wall, and try to dig with my nails,

from the hard rock, something to cover me. Oh ! how 1 longed

for a cloak to wrap and hide me, though it had been my mother's

winding-sheet, or grave-flannel animated with worms. I buried

my head in the skirts of my coat, and prayed for slumber
;
but a

fearful train of images forced me again to rise and stumble on,

shivering in frame with unearthly cold, and yet internally fevered
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with a tumult of agonizing thoughts. Any one must have suf-

fered somewhat in such a situation
;
but no one's sufferings could

resemble mine, unless he carried to the scene a mind so hide-

ously prepared. Part of these awful excavations are said to have
been once haunted by banditti ; but I had no fears of them, and

should have swooned with transport to have come upon their

fires at one of their turnings in the rock, though my appearance

had been the instant signal for their daggers.

In my wanderings I recovered for a moment the path taken

by the guides, and found myself in a sort of cell within the rock,

where particular specimens of mortality were preserved. My
arm rested on the table, where two or three loosened skulls, and

a thigh-bone of extravagant dimensions, were lying, and a new
fit of madness seized me. My heart beat with redoubled vio-

lence, while I brandished the enormous bone, and hoarsely called

for its original possessor to come in all the terrors of the grave,

and there would I wrestle with him for the relic of his own mise-

rable carcase. I struck repeatedly, and hard, the hollow-sound-

ing sides of the cell, shouting my defiance ; then throwing my-
self with violence towards the opening, I missed my balance, and,

snatching at the wall round the corner to save myself, I jammed
my hand in an aperture among the bones, and fancied that the

grisly adversary I invoked had grasped my arm in answer to my
challenge. My shrieks of agony rang through the caverns, and,

staggering back into the cell, I fell upon my face, hardly daring

to respire, and expecting unimagined horrors or speedy dissolution.

How my feelings varied for a space of time, I know not ; but

sleep insensibly fell upon me. In my dream, I did not seem to

change the scene, but still reclining in the cell, I fancied the

skulls upon the wall the same in number, but magnified to a ter-

rific size, with black jetty eyes imbedded in their naked sockets,

and rivetted with malicious earnestness on me. A dim recess

seemed opened beyond one side of the cell, and each spectral eye

turning with a sidelong glance towards it, drew mine the same
direction by an unconquerable fascination. Still appearing to

gaze determinedly upon them, I had power, as I dreamed, to obey

their impulse simullaneously, and to perceive a dreadful figure,

black, bony, and skull-headed, with similar terrific eyes, whom
they seemed to hail as their minister of cruelty, while with slow

and silent paces, it drew near to clasp me m its hideous arms.

Closer and closer it advanced ; but, thanks and praises to the

all-gracious Power that stills the tempest of the soul ! the limit of

suffering was reached, and the force of terror was exhausted. My
nerves so long weak, and prone to' agitation, were recovered, by

the over violence of their momentum ;
and, instead of losing rea-

son in the shock, or waking in the extremity of fear, the vision
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was suddenly changed—ihe scenery of horror melted into light,

and a calm and joyful serenity took possession of my bosom. My
animal powers must have been nearly worn out, for long—long I

slept in this delightful tranquillity ;
and when I awakened, it was,

for the first time of my life, in a peaceful and healthy state of

mind, unfettered, and released for ever from all that had enfeebled

and debased my nature. I had passed in that celestial sleep

from death to life, from the dreams of weakness and lapse of insa-

nity, to the full use and animation of my faculties ; and I felt as

if a cemented load had broken and crumbled off my soul, and left

me fearless and serene. I was never happy—I w-as never wor-

thy the stile of Man, till then ; and, as I lay, I faltered out my
thanks in ecstacy to Heaven, for all that had befallen me.

My limbs were numbed by the cold and damp of the floor on

which I had been lying
;
but, rising from it, a new being in all

that is essential to existence, I entered the passage, and walked
briskly up and down, to recover the play and vigour of my frame.

I found the thigh-bone on the ground where I had dropped it

—

and no longer tortured by the fears that were gone for ever,

replaced it quietly in its former situation. I kept near the entrance

of the cell, that the first guide who descended might not miss me
;

and it could not be more than two hours, before Jerome, whose
hair stood on end when he heard where I had passed the night,

came down with an early party of visiters, and freed me from my
dungeon.

IL DUE GOBBI.

After the splendid ceremony ofwedding the Adriatic sea, which
the chief magistrate of Venice performs by going out in his state-

barge and throwing a ring into the waves, a splendid banquet in

his palace, and general revelry throughout the city, usually occupy

the day. On one of these annual occasions, the Doge, having

celebrated the allegorical ceremony expressive of his maritime

authority, retired to a small supper-table, with a few select friends,

to enjoy an entire release from official cares. And that it might
be fully felt by his guests, he deputed his favourite Count Anni"

bal Fiesco to perform the honours of the table, and sat himself

among the entertained. The favourite, a nobleman of rich comic

humour and grotesque person, compared himself to Sancho
Panza in his court of Barataria, and the guests, seizing the licence

of the moment, rallied him gaily on his likeness to that merry

24
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squire's exterior. * Say at once,' rejoined the Count, * that you
think me a tolerable Panache.^ The Doge asked an explanation

of this sally, and was answered, with great gravity, ' Monsignor,

the personage 1 mention is at this time of high importance at the

court of France. She is hump-backed, wry-footed, squints prodi-

giously, takes snufF, scolds every body, and sits at all tables. One
gives her a sweetmeat, another a box on the ear—she mistakes

the offender, tells all the truths she knows, and never fails ta^

make mischief. Therefore she delights all the ladies of the court,

and whatever ought not to be told is said to be told by Madame
Panache. One of these fair ladies was well received by the royal

family of Sweden, but unluckily compared the queen to Madame
Panache ; and the consequence may be guessed, as the queen
was an ugly woman.'

' Had she been an ugly man,' said the Chamberlain, slily

glancing at the favourite's deformed person, ' the revenge w^ould

have been different. Instead of ruining the lady's husband,

which, probably gave her no great concern, I would have sen-

tenced her to wear the hump, and bear the name of Madame
Panache. But perhaps she had not wit enough to play a fool's

part well.'

* Every wise man has not quite wit enough for that,' inter-

rupted the Doge, seeing some symptoms of Itahan acger in his

friends' faces
; and casting a glance at the Count, he put on his

scarlet cloak, and resumed his place at the head of the table with
an air of mild authority which seemed to request forbearance.

The favourite obeyed it with ready grace. ' Your highness,'

said he, ' shail see how easily a fool's part may be played. No
man in this city is said to resemble me, except the cobbler Anto-
nio

;
and I will wager my best white horse, that in three days I

will wear his clothes, handle his tools, and make his grimaces so

well, that he shall not be certain whether he is himself, or I am
he. Nay, if your highness chooses to have this carnival of folly

complete, I will bring hmi to confess he is a dead man, and thai

I am his ghost !' The Doge staked a hundred ducats on the expe-

riment, and the chamberlain joined in wishing the Count success

in the farce of 11 Due Gobbi.

An obscure shed, or what in England would be called a cobbler's

stall, was the abode in Venice of a celebrated person called An-
tonio Raffaelle—not the painter whose talents have excited so

manyimitators, but a little square-headed humpbacked shoemaker,
whose neighbours gave him this eminent surname in derision of

his ridiculous ugliness and excessive vanity. Almost all the

noted artists in Venice had taken this iEsop's likeness as an
exercise of their skill in caricature, but with infinite delight to

Antonio, who imagined himself a second Antinous. One night,
.
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after earning a few pieces of coin upon the quay, he returned to

his cassino, and was surprised to see a squarelieaded humpbacked
dwarf seated by his wife's side, composedly eating macaroni and
drinking lemonade. ' In the name of St. Mark,' said the high-

spirited Italian cobbler, ' how comes such an ill-favoured cicisbeo

here in my absence, and how dares he stay when I come home V
' Signer Gobbo,' replied the dwarf, bowing with great civility

and nonchalance, ' considering that you have thought fit to coun-

terfeit my hump and my crooked leg, I make no answer to your
comment on my ill looks ; but I take leave to eat my own
macaroni, and sit at my own shopboard, without offence to any
gentleman.'

Antonio Raflaelle answered this harangue with a very scien-

tific blow, which the new cobbler returned with such speed, and
such sufficient aid from the lady, that his opponent was forced to

abandon his household hearth and fight outside. All the lazza-

roni of the neighbourhood assembled to see the manual debate

;

and as poor RafFaelle was completely vanquished, very wisely,

and with the usual logic of a mob, concluded him in the wrong,
and joined the impostor m driving him out of the street. Antonio

was a practical philosopher, and instead of waiting for farther

compHmcnts from the victors, went to the nearest officer of police,

and made his complaint. ' This is all very ingenious,' said the

magistrate laughing
;

' but, my good little Annibal, every body
knows the old cobbler you pretend to be, and his ugliness is a
hundred times more comical than j^our's. I have known the

steeple on his shoulders, ever since I was a boy, and wrote my
lessons twenty years ago, under the inspiration of his genius for

lying—Go and add three pounds to that mound on your back,

and make a better semi-circle of your leg before you come to me
again.'

There was no enduiing this taunt. Raffaelle ran in a fury of

aggrieved honour to Signor Corregiano, an artist who had just

finished a sketch of him. and implored his aid to identify an injured

man. ' Ha, ha !' answered the Signor, uncovering his easel

—

' that will be no difficult matter. His back serves me as the

model of Vespasian's arch, and I shall send for him to-mon'ow to

finish his profile—I want it for the Princess of Parma's museum

—

and here it is, except the nose, which I have not ochre enough to

finish. My wife's parrot mistook it for a cockatoo's beak, and
pecked at it.' If RafFaelle was astonished at the insolent raillery

of the painter, he was still more confounded when, in reply to his

clamorous complaints, the Signor drily ordered his lacqueys to

turn the impostor out of doors. 'These rogues think,' said the

artist, taking a long whip and bestowing it Uberally on his visiter,
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'that any dwarf may mimic our Raffaelle, but I would have them
to know that an ugly knave must be a clever one.'

Poor Antonio hardly knew how to believe his own ears, which
had been so often feasted with the praises of his fine bust, and
antique proportion. But one person might certainly be found to

bear witness of his identity, and he ran like a tortoise in an ague
to the confessional of Father Paulo, a rosy Dominican, whose
sandals he had often repaired. ' For the love of justice and St.

Dominick,' said our persecuted cobbler, ' assist a wronged man to

confront his enemies. A caitiff, who calls himself Antonio
Raffaelle, has entered my house, seized my stock in trade, eaten

up my supper, and seduced my wife—and the neighbours say—

'

'Ah, very true!' answered the priest, resting his hands gravely

on his sides—' what the neighbours tell you is nothing more than
the precise truth. I owed him two maravedis for mending my
shoes last night, but he had such an enormous bale of sins to

confess, that I shall deduct the two maravedis as a penance.'

—

* What, holy father ! will you not even pay me for my day's

work V ' Your's, lazzarone !—I employ for my cobbler a dull

roguish drone, who has more ugliness than ^sop, and more
tricks than all iEsop's birds and beasts ; but his face is so

strangely hke St. Januarius's phial, that I verily believe it grows
red by miracle, and therefore I patronize it.'

Not even Raffaelle's devout respect for the Catholic church,

could repress his rage at this accumulation of outrages. He
seized on the Dominican's ample sleeve, which being filled with
Naples biscuits and Parmesan cheese, caused an unexpected
shower of good things among the ragged groupe whose curiosity

brought them to this scene. While the lazzaroni scrambled and
the cobbler talked, two or three soldiers of the Doge's guard laid

their hands on him, and carried him to the nearest prison, accused
by divers witnesses of profaning an ecclesiastic's person by
assault. It was in vain to detail his wrongs, and plead the law
of retaUation. The serjeant of the police preferred arguments of

another kind, and after making as many indentures on his back
as would have served for the plan of a tesselated pavement, the

ministers of justice sent him forth to seek his home and property

again. Of the latter part, as far as concerned his wife, he had
some fears of finding more than was necessary, and could have
dispensed very well with any restoration of his living stock. But
when he entered the shop, woeful sight !—he beheld new furni-

ture, a new name, a lady gaily dressed, and the pretended cobbler

sitting with a large assortment of shoes before him. The out-

rageous reproaches of Antonio were more like the chattering of a
sick ape, than the articulation of human speech. He danced,
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grinned, shrieked, and threw his professional tools in all direc-

tions, but especially at th-e head of his faithless wife, who affected

the utmost dismay and astonishment. Officers of justice were
sent for again, the neighbours gathered together, the street

resounded with shouts, and the Hoge, whose carriage was pass-

ing through it, stopped to inquire into the cause. He was a man
of mirth and good nature

;
the ridiculous distress of the two

cobblers caught his fancy, and he ordered the matter to be brought
to speedy trial. Antonio RafFaelle bustled through the crowd,
and called on the Doge to hear him speak on the spot. The state

attendants of the equipage would have driven him off, but the

Doge, laughing heartily, invited him to proceed. ' Sire, your
excellency knows that merit of all kinds must have enemies, and
the highest tree, as our proverb says, has the crows' nest in it. It

is well known to your highness, that no portrait or statue in your
gallery has been finished without a comparison with my figure,

and this graceless usurper thinks he may rob me of my fame and
my patrons, because he has a high shoulder and a curved leg. I

beseech your excellency only to command that he may meet me
face to face in your council-room three days hence, and your ten

counsellors shall see which of us is the true Raffaelle.'

The Doge burst into a second fit of laughter. The Council of

Ten, the most formal and formidable tribunal in Venice, engaged
in the trial of two hunchback cobblers, struck him as such ludi-

crous burlesque, that he determined to regale himself with a full

surfeit of the comedy. ' Well, Antonio !' said the merry chief

magistrate, ' collect your witnesses, and digest sufficient evi-

dence. If I can find ten idle counsellors keeping carnival, they
shall sit as your judges, and I will be umpire between II Due
Gobbi.'

The crowd dispersed, the pretended cobbler shut himself into

his shop in triumph, and the people of the street, with the usual in-

dolence of Itahans, forgot the quarrel between the two hunchback
Sosias before night. Anlonia was not so passive. He purchased
a large wide cloak of an Armenian Jew, composed a beard of very

respectable length, and covered one eye with a patch of green
leather. High-heeled shoes and a large shawl folded into a
turban altered his stature considerably, and a gaberdine disguised

his distorted shape. Thus attired, and furnished with an assort-

ment of suitable wares, he presented himself at the gate of Count
Annibal Fiesco, the Rochester of the Venetian court, and enquired

if he was at home. Our Antonia had received a hint firom the

Doge's chamberlain, of the wager laid by the Count, and deter-

mined to retaliate the sport on him and his confederates.

The servants had no leisure to answer such applicants. They
were engaged in discussing the merits ofan extraordinary mounte-

24*
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bank or itinerant merry-andrew, and disputing whic^ of their own
number could perform the cleverest feats. ' For my part,' said the

major-domo, ' I have read of stealing the eggs from a bird's nest

while she sat on them, and as yonder is a magpie sitting in that

treie, I w^ill shew how easily that trick may be played by boring

a hole under the nest.'
—

' Ay,' rejoined the page, ' but who will

play the second part of the same trick, and put the eggs back
again without disturbing her V— ' Gentlemen,' interposed the

false Armenian, ' that i-s nothing to a feat I have seen among the

Saxon Gypsies. Let monsignor, who has, as I see, a suit of his

lord's clothes under his arm, tuck them under mine, and carry

my box of small wares to the top of that fine tree. I will engage
before you all, and without his perceiving it, to draw oiF his ap-

parel, and put his master's on his back.' The whole conclave of

domestics were enchanted
;
and the page made haste to fold up

his lord's scarlet cloak, embroidered doublet, and white silk hose,

into a bundle of convenient size ; and that the metamorphosis

might completely exhibit the artist's skill, another ran to seek

Count Annibal's plumed velvet hat and splendid shoes, which
were placed as our Gobbo desired, one on his head, the other in

the bundle under his arm. The page with the show-box of

trinkets began to mount slowly first, and the mock conjuror,

having slung his bundle very carefully, climbed after him, and
contrived with great adroitness to perform one half of his task,

while the court-yard rang with shouts of laughter. But while

the poor page was most inconveniently perched on the top of the

tree, his hands encumbered with the show-box, and his face full

of rueful grimaces at his dishabille, Antonio suddenly leaped from

one of the branches over the wall, and ran off with his bundle,

leaving the servants uncertain whether to pursue him or laugh

at their comrade's ridiculous position. Antonio had no leisure to

enjoy that part of the jest. He retreated with his prize to a secret

spot, put on the cloak, rich vestment, and other contents of the

bundle, and placing his gemmed and feathered hat with a gallant

air on his head, he presented himself at the Doge's palace, and
entered his council-chamber. ' What, Annibal !—so soon tired of

the chest V said the merry Doge, laughing as he saw him enter—
' But you have not yet fulfilled all the conditions of our wager

"•

—-you promised not only to dislodge the cobbler from his stall,

cheat his neighbours, and usurp his business, but also to convince

him he was dead.'— ' That I shall soon do for your highness's

amusement,' replied the counterfeit nobleman, ' provided we have
the pomp of a formal council, and bring him iDefore us with due
judicial ceremony. The rogue has ta*ken possession of his stall

again, and it will not be amiss to send for him with a formidable

posse of your officers, and cite his wife also. We shall need the
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evidence of two or three other persons, but they must be sum-
moned at a proper time.'—The Doge renewed his laughter, and
bade his favourite follow into his private cabinet. ' This will be

a more imposing room of inquisition,' said he, taking his chair of

state— ' You, my chamberlain, and myself, will form a council of

three, more terrible in Venice than the ten fools of my larger

council'

—

'^ That is true,' replied the mock Count, drily, ' and
three, including your highness, are quite sufficient ; but that my
task may be properly fulfilled of frightening this cobbler to death,

your messengers must hint that he is charged with a secret con-

spiracy, revealed as usual through the lion's mouth.'—The
thought was instantly approved and executed, the Council of

Three took their places near their table in official order, and in

half an hour the pretended cobbler was brought in, handcuffed,

and placed before them, attended by Antonio's wife.

Our original Antonio folded his scarlet cloak, and adjusted his

brows with a scowl of scorn very well befitting a Venetian judge,

and his imitator, not so well understanding this unexpected part

of the farce, waited in silence for the result.

' You, who call yourself Antonio Raffaelle, cobbler and seller

of monkies on the Rialto,' said the Doge, in a stern voice, ' you
who are accused of secret movements against the state, what
reason have you for representing yourself as what you are not V

' Your highness knows very well who I am.' answered the

prisoner, with an arch glance which he meant the Doge to inter-

pret— ' And you know, moreover, that I am Antonio Raffaelle,

the reformer of your servants' soles, and the model of your sculp-

tor's bodies.'

' Fellow,' interposed the new judge, availing himself of the

Doge's permission to conclude -the comedy as he pleased— ' this

is too audacious contumely. Every body knows Antonio Raf-
faelle, commonly called Gobbo the cobbler, has been dead and
buried three days. Let the woman behind you deny if she
dares.'

' The hunchback's wife, not being prepared for this challenge,

knew not what to reply. The three inquisitors urged her to

confess if this man was her husband, or an impostor, and her pre-

varications and confusion produced the most ridiculous answers.
' I have thought, monsignor,' said Antonio addressing the Doge
with the bow of a man of rank and a well-imitated air of superci-

lious negligence towards the prisoners— ' I have remembered a
necessary means of reaching the truth and confronting- these

accomplices Let us send for Signer Torregiano and the Domi-
nican Father Paul.'

Both were already in waiting, and made their appearance
before the council, more perplexed than alarmed. They had been
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instructed by the Doge's merry favourite how to play their parts

in tormenting the poor cobbler, but had received no intimations

how to behave towards him to-night.

Therefore when the Doge, with an austere air, enquired if the

painter had not been sent for to take a sketch of his features after

his death, Torregiano very gravely assented, adding, that he
meant to compose a bust of ^sop from the outHne. The priest

was asked, if he had not ad Qiinistered extreme unction and heard his

last confession
;
in which the Dominican, thinking the jest required

it, made no hesitation in acquiescing. ' And moreover,' said

Antonio in a loud voice, ' as this Council absolves all priests from

the secresy of the confessional, you will acknowledge that he
reminded you of the hundred sequins he received from my lord

chamberlain for slipping a billet into a dancer's shoe, for which
you gave him absolution, and promised to pay him the fifty-five

you borrowed V—Paulo, still supposing all this a part of the con-

certed jest, assented to the charge, and signed his name to the

notation made by the Council's secretary.— ' And you, Signor

Torregiano,' resumed the hunchbacked judge, ' do you not admit

in this august presence, that you promised the dying cobbler

thirty silver ducats for the use of his skull after his decease, to

enrich your art ?—And are you not prepared to pay them to this

poor woman, v/hose grief for her husband has disordered her

memory ?'—The painter could do nothing but assent, and ky
down the money as required ;

after which the pretended Ccnrnt

required the presence of the magistrate who presided over the

cobbler's district. This civilian, whose conduct to our cobbler

had been dictated by the Doge's favourite, came without fear to

answer whatever might be proposed
;
and the Doge, in the gro-

tesque airs of over-acted authority assumed by bis friend, saw
only a firesh proof of his inventive drollery and mimic talent. The
Count himself, in his cobbler's garb, could no way conceive how
his patron intended this excess of merriment to end. But when
the magistrate was required to give his wife a certificate of her

widowhood, and to sign himself an affidavit of the cobbler's death,

he began to apprehend some part of the jest would fall he-avily

on his own shoulders. He was not mistaken. Ha\ing asked

again and again if he was not ashamed to appear in the cobbler's

shape after his death and funeral, and making no reply, the mis-

chievous judgo proposed to ascertain whether he was really a

corporeal mimic, or apparition of the deceased, by a sound flagella-

tion. The servants of the Doge applied the test with such force,

that the Count, not knowing a better way to end the trial, ex-

claimed— ' I am dead !—I am dead !—I confess whatever his

highness pleases.'

The Doge clapped his hands with a cry of applause
;
and the
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favourite, pulling off his ragged disguise, begged the honest dwarf
who personated him to take back his own apparel and give him
his. But Antonio, made bold by his success, first claimed the

money which the priest and painter had promised to pay ; and
giving his wife her certificate of widowhood, bade her go in peace,

and consider him happily released from her. The Doge, highly

amused and astonished to find the real cobbler had been sitting

by his side, confirmed both the divorce and the payments ; and
awarded to him the amount of the wager he had laid

;
declaring

his favourite the loser, but himself a winner of one merry day by
II Due Gobbi. V.

THE BLACK GONDOLA.

The mock trial of the crooked shoemakers by the Doge of Ve-
nice,* only exhibited the ready talent for stratagem and delibe-

rate spirit of revenge often found in the lowest order of Italians.

The sequel displayed those national characteristics in a higher

and more fatal degree.

Count Annibal Fiesco, by whom that mock trial had been insti-

gated, was secretly suspicious of the high-chamberlain's share in

the catastrophe, and severely piqued at the ridicule it had called

upon him He bafiied the jest in the most graceful way he could,

by being foremost in laughter at his personal resemblance to the

grotesque cobbler and by representing him at masked balls as his

favourite character. On one of these occasions, as he returned

from a midnight entertainment in the attire of Crispin's disciple,

a man started from an obscure corner of St. Mark's square, and

whispered, ' You have been dangerously late—we have waited

for you more than an hour.'

Though the speaker wore a lazzarone's loose and squalid appa-

rel, the Count knew the voice and features of his enemy, the

Doge's chamberlain. Believing this the beginning of some
intrigue, he was not unwilling to seize what might retort the jest

;

and imitating the cobbler's voice with his usual perfection of

mimicrj', he replied, ' Give me my business, and let me finish it

before day-light.'— ' Take this ring, Rafftielle, returned the cham-
berlain, ' and make haste to the Villa Salvati—if the man you
meet under the gateway says ' Yes^^ give him the ring, and he

See U Due Gobbi.
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will trust you with a letter—if ' JVo,^ return here to me, and I

shall have other employment for you.'

It was safest to make no answer. Annibal took the ring-, now
well convinced that his adversary held intimate correspondence

with the knavish shoemaker, and satisfied by the right of retaha-

tion which this certainty seemed to give him. He went courage-

ously to the gateway of the villa, and said to the man who stood

under its shadow— ' Yes or no?— ' No !' was his answer, without
lifting his head

;
and Fiesco, disappointed by not seeing the face

of the intriguer's other agent, returned to St. Mark's Place, deter-

mining to pursue the adventure, and trusting to his talents eie a
mimic to prevent his own detection.

Martini, the Doge's chamberlain, stood where he had been left,

and showed a joyful gesture when he saw his messenger return.

Not a word was exchanged, except the monosyllable no, and
Martini beckoned the supposed cobbler to follow him. They
went through various obscure byeways to the back-door of a

house from whence Martini brought a iarge package, which he
gave to his companion ; and taking another himself, made him a

second sign to follow. Count Fiesco began to dislike his enter-

prise, and to fear it was not connected with ordinary gallantry, or

that it was another stratagem to render him ridiculous. But
when his conductor stopped at the garden-door of a palace occu-

pied by the French ambassador, his ideas changed. He knew
how jealously the Venetian republic viewed any intercourse

between its subjects and the agents of a foreign power, and he
therefore knew that an officer of state in Venice would not hazard

a private visit to an ambassador without some motive more
powerful than a jest. His adversary was a young and gallant

man ; and the probability so strongly favoured his first suspicion

of an intrigue, that Fiesco once more determined to understand

the matter, and convert it, if he could, into a means of retrieving

his own lost credit. The door was opened, not, as he expected,

by a muffled duenna, but by the ambassador himself, wrapped in

a plain coat with a lantern in his hand. He looked at his visiters

as if he expected a third ; and shutting them within his garden-

door, asked if all was concluded. ' Your excellency's word is

sufficieiit,' said the chamberlain
;

' and here is a farther pledge

of my employer's good faith.' He took from Fiesco's shoulders

the package they bore, and laid his own on it. ' But where is

the other deposit V inquired the Frenchman— ' Can we not finish

the aflTair to-night 1—Notwithstanding the convenient indisposition

of your Doge, I can defer my audience of leave no longer.' ' Not
to-night, Monseigneur, unless but in a matter of such high

importance, we shall be able to amuse the senate with excuses
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for delaying your last audience till this secret treaty is settled.'

—

* And,' answered the Ambassador, ' it will be, I hope, a preamble

and preparation for public treaties still more expressive of your

master's trust. I give him, on my own behalf, a guarantee of

the friendship which my sovereign wishes to exist between our

nations/ * I am only authorized,' said Martini, in an agitated

voice, ' to seal this compact—you are a French nobleman, and

will not forget its secrecy or its sacredness.' ' Neither,' rejoined

the Envoy ;

' nor shall 1 forget that I received it from a noble

Venetian, an officer of state, and a prime counsellor of the Doge.*

Martini opened the red box he had brought, without replying.

It contained jewels and some papers wtiich the envoy eyed with

a glance of triumph
;
and closing the lid, put his seal upon it.

Fiesco saw the secret glance, and the feelings of a poUtician rose

within him, mingled with those of his private enmity. Martini

was concluding a negociation with the crafty minister of a rival

nation, and had probably compromised the welfare of Venice for

some purpose connected with his own ambition. Here, indeed,

was an unexpected opening to the revenge which Fiesco's soul

had claimed as a right till it thirsted for it at a banquet. The
conversation he had heard implied some acquiescence on the

Doge's part, and he felt a sullen pleasure in finding that the

patron who had sacrificed him for a jest was not incapable of

sacrificing his country. While he hesftated between that vindic-

tive pleasure, and the more generous impulse which tempted hirn

to throw off his disguise and arrest Martini, the envoy cast on

him a significant glance, and the chamberlain directed him to

depart, and await his return in the square of St. Mark.

This was the crisis of Fiesco's fate. He stopped an instant

on the threshold after the garden gate had been closed upon him

;

and strove to overhear their farther conversation. But he only

heard the envoy repeat the words he had before addressed to Mar-

tini, and they renewed the worst passions in the Count's inmost

heart. ' x\n officer of state !—prime counsellor of the Doge !'

these titles might have belonged to him if the ingenious mischief

of his rival had not supplanted him. He had never been any
thing more than the favourite jester of the court, and he loathed

the Doge even for loving what he knew to be only his lowest

talent, and for not discovering the many nobler ones which he felt

in his possession. Thus stung by private pique and political jea-

lousy, and justified, as he believed, by both, he returned to St.

Mark's square
;
not to await Montini's return, but to lodge an

accusation against him of traitorous intercourse with the minister

of France. Then throwing his cobbler's coat and other apparel

into the canal, he made haste, muffled in an ordinary cloak, to

his Qwn mansion. On the door, in large letters, written with
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red chalk, he saw this alarming sentence— ' Lei those who visit

foreigners, heioare.^

Had he been watched and detected by some spies of the State

inquisition, or was the whole a farce concerted by his enemy to an-

noy him? Whatever might be the truth, he had acted indiscreetly.

He might be proved to have visited the envoy himself, and the Doge,
whether he was his dupe or Martini's accompHce, was sufficiently

powerful to sacrifice him. But Fiesco's spuit was too proud and
his appetite for vengeance too keen to be checked by vague
apprehension. Both were roused, rather than repelled, by the

mysterious danger which threatened him
;
and boldly effacing

the inscription, he entered his palace, prepared to await the result.

In less than an hour Martmi returned from the French minis-

ter's rendezvous, and found the crooked cobbler waiting for him
in the square of St. Mark. They went together, with long
strides, to the chamberlain's palace, and had no sooner entered

his private cabinet by a back door, than the cobbler spoke. ' You
are betrayed. Fiesco has made a worse use of his likeness to

me now, than when he cheated me of my wife. He has dropped
a letter into the Uon's mouth, and the officials will be here in an
hour. I saw him, and by the blessing of St. Mark, they will see

something on his door too, unless he rubs out my red chalk.'

Martini stood stupified, without listening to Raffaelle Gobbi's

long explanation of the accident which prevented his own attend-

ance at the appointed time. ' There is no leisure for groans,

monsignor,' he added, with a grin which showed how well mis-

chiefagreed with his nature, though he hated the inventor :
—

' let

us take the chance we have. Give me the deposit you talked

of, and I will carry it through fire and water to the French-
man's—If there be any thing else in the house not safe for the

knaves of office to find, a torch will do the business better than a
stiletto.

Martini clenched his hands in agony. He put his ear to

another door in the cabinet, listened eagerly, and grew pale as

ashes— ' Not yet !' he muttered— ' not gone yet !'—then there is

no hope but I can
—

' and he cast a glance of desperate mean-
ing at his own sword, which lay on the table. Gobbi's prompt
eye caught the intelligence of his ; and putting both his hands
firmly on Martini's, he exclaimed, ' No, you are right ; it is not

yet time for you to use it. I have a shorter and a quicker blade,

audit shall never flmch from the service of a man who hates ynj
enemy.' Martini answered by a ghastly look of hesitation and
dismay— ' There is no use now for torch or stiletto,' he sard,

instinctively recoiling from the deformed dwarf's grasp— ' a gon-

dola would save us all
!'—Gobbi grinned with the glee of a goblin,

and sprang out of the window at the same instant that the door
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was burst open by the officers of the State-inquisitors. They
arrested Martini by virtue of their secret warrant ; and seizing his

sword, demanded admittance into the interior cabinet. His

countenance had recovered its firmness from the moment of their

entrance. Turning resolutely towards the balcony, he pointed to

it, and said, with an unfaltermg voice, ' Gentlemen, if I had me-

ditated escape, the way was open, and the leap easy ; but there

can be no need of flight where there is no consciousness of crime.

I have committed none, and know of no right you have to violate

my private chambers. There is the door—here is my poniard,

and the first man who enters shall know its temper.' He sprang

suddenly from their hold as he spoke, and placed his back against

the door with a gesture which proved his determination
;
but one

of tha officials, more daring and crafty than his companions,

instantly threw himself out of the window, and, calling for a lad-

der, prepared to cUmb into the balcony of the next room. The
crisis was desperate. Martini, believing that his own flight

would force these men's attention from their other purpose, made
an audacious leap after him, and ran towards the canal. All the

officials followed, forgetting the mysterious cabinet in their zeal

to prevent his escape
;
and his plunges into the labyrinths of his

wooded garden again drew them from the banks of the canal.

His own escape, he knew, was utterly impossible, but he prolonged

the struggle in the darkness of his groves, till the dashing of an

oar informed him that his point was gained. Slowly and with

difficulty he suflfered himself to be overcome, and was carried,

covered with wounds, to the state-prison of the republic. His

violent resistance had given force to the charge exhibited against

him ; and though neither papers nor any supicious articles could

be found in his cabinet when rigorously searched, the correspon-

dence he had held with a foreign minister, contrary to the letter

of Venetian law, was too clearly manifest. The physician of the

French envoy had been often seen in his company, and the most

severe and artful examination could extort no confession from him.

Neither affirmative nor denial escaped his lips, and the cruel

question warranted by national custom was applied without

success. An appeal was made to the ambassador, requesting him
to permit the physician of his household to appear before the

secret council ; but his reply was a positive.refusal grounded on his

privileges, and followed by his departure with all his suite from the

Venetian territory. The promptness of this removal, and the

ceremonious caution of his answer indicated, or seemed to indi-

cate, the political importance of the fact. No one knew, though

a few of his fiiends suspected, the cause of Martini's disappearance

from court, and none except Count Fiesco, rejoiced to observe it,

Hven his gloomy rejoicing was not unmingled with fears for his

25
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own safety, excited by the writing on the wall, and he remained
at his villa in cautious inactivity. A summons to attend the

Do2:e brought the cowardice of conscious guilt to his heart ; and
not daring to disobey, lest his hesitation should convict him of a
share in Martin's dov/nfall, he entered his patron's presence.

The quiet sadness in the aspect of the good old Doge relieved him
from fear, and even revived the sullen pleasure of vengeance

;

but that dark and brief feehng sunk into remorse when the Doge
squeezed his hand and wept. 'I sent for you, Fiesco. because I

know your affecUon for me is strong enough to vanquish your
dislike to a man I cannot forsake. Here is a testimonial in his

favour, written and signed with ray own hand, which I require

you to read for hmi in the presence of the Council. From no one
but yourself have I a right to expect such an effort of courage,

and from no other man would it have such force. You are his

avowed opponent. Therefore j'ou can be suspected of no prejudice

in his favour ;—you have been always high, perhaps- highest m
my esteem, therefore you have nothing to g-ain by his release,

except the honour of serving justice and befriending an enemy.'

Fiesco's spirit melted at this appeal, and he knelt to kiss the

hand which offered him the paper. ' Promise nothing till you
have read it, Count !—Go, and return to me with your determina-

tion.'—He would have been unable to form a reply, and retired

eagerly to read the con;onts in the next chamber. They were
short, and in this frame of words :

—

* The Doge of Venice cannot appear as a witness before the

supreme council of his govern meni, nor assent to their decision as

a judge without acknowledging himself a part}'' in the cause.
' Perhaps his selection of Martini to fill the high office of his

chamberlain and public secretary, has offended some competitor

of more eminent birth and enterpiizing spirit. Such a competitor

has probably been the writer of the anonymous accusation, and
the discoverer of Martini's supposed conspiracy with a foreigner.

Had this discoverer known all the secrets of the court he has been

80 ready to disgrace, he would have remembered the disappear-

ance of the Doge's dauofhter. Ippolita's innocent levity of heart

led her to the verge of a marriage she secretly repented. On
the eve before its completion, her father detected her correspon-

dence with his secretar}' and their plan of flight together. The
gondola was in waitmg at the steps of his terrace, when the Doge
seized his daughter, and confessed himself the father of her lover.

She plunged in despair into the canal, and was saved by the

desperate efforts of her brother. What was their miserable

father's resource?—His only daughter's life was preserved,

but her reasori seemed to have forsaken her. There were no

witnesses of this dismal scene, and he resolved to circulate a ru-
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mour of her death, and consign her to the care of her unfortunate

brother. The gondola was ready, her ravings were stifled, and
Martini conveyed her to the retirement of his villa. No one doubted

her accidental death, or no one ventured to contradict the tale,

she and her confidante had contrived to deceive her father. The
scarf and veil were found among the sed<res of the canal, and the

scheme she had devised to cover her elopement by pretended

death served as a refuge for her misery. The physician of th«3

Krench embassy had well-known skill and integrity, and th«

Doge of Venice submitted to the grievous necessity of trusting to

them. The ambassador aorreed to chars:e himself with the sick

princess, and to seclude her safely in a noble convent if her af-

flicted spirit revived. Had that cruel spy who debased himself to

watch jMartmi, understood the purport of his conversation, he would
have pitied the anguish of a brother obliged to surrender his sister

to a stranger : his sister, made insane by the criminal reserve of

an erring father, and the too vivid sense of her own virtue. Had
the messengers of the Council entered his cabinet, which he
defended at the risk of his life, they would have seen that miser-

able father weepirg over his only daughter, striving to recal her

recollection, and entreating her to accompany him to the asjdurn

he had prepared for her. They would have seen him forced at

last to hide her in the gondola brought by a poor faithful wretch,

and to leave her while she clung to him in the helplessness of

idiotism. Could he pubUsh her misfortune to a cruel and mis-

judging world ']—Can he blame the noble courage of a son and
brother willins" to sacrifice both his life and honour to preserve his

family's ?—Shall he see it recompensed by a shameful death, or

by tortures and imprisonment, without convincing the Council

how deeply the remorse ofa father is felt, though ^oo late, by the

Doge of Venice V
Fiesco read no farther. He returned into the presence of the

Doge, and threw himself at his feet, crying— ' No, my lord, it is

my task to clear Martini, since my accusation has been the

cause of this misery. 1 have visited the ambassador—I can
take on myself the whole odium of the ofl^'ence, v.-ithout exposing

the secret of your family. Let me prove my love for IppoUta's

fair fame equal to Martini's—Ah ! my lord ! in this, at least, I

deserved to be your son also.'

The Doge rested his grey hairs on Fiesco's shoulder, and
clasped his hands over his head. The strong ague of mental

agony shook his whole body as he answered— ' Ye had the same
father—Ippolita has two brothers.' Fiesco was silent and stiff

as in death ; and, after a long pause, his distressed parent added—
' but I have not injured thee, my son

;
go and atone for me and

thyself.'
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* For myself !' said the Count, rousing himself with the fire of

sudden frenzy in his eyes— ' arn I, who have been your other

victim, to be your advocate ? Shall a father, whose blind pride or

untimely caution educated me in ignorance of my birth, call on
me now to atone for the mischief caused by his false shame ?

Was it the deformity of my figure or the beauty of my brother's

that raised him to your Council, and debased me to the station of

your court buffoon 1 Why was I tempted to love and hate with-

out measure, by living as a stranger among my kindred ? Should
I have been seduced by opportunity to disgrace my rival, had I

known he was my brother ? or to endanger my prince, had I been
permitted to reverence him as a father ? But I will not sacrifice my
sister's honour, and my brother's blood shall not rest on my head *

Fiesco disappeared, leaving ihe paper among the burning

ashes on the hearth, and his father frozen with dismay and horror.

That night the Council of Three passed sentence of death on
Martini, for whom no advocate appeared, and ordered his imme-
diate execution. But the black gondola employed to convey
the State's secret victims to the fatal lagoon, was seen hastening

towards the Adriatic coast, rowed by two goblin dwarfs, and
returned no more. A stone in the cemetery of a Bolognese con
vent bears the name of Ippolita, and was permitted also to cover

the remains of an unknown soldier who fought and died in the

army of the Doge of Venice.

HASLAN GHERAY.

In the delightful regions of Circassia, on which nature has so

prodigally bestowed her gifts, Mouradin Bey inhabited a deep
valley, situated to the north of Caucasus, bounded and fertilized

by the waters of the Kuban. Chief of a warhke race, this

prince, who was perfectly absolute, and who dispensed no laws
but such as were dictated by his will, had acquired immense
treasures, by means of unjust extortions, which had made him
the terror of his vassals, and the scourge of his neighbours.

Notwithstanding so many reasons for his being detested, almost

all the surrounding chiefs and princes were attracted to him by
an irresistible feeling. Mouradin was a father, and the num-
berless perfections of his daughter Alkazia, gave sufficient proof

that virtues and vices are not hereditary. Possessing an affec-

tionate disposition, and good sense, Alkazia united to a slender

elegant figure, deUcate and expressive features, enhanced by all
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the attractions which modesty gives to beauty. The qualities of

her mind surpassed the lovehness of those features, as much as

she excelled in charms all the females of her father's court. Such
was the child of Mouradm

;
in whose bosom numberless adorers

had not been able to excite one responsive sigh.

The Bey, proud of his daughter's charms, and anxious to

display his magnificence, often assembled at public festivals the

princes and warriors who aspired to the hand of the beauteous

Alkazia. The women of Circassia are less enslaved than else-

where in the East, and unpermitted may appear unveiled in the

temples, and a,t public fetes. The daughter of Mouradin always
presided at those games, where the address, strength, and cou-

rage of the persons engaged in them "were displayed in throwing
the dart, handling the lance, drawing the bow, wrestling, racing,

and still more in the dangerous task of breaking in a wild horse.

Among all the rivals for glory, the young Haslan Gheray distin-

guished himself, as much by the dignity of his deportment as by
his address, in all gymnastic exercises. He was descended from

the old sovereigns of the Crimea
;
and his whole appearance re-

vealed his illustrious birth. He had just attained his twenty-fifth

year ; but his reputation for impetuosity in battle, and his mo-
desty after his victories, caused his friendship to be sought by all

the chieftains. Such was the interesting hero whom Alkazia had
often crowned, and to whom she soon surrendered her heart.

The scion of an illustrious race, who lived only for glory,

might have view^ed the charms of Alkazia without emotion ; but
that when, as conqueror at the wrestling match, he received,

kneeling, from Alkazia a sash, embroidered by her own hands, in

rising his eyes met her's—a tear hung upon the long jetty eye-

lashes
;
that first tear of affection acted as a spell upon Haslan

—

and that one glance decided the hero's destiny. From this mo-
ment he never quitted her. After some time spent in assiduous

attention, he ventured to solicit her to return his passion. ' Say
that you love me, or I die !' said Haslan, falling on his knees

,

before the timid virgin. ' Oh ! my father !' exclaimed xilkazia,

while unbidden tears rushed into her eyes, and she sunk into

the arms of him with whom she felt her destiny was for ever

united.

But many obstacles yet existed to oppose their felicity ! Haslan
Gheray was poor, Mouradin haughty, and so avaricious that he
would ^crifice to his love of riches the happiness of his child !

However, Haslan solicited and obtained an interview with the

father of his beloved, and towards evening he repaired to the

palace of the King of the Valley. Timid for the first time,* this

hero, a thunderbolt in battle, entered with trembling steps the

hull of council, the walls of which were hung round with glitter.

25*
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ing arms. Mouradin, stretched on a divan, surrounded by his

travest companions, was conversing on an expedition which pro-

mised an immense booty. ' What is your wish, Haslan V said

the prince, with a kindly smile ;
' do you come to proffer me your

aid in the war that I purpose undertakmg V ' I come,' answered
Haslan, with a submissive air, ' to ask of her father the hand of her

I love ; our affection is mutual : to make her happy will be the

desire of my Ufe. I am descended from warlike princes, and my
fate as well as my inclination compel me to walk in their foot-

steps. By unjust treaties we have been despoiled of our pos-

sessions
;
conquest may give them to me again, and this hope, and

my legitimate rights, encourage me to address myself to the

powerful prince, father of the lovely Alkazia.'
* My astonishment equals my anger !' said the old chief of the

valley, throwing on Haslan a look of the greatest rage. ' Do you
not know how man_y princes of Circassia would give half their

treasures for such an alliance ? and you dare make me such a re-

quest ! you, whose only wealth consists of your horse and weapons
—^you, who, without country or connection, can only give my
daughter a tent for shelter, and your pay for portion ! Renounce
such pretentions, which are at once audacious and vain : for this

time I forgive your temerity ;
but remember well, if I learn that

Alkazia, rebellious to my commands, ever sees you again, I will

sell her instantly to whoever shall bring me intelligence of her

disobedience. This is my answer : depart, Haslan, and by your

services endeavour to efface the remembrance of your offence.'

Th^ father of his beloved was sacred in the eyes of Haslan
;

he brooked the affront, and, preferring to die rather than to take

vengeance, he left the palace, overcome with grief.

At the house of Alkazia's nurse, the confident of their mutual

affection, the lovers once more met. Resolved to leave a country

where every thing reminded him of his misery, Haslan had sad-

dled his horse, and, fully equipped, repaired thither to take a last

adieu. As soon as Mouradin's daughter perceived him, drying

the tears that bathed her face, she asked, ' Is it true, Haslan, deal

Haslan, that you leave me V
* Alas Y'he repUed, * can I continue here, since you can never

be mine ? and can 1 ever again look on your father, who is the

author of my shame and misery V
' You abandon me then, Haslan !'

^
' I will die in a desert, since I cannot live with her I teve.'

* But what will become of me without youV
' Tell me Alkazia,' he said, solemnly, ' dare you follow me 7

We will be united, Alkazia, my best beloved ; let our's be one love

—one tomb.'
* But my father, Haslan 1'
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* He has threatened to sell you ! can he be yonr father t Let
us fly, my Alkazia ; we may cross the Kuban by the path across

the mountains
;

let us either implore the clemency of the bar-

barian, or throw ourselves on the generosity of our enemies, the

Russians : they cannot be less merciful than your father !'

' This conversation was suddenly interrupted by a loud noise

—the palace gates flew open—lights were seen scattered in every
direction over the garden—and Mouradin's voice was heard, fu-

riously calling down a malediction from heaven on his daughter's

head.
' Alkazia, yoiir liberty is at stake !' cried Haslan.

"

' Yes,' replied the maiden ;
' and, dearest Haslan, thy life also.

I am thine, let us fly to the desert.

With a vigorous arm, the young prince placed her on his horse,

leaped hghtly behind her, pressed her to his heart ; and the noble

beast, as if conscious of the treasure he sustained, bore swiftly

from the palace the hope and happiness of his master. But, rapid

as was their course, the darkness of the night bewildered them,

and they wandered from the road. It was not till break of day
that they reached the banks of the Kuban ; and, at the same
moment, they heard the tramp of horses, and the cry of their pur-

suers. In this extremity Haslan hesitated not a moment ; he
hastily concealed Alkazia amongst the tall reeds which bordered

the stream, and flew to face the satelUtes of Mouradin. His
courage and temerity astounded them : he fought for his life and
love ; at every stroke an enemy fell, and the few who escaped

his fury fled, terrified, to rejoin the detachment they had preceded.

Haslan then hastened to his Alkazia. ' Unbuckle my coat of

mail, my best beloved,' said he
;

' place it before you on the saddle,

and may love be propitious to us !'

Instantly he plunged into the river, holding his courser by the

bridle, and, contending with the rapid current, endeavoured to

reach the opposite bank. The sun which was now risen, had
enabled the Cossacks of the Black Sea, who guarded the Kuban,
to see the fight, and the event of this bold enterprise. Some of

them sprang eagerly into their boats, and hastened to the relief of

the lovers just at the moment when the whole guard of Mouradin
arrived at the river side. ' Soldiers,' said Haslan, when they

had taken him on board, 'you, who, even with us, have gained

the reputation of bravery, receive the thanks of two beings who
are indebted to you for more than life, and finish this benefit by
presenting us to your chief.' They instantly conducted them to

the Due de Richelieu, who then commanded this division of the

Russian army. Hardly had Haslan entered his presence, when
addressing him with all the energy and nobility of his character—

' In the name of honour/ said he, * do not deliver us into the
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hands of the assassins, our pursuers : grant your protection to the

two fortunate beings who are before you. I will adopt Russia

for my country, and my blood shall be shed for her
; but if you

refuse my request, and think that your duty compels you to give

me up, let it not be in chains—at least let me have vengeance ere

I die
!'

The duke immediately assured the noble fugitive that he was
perfectly free ; and, as his valour was well known, gave him the

commission of an officer in the Russian army.
' Devote yourself to the emperor,' he said, ' who knows how to

appreciate services, abihty, and worth, such as yours, and delights

in rewarding them.'
• May the God whom I adore protect the country I adopt, and

which I swear to defend !' cried Haslan Gheray.

The duke instantlj^ gave orders that every attention should be

paid to the lovers, which their situation required, and felt the

interest for them that they so well deserved.

An occasion soon offered itself to the young prince, to prove

the sincerity of his protestations. The Russians received orders

to attack Amassa
;
he presented himself to the Due de Richelieu,

completely armed, and solicited permission to guide the troops

among the mountains, of which he was acquainted with the most

intricate passes. After the conquest of Amassa, the Russian

army pursued the Circassians over the Caucasian mountains.

Here they met with such obstinate resistance,that they were often

obliged to march in square battahons fourteen hours together.

Haslan was always at the head of these columns, and distin-

guished himself so as to merit the praises of the general, and the

esteem of the whole army. His services were so highly appre-

ciated by the emperor m this campaign, that he conferred on him
the order of St. George, and presented him with an honorary

medal.

In the month of December, 1810, another expedition was sent

against the fortress of Sudjuk Rale, in the country of the Abazes.

Haslan again distinguished himself by such impetuous bravery,

that the sight of him alone was sufficient to throw the enemy's

ranks into confusion ;
the Circassians fled before him crying

' Haslan Gheray ! Haslan Gheray.' After the reduction of this

place, he received from his Imperial Majesty a sabre, the hilt of

which, enriched with diamonds, bore this inscription :
—

' the rtivard

of 'Oalour,^

His first steps in Russia had been attended hy glory—a hero's

death was reserved for him. He had only enjoyed a few months

of happiness with his Alkazia, when he was again called upon

to give fresh proofs of his devotion to his adopted country. In

Novcmberj 1811, the Chassiques, one of the most warlike nation*
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of Circassia, had made incursions on the frontier of Russia.

Troops were sent to repulse them ;
Haslan commanded a detach-

ment in the Valley d'Aphipps, near a small river of the same
name, which rises in the Caucasian mountains. Hurried away
by his usual intrepidity, he advanced before his soldiers, and

received a shot which pierced his cuirass, and forced some links of

his coat of mail into his body. The Sultan, Selim Gheray, his

relation, flew to the assistance of his friend. * Selim, Selim !'

cried the dying Haslan, ' support me in your arms
;
do not allow

the Circassians to see Haslan Gheray fall !' He was conveyed

with the greatest difficulty to the tent of general Roudziewitz,

who was the second in command under the Due de Richelieu.

Haslan, convinced that his wound was mortal, commended his

wife with the greatest fervour to this general :
' Be a protector to

my Alkazia,' said he, ' and I die content.' They were his last

words
;
a few moments after the young hero expired, at the age

of twenty-five years. All that was tried to alleviate the affliction

of Alkazia was useless
;
her grief, as calm as it was deeply rooted,

did not allow of tears
;
they never left her heart, but froze there.

Immediately after the funeral, retiring to Sevastopol, in the

Crimea, by her direction, a mausoleum, sufficiently large for her

to live in, was erected
;
and there, near the body of her lover, she

waits till the angel of death summons her to rejoin him whom she

will regret while she exists.

THE PRIEST AND THE BRIGAND.

At a small barber's shop in the Sirato dei Fioriy at Velletri, lived

as Hght-hearted and honest a young fellow as any in the world.

He was not rich, nor ever likely to be so ;
for although shaving,

and trimming beards and mustachios, was an occupation which
ensured him plenty of practice, the gains were small, and he
laboured under the disadvantage, in this respect, which is com-
mon to all ingenious persons, whose means of subsistence depend
upon the exertion of their own hands. But there is no word
which has a more pecuUarly relative meaning than ' rich.' If the

man who has enough for his wants and a trifle of superflux may
be called rich, then Masetto was not poor. There was only one
thing he wanted—a wife—and that he was not hkely to be long

without ; for Lissa, the daughter of a vinedresser, who lived half

a league out of the town, had promised to marry him at the fes-

tival of Santa Veronica, which was now within three weeks.
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Masetto had set his house in order, and made all becoming: pre.

parations for receiving his bride
; and waited, with the impatience

natural to a man who is going to be married, for the happy day.

Lissa was about sixteen, the marriageable age for girls in this

part of Italy. She was a good-tempered, innocent country girl.

Elsewhere she would have been thought a prodigy of beauty
;

and even in a place where the beauty of the peasantry is its most
striking feature, she was considered above the ordinary run of

pretty coniadifie. She loved the barber, and was looking forward

to the fete of Santo Veronica with no less impatience than her
Masetto.

It w^as a holiday ; and, thanks to the comfortable religion of

Rome, there are many of them in the year
;
xMasetto had dressed

himself in his best clothes
;
and was just setting off to pay a visit

to Lissa, when he was stopped by the Father Brignoli, a canon
of the church of San Giovanni, who came in all haste to be shaved.

The canon was unluckily in the habit of putting off every thing

he had to do until it was just too late to do it ; and he had now
been loitering in his garden so long that he was obliged to take
the barber's shop in his way, in order to reach the church in time

for the offices. He was a stout, tall man, of between fifty and
sixty, who, having passed the early part of his life in the army,
had sought refuge in the bosom of the church from the cares of

the world which he thought had treated him ungratefully. Per-
haps he w^as right ; but the story is too long to tell in this place.

It will be enough for the intelhgent reader to know that there

was a woman at the bottom of it ; and that the Cavalier Brignoli

became the Canon Brignoli, because he was jilted—an example
which, if universally followed, would fill the world with religious

men. Masetto liked him, because he condescended to talk to

him, and to let him talk in return. He was, besides, of great use
to the barber, because he would tell him the tales of his exploits,

and the wonders he had seen, v/hich Masetto retranslated to his

gaping customers, with such additions and explanations as he
thought suited their several tastes and understandings, and by
this means made himself the favourite barber of the town. Per-

haps the inamorato would not have stayed to shave any one
else, but he could not refuse to wait upon the canon ;

so taking

oiF his best coat, and adjusting his apron, he began to operate

upon the canon's round chin.

* The course of true love never did run smooth.' Masetto had
just finished one h-.lf of the superficies of the lower part of the

priest's broad face, when the mother of Lissa rushed into the shop,

crying and sobbing, invoking all the saints whose names she
could recollect, to save her child. The razor dropped from Ma-
detto's hand, and he left the canon holding the basin under his
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chin, halt shaved, and half lathered, and withal so infolded in the

shaving cloth, that he could not readily rise from his seat. Ma-
setto besought his intended mother-in-law to tell him what dread-

ful calamity had befallen his mistress, and had thrown her into

the ecstacy of grief and passion in which he saw her. At first

it was impossible to make her give any intelligible relation of the

affair ;
but at length Masetto learned that Lissa had gone, before

daybreak that morning, with some other girls of the neighbour-

hood, to draw w;ater from a spring, half a mile from the road,

which was reputed to have great efficacy in preserving maidens'

complexions. It was a sort of frolic which they had undertaken

without the knowledge of their friends, and had intended to be

back before the sun was up. They had reached the spring, had
filled their pitchers, and were about to return, when a man, of

gigantic stature and most forbidding aspect, appeared among
them. The girls shrieked with terror at the sight of him, and
some of them made off; when, upon a whistle which the stran-

ger blew, eight or ten fellows as ill-looking, and armed with car-

bines and sabres, appeared from behind the rocks. The frightened

girls knew at once that these were the Brigand Garbone and his

comrades, whose atrocious deeds filled the neighbourhood w^ith

terror. Garbone, without speaking, seized Lissa, who clung to

some of her companions
;
but her feeble resistance was of course

in vain. The chief took her in his arms, and, motioning to

some of his followers to assist him, bore her off. She shrieked,

and implored the help of the other girls, who followed her, but

the remainder of the brigands presented their pieces at them, and
threatened to shoot them on the spot. The poor girls fell on their

knees, and with tears and suppUcations implored the monsters not

to take away the wretched Lissa, but they might as well have
implored the rocks. Garbone and the others, who carried the

devoted maiden, bore her swiftly towards the forest, and were
soon lost sight of; while the others, staying till their comrades
had got clearly off, slow^ly followed them, still looking back, and
threalemng the horror-stricken girls who remained at the fountain.

This was the substance of the account which they had given

when they came home
;
and although their terror had exagge-

rated the horror of the appearance, and perhaps the numbers of

the brigands, there could remain no doubt that they consisted of

Garbone and his troop. The mother of Lissa now recollected

that a tall singular looking man had been seen at various times,

and always* in different garbs, hovering about their house, and
was apparently struck with admiration of Lissa

;
a circumstance

which had flattered her mother, but had never alarmed her.

Poor Masetto was beside himself at this intelligence
;
he tore

his hair, wept, threw himself upon the ground, and played all
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the extravagant tricks which violent passion urges a man to.

The canon in the mean time having extricated himself, wiped
his face, and made himself decent, with the calm gravity of a
man who had lived long enough in the world to see the nullity

of every thing hke violent emotion. Not that he was indifferent

to Maselto's grief, and the cause of it. He had seen and admiret^

the beautiful Lissa; and, while he was rubbing his face, he
resolved to save her, or at least to make an attempt. He had,

besides, as great a hatred as a churchman could have against

this Garbone
;
and he felt some of his old military feeling rise,

accompanied with an incUnation to try if his arm yet possessed

strength and skill. These were of course improper notions for a
priest, but they came unbidden across him. He consoled Ma-
setto as well as he could

;
then, when he had made him listen, he

represented that he had better be attempting something for his

mistress's deliverance than w^eep over her loss. The poor bar-

ber thought this would be sheer madness; 'for how,' he said,

' could he hope that his Lissa was not already murdered, or

worse !'

'You show neither so much fortitude nor reason as I expecteji

from you, my son,' said the canon ;
' and you know nothing of

the character of this Garbone. Murder is not his object ; and I

have a strong belief that he will not attempt any outrage against

Lissa. But w^e waste time
;
tell me only this—dare you risk yoirr

life to save your mistress V
* Ay, willingly !' replied Masetto, in whose heart the priest's

words had revived something like hope, though he was afraid to

trust it ;
' for what is existence to me without Lissa V

' Why, then, let this be the last tear you shed
;
but give me a

pen and ink, and, while I write, do you run and fetch Felippo, the

lay-brother, who attends my mule ;
and, as for the offices, unless

the Padre Geronimo has performed them, they must go undone
for the hour is now past.'

Masetto hastily obeyed the canon. The letter was written,

and dispatched by Felippo to the cavaher Novi, who commanded
a detachment of the pope's troops, a few leagues distant. First,

however, Felippo was ordered to prepare his master's mule and
his own, and to lend the better of his two frocks to Massetto, who,
having put it on, followed the canon to his own house. A short

preparation sufficed to make them ready for the journey which
the canon meditated

;
and giving it out that he was going to the

monastery of Santa Maria della Salute upon business with the

abbot, he mounted his mule, and, followed b}'' Masetto, in the

dress of the lay-brother, rode gently towards the mountains.

As they journeyed on, the father explained to Masetto his plan,

which was to throw themselves in the way of the brigands, and
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thus discover in the first place where Lissa was kept. They
would think the Padre a rich prize ; and he knew them too well

to apprehend any violence from them, because they would expect

to get a large sum from him in the way of a ransom, and would

willingly release his fohower, that he might fetch them the

money. This being done, the rest of the enterprise must depend

greatly on Masetto's inteUigence and skill in bringing up the

troops of the Cavalier Novi, whom the Padre's letter had apprised

of his design, to the robber's retreat.

It was noon, and the travellers dismounted under a spreading

tree to repose themselves and their mules. Tne canon, who
never travelled without a due portion of creature comforts, which

he had a strong Hking for, directed Masetto to display a cold

capon, and to put a flask of very drinkable wine into a cold

mountain-brook which ran bubbling by the forest path. The
meal was not ended, when it fell out, according to the good

father's expectations, that some of Garbone's gang discovered

them. The first intimation they received of the presence of

their visitors, was the muzzle of a gun being poked through

the boughs of a thicket on the rock opposite them, and a

hoarse voice crymg out with a thousand miprecations for their

money. Masetto thought it was all over with them
;
but the

priest called out without the lefist emotion, ' We are poor

travellers, a priest and his servant ; what we have is at your

service ;
but spare our hves, for the sake of the blessed Mother of

Heaven and all the Saints.'

The muzzle of the gun was withdrawn ; and the gentleman to

whom it belonged, accompanied by four others of his fraternity,

made their appearance. They were fine-looking, able-bodied

ragamufiins ; but their long hair and mustachios, and the

expression of their countenances, gave them a disagreeable and

fierce look. They were dressed in a coarse but fantastic manner,

every man having in his garb some attempt at finery, which ill

accorded with the dirtiness and poverty of the rest of his clothing.

They wore long daggers, and pistols stuck in their belts ; some of

them had, besides, swords
;

all were armed with carbines, and

not a man but a rosary, or a rehc, or some other outward and

visible token of his rehgion stuck about him. They surrounded

the canon and his man, and, having searched for their weapons,

and found none but the knives with which they were eating, they

bound their arms behind them, and bade them prepare to go

before their chief, who they said was within a short distance.

While this ceremony was being performed by some of the rogues,

the others finished the flask and the capon which the canon and

Masetto had been employed upon when they w^ere interrupted.

The canon offered nothing like resistance ;
but gave the

26
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thieves now and then a ghostly exhortation, or a slight recom-
mendation to pursue the paths of virtue and piety, and not to

bind his arms too tightly
;
managing to apply his texts as to

make a favourable impression on the banditti, whose superstition

he was perfectly well acquainted with.

All being ready the prisoners were marched oflf, followed by
three of the brigands, the others staying behind to pursue their

lawful vocation of robbing passengers. After halfan hour's walk
through circuitous paths, they arrived at a rock, which they

began to ascend. From the top of this rock the robber's retreat

was discernible. A small dell, shut in by high rocks, and which,

from its position, was inaccessible to all but those who knew the

country, had been pitched upon by Garbone for head-quarters. A
range of low buildings at the further end appeared to be the dwell-

ings of the troop, and a great portion of the green was planted

with olive-trees and vines. A shrill whistle from one of the

robbers was answered by some one from the dell, and the party

began to descend with the caution which the steep path rendered

necessary. The captives were conducted to the building, and
entered a long room, which appeared to be a sort of common hall.

At the fire-place, some men, of a similar appearance to those by
whom the travellers had been taken, were employed in cooking

;

others were playing with cards and dice m different parts of the

chamber
;
and at the upper end, with a moody look, and apart

from the rest, sat one, who, from his stature and appearance, the

canon no doubt was the chief—the redoubted Garbone. To him
they were soon led

;
when the canon, in answer to his inquiries,

told him that he and his follower were upon a journey to the abbot

of the monastery of Santa Maria della Salate, to receive some
money due to his own church, when he had been stopped by the

good gentlemen who had now done him the honour of introducing

him. Garbone, although he looked extremely ill-tempered,

happened to be in one of his most gracious moods. He welcomed
the canon with great politeness for a robber, and said he was
glad to see him for several especial reasons ;

the first, because his

troop was mainly in want of a priest, for, although they were
thieves, yet they had consciences, and it was so long since they

confessed (having killed their last confessor in a brawl,) that half

of them were ready to desert, that they might unburden their

bosoms, and obtain absolution
; secondly, because he himself was

going to be married (Masetto was ready to fly at the brigand's

throat, but the canon trod upon his toe, and restrained him ;) and
thirdly, because he should have a good round ransom for his

captive.

The canon had seen a good deal of the world, and was more
than a match for a more cunning man than Garl3one, even in his
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own way. He took his bantering quietly, offered his ghostly

services with a good grace, said he was ready to send for the

ransom if his servant might be permitted to fetch it ; and, in short,

so won upon the robber, that after a quarter of an hour's talk he
had learnt from him the fact of his having carried off Lissa, who
was then unharmed in one of the inner chambers, and that he
meant to be married to her on the morrow in the forest chapel.

' A pious intention, for marriage is a holy ordinance,' said the

priest, ' and right gladly shall I perform the ceremony ; but I

beseech ye, good captain, to let me depart as soon as it is done,

for I have much to do; and as it is only reasonable that you
should be paid for my night's entertainment, name the ransom,

and let Nicolo, my attendant here, away and fetch it for thee.

By sparing not his beast,' he said, looking significantly at Masetto,
' he may reach the monastery by midnight ; and the abbot, as he
loves me, will send what I require

;
and to-morrow, by the lime

the lark has chaunted his matin song, my good follower may be

back with the means of rescuing his master from this place.'

Masetto understood what this meant, and expressed his readi-

ness to travel all night on such an errand. Garbone mused for a
few minutes, and then said, ' Ail that you say, father, seems fair

enough : but I have so often been taken in by men of your pro-

fession, that I trust none of them willingly. However, for this

once I will run some risk. The man shall go ; but look varlet,

as thou valuest thy master's head, look that thou bring back the

coin by day-break to the forest chapel.'

Garbone then fixed as a ransom for the canon four thousand
scudi ; and, ordering Masetto's beast to be made ready, directed

one of his gang to mount the canon's horse, and accompany the

messenger to the last outpost, and there await his return. Ma-
setto bade the canon farewell, who pressed his hand significantly

as they parted.

The barber and the brigand rode onwards, and in the course of

his progress found his companion was a great simpleton. He lefl

him at a stone cross in the road to await his return.

The canon had requested his friend, the cavalier, to have his

troop at a little village called the Three Bridges
;
and hither it

was that Masetto hastened, instead of to the monastery. He found

the cavalier, whom a desire to serve his old friend, and a wish to

come to blows with Garbone, had brought immediately on receipt

of the letter. He had five-and-thirty horsemen with him, whom, on
learning from Masetto how things stood, he dismounted

; and,

having waited until the night had fallen, they set out on foot.,

conducted by the barber on his mule. Having arrived within a
short distance of the place at which he had left the brigand,

Masetto went on alone, and found that the rogue, tired of waiting
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for him, had gone to sleep. Having removed his carbine and his

poniard, Masetto passed his own belt so firmly abqut the fellow's

legs, that he could not move
;
and then, giving the signal, the

cavalier's troop came up. With threats of instant death they

compelled the terrified robber, who was now awake, to shew them
the road to the forest chapel, which they reached long before

day-light.

The chapel had been part of a religious establishment, which,

being deserted by the fraternity to whom it belonged, had fallen

into decay, and all but the chapel was in ruins. In one of the

lower vaults they deposited the captive robber, securely bound
;

and left a soldier with directions to stab him to the heart, if he
attempted to escape, or to cry out. The cavalier then looked

about for a convenient spot in which to post his men. At the

end of the chapel, and about two yards behind the altar, was a

gothic screen, formed of clusters of small pillars, with openings

at every yard. Behind these the soldiers might stand, not only

effectually concealed, but well disposed for an attack upon any
persons who might be entering the chapel. By the time all these

arrangements were made, the day began to appear. The
cavalier, who knew his old friend the canon, and who was aware

of his intelligence, fixed a piece of the red feather from his military

hat between the broken stones of the arch by which he must
enter the chapel, and through this he was sure the canon would

know they had arrived. He then bade Masetto stand behind

him ; and fearing that the poor fellow's impatience might lead

him into some imprudence, insisted, with threats as well as

persuasions, that he should not stir a finger until the canon gave

some indication that the time for attack had arrived. Masetto

promised to obey, for, however difficult it might be, he saw the

wisdom of the cavalier's injunctions.

The minutes passed heavily, until at length the feet of horses

and mules were heard through the forest, and the voices of the

brigands, at intervals, shouting to each other as they hurried

along to visit their captain's nuptials. The sounds became more
distinct, and at length it was clear that the company had arrived.

The cavaher had provided for himself a loop-hole, by which he

could see the canon enter ;
and, to his great delight, he saw him

pluck the feather carelessly from the wall, and toss it to the wind,

at the same time that his eye shot an inquiring glance round the

chapel. In many an hour of peril, and on many a dangerous

enterprise, the cavalier had seen that eye flash with many a simi-

lar expression from under a steel morion, and it had lost none of

its old accustomed fire.

The gaunt Garbone, dressed with awkward splendour, came

first ; the weeping Lissa, leaning upon the arm of the Padre, fol-
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lowed ;
and, notwithstanding the exhortations and promises of the

good canon that all would be well, could not overcome her fears.

The canon had by no means explained to her the errand on which
Masetto was gone ; for he had made it a rule for many years

psLst never to trust, a woman, good or bad, with a secret. Behind
came the whole of Garbon's gang, in number about forty, with
their carbines over their shoulders, and ranged in as fair order as

they could accomplish. As the canon came on towards the altar,

he was reconnoitring the place, and had already determined that

his old comrade would post himself and his forces behind the

screen. When, however, he mounted the three steps of the altar,

which raised him a full yard above every one else in the chapel,

his doubts were removed, for he saw the soldiers. One look was
exchanged between him and the cavalier. He proceeded with

the ceremony, as his hearers thought ; but he was too faithful a
member of the church to profane its ordinances

;
and, instead of

reading the service of marriage, he addressed an exhortation to

Garbone on his enormities, which might have touched his heajrt

if it had not been in Latin—a language with which he happened

to have no acquaintance.

When he had ended this mock service, and as he held his

hands extended over Garbone and Lissa, the whole gang shouted

Viva! and discharged their carbines to testify their rejoicing.

The vaulted arches of the roof rang with the report, and the

smoke which filled the building enabled the canon to draw Lissa

from the altar to a place of security behind the screen. Before

the vapoury cloud had rolled away, a sharp and well directed fire

from Novi's troops had brought down one half of the bandits,

and the others were seized and bound before they had recovered

trom their surprise at the suddenness of the attack. At the first

shot, Garbone had drawn his pistol, and levelled it at the canon,

whom he must have killed, but that Masetto, who had his eye

particularly upon the ruffian, threw up his arm, and at the same
moment plunged his stiletto into the chiefs throat. It is not neces-

sary to describe his joy at clasping his Lissa in his arms, or the

pleasure which the canon had in meeting his old friend and com-

rade, the cavalier. A very short time sufficed to tie the robbers

who remained alive on the mules and horses
;
and the whole

party proceeded to Velletri, where the canon married Masetto to

Lissa without waiting for the feast of Santa Veronica.

The robbers were soon afterwards executed
;
and Garbone's

head had the honour of decorating a post in the cross roads.

26*
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THE CAVALIER IN FRANCE.

After the total defeat of the cause of Charles I. in England,
those of his adherents who were fortunate enough to effect an
escape, sought a refuge on the continent from the vengeance of

the victorious rebels. Among these was Sir Hugh Rashleigh,

a cavalier, who was no less distinguished for the courage which
he had displayed on many occasions to the service of the royal

cause, than for a vivacity of disposition, and an uncontrollable

love of fun, which induced him to run any risks and to undertake
any adventure that promised to favour his darling passion. He
had taken up his residence in the town of Harville, where in spite

of the narrowness of his income, consisting only of the niggard
bounty of the French Court and the uncertain supplies which he
received from his friends in England, he contrived to keep up his

spirits, and hunted amusement wherever it might be found. In

Harville there lived a rich and beautiful widow, Madame D'Ar-
gencourt

;
it is true she was as arrant a coquette as ever ma-

naged the artillery of a pair of fine black eyes ; but Sir Hugh was
smitten, and paid most assiduous court to her. She was by far

too desirable not to have more than one lover. To give a correct

list of them would be impossible. The most prominent whom
she counted in her train, besides Abbees out of number, were a
rich farmer General, a Gascon Officer who had been a Lieutenant,

but who deserved as he said to be a Captain, and who therefore

did himself the justice to affix this title to his name, and an-

nounced himself as M. le Capitaine Millebombes. This pseudo

Captain for length of pedigree, of whiskers, and of sword, might
match any Bobadil in the universe. Another of the lady's lovers

was a Procureur, a sly, insinuating knave, in the curls of whose
wig lurked more guile than in a college of Jesuits, and, though
last not least in his own dear love, le Comte Sansterre, whose
ancestors were once the lords of an extensive territory, but who
had left their illustrious descendant little to subsist on, save their

title, and that only because it would not sell.

The widow was of a joyous temperament, perfectly aware of

the force of her charms, and the attraction of her fortune, and

though extremely good tempered, she took much more delight

in teazing her lovers than in any other feminine gratification.

She would forego the pleasure of tearing to pieces a spick and

span new reputation, for that of raising their ire. She would

doubt the riches of the Farmer General, impeach the often-sworn-

to courage of the Gascon, hesitate upon the soundness of the

Procureur's legal knowledge, enquire into the situation of the

Count's domains, whom she once provokingly asked whether a
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Chateau on the beauties of which he was most eloquently

expatiating was not en Espagne, and affect to disbelieve the firm

manlj" affection of Sir Hugh. She was not, however, quite so

selfish as coquettes are in general, and although she laughed at

all her lovers in their turn, she could not resist the attentions of

Sir Hugh, which were so void ofaffectation and so different from

the means pursued by her other admirers, Frank, mirthful and
true, brave as his own sword, he told his love without pretence,

or exaggeration, and offered to the sprightly widow the affections

of as honest a heart as any in the French King's dominions
; he

explained the loss of his estates, his present poverty, and was at

least so fortunate as to excite the jealousy of the four worthy
gentlemen who have been mentioned, and who resolved to unite

for the purpose of defeating his attempts. He, however, uncon-

scious of their plots, pursued his suit with ardour, and had suc-

ceeded in making the lad}^ look serious for the space of ten minutes,

(a thing never before achieved by mortal man) when at the

moment he thought he had fixed her forever, she suddenly broke

up the conversation by telling him she had resolved never to

marry any man below the degree of a prince. It was in vain

that he endeavoured to bring her back to the favourable temper

in which she had been a moment before : it was gone and at

length he took his leave, much mortified, and swearing that the

moon, and the wind, and April showers, and all other uncertain

things, were less fickle than a French widow. As he traversed

the streets towards his own home, not a little ruffled by his disap-

pointment, he saw by the light of the moon four men standing

in his path.

It was nearly midnight, and the streets were silent and empty.

Just as he reached them they all four drew on him and desired

him to stop. Four to one are odds it must be confessed, but so

much the more occasion for resolution in the encounter, and Sir

Hugh, quite at a loss to account for the attack, drew his sword,

and placing his back against a door post, asked what they meaiit.

The tallest man stepped forward, and lowering the point of liis

sword addressed him, when he immediately recognised the voice

of his Gascon rival.

' Stranger,' said he, ' before the swift lightning of my faithful

steel, and those ofmy friends here, shall separate your heretic soul

from your already more than half dead body, my compassion

induces me to offer you terms upon which your existence may
be preserved. You address the Lady D'Argencourt ; renounce

her, and breathe our air in safety
;
refuse, and in one moment

destruction falls upon your luckless head. Answer ; the fates

attend your response.'

Sir Hugh, whom the danger could not prevent from laughing
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replied, ' I have nothing to say to you on this subject, but if you
value your health, let me advise you to stand back. For further

answer, it is at the point of my sword, whence you must take it.'

' Fall on, then,' cried the Gascon to his friends as he began the

attack. Sir Hugh parried his blow, and making a fierce lunge
in return, the unfortunate Captain fell at his feet. The other

three assailants stood a moment aghast, but Sir Hugh pressing

upon them, two very fairly ran away, and the third falling on his

knees, implored for mercy. This he found was the Farmer Ge-
neral, from whom he learned that the other two were the Count,
and the Procureur.

He desired him to rise and assist him in examining the Cap-
tain, they turned him over but he was lifeless.

' Sir,' said the cavalier, ' you must thank yourself for this mis-

chance, which, though it has happened in my own defence, I

must ever deplore.'

' O ! Sir,' said the Farmer, ' It was not my intention to injure

you. The poor gentleman at your feet said you would not fight

us all, and that you would be easily frightened out of your pre-

tensions to Madame D'Argencourt.'
* His calculations have deceived him,' said Sir Hugh, ' but I

;must hasten awaj^ for the present, until the affair is arranged.'
' Spare my life,' said the Farmer, ' and I will furnish you with

the means of escape.'

' Agreed,' said Sir Hugh, who began to feel the danger of his

situation, and thought it wise to take advantage of the terror of

his discomfited rival. Bearing the body of the Gascon between
them, they proceeded to the house of the Farmer General, who
opening the garden gate with a private key, entered, and having
deposited the body, which was still warm, on a seat, hurried to

the stable. The Farmer saddled his best horse for Sir Hugh, and
pointing out a high hedge at the bottom of his grounds, told him
the gates of the town being shut, his only means of escape would
be to leap that fence and swim a river a little beyond it. Sir

Hugh, who was a Leicestershire man, made nothmg of the leap,

and the Farmer walked back to his dead brother in arms.

Sir Hugh being well acquainted with the country, soon got

into the high road. He was at a loss where to go, but recollect-

ing that he had received an invitation from the Count de Bans-
son to accompany him in a boar hunt, he turned his horse's head
in the direction of the Chateau. The excellence of the Norman
horse with which his frightened rival had furnished him, brought

him in two hours to the place of his destination. It was now two
o'clock in the morning, and he found the male part of the com-
pany still up wearing away the night. Having sent for the

Count, he imparted to him his unlucky rencontre, and requested
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he would afford him the asylum of his house for a short time until

he should hear the fate of the wounded man. The Count, with

the warmest expressions of regret for the accident, promised his

assistance, and to furnish the necessary means of retreat in case

of the worst ; and, this being arranged, he insisted upon Sir

Hugh's joining the party. The conversation here turned upon
the remarkable gullibility of the inhabitants of Ussel, which was
situated just two leagues from the Count's chateau. Among
the company was a Mons. Chabanes, who was the Bailli of Ussel.

He was foremost in ridiculing his co-citizens, and relating his

numerous instances of their folly, said he beheved no imposture

would be too gross for them to credit, that any of the present

company, for instance, might pass themselves off for the Prester

John, or the Kam of Tartary, or any other fictitious potentate,

without any danger of detection.

• What say you,' said the Count, ' to having some sport with

these sapient citizens. We have two leisure days before our boar

hunt—can we not contrive to pass them agreeably in this

manner V
The company all applauded this idea, but the difficulty was

how they should put it in practice. Chabanes at length sug-

gested that some one should personate a Grecian Prince, this cha-

racter being least Uable to suspicion, from a prince of that nation

having lately paid a visit to the King at Versailles on his pass-

ing through France. This was unanimously agreed to, and the

choice fell upon Sir Hugh, both from his known spnit in keeping

up any sort of amusing enterprise, and from his speaking French
with a foreign accent. He immediately undertook the charac-

ter—the company determin^ed to put their scheme in practice on

the morrow, and Sir Hugh having arrived so suddenly, it was
resolved to let no more than the present company into the secret.

The party then retired.

On their assembling the next morning, one of them had pre-

pared letters, as from the Court, directed to the BailU of Ussel,

requiring him to treat the Prince, who was travelling through

the province, and might pass his town, with all the respect due to

his high rank, and the dignity of the ancient town of Ussel. The
plot of the masquerade was now laid down, the parts were allotted,

and Chabanes was to set off immediately to prepare for the recep-

tion of the Grecian Pnnce. It was thought expedient to admit

the ladies to their council, and to receive the benefit of their good
taste and assistance as to the habit and decorations of the

Prince and his suite. They approved of the project, and set about

the necessary preparations with much alacrity.

Chabanes, delighted above measure at this opportunity of ban-

tering some of the most self-important of his fellow-citizens, no
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sooner arrived at Ussel than he convened the Mayor and Coun-
cil of the town. With the utmost gravity he detailed to them
in a pompous speech all the lies he could invent about this

Prince, whom he said was then incog, at the Chateau of the
Count : he laid before them the letters from the Court, and painted
most glowingly the advantages which the inhabitants were to

derive from the good offices the Prince might perform for them
with the King.
The three greatest men in the town of Ussel were the Lieu-

tenant General, the Cure, and a little Physician. They readily

swallowed the deception, and having each made a speech in

which they displayed their eloquence and their utter contempt
for a servile obedience to the rules of grammar, they arranged the

reception of the mighty Grecian. The Lieutenant's house was
to be his quarters during the stay, an embargo was laid upon
all the good things in the market for his table, and as Chabanes
had particularij^ impressed upon them that the Prince travelled

incog, they determined therefore to give him a public entree. They
then hurried away to powder their wigs and put on their holiday

coats for the occasion. The Lieutenant drew out his militia, a
motley company, whose manner of firing was so peculiarly per-

verse, that when they intended to give a volley it had the effect

of Zifeu de joie. The Cure marched his choir, sexton, sacris-

tan, and bell-ringer, out at the head of the trained bands. The
physician assumed a double portion of importance, and accom-
panied the Cure, decorated with a walking cane as big as him-

self. An avaunt-courier announced the approach of the Prince.

First came twelve mules loaded with the Prince's baggage.
Then twelve of the Count's hunters, with long housings, and
cloths nearly covering them, these were said to be Arabians. A
body of twenty gentlemen, in hunting-dresses, who had arrived at

the Count's to join the hunt, accompanied them as an escort.

Sir Hugh rode at a short distance w4ih the Count de Bansson
beside him. He was dressed in the Eastern costume, mounted
on a very fine horse, and looked so much hke a Prince, that he
might have deceived more acute persons than the worthy inha-

bitants of Ussel. The Count's valet de chambre followed, dressed

also a la Grecgue^ representing the Prince's favourite, and several

other servants and re4;ainers brought up the rear.

As soon as they arrived at the outer gate of the town of Ussel,

an old cannon, which had not smelt powder for an age, was dis-

charged, and the military and ecclesiastical troops of the Cure
and the Lieutenant occupied the sides of the road, where one

party began to sing Te Deum, and the other to fire their /e?; tk

Joie.

In this state the Prince was conducted to the house prepared
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for his reception. Dinner was served to him in great stj'le, in

the grand hall, on a table which had been hastil}^ prepared, ele-

vated only one foot from the ground in the Eastern style. Sir

Hugh seated himself gracefully, and with a remarkable gravity.

The Count de Bansson was on his left, and the remainder of his

escort round the table. The galleries were filled with the beau-

ties of Ussel ; the young ladies darted long tender glances from

their downcast lids, and prayed devoutly that the lords of their

hearts might be as beautiful and as elegant as the young Greek.

Widows, and ladies of mature age, looked out more boldly, and
only withdrew their eyes when they happened to meet his, and
then rather with a well-dissembled confusion than any real bashfnl-

ness. The lower part of the hall was crowded with people, who
had neither rank nor interest enough to procure a nearer view of

the Prince.

The dinner was dispatched with considerable gravity, the Prince

speaking French well, but with a foreign accent. Seeing the Cure,

the Lieutenant General, and the Physician standing near him, he

leaned back to the valet, who represented his favourite, and chat-

tered to him in an unmeaning jargon, and was adroitly answered in

the same manner. Neither of them could suppress a smile at the

appearance ofintense curiosity which these gentleman manifested,

and this led the citizens to suppose it was some very good joke

which the Prince and his favourite were enjo^^ng. The Lieu-

tenant grinned, the Cure affected to look wise and bashful at the

same moment, while the Physician, half shutting his lack-lustre

eyes, seemed trying to support his gravity in spite of himself He
had read Hippocrates in the original, once, but it was many
years since, and with an air of great importance told his colleagues

they talked Greek, but that it was a little corrupted from the

ancient purity of the language. The Curate, who had not quite

forgotten the sound of some Greek which had been flogged into

him at college, thinking that the Prince's language sounded

something Hke his old acquaintance, corroborated the Physician,

while the Lieutenant, who, bolder than his friends, determined

to make a dash, declared that it was not only pure Greek, but

the purest and most elegant he had ever heard, (and he told the

truth ;) that he perfectly comprehended all that his highness had

said, and that if others had not done so likewise, it was because

they had learned only from books, by which the natural accent

could not be conveyed.

The conversation became more general, and was carried on in

French
;
the Prince made a most eloquent eulogium on the

\4rtues, talents, and courage of the King. He said he should

return to his own country with a moet lively sense of his Majesty's

goodness which had been particularly manifested towards him,
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for that he had never preferred any request to his Majesty which

had not been graciously complied with. The Lieutenant General

hereupon whispered his colleagues, and after a short consultation,

they advanced to the Prince, and with the most profound reverences

besought his Highness that he would use his powerful influence

with his Majesty to obtain for them a remission of the duties payable

by the town.

The Prince, after a few inquiries promised with the utmost

affability to grant their request. ' Remind me,' said he turning to

his favourite, ' to write to my good friend and brother the King
immediately.' The petitioners withdrew, and giving a signal to

the folks at the lower end of the hall, called out with all their lungs,

' God save the King ! God save the Grecian Prince, he has promis-

ed to speak for us. Huzza!' The ladies waved their handkerchiefs

and the Prince's popularity was established. Immediately after this

scene, an incident took place which might have produced disagreeable

consequences to his Highness, but for the obstinacy of his friends at

the lower end of the hall. The Procureur who had ran away from
him in the streets of Harville was mixed among the populace. He
recognized the Prince to be his rival, Sir Hugh, and immediately

communicated his suspicions to those who were near him. They
happened, however, to produce an effect directly contrary to that

which he intended ; for the mob instead of giving credit to his tale

began to pommel him for daring to insinuate any thing against his

Highness. They performed this operation so noisily that it attract-

ed the attention of the persons at the upper end of the hall. The
Lieutenant and Chabanes came down upon hearing the disturbance,

and learning the cause of it, they thought the offender was in

very good hands, and recommended them to turn him out-

' What shall we do with him ?' said a little red-nosed cobbler to

Chabanes as they were handing the unfortunate Procureur down
the steps of the hall. Chabanes' eye fell upon a large stone

basin in the forecourt, used for watering horses, and immediately

replied with a tone of affected pity, ' Oh don't duck him.' The
most trifling hint, if it is a good one, is enough for a mob ;—they

hurried the Procureur to the basin, and before he could say two

words, soused him neck and heels into it :—They were about to

repeat the operation, but at Chabanes' entreaty they desisted, and

the moLste'ned lawyer sneaked off, dripping like a water-spaniel.

Up>on their return to the hall, they found the Prince about to

retire, to take according^ to the Eastern custom his siesta. As
soon as he was alone with Chabanes, he inquired about the

means of his retreat. The Bailli informed him he had disposed

the horses of his troop a short distance out of the town, and that

the whole of the suite was acquainted with it. That it was pro-
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posed to set off on their return as soon as the town should be
quiet. He then related the affJiir of thj^ Procureur to his great

satisfaction, and informed him ih ii a bali was to be given in ho-

nour of him. After a short rest, the Prince prepared to resume
his character. Upon his return to the hall, he was addressed

in a long set speech by the Prior of a convent in the neigh-

bourhood, who after ascribing to his Highness the possession

of every virtue under Heaven, concluded by beseeching his

charitable donation tor the snpport of his monks. The Prince

paying the reverend beggar some compliments upon hi? elo-

quence, desired his favourite to set down ten louls d'ors for the

convent, and the Prior was dismissed as well content as if he
had had the money in his purse.

The Lieutenant and his colleagues had prepared the freedom

of their city, which they now presented to the Prince with

much ceremony, and he was enrolled a burgess of the ancient

town of Useel, with the privilege of carrying on certain trades

raentioned there within the precincts. The Princo assured

them of the high sense he entertained of this honour: and the

remainder of the evening was spent in dancing. Chabanes
having intimated that the Prince was fatigued with his journey

the party broke up, and the worthy chiefs of Ussel retired

highly delighted with the affability of the Prince, and dreamt
of the signal honours which would be bestowed upon them in

the morning by the generous foreigner.

As soon as the town was silent, and the melodious snoring

of its inhabitants gave notice of the soundness of iheir slum-
bers, every thing having been previously arranged, the Prince,

accompanied by his suite, set off on his return. In a short

time they reached the Chateau, where they found the ladies,

of course very desirous to hear all the particulars. As soon
as their curiosity had been satisfied, the Countess, putting

on a very grave look, told the mock* Prince that she had
very bad news. * The Farmer General,^ said she, has suc-

ceeded in tracing you to this place, and he has arrived here,

accompanied by a person who possesses such an authority

as you must obey, and who has vowed not to leave this house
without you ; they are even now here.' Sir Hugh was a little

discomposed, as may be supposed, but putting the best face

upon it he could, he said, * If there was no means of avoid-
ing it, he must submit.' He was turning round to speak to

the Count, when the Farmer General, who had been standing
behind some of the company, advanced towards him with a
serene air and a smirking countenance, and begged to assure
him of the correctness of every part of the Countess's statement.
* Sir,' said the knight, angrily, ' when I recollect the terms upon

40
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which we parted, it is not enough to say I am surprised to see
you eng^aged on such an errand. 1 desire to have no conversa-
tion with you, but recollect, that, this affair once adjusted, I shall
hold 3^ou to strict account for this dishonourable conduct. Allow
me, Madam,' turning to the Countess, ' to retire, that 1 may take
otf this habit, and accompany the person who I understand is

Waiting to take me.'
' No,' said a voice, which thrilled to the heart of Su Hugh, ' I

do not consent.' The curtain of an inner room was withdrawn,
and Madame D'Argencourt stood befoierhim. ' 1 vowed,' con-
tmued she, ' I would marry none but a Prince, and nothing else

will I be contented with.'

Sir Hugh more than ever astonished, begged that some good
christian would explain these mysteries to him. Madame
D'Argencourt then told him, ' that upon the return of the Farmer
to M. Millebombes, he was surprised to find him upon his legs.

Upon a minute examination they discovered that it was only his

cloak that had been wounded, and he was perfectly whole. The
valiant Captain said that as he was convinced he was not
wounded, he must have been seized with a fit, which he had been
subject to on similar occasions. The Farmer, however, not

being satisfied with this explanation, nor with the conduct of the

Captain, coolly shewed him to the door, and the next mornmg
waited upon the widow to relate the adventure. She frankly

confessed that Sir Hugh's conduct had increased the good
opinion she had before entertained.

' By way of making you every amends for his attack,' said the

widow, ' he offered to accompany me in seach of you, and if your
Highness's sudden elevation has not altered the sentiments you
entertained when I last saw you, perhaps the consequences of

this adventure may not be disagreeable to you.'

Sir Hugh threw himself at her feet, and kissing her hand,

vowed an unchangeable devotion. He shook the Farmer
heartily by the hand, and vowed that, next to M. Millebombes,

who invented the enterprise, he was his best friend. The Count
wno had purposely withdrawn while this trick was played upon
his fdend, now returned, and declared that the betrothed parties

should not quit his house till they were man and wife. The
widow had gone too far to retract, so she consented, and

the next day was fixed for the wedding.
Before the inmates of the Chateau had risen, the inhabitants

of Ussel found they had been most egregiously duped, and after

expressing much astonishment, and feeling much mortification,

they resolved to be wiser another time.

Chabanes appeared most hurt of the whole of the citizens, and

not able, as he said, to shew himself after being the object of such
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an imposition, he quitted Ussel to be present at the wedding—

>

by way of overcoming his chagrin.

The nuptials were concluded with great pomp : and a few

months afterwards the restoration of Charles II. to his throne,

reinstated Sir Hugh in the possession of his paternal domams in

Leicestershire, where he immediately retired with his charmmg
widow : and the recollection of being a Greek Prince, and a.

Burgher of Ussel, with the circumstances attending them, fur-

nished amusement for many a winter evening by his own fire-side

in England

— HANS HEILLNG'S ROCKS.

There lived, many ages ago, in a little village on the Eger, a
fich farmer. The name of the village, tradition ha.s not handed
down to us, but it is generally believed to have been situated on
the left bank of the Eger, opposite the village of Alch, which is

well known to all the invalids of Carlsbad. Veit, such was the

name of the farmer, had a pretty and amiable daughter, the joy

and pride of the surrounding country.

'Elsbeth was really very handsome
;
and, besides that, so good

and well educated, that it would not have been then easy to find

her equal.

Near Veit's house stood a little cottage which belonged to the

young Arnold, whose father had lately died. He -had learnt

the trade of a mason, and was just returning home for the first

time after a long absence, at the period of his father's death.

Like an affectionate son, he dropped tears of unfeigned grief upon
the old man's grave, for he had received as his patrimony nothing

but a miserable cottage. Arnold, however, enjoyed, in the still-

ness of his own bosom, a most valuable inheritance— truth ahd
probity, and a lively sense of every thing good and beautiful.

The elder Arnold was already in a declining state of health,

when his son arrived at the village, and his physical strength was
not sufficient for the joy of again beholding him. The young
man sedulously attended him, and in fact never stirred from his

side, so that, previously to his father's decease, he saw none of

his early friends and companions, except those who visited him
as he sat by the bed of sickness.

Of all the other villagers there was none that took so lively an
interest in Veit's daughter Elsbeth, as Arnold ; for they had
grown up together, and he still entertained a pleasurable remeca-
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brance of the kind-hearted little maid, who had been so fond of
him, and wept so bitterly when he was obliged to set out for the

dwellmg of his master, who resided at Prague. He was now a
fine slender youth, and he had often said within himself, that

Elsbelh must also be now full grown, and exceedingly handsome.
The third evemng after his father's death, Arnold was musing

in sorrow, upon the new-made grave, when he heard a light step

entering the church-yard behind him. He looked up, and saw a
h)vely girl gHding among the grave-hillocks, with a basket of

flowers upon her arm. An elder-bush concealed him from the

eyes of Elsbeth, for it was she who was coming to adorn with
garlands the resting-place of her venerable neighbour.

She bent in tears over the turf, and spoke in a low tone as she

folded her hands together :
* Rest in peace, virtuous man ! may

the earth be less burihensome to thee than thy life !—though no
flowers were strewed along thy path, 3^et shall thy grave at least

be bedecked with them !' Here Arnold sprang forward through

the bushes— ' Elsbeth !' cried he, as he pressed the terrified

maiden in his arms, ' Elsbeth, do you know me V— ' Ah ! Arnold I

is it you V stammered she, blushing ;
* it is very, very long, since

we have seen one another.' 'And you are so handsome, so mild,

so amiable—and you loved my father, and still cherish such an
aflfectionate remembrance of him. Dear, dehghtful girl !'—

' Yes,

worthy Arnold, I loved him with all my heart,' said she, gently

disengaging herself from his embrace ;
* we have often conversed

together about you— the only joy he knew was the possession

of such a son.' ' Was I really a source of joy to him ?' inter-

rupted Arnold, hastily ;
' then do I thank thee, God, for having

preserved me in probity and virtue ! But, Elsbeth, only think

how every thmg is altered. Formerly we were little, and, as

my father sat before the door, we played about his knees—you
were so fond of me—and we could not live asunder—and now
the good old man slumbers beneath us—we are grown up

;
and,

though I have not had it in my power to be with you, yet have

I often thought of you.'— ' And I also of you,' whispered Elsbeth,

softly, as she tenderly gazed upon him with her large friendly

eyes.

Then Arnold exclaimed with animation :
—

' Elsbeth, we al-

ready loved in childhood !—I was obliged to quit you—but here,

on the grave of my father, where I once more behold you, where

we both came to meditate in silence upon him,—I feel as if we
had never been separated. The sentiment of a child awakens

within me, fostered into the passion of a man—-Elsbeth, I love

you—here, on this sacred spot, I declare it to you for the first

time, I love you ! and you V—But Elsbeth hid her glowmg face

in his breast, and wept heavily.— ' And you V repeated Arnold, i»
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a mournful and imploring tone. She gently raised her head,

and looked full upon him through her tears, but with an expres-

sion of satisfaction. ' Arnold, from the bottom of my heart, I am
yours— I have ever, ever loved you.' He again pressed her to

his bosom, and he sealed with kisses the confessions of their

hearts.

When the first transport of reciprocal affection was over, they

sat in an ecstacy of bliss upon the grave. Arnold related his

adventures, and longings for his home, while Elsbeth again dwelt

upon his father, and their early childhood, those da3^s of un-

clouded enjoyment. The sun was already a considerable time

below the horizon, but they had not observed it. At last a bustle

in the adjoining street awoke them from their reverie, and Els-

beth, after a hasty parting kiss, flew from the arms of Arnold

towards her father's house. At the dead of the night, Arnold was
still sitting upon the old man's grave, sunk in bHssful recollec-

tions
;
and the morning was already dawning, when, with an

overflowing and thankful heart, he entered his paternal cottage.

On the morrow, as Elsbeth was preparing her father's morning
repast, the old Veit began to speak of Arnold. ' I pity the poor

youth,' said he, ' from my heart—you must certainly remember
him, Elsbeth, for ye have often played together.' ' How should

I not V stammered she, reddening. ' I should be sorry if it were
not the case—it would appear as if you were too proud to think

of the poor lad. It is true I have become rich, and the Arnolds
have always continued poor creatures—but they have alwaj'-s

been honest, at least the father, and I also hear very favourable

accounts of the son.' 'Really, father,' interrupted Elsbeth,

hastily, ' he is an excellent young man.' ' Ho, Elsbeth,' retorted

the father, ' how have you learned that with such certainty ?'

—

' They say so in the village,* was the faltering answer. * I am
glad of it ; if I can assist him in any way, my exertions shall

not be wanting.'

Elsbeth, in order to terminate the conversation, during which
her cheeks exhibited one continued blush, set about some of her

household afl?airs, and thus escaped the scrutinising glances of

the suspicious old man. Before mid-day, Arnold met his beloved
by appointment in the garden behind Veit's house. She related

to him the entire conversation, which inspired him with the most
favourable expectations. * Yes,' said he in conclusion, ' I have
been-considering all night what is best to be done. I shall go
this very day to your father, openly declare to him our love, and
desire to be united. I shall acquaint him with my pursuits,

produce the testimonials which I have obtained from my master,
and implore his blessing. He will be pleased with my candour,
and consent

j I shall then cheerfully depart on my travels, amass
27*
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a little competence, return a faithful and joyous lover, and we
shall then be happy. Is it not true, sweet good Elsbeth?'

—

* Yes,' cried the transported maid, as she hung upon his neck,
» yes, my father will certainly give his consent—he is so fond of
me !' They separated, full of the most sanguine hopes.

^
In the evening Arnold put on his best attire, once more visited

his father's grave, fervently invoking his blessing, and then, with
a beating heart, took the way to Veit's house." Elsbeth, trem-
bling with joy, welcomed him, and forthwith introduced him to

her father. ' Neighbour Arnold,' cried ihe old man, anticipating

him, *what have you to oifer me^'—'Myself,' answered he.
* That means 1' inquired Vei-t. ' Sir,' began Arnold, with a
voice tremulous at first, but afterwards more resolute and ani-

mated, ' Sir, let me recover myself a Httle, and you will then
understand me better. I am poor, but have been regularly

brought up to business, as these testimonials will certify. The
whole world hes open before me

; for it is not my intention to con-

fine myself to the mechanical part of my profession, but to pursue
the theory of it: I shall one day become a skilful architect—this

promise I have given my deceased father. But, sir, all human
efforts must centre in some object, and labour must be directed

towards some fixed end. The houses which I have built are

not projected for the purpose of erection merely, but of utility

;

so is it with my profession. I do not devote myself to it for the

mere sake of study, but with a view of deriving some profit from

it, and that reward which I have proposed to myself it rests

with you to bestow. Promise me that it shall be mine, as soon

as I shall have earned a competence, and I will devote myself to

my profession with the utrnost avidity.'—'And what then-do I

possess,' answered Veit, * which can be of such importance to

you ?— ' Your daughter—we love one another—I have, like aii

honest man, applied in the first instance to her father, and also

refrained from saying much about the girl herself, as is the habit

of many. No, I come to you after the good old fashion, and soli-

cit a promise, that if, at the end of three years, I return home
from my travels, and with some little profit reahzed, you will not

deny me your paternal blessing ; and that you will, in the mean
time, sufifer your daughter to continue for three years my betrothed

bride.'

* Young man,' replied the father, ' I have let you speak on

—

do you permit me to do the same, and I shall plainly and fairly

declare to you my resolution. That you love my daughter gives

me unfeigned pleasure, for you are an honest youth ; and 1 am
still more pleased that you have openly apphed to her father,

which conduct indeed merits my decided approbation. Your

principals term you a clever young man, and inspire you with
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hopes of advancement : I wish you joy of this
;
but hope is

an uncertain good, and shall I rest the future prospects of my
Elsbeth on so frail a foundation? It is possible, that, during

these three years, proposals may be offered, which shall be more

agreeable to my daughter, or at least to me. Shall I refuse

such, because there is a possibility of your return ? No, young
man—I shall do no such thing. If, however, you return while

Elsbeth is still disengaged, and with your fortune already

made, I shall not oppose your wishes. For the present, not a

word more on the subject.'

—

' But, neighbour Veit,' faltered Ar-

nold implonngly, and seizing the old man's hand, ' only reflect

'—
' There is no need of further reflection,' interrupted

Veit, ' and therefore God bless you ;
or, if you wish to remain

longer, you are welcome ;
but not a word more of Elsbeth.'

—

* And this is your final resolve V stammered Arnold. * My final

one,' returned the old man coldly. ' Then God help me,' cried

the youth, and was rushing out of the room ;
Veit caught him

quickly by the hand, and detained him. ' Young man, do not

commit an indiscretion. If you are a man, and possessed of

strength and fortitude, be collected, and suppress your feelings.

The world is wide—seek to engage yourself in busy life, and

your breast will recover its tranquillity. Now, farewell, and may
good fortune accompany you in your wanderings.' With these

words, he let go his hold, and Arnold tottered to his cottage.

Weeping bitterly, he packed up his bundle, bid adieu to his little

patrimony, and then directed his steps towards the churchyard,

in order to pay a parting visit to his father's grave.

Elsbeth, who had through the door partially overheard the

conversation, sat drowned in tears. She had indulged in dreams

of future bliss, and now, even hope itself seemed to be annihilated.

Wishing to get a last sight of Arnold, she had stationed herself at

the window of her apartment, and waited until he stepped out of

the cottage, and bent towards the churchyard. She flew quickly

after him, and found him praying on the grave. * Arnold, Arnold,

you will then depart,' cried she, embracing him, * ah ! I cannot

let you go !' Arnold started up, as if awakened out of a dream

—

* I must, Elsbeth, I must. Forbear to break my heart with your

tears, for I must go.'
—

' Will you ever return, and when V—
' Elsbeth, I will labour as much as man can do—I will not squan-

der a moment of my time—in three years I return again. Will

you continue true to me V—* Until death, dear Arnold,' cried she,

sobbing. * Even though your father should endeavour to com-

pel you.'—' Let them drag me to the church—even at the foot of

the altar I will cry—No. Yes, Arnold, we will remain true to

one another, here and above yon sky. Somewhere we shall meet

agaui !'—
* Then let us part,' cried Arnold, while a ray of hop©
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beamed through the tears which filled his eyes, * let us part.

No longer do I shrink from any obstacles—no enterprise shall be

too great, or too audacious for me. With this kiss I pledge my
troth to you, and now—farewell ! In three years we shall be

happy.' He tore himself from her arms. ' Arnold,' cried she^^

' Arnold, do not forsake your Elsbeth !' But he was already gone.

His white handkerchief waved from afar a last adieu, and he at

length disappeared in the obscurity of the wood.
Elsbeih flung herself down upon the grave, and prayed fer-

vently to God. Being confident that Arnold would be true to

her, she became more calm, and appeared more collected in the

presence of her father, who fixed his eyes sharply upon her, and
inquired into the most minute particulars.

Early every morning she performed a little pilgrimage to the

spot where she had last embraced her Arnold
;
the old Veit was

well aware of this circumstance, but made no comment upon it,

and was rather glad that Elsbeth could be so tranquil, and even

at times cheerful.

A year passed away in this manner, and, to Elsbeth's great

satisfaction, no suitor who had yet announced himself had met
with the approval of her father. About the end of the second

year, a' person returned to the village after a long absence, who
had left it early on account of some acts of gross libertinism, and
had seen a great deal of the world. Hans Heiling had departed

in extreme indigence, but returned in very opulent circumstances.

It seemed as if he had come back to the village for the mere
purpose of displaying his wealth to those who had formerly been

inimical to him. It was at first believed that he would spend

only a short time in it, as he was continually speaking of im-

portant aflfau's which required his presence ; he appeared, how-
ever, shortly after, to be making preparations for a longer stay.

Marvellous reports were spread throughout the village concerning

him. Many an honest man shrugged his shoulders
;
and there

were some who gave broad hints that they knew how he had
amassed all his riches.

Be that as it might, Hans Heiling visited the old Veit daily,

and amused him by relatmg his travels
;
how he had been in

Egypt, and sailed into regions still more remote
;
so that the old

man enjoyed a great deal bf pleasure from his acquaintance

;

and that evening seemed to him very tedious, of which Heiling

did not pass some part in his chamber. He heard, to be sure,

many whispers among his neighbours, but shook his head in-

credulously at them
;

still there was one circumstance which
excited some surprise in him,—that Hans Heiling shut himself

up ewery Friday, and remained at home alone during the entire

day. He put the question, therefore, to him straightway, how
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he employed himself on such occasions :
' I am bound by a vow

to spend every Friday in private prayer/ was the answer. Veit

was satisfied : Hans went in and out as before, and his views

with regard to Elsbeth became every day more apparent. But
she entertained an unaccountable aversion for this man, insomuch

that the blood seemed to curdle in her veins at the mere sight of

him. Nevertheless, he made formal proposals to' the old man,

and received as an answer, that he should first endeavour to

discover the sentiments of the girl herself. He therefore took

advantage of an evening, on which he knew that Veit was not

at home, to sound her feehngs.

Elsbeth was sitting at her spinning wheel, as he stepped in at

the door, and shuddered as she stood up to inform him that her

father was not within. ' O then, let us chat a httle together,

my charming girl,' was his reply
;
and with these words he sat

down by her side. Elsbeth quickly moved away from him.

Hans, who considered this to be merely the effect of maiden

timidity, and held the principle, that he who wishes to succeed

with women must act with boldness, caught her suddenly round

the waist, and said, in a flattering tone, ' Will the fair Elsbeth

not sit beside me V But she tore herself out of his arms with an
expression of aversion

;
and, with the words— ' It is not becoming

that I should remain alone with you,' made an effort to quit the

room. But he followed, and embraced her more boldly :
' Your

father has assented to my proposals, fair Elsbeth
;
will you not

then be mine % I shall not release you, until you make me that

promise.' She vainly struggled to avoid his kisses, which
burned upon her cheek, and increased her terror

;
in vain did she

cry out for assistance,—his passion was in the highest state of

excitement, and he was proceeding to take further Hberties, when
his eyes rested upon a Uttle cross, which Elsbeth from a child

had worn about her neck, as a token of remembrance received

from her mother, who died early. Seized by some strange

emotion, he let her go, appeared convulsed, and rushed out of the

apartment Elsbeth returned thanks to God for her deliverance

;

and when her father came home, related to him the outrageous

behaviour of Heihng. Veit shook his head, and seemed much
irritated. At his next meeting with Hans, he animadverted

strongly upon his conduct ; and the latter offered, as an apology,

the impetuosity of his love. The occurrence, however, wa= so

far fortunate for Elsbeth, that it released her for a long time tiom

his assiduities. She wore openly upon her breast the cross

which had, she knew not how, been her protection on that

occasion ] and observed that Heiling never addressed a single

word to her whenever he found her so provided.

The third year was hastening to a close. Elsbeth, who hod
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always employed some artifice to divert or interrupt the conver-

sation, whenever her father spoke on the subject of a union with
Heiling, became more and more cheerful. She daily visited old

Arnold's grave, and then, crossing the Eger, ascended a height

which lay on the road to Prague, silently indulging ihe hope of

one time descrying her truelove on his way back to ihe village.

About this time, she one morning missed the Utile cross which
was so dear and precious to her She thought it mu§t have been

taken from her neck as she slept, for she never left it off, and her

suspicions rested upon one of the maids, whom she had on the

preceding evening overheard whispering with Heiling behind the

house. In tears, she told it to her father, who laughed at her

mistrust, asserting, that Heihng could set no such value upon the

cross
;
that he was not a man for such amorous toying, and that

she had cerlainl}' lost it in some other manner. Koiwiihstandmg
this, she remained unshaken in her opinion, and observed very

plainly, that Heiling renewed his addresses with great serious-

ness and circumspection. Her father, too, became every day
more urgent, and at last declared openl}^, that it was his firm and
unalterable will, that she should give her hand to Heiling—that

Arnold had certainly forgotten her, and the three years were
besides already past. Heiling, on his part, swore eternal love to

her, in the presence of her father, adding, that he was not, like

perhaps many others, actuated by any mercenary motives—no,

she herself was the object of his affection, for he had money in

abundance, and would make her richer and happier than she had
ever dreamed of becoming. But Elsbeth despised him and his

wealth
; being, however, strongl}' importuned by both parties,

and tortured by reflections on the supposed infidelity or death of

her Arnold, she saw no other course before her, but that which

Ues open to ail those in despair , she accordingly begged for a
respite of three days

;
for, alas ! she still cherished the idea, that

her beloved would return. The three da3^s were granted
;
and

her two persecutors, full of the hope that they would soon behold

the accomplishment of their wishes, quitted the cottage, as Veil

was going to accompany his intended son-in-law on a walk. Just

at this moment, the priest of the village, preceded by the sacristan,

was coming down the street, on his w^ay to administer the final

consolation to a person who w^as at the point of death. Every
one bowed before the image of the crucified Redeemer, and Veit,

in particular, fell prostrate ;
but his companion sprang into the

nearest house with an expression of horror. Veit looked after

him astonished, and not without shuddering, and then shaking

his head, returned to his home. Presently a messenger from

Heiling entered, who informed him, that his master had just been

seized with a sudden giddiness, and hoped that he would come to



him, wiihotit fomnin^ any unfavourable •ufmw«». But Veit
r«plie''l, cro«*iing himself—'Go, t€;Il birn I ^hall U; h;>ppy to heaf
that, notbirjij wornc ihan a JhCjp, f^vhlmfim ba«b#rfallftn bim.'

KUbeih, meanwhile;, fwu w^;*;;)ing and praying on»a bill at thft

'^nffance of the village, which couufmruU'A a view to a ^faf.

extent along ihe roa/1 to Prague. A cloud of rlu»f, bfrcarne vi.mr>Ie

in the rh^tance ; her heart ihrobbc/J violently ;
but a« «fx>n a?» Jthe

cotilfl fli,5<fingui«h objects, anrJ dejjcried a party of per.Hf/nx on horse-

back, in rjch Mlire, her fjrwl hope» were again bla»fe(l. In front

of the train, there roi'le on the left of a venerable olfl f/i»n, a hand'
Bomc youth, for who»e eagerne»!» the rapid pace of the hor9«f

»eemcA rnrjch too »low, and jt wa« with diflicijlty that the old man
could prevent him gallopping forward. Ebbef.h wa^f aba.«ihed at

the number of men, and ca«t down her eye», withoiif. Irx)king any
longer on ihe proce^aion. Oua audden, the youth sprang from

hi« iteed and knelt before her :
' Eliibetb, i« it possible ? my de?ir

belove^l El*beth !' The terrified rnaid atarted up, but anuk in an
©c«tacy mf o the arm« of the youth, exclaiming—' Arnold, my
Arnold !' They continued /or a long time in a paroxysirn of delight,

Jip to lip, and heart to heart. The companior>« of AmoW »tood

round the entranced pair, full of joyful emotion : the old man
folded bijf handsi in thankfulnes»( to God ; aiid never bad the

departing stin shone upon a happier groupe.

When the tumult of joy in tome meaiiure subsided, it waa a
qtiestion between tbe lovers, which should first commence a
recital o( their adventures. Elsbetb began at last, and e:i^Iained|

in a few worrls, her unbappy situation, and tbe tetfnn on wbieh
she stood with HeiEng. Arnold was shocked at the i/lea of the

bare possibility of losring his Ekbetb ; while tbe okl man r/tade

a^^urate inquiries concerning llciimg ; and finally tzchimed'^
' Ifes, my friends f it is the same wreteh, who, in my native t4>wii

was gtiilty of these abominable aets, and escaped the hand ofjus-

tice, only by the rapidity of his flight. Let us thank God that

we are here, to irostraite his villasnoos intentions/ Amid such
discourses respecting Heiling and Elsbeth, they at length reached

the rillage, but at rather a late hour,

Amokl triumphantly led Elsbetb to her father, who coaM
hardly believe the evidence of bds eyes, when he saw a ntunber

of rich clad persons enteiing his cottage. * Father ofmyElsbetb/

began Arnold, ^ 1 am here to solicit the hand of your daughter,

I have become an opulent man—am in &.roar with individuak

of exalted rank, and able to do eren more than I promised/

—

' How !' cried the astonished Veit, * can you be the once poor

Arnold, son of my deceased neigbboor V—* Yes, it k he/ repUed

the old man, }Mxm% in tl^e conversation, ' the same who three

years ago k^ this jjace in poreirty and despair, lie applied to
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me ; I immediately perceived that he would become a master of

his profession, and consequently received him into my employ-
ment. In the discharge of his duty, he invariably gave the

utmost satisfaction
;
and I was, in a short time, able to entrust

the most important matters to his superintendence. He has per-

manently established a character for himself in many great towns;

and is at present engaged in executing a work which promises to

be a master-piece. He has become rich—been admitted to the

society of dukes and counts, and shared their munificence. Be.
stow your daughter upon him, in performance of your promise.

The wretch to whom you was about to sacrifice your Elsbeth,

has a thousand times merited the gallows—I know the villain

well'— ' Is this all true that you relate to me?' enquired Veil,
* It is ! it is !' repeated all present. * Then I should be sorry to

oppose your wishes,' said Veit, tutting to Arnold
;

' distinguished

artist, the girl is yours
;
and may the blessing of God be upon

you.' Unable to express their gratitude, the happy pair threw
themselves at his feet : he folded them to his bosom—and con-

stancy at last met its reward.
* Frend Veit,' began the old man, after a long silence, inter-

rupted only by the exclamations of joy which proceeded from the

lovers, ' Friend Veit, I should wish to make one request more of

you. Unite your children to-morrow morning, without delay,

that I may have the pleasure of seeing my Arnold completely

happy, whom I love as a son
;
for heaven has bestowed on me

none of my own. The day after to-morrow I must return to

Prague.'— ' Well, well,' answered Veit, quite exhilarated, ' if it is

so agreeable to you, we shall so arrange it. Children,' said he,

addressing himself to the young couple, * to-morrow is the day.

Yonder, at my farm on the Egerberg, I shall make preparations

for the wedding. I will immediately apprise the priest ; do you,

Elsbeth, attend to your household concerns, and prepare to enter-

tain your guests suitably to their dignity.' Elsbeth obeyed
; and

that Arnold slipped out a moment after, and both remained in the

garden, engaged in confidential dalliance, we find very natural.

The first thought which occurred to the good son, when he
had recovered from his ecstacy, rested upon the grave of his father

;

and he and Elsbeth went, therefore, arm in arm to the spot,

which they had, at their last visit, quitted in despair.

At the grave they again plighted their troth, both inspired

with a feeling of religious awe ' Dees not,' whispered Arnold,

embracing his betrothed with ardour, ' does not this moment of

blessedness overbalance three whole years of pain 1 We have
attained the summit of our wishes—life has no higher enjoyment

to bestow
;

it is only above that any purer bliss awaits us !'

—

^ Ah, that we could once die thus, arm on arm, heart oa heart,'
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sighed Elsbeth. ' Die !' repeated Arnold ;
' yes, on your breast

!

Gracious Providence ! lay it not to our charge, that, even in tha

overflowing of our present joy, we entertain a feeUng of some-
thing still higher. With grateful hearts we acknowledge tha

abundance of thy bounty ! Yes, Elsbeth, let us pray here on
our father's grave, and offer thanksgiving for the beneficence of

Heaven !' It was a silent prayer, but fervent and smcere ; and
the lovers returned home in indefinable emotion.

The morrow was a fine clear day ; it was Friday, and the

Festival of St. Lawrence. There was a bustle through tha

whole village
; at the door of every cottage stood youths and

maidens in their holiday attire
; for Veit was rich, and every suit-

able preparation had been made for the nuptials. Heiling's door

alone was shut, for it was Friday
;
and it will be recollected thai

he never let himself be seen on that day.

The procession to the church was presently set in motion, for

the purpose of conducting the joyful pair to the loveliest of all

solemnities. Veit and Arnold's principal walked together, and
shed tears of unfeigned joy, on witnessing the happiness of their

children. Veit had chosen an open place under a large Hnden ia

the middle of the village, for the celebration of the marriage feast.

Thither the train proceeded when the rites were at an end. Tha
light, as it were, of heaven, shone from the eyes of the loving pair.

The festive meal continued for several hours, and goblets crowned
with flowers often rung to the toast, ' Long live Arnold and his

lovely bride !'

At last, the new-married couple, with the two fathers, Arnold's

friends, and some of Elsbeth's companions, forsook the hnden
/or the farm on the Egerberg. The house was beautifully situ-

ated among the foliage which crowns the rocky precipice that

nses out of the valley
;
and, surrounded by a circle smaller ia

number, but consisting of more confidential friends, the hours flew

by like minutes, for the enraptured Arnold and his Elsbeth. Tha
adorned bridal-chamber had also been prepared in the farm-house,

and a cheerful evening meal stood ready, under bowers of fruit-

trees, with which the garden was enriched. The most costl/

wines sparkled in the cups of the guests.

Twihght had already darkened the valley, but unnoticed by
the joyful circle. At length the last faint glimmer of day disap*

peared, and a serene starry night saluted Arnold and his bride.

The old Veit began even to speak of his youthful years, and
enteredso warmly into the subject, that midnight now approached,

and Arnold and Elsbeth eagerly awaited the end of his speech.

At last Veit concluded ;
and, with these words, ' Good night, dear

children,' was preparing to escort them to the door of their cham-
liar. At this moment the clock of the village below them struck

2S
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twelve—a fearful hurricane arose from the depth of the vallej'—
and Hans Heiling stood in the midst of the terrified assembly,
with his countenance hideously distorted. ' Satan/ cried he, ' I

release you from your thraldom
; but first, annihilate these !'

—

* On thai condition thou art mine !' answered a voice which
issued from the howling blast. Thine I am, though all the tor-

ments of hell await me ! but annihilate these !' A sort of fiery

vapour now enveloped the hill, and Arnold, Elsbeth, Veit, and the

guests, stood transformed into rocks ; the lovers tenderly em-
bracing each other, and the rest with their hands folded, in the

attitude of prayer. * Hans Heiling,' thundered a fiendish voice

through the howling blast, ' they are blest in death, and their

souls are flown to heaven
;
but the term of thy contract is ex-

pired, and thou art mine !' Hans Heiling flew from the top of the

rock down into the foaming Eger, which hissed as it received

him, and no eye ever beheld him more.

Early on the following morning came the female friends of Els-

beth, with nosegaj's and garkmcls, to deck the new married pair
j

and the wh-ole village flocked after them. But the hand of de-

struction was visible every where
;
they recognized the features

of their friends in the group of rocks
; and the maidens, sobbing

aloud, wreathed their flowers around the stony forms of their once
beloved friends. After this, all present sank upon their knees,

and prayed for the souls of the departed. ' Peace be with them,'

a venerable old man at length broke the deep silence with these

wordffif ' Peace be with them
;

they passed away in love and
joy together ; arm on arm, and heart on heart, they died. Be
their graves perpetually adorned with fresh flowers, and let these

rocks remain, as a memorial to us, that no evil spirit has power
over pure hearts ; that true love is approved even in death itself

After that day, many an enamoured pair performed a pilgrim-

age to Hans Heiling's rocks, and invoked the blessing and pro-

tection of the souls in bhss. This pious usage has died away,
but the tradition still lives in the hearts of the people

;
and, even

at this day, the guide who conducts strangers up the fearful val-

ley of the Eger, to Hans Heiling's Rocks, pronounces the names
of Arnold and Elsbeth, and points out the forms of stone into

which they were metamorphosed, together with the father of the

bride, and the remainder of the guests.

It was reported, that there was heard, some years since, a

frightful and unaccountable roaring of the Eger, at the part

where Hans Heiling had precipitated himself into it ; and no one

passed by at that time, without crossing himself, and commend-
ing bis soul to the Lord.
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THE CASTLE GOBLIN.

Two lovers, a youth and a maiden, once lived on the banks of

the Rhine, where it winds between the lofty rocks, and is over-

hung with gloomy forests. The passage-barks go furiously with

the stream of the river in this part ; and the helmsman used to

return thanks to the Virgin when he saw behind him the old

Single Tower of Neuftchaberg. From this ruin, standing up-

right and alone, like a pine tree, the owl still sent a long and

loud cry, when the shadow of night fell heavily from the lofty

bank over the boiling current of the profound water.

Once, only once, dear life of my soul,-do I desire to have the©

to mj^self, without fear of spies ;
that fancy may be left free to the

delight which thy presence would ever bring, did not the eye of

jealous suspicion watch me, as for the secret robber of the fold..

She listened to his pleading breath, and tears filled her blue

eyes. But the maiden spake not in reply, for her heart beat, arjd

caused the words to die on her powerless tongue.

Look up, my love, look up ! Behold the old Single Tower of

Neuftchaberg : to it the helmsman looks as he guides the pas-

sage-bark. Hearken ! the owl sends forth his long and loud

cry, for the shadow of night falls heavily on the deep water. Am
I dear to thee, thou beloved one ? If so, meet me there, above,

even where the owl cries, at the safe midnight hour : then the

world shall be only to us.

The maiden shuddered : but, as she trembled, she came morft

close to the bosom of the youth. Thou art dear to me ; and well

thou knowest how dear ! but, alas, how shall I meet thee at mid-

night at the old Single Tower of Neuftchaberg ! Doth not the

cry of the foul bird already chill my blood ? And shall I dare to

meet the dull eyes of the Castle-Gobhn, as they gleam with &
grey light from the narrow windx)w-holes of the silent ruin !

As she spake, the owl again shrieked loud and long : it seemed

the hollo of the Castle-Goblin : the lovers started ;
and the helms-

man, as the sound leaped through the water-caves, made the

sign of the cross, and prayed earnestly to the Virgin. In a mo-
ment all was again still: nothing was -heard but the motion of

the boiling current.

Slowly rose the moon, with creeping edge, above the dim bound-

Ary of the night-sky. And, as she rose, a trembling hght fell on
the Old Single Tower. Then its narrow window-holes appeared,

and the clearing air shone beyond them. Na Goblin-.eyes

gleamed as in horrid sockets ;
the bramble and the ivy hung

over the rifted fragments, and the parted leaves of each were di»-

\ tinctly seen.
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The maiden stood close to the youth, who soothingly inclined

her cheek to his. The night-wind mingled with their breathings,

and the rushing of the impetuous Rhine seemed less fierce in its

noise. The cry of the owl had ceased.

And doth the beloved-one fear the Castle-Goblin, said the

enamoured youth ? Love hath no idle fears : it only dreadeth the

jealous suspicion that causeth separation, and sad disappointment,

and wan anxiety.

The maiden wept, but still her cheek rested on the youth's.

Ah, more than the Castle-Goblin, I dread the demons that dwell

in the heart. Let me not name them : Thou wilt spare me the

shame. Guard then thy fidelity, whilst thou preserves! thy

patience ;
and save thyself from remorse, and me, thy love, from

guilt and dark disgrace !

And now the moon shone clear and full in the height of the

heavenly arch. All the air was a silvery blue : even the old

Single Tower of Neuftchaberg was arrayed in a mild brightness.

Its narrow window-holes seemed stripes of fight, enfivening the

gloom of its ruined walls. As the passage-bark gfided swiftly

below the rock, the sound of the anthem, sung by the helmsman
to the divine Mother and Virgin, with hair of gold, rose above

the rushing of the water. The lovers stood, silent and close to-

gether, in the beauty of the fair night. Scarcely were seen to

move the heads of the wild field-flowers, as the gentle wind
fleeted onward to the smiling distance.

But soon the lover prayed more fervently than before : Meet
me at the safe hour of midnight, in the mossgrown court of the

ruined tower ! There the world shall be only to us
;
and the evil

eye of suspicion shall be away !

Faltering accents moved on the tongue of the maiden, and she

found her fips joined, with soft and lingering pressure, to the

youth's. Passion was in their hearts.

The moon descended redly to the opposite verge of the fading

heaven. Moaning, deep, and broken, commenced again the hoot-

ing of the bird of night. The breeze came chill, and with a

swelUng noise, from the forest on the hills behind : the voice of

the river rose ;
and a melancholy shade fell over the old Single

Tower of Neuftchaberg.

Where the lovers stood was now an empty space. They had

disappeared. The wild field-flowers bent their heads to the

ground, as the cutting wind gfided swiftly by.

See ! the moon now scarcely preserves her swarthy discoloured

rim, above the far distant limit of the night-sky. A vapour is

gone forth, and the shadows are dense.

Whose is that form that ascends the rocky pathway towards

the grey ruin ? It is the maiden that climbs among the waving
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bushes, in the steep and narrow track. Her white dress flutters

in the air ;
her steps slide

;
she pauses as if she would return.

Midnight is near. She advances again ]
and now she is lost in

the shades of the old tower.

Hark ! in one loud, continuous, shrill cry, the owl is heard *.

the sound lengthens as it speeds ; the boatmen listen aghast.

The figure of the maiden passes by a chasm in the grey wall.

The moon drops into the abyss, all is dark.

But the youth hath met his beloved one, and tears of joy and
gratitude run down his flushed cheeks. His arms entwine her

waist : they are in the court-yard of the tower. Their eyes are

full of love : their souls are as their eyes. Broken battlements

rise over them
;
riven arches, fragments of fallen strength are

about. Drearily gleam the narrow window-holes in the darkness;

and the waving thistle rustles, as if to alarm.

They are seated on the soft moss that springs from the ancient

stones. High beats the heart of the youth, for here suspicion

does not watch: but the maiden trembles: her hands are cold

:

she is weak, and timid, and mutters as a sick child.

A clammy horror creeps over her senses as she regards the

blackness of a low door-way full before her face. It once led to

the pit of tears, the deep dungeon of the ancient tower. But the

youth's quick kisses have not fallen in vain on her Hps : his heart

beats against her: time and place vanish from her perception:

in her inward soul move the yawnings of deUrious love.

In vain rushes through the ruin the power of the uprisen

tempest through the desolate place. The owl shrieks against

the wind in vain. The angel of female shame is about to fly

—

when, lo, a burst of rain and thunder ! The heavy bird gives a

last cry, and strikes with flapping wing, aflfrighted from his dark

roost ! A dead silence then prevails, and, from the church-steeple

in the valley, is heard the blow of the midnight hammer.

What rises from the black mouth of the tearful dungeon ? The
eyes of the lovers are fixed, as by a spiritual power. Is it fog 1

Is it cloud 1 Is it a human shape ? I<? it a high contending with

darkness ? A spectral woman comes forth ;
she advances towards

the maiden and the youth ; an infant hes at the breast, half

covered by a stained shroud.

They are saved by the doleful vision ! Eternal Father, now is

the doom accomplished : now is the long-past crime atoned for,

uttered the pale lips of the spectral-woman. The decree is ful-

filled ; for two souls are this night rescued from the guilt into

which my earthly life had fallen !

The maiden sunk her head : the lover regarded her with a

look of holy but troubled aff'ection. Slowly the spectral woman
raised in her arms the shroud-wrapped child. Mercy, mercy

!

38*
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was chaunted in the air above : sweet sounds of harps were
heard : the ghostly figures vanished in a flood of morning splen-
dour. Soon all had disappeared

;
and in a calm, but dark nic^ht

the guiltless lovers descended to the Rhine from the old Smgle
Tower of Neuftchaberg.

VANDERDECKEN'S MESSAGE HOME.

Our ship, after touching at the Cape, went out again, and soon
losing sight of the Table Mountain, began to be assailed by the
impetuous attacks of the sea, which is well known to be more
formidable there than in most parts of the known ocean. The day
had grown dull and hazy, and the breeze, which had formerly
blown fresh, now sometimes subsided almost entirely, and then
recovering its strength, for a short time, and changing its direc-

tion,' blew with temporary violence, and died away again, as if

exercising a melancholy caprice. A heavy swell began to come
fi-om the south-east. Our sails flapped against the masts, and the

ship rolled from side to side, as heavily as if she had been water-

logged. There was so little wind that she would not steer.

At two P. M. we had a squall, accompanied with thunder and
rain. The seamen, growing restless, looked anxiously ahead.
They said we would have a dirty night of it, and that it would
not be worth while to turn into their hammocks. As the second
mate was describing a gale he had encountered off Gape Race,
Newfoundland, we were suddenly taken all aback, and the blast

came upon us furiously. We continued to scud under a double

reejfed mainsail and foretopsail till dusk
; but, as the sea ran high,

the captain thought it safest to bring her to. The watch on
deck consisted of four men, one of whom was appointed to keep
a look-out ahead, for the weather was so hazy, that we could

not see two cables' length from the bows. This man, whose
name was Tom Willis, went frequently to the bows, as if to

observe something; and when the others called to him, inquiring

what he was looking at, he would give no definite answer. They
therefore went also to the bows, and appeared- startled, and at

first said nothing. But presently one of them cried, ' William, go
call the watch.'

The seamen, having been asleep in their hammocks, murmured
at this unseasonable summons, and called to know how it looked

upon deck. To which Tom Willis replied, ' Come up and sew.

What we are minding is not on deck, but ahead.*
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On hearing this, they ran up without putting on their jackets,

and when the^^ carne lo the bows there was a whi3f>ering.

One of I hern asked, ' Where is she ? I do not see her.' To
which another replied, ' The last flash of lightning showed there

was not a reef in one of her sails : but we, who know her history

know that all her canvass will never carry her into port.'

By this lirne, the talking of the seamen bad brought some of

the passengers on deck. They could see nothing, however, for

the ship was surrounded by thick darkness, and by the noise of

the dashing waters, and the searnen evaded the questions that

were put to them.

At this juncture, the chaplain came on deck. He waa a man
of grave and modest demeanour, and was much liked among the

seamen, who called hirn Gentle George. He overheard one of

the men asking another, 'if he had ever seen the Flying Dutch-

man before, and if he knew the story about her V To which the

other replied, ' I have heard of hfer beating about in these aeaa.

What is the reason she never reaches port V

The first speaker replied, ' They give different reasons for it

;

but rny story is this : She was an Amsterdam vessel and sailed

from that port seventy years ago. Her masters name was Van-

derdecken. He was a staunch seaman, and would have his own
way, in spite of the de'dl. For all that, never a sailor under

him had reason to complain ;
though how it is on board with them

now, nobody knows ; the story is this, that in doubling the

Cape, they were a long day trying to weather the Table Bay,

which we saw this morrjing. However, the wind headed them^

and went against them more and more, and Vanderdecken walked

the deck, swearing at the wind, JiJist after sunset, a vessel spoke

him, asking if he did not mean to go into the Bay that night.

Vanderdecken replied, ' May I be eternally d—d if I do, though

I should beat about liere till the day of judgment !' And to be

sure, Vanderdecken never did go into that Bay ; for it is believed

that he continues to beat about in these seas still, and will do so

long enough. This vessel is never seen but with fool weather

along with her.

To which another replied, ' W^e must keep clear of her. They

say that her captain mans his jolly boat, when a vessel come^

in sight, and tries hard to get along-side, to put letters on board,

"but no good comes to them who have any communication with

bim.*

Tom Willis said, ' There is such a sea between us at present.

a« should keep us safe from such visits.'

To which the other answered :
' We caimot trust to that, if

Vanderdecken sends out his men.

Somi of this conversation having been overheard by ths
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passeng-ers, there was a commotion among them. In the mean-
time the noise of the waves against the vessel could scarcely be

distinguished from the sounds of the distant thunder. The wind

had extinguished the hght in the bninacle, where the compass

was, and no one could tell which way the ship's head lay. The
passengers were afraid to ask questions, lest they should aug-

ment the secret sensation of fear which chilled every heart, or

learn any more than they already knew. For while they attri-

buted their agitation of mind to the state of the weather, it was
sufficiently perceptible that their alarms also arose from a cause

which they did not acknowledge.

The lamp at the binnacle being* relighted, they perceived that

the ship lay closer to the wind than she had hitherto done, and

the spirits of the passengers were somewhat revived.

Nevertheless, neither the tempestuous state of the atmosphere,

nor the thunder had ceased
;
and soon a vivid flash of hghtning

shewed the waves tumbhng around us, and, in the distance, the

Flying Dutchman scudding furiously before the wind, under a

press of canvass. The sight was but momentary, but it was
sufficient to remove all doubt from the minds of the passengers.

One of the men cried aloud, ' There she goes, top-gal]ants and

all.'

The chaplain had brought up his prayer-book, in order that he

might draw from thence something to fortify and tranquilize the

minds of the rest. Therefore, taking his seat near the binnacle,

so that the light shone upon the while leaves of the book, he in a

solemn tone, read out the service for those distressed at sea.

The sailors stood round with folded arms, and looked as if they

thought it would be of little use. But this served to occupy the

attention of those on deck for a while.

In the mean time, the flashes of hghtning become less vivid,

shewed nothing else, far or near, but the billows weltering around

the vessel. The sailors seemed to think that they had not yet

seen the worst, but confined their remarks and prognostications to

their own circle.

At this time, the captain, who had hitherto remained in his

birth, came on deck, and, with a gay and unconcerned air, m-

quired what was the cause of the general dread. He said he

thought they had already seen the worst of the weather, and

wondered that his men had raised such a hubbub about a capful

of wind. Mention being made of the Flying Dutchman, the

captain laughed. He said, " he would like very much to see any

vessel carrying top-gallant-sails in such a night, for it would be a

sight worth looking at." The chaplain, taking him by one of

the buttons of his coat, drew him aside, and appeared to enter

into serious conversation with him.
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While they were talking together
;
the captain was heard to

eay, " Let us look to our own ship, and not mind such things ;"

and accordingly, he sent a man aloft, to see if all was right about
the foretop-sail yar.*^, which was chafing the mast with a loud

noise.

It was Tom Willis who went up ;
and when he came down,

he said that all was tight, and that he hoped it wouJd soon get

clearer ; and that they would see no more of what they were
most afraid of.

The captain and first mate were heard laughing loudly

together, while the chaplain observed, that it would be better to

repress such unseasonable gaiety. The second mate, a native of

Scotland, whose name was Duncan Sanderson, having attended

one of the University classes at Aberdeen, thought himself too

wise to believe all that the sailors said, and took part with the

captain. He jestingly told Tom WilHs to borrow his grandam's
spectacles the next time he was sent to keep a lookout ahead.

Tom' walked sulkily away, muttering, that he would neverthe-

less trust to his own eyes till morning, and accordingly took his

station at the bow, and appeared to watch as attentively as before.

The sound of talking soon ceased, for many returned to their

births, and we heard nothing but the clanking of the ropes upon
the masts, and the bursting of the billows ahead, as the vessel

successively took the seas.

But after a considerable interval of darkness, gleams of light-

ning began to reappear. Tom Willis suddenly called out, * Van-
derdecken, again ! Vanderdecken, again ! I see them letting

down a boat.'

All who were on deck ran to the bows. The next flash of

lightning shone far and wide over the raging sea, and showed us

not only the Flying Dutchman at a distance, but also a boat com-

ing from her with four men. The boat was within two cables'

length of our ship's side.

The man who first saw her, ran to the captain, and asked whe
ther they should hail her or not. The captain, walking about

in great agitation, made no reply. The first mate cried, ' Who's
going to heave a rope to that boat V The men looked at each

other without offering to do any thing. The boat had come very

near the chains, when Tom Willis called out, ' What do you
want ? or what the devil has blown you here in such weather V
A piercing voice from the boat rephed in English, ' We want to

speak with your captain.' The captain took no notice of this,

and Vanderdecken's boat having come close along side, one of the

men came upon deck, and appeared like a fatigued and weather-

beaten seamen, holding some l^tter-s in hi« hand.
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Our sailoi's all drew back. The chaplain, however, looking

steadfastly upon him, went 'forv/ard a few steps, and asked,
' What is the purpose of this visit V
The stranger replied, ' We have long been kept here by foul

weather, and Vanderdecken wishes to send these letters to his

friends in Europe.'

Our captain now came forward, and said as firrtily as he could,

' I wish Vanderdecken would put his letters on any other vessel

rather than mine.'

The stranger replied, ' We have tried many a ship, but most of

them refuse our letters.'

Upon which, Tom Willis muttered, ' It will be best for us if we
do the same, for they say, there is sometimes a smking weight in

your paper.'

•The stranger took no notice of this, but asked where we were
from. On being told that we were from Portsmouth, he said, as

if with strong feeling, * Would you had rather beten from Amster-

dam. Oh that we saw it again ! We must see our friends again.*

When he uttered these words, the men who were in the boat

below, wrung their hands, and cried in a piercing tone, in Dutch^
' Oh that we saw it again ! We have been long here beating

about : but we must see our friends again."

The chaplain asked the stranger, ' How long have you been at

sea V
He replied, 'We have lost our count, for our almanack was

blown overboard. Our ship, you see, is there still
;
so why should

you ask how long we have been at sea
;

for Vanderdecken only

wishes to write home and comfort his friends.' *

To which the chaplain replied, ' Your letters, I fear, would be

of no use in Amsterdam, even if they were delivered, for the per-

sons to whom they are addressed are probably no longer to be

found there, except under very ancient green turf in the church-

yard.'

The unwelcome stranger then wrung his hands, and appeared

to weep ; and replied, ' It is impossible. We cannot believe you.

We have been long driving about here, but countrj'-nor relations

cannot be so easily forgotten. There is not a rain drop in the

air but feels itself kindred to all the rest, and they fall back into

the sea to meet with each other again. How then can kindred

blood be,made to forget where it came from ? Even our bodies

are part of the ground of Holland ;
and Vanderdecken says, if he

once were come to Amsterdam, he would rather be changed into

a stone post, well fixed into the ground, than leave it again
;

if

they were to die elsewhere. But in the meantime, we only ask

you to take these letters.'














